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PREFACE
As the motto for this study I might choose the wise words of the great
American Anthropologist, A. L. KROEBER: "The basic reason for the concentrations of productivity seems to be that for things to be done well they must be
done definitely, and definite results can be achieved only through some specific
method, technique, manner, or plan of operations." Such a specific plan of
operations he describes as a "style".
The present investigation has indeed the aim to sketch the outlines of the
"style pattern" of the Old Assyrian caravan trade, but the author is painfully
aware of the fact that all too many of the questions asked have not been
adequately answered. I can only hope that I have at least asked the right
questions, for-as said by another eminent Anthropologist, CLAUDE L:EvrSTRAUSS: "le savant n'est pas l'homme qui fournit les vraies reponses; c'est
celui qui pose les vraies questions". However, the immense textual material
available from the Old Assyrian period constantly holds out the hope-or the
threat-that the answer could in fact be found among the vast amounts of data.
At the same time, it makes manifest the need for new methods, for the conventional philological approach all too easily degenerates into a recital of oddments, a series of "interesting" riddles more or less "solved". I am afraid that
attacks on this plane can with right be levelled against this book. The proper
approach would undoubtedly be a structural study of the "systems of internal
relationship which give to any culture its coherence or plan, and keep it from
being a mere accumulation of random bits" (KROEBER). However, this investigation would be justified if it could be used as a description of one partand a crucial one-of the pattern of the Old Assyrian culture.
I have received my basic instruction in the field of Old Assyrian from
Professor KEMAL BALKAN, and I want to express my gratitude for the example
he has given me by his attitude of forgiveness, mild tenacity and intimacy
toward the old Assyrians. During my visits to Turkey I have had the pleasure
to live at the British Institute of Archaeology at Ankara, and I hope that the
friends I met there will accept this book as a token of my gratitude for the
hospitality and kindness they have shown me. I also want to express my
sincere appreciation of the help I have received from my teachers, Professors
]0RGEN L1ESS0E and EBBE EGEDE KNUDSEN, and from my fellow-pupil
AAGE WESTENHOLZ. Mr K. R. VEENHOF has been kind enough to suggest a
number of changes and additions to my original manuscript, and he deserves
my warm thanks for his help.
Mogens Trolle LARSEN
Hellerup, March 1967

INTRODUCTION
a. THE SITES
Clay tablets inscribed in cuneiform and containing documents of an economic
character from the Old Assyrian period have since r88r come in vast numbers
from Anatolia. Though the site Kiiltepe 20 kms north-east of Kayseri was
suspected to be the source of the tablets sold on the markets in Kayseri and
Istanbul, and in spite of the efforts of several archaeologists to find the archives
from which the local villagers unearthed the tablets, the problem was not
solved until 1925. When in this year HROZNY succeeded in finding the archives,
it was with the help of a local peasant and the actual source turned out to be
the fields east of the mound. The htiytik itself has up to now yielded very few
tablets. 1)
HROZNY dug here for two seasons and unearthed more than rooo tablets.
About 500 of these have now been published in ICK I and 2.
The real excavation of the site-both of the mound and of the area where
the tablets had been found-was initiated in 1948 when the Turkish Historical
Society and the Turkish Department of Antiquities began a large-scale dig led
by Professor TAHSIN OzGu<_;;; these excavations have not yet been finished and
they have already resulted in the finding of a very great number of tablets. 2)
The mound Kiiltepe is an impressive accumulation, 550 meters long and
450 meters wide with a maximum height of about rg meters. It covers the
ancient city of Kanes, in the Old Assyrian period the capital of an important
kingdom. A great part of the mound was occupied by palaces, temples and
possibly other official buildings. Very few tablets have been unearthed on the
mound; they are found in abundant numbers in the settlement which lies in a
great crescent about a hundred meters east of the walls of the city. In this area
1 ) For the history of the excavations of Kiiltepe I refer to P. GARELLI, Les Assyriens en
Cappadoce (Paris, 1963), p. IJ-I8 (this book henceforth quoted as AC). GARELLI's study
has here been used as a general source for references for which purpose it is admirably well
suited, being to a large extent a recapitulation of earlier theories and views. This procedure
does not imply, however, that I agree in all respects with the views expounded in AC.
2 ) The results of the Turkish excavations have been published by TAHSIN OzGuc; in
several reports the most important of which are: Ausgrabungen in Kultepe I948 (Tiirk
Tarih Kurumu Yaymlarmdan, V. Seri, No. ro- Ankara 1950), Ausgrabungen in Kultepe
I949 (Tiirk Tarih Kurumu Yaymlanndan, V. Seri, No. 12- Ankara, 1953), and KultepeKani~ (Tiirk Tarih Kurumu Yaymlarmdan, V. Seri, Sayi: 19- Ankara, 1959).
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the excavators have found another city consisting of moderately sized private
houses which have turned out to have been owned mainly by Assyrian merchants. This colony of merchants is normally referred to as the kiirum Kanes. 3 )
There are four occupational levels in the kiirum of which the two oldest ones,
levels 4 and 3, have not yet been dug extensively. No tablets have been found
in these levels. 4 ) Level 2 marks the period of the main commercial expansion
and it is from this level that the majority of the tablets have come. Level r,
finally, has been subdivided into levels rb and Ia, and of these only rb has
yielded a few tablets. These show that the flourishing activity of the preceding
period has died out to become a dim reflection of the economic expansion witnessed by the tablets from level 2.
The tablets found at Kiiltepe mention several other towns and a number of
these were capital cities in other Anatolian kingdoms, 5 ) but so far no site except
Kiiltepe has produced any tablets from the period of the main Assyrian expansion. Tablets have been found at two other sites: Ali~ar 6) and Bogazkoy,7)
but in both cases the documents could be dated to the last period, the one that
corresponds to level rb at Kiiltepe.
b.

THE DATE

The fact that the excavations at Assur provided us with only very few texts
from the Old Assyrian period, and no economic tablets at all, has made the
exact dating of the various levels rather difficult. The task is not made easier
by the lack of royal inscriptions at Kiiltepe where only Erresum I has left us a
proper historical text. 8 ) However, the Turkish excavators have provided us
with a stratigraphic framework which Professor KEMAL BALKAN has attempted
to fill out in the books Observations on the Chronological Problems of the kiirum
Kanish (Ankara, 1955) and Letter of King Anum-Ijirbi of Mama to King
W arshama of Kanish (Ankara, I957).
According to the theories advanced by BALKAN level 2 corresponds to the
3 ) Adequately defined in AC, p. 174, as "a la fois un centre commerciel etabli dans une
ville et l'assemblee des marchands qui l'administre." See for Old Babylonian F. R. KRAUS,
SD 5, p. 8!-83.
4 ) They may antedate the Old Assyrian trade on Anatolia.
5 ) Cf. BrLGI<;:, AfO 15 (1945-195I), p. 1-37, for a list and a discussion of the Anatolian
geographical names; see also BALKAN, Anum-ljirbi, p. 57-60, for a discussion of the native
kingdoms.
6 ) The ancient name is still a matter of discussion; the texts have been published by
I. J. GELB: Inscriptions from Alishar and Vicinity (Oriental Institute Publications 27Chicago, 1935).
7 ) The name in the Old Assyrian period was Jjattus, later known as the Hittite capital
ljattusas; the texts published by HEINRICH 0TTEN in cuneiform in KBo 9 (1957), numbers
I to 41; discussed by 0TTEN in MDOG 89 (1957), p. 68-79.
8 ) Published by LANDSBERGER and BALKAN in Belleten l4 (1950), p. 219-268.
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period covered by the reigns of Erresum I, Ikiinum, Sarrum-ken I, and PuzurAssur Il.9) At the end of this period the settlement was destroyed and it has
been estimated to have lasted about 30 years before the houses of level rb were
built. Levels rb and ra therefore cover part of the reigns of Samsi-Adad and
his son ISme-Dagan.
Level 2 lasted for a considerable length of time, at least So years. The length
of the reigns of the Old Assyrian kings not being known, it is at the moment
impossible to decide whether to accept the guess by Balkan 10 ) that level 2
began "about the 26th year of his (i.e. Erresum's) reign" or whether to move
the date for the foundation of this level further back. The four kings mentioned
have all been attested in the tablets found at Kiiltepe.U)
The precise dating of level 2 is therefore ea. rg2o-r84o; 12) in archaeological
terms this corresponds to the Middle Bronze Age.
c. THE AssYRIAN TRADE

Nearly all the tablets available for study stem from illicit diggings which
leaves us in a most unfortunate situation without any knowledge of where and
in which archaeological connection the tablets have been found. 13) This is
naturally a hindrance for the systematic study of the tablets and in a number
of cases prevents us from making final statements about the solution of important problems. Nevertheless, the basic facts about the Assyrian venture in
Anatolia are clear enough to allow us to draw a general picture of the commercial activity.
The foundation for the Assyrian commercial expansion is the trade in metals
and above all the trade in tin. 14) The Middle Bronze Age is characterized by
9)
10)
11)

Cf. Observations, p. 58-59, and Anum-ijirbi, p. 52.
Observations, p. 59·
Erresum I: the inscription mentioned above, n. 8, and see also the remarks by LEWY
JAOS 78 (1958), p. roo-ror, for both this king and his successor Ikiinum; for Sarrum-ken
see loc. cit. and jjk zor, quoted p. 17, n. 15; in this text we also find Puzur-Assur II and
furthermore his brother A-du-a-a.
12 ) Using the most commonly accepted chronological system, that of SIDNEY SMITH.
13) Only the texts published in ICK r can be grouped according to where they were
found thanks to the map at the end of the volume. The importance hereof will easily be
seen, cf. the notes to Type I: 13A.
14) Usually written AN .NA, in Akkadian annukum. For the fact that this word denotes
tin and not-as held by LEWY-lead I refer to AC, p. z6g-z84 where the whole argument
has been discussed afresh, and to the article by J. LJESS0E mentioned below. The reading
annukum can be inferred from the following passage in the letter TC 3: 46 (L 4-13):
mi-su sa ta-zi-ma-tim 5ta-ds-ta-na-pd-ra-ni 6 um-ma a-ta-ma a-ni-ki 7i-ba-si-ma u i-na
tup-pi-ka 8 ta-ds-pu-ra-am um-ma a-ta-ma 9 7 GIN TA AN .NA-ka ta-di-in 10i-na Ka-ni-is-ma
ta-aq-bi.-am 11 um-ma a-ta-ma su-ma 7 GIN TA 12AN .NA-ki d£-in su-ma la ki-am 13AN .NA-ki
li-ib-si: "Why do you constantly send me complaints, (saying) thus: 'My tin shall be
available, but in your letter you have written to me, (saying) thus: 'Your tin has been
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the widespread use of bronze, which metal is an alloy of copper and tin. Whereas
copper can be found in large quantities in Asia Minor, tin is a rare metal found
only at a few places in the Middle East and no deposits exist in Anatolia. This
area thus constituted an obvious market for those who had the access to resources of tin. It is not known where the metal was originally mined but the
Old Assyrian texts make it clear that the Assyrian capital was a very important
market for the trade in tin. Tin-mines are known to have existed in the Karadag
mountains east of Tabriz,1 5 ) and the text from Shemshara published by
Professor J0RGEN L1ESS0E in Acta Orientalia 24 (1959), p. 83-94, may well
provide us with a clue. This letter shows that at the time of Samsi-Adad I
great quantities of tin could be ordered from this city, which may well have
been an important post on the line of traffic from the areas round Tabriz to
Assyria. 16)
The pattern of the trade as revealed by the texts is clear: tin and textiles
were imported into Anatolia and in return silver and gold was sent back to
Assyria. The trade in copper was vigorous but seems to have been mainly an
internal Anatolian affair, 17 ) as was the case with the trade in certain types of
textiles manufactured in Anatolia. The "linen-cloths" (kutanu) constitute the
most common type of textiles imported.
The foundation for the trade can be read with astonishing clarity in the
tables of prices in Assur and Anatolia; 18) the selling prices of both tin and
textiles were with a fair exactitude double the purchase price. From this roo%
profit one has to draw the various expenses for transportation, taxes, etc., but
even then the Old Assyrian merchants could reckon with a handsome gain on
each caravan bringing tin and textiles from Assyria to Anatolia.
The merchants were organized in colonies attached to the capitals of the
local states or cities otherwise important. 19 ) The biggest of these colonies was
the karum Kanes and from this city the whole system of colonies was directed,
dealing both with the administration in Assur and with the local states. The
sold (at) 7 sheqels each!" ?-But in Kanes you actually said to me as follows: 'If (you
can sell at) 7 sheqels each, then sell my tin, if that is not so, then let my tin be available!' "
-The form a-ni-ki in 1. 6 obviously represents the same form as AN .NA-ki in 1. 12 and 13.
15 ) See LEEMANS, SD 6, p. 123, n. r, quoting J. MARSHALL, Mohenjo Daro II, p. 483.
16 ) If this was indeed the route, there may be a connection between the fact that in the
tablets from level rb (the period more or less contemporary with the archive from Shemshara) there are no signs of any import of tin to Anatolia, and the political conditions in
the areas round Shemshara at this time, where we see the Assyrians losing the struggle
for the roads through the Zagros. See Observations, p. 43, and LlESS0E, The Shemshiira
Tablets (Copenhagen, 1959), p. 31 and p. 73-74·
17
) Cf. BrLGI<;, Sumeroloji Ara:;tzrmalan (Istanbul, 1941), p. 915.
18 ) For tin see AC, p. 280, for linen-cloths, AC, p. 289-290. Cf. also below, p. r67.
19 ) A list of kiirii is given by LEWY, HUCA 27 (1956), p. 66, n. 28o; they are: Kanes,
Purus:J;taddum, Turl;tumit, Jjal;tJ;tum, Jjattus, Jjurrama, Ni:J;trija, Tawinija, Ursu, Zalpa,
and Wal;tsusana.
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relationship between the Assyrians and the indigenous population has been
the subject of much debate, 20 ) but even though many problems are still unsolved the main outlines of the situation are clear; both groups were dependant
on each other but neither of them dominated the other politically. The international trade was naturally in the hands of the Assyrians but inside the
frontiers of Anatolia foreigners and local people were to some extent working
together. The excavators have found no difference in the houses or the household utensils, the Assyrians took over the local way of life. It is likewise typical
that Assyrians and Anatolians lived next door to each other in the settlement
outside the walls of Kane5. 21)
The two offices to which taxes were paid were thus the bit karim (the administrative office of the karum) and the palace. Moreover, these institutions
co-operated in various ways. 22 )
Stable political conditions in all the areas touched by the trade were naturally
essential for the merchants to succeed. This goes both for the countries where
the articles of the trade originated (we hear once about a rebellion in Babylonia
from where many textiles came), 23) the areas traversed during the journey
from Assyria to Anatolia, and the local states in Asia Minor. 24) With these
authorities the Assyrians had agreements from which both parties benefited;
the rulers secured the roads and received in return certain taxes on the imported goods besides enjoying the right to pre-emption.
The most intimate contact between the men active at the two ends of the
line of transport was the other vitally important condition. Many of the best
known merchants from Kanes spent the greater part of their lives in Anatolia
and they had to have their representatives in Assur to take care of their interests there. The great bankers who financed the trade usually lived in the
20 ) This is not the place to reopen this discussion; LEWY's views that the Assyrians
dominated Anatolia politically, which makes him speak about an "Old Assyrian Empire"
(see HUCA 27 [1956], p. r-So) and about "Halys Assyria", have been attacked repeatedly
by BALKAN and LANDSBERGER. The debate has now been effectively closed with the
appearance of AC, which is basically a thorough investigation of exactly this problem.
21) All the illicit diggings and the two campaigns led by HROZNY were directed towards
the central part of the settlement outside the walls. The Turkish digs have likewise concentrated in the centre and the northern part of the town, and according to TAHSIN
OzGu<;: in his report in Scientific American, February rg63, the northern part was predominantly an Assyrian township whereas the southern part (yet largely undug) was inhabited mainly by Anatolians. If this holds true and if archives are found in the houses
of the Anatolians, we are probably in for new evolutions in the study of the cultural,
social, and economic conditions.
22
) Cf. below p. 157.
23 ) Cf. below p. 153, and see n. r6.
24) We hear once about'a rebellion in Purus:Q.addum and Wa:Q.susana, KTH r, z-6: ki-ma
3ma-at Pu-ru-us-!Ja-dim 4 lu W a-a!J-su-sa-na sa-a!J-a-at-ni 5 a si-a-ti a-na W a-a!J-su-sa-na
6 la e-ti-iq: "Since the country of Purus:Q.addum and Wa:Q.susana is in revolt, therefore I
have not gone to Wa:Q.susana."
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Assyrian capital, and for them the uninterrupted contact with the colonists
in Anatolia was of the greatest importance. It is indeed remarkable to see how
this intricate system was being kept going through the efficient administration
of the Assyrians and the Anatolians.
d. THE CARAVAN DOCUMENTS
A merchant living permanently in Anatolia had his representatives at Assur
who could take care of the continuous delivery of goods, supervise the purchase
of tin and textiles, and arrange for the transportation of these to Anatolia
where the merchant would be waiting for them to arrive. 25 )
The aim of the present study is to describe this pendulum trade by defining
three types of documents, constituting a set of texts drawn up in connection
with each such shipment. Taken together they show the procedure of a transaction which must have been one of the fundamental activities in the Assyrian
offices in Anatolia and Assur.
When a merchant had bought or collected an amount of silver and/or gold
and wanted to send it to Assur in order to have goods bought with it, he would
hand over the precious metals to a man who could take care of the transportation. This consignment often required a tablet to be written, stating the
amount handed over, the destination, and other possible conditions for the
transaction. Documents of this type will here be classified as transport-contracts
and their place in the procedure gives them the designation Type I.
Then the sender would have to notify his chief or agent at the point of
destination. This was done by way of a letter which stated the character of the
shipment, the name of the transporter, etc.; it further contained the requests
of the sender about what he wanted the recipients to buy with the money or
the goods. Letters of this type will here be referred to as notifying messages or
texts of Type 2.
The last and third text required in this procedure was written by the recipient of the shipment. In a letter to the sender he would render an account of
his activities, indicating the receipt of the shipment and the sale or purchase
carried out. In a number of cases these letters specify the rates of exchange and
give a detailed list of all expenses. Such texts are here classified as caravan
accounts and referred to as documents of Type J.
The transport-contracts have received a systematic study by ErssER and
LEWY who presented a number of texts of this type under the heading "Transportvertrage". 26 ) The procedure outlined above was discussed under the name
Cf. LEWY, JAOS 78 (I958), p. 9!.
EL I, p. IZI-I30 (numbers I38 to 144); some of the texts presented under the
heading "Verwahrung" (EL I, p. 96-IZI) are likewise transport-contracts; cf. also below
25 )
26 )

p. ZJ.
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of "Uberlandkauf" .27 ) Some of the texts will be reconsidered in the following
chapters.
Letters have never been studied systematically in the same way as the legal
documents, and on beforehand it may seem questionable whether such texts
can be grouped and classified in the same way as with the contracts, but it is
in this connection important to remember that we have to do with procedures
and transactions which required these letters to be written, and that their
frequency made them into mere formulae. In business letters there is little
space and hardly any need for individualism, and although texts of Type
2 or Type 3 may well contain information of no importance for the procedure
described here, they still constitute clear types. As early as I929 LANDSBERGER
stressed the importance of a systematic study of the letters- "auch hier ist
jedoch eine gewisse Systematik notwendig, sei es, dass man die Korrespondenz
bestimmter Personenheraushebt, dass man gewisse Brieftypen wie etwa 'Abrechnung iiber einen Transport' zusammenstellt ... ". 28 ) The text to which he referred
with this description is CCT 4: 7a, here listed as Type 3:6 and treated on p. no.
It will be apparent from the foregoing that one cannot expect to find texts
of all three types pertaining to the same individual shipment at one spot, as
texts of Types I and 2 were written at the place of departure-the text of
Type 2 being sent off-whereas the texts of Type 3 were written by the recipient
and sent back. At Kanes we can therefore expect to find transport-contracts
and caravan accounts which refer to transactions initiated in Anatolia, and
notifying messages referring to transportations initiated in Assyria. N evertheless, the widespread habit of making archive-copies of outgoing letters 29 ) has
provided us with at least one example of a set of texts pertaining to the same
shipment. These texts treat the transportation of 30 minas of silver from the
Assyrian merchant Enlil-bani in Kane5 to his representatives at Assur, the
purchase of goods here and the transportation back to Kane5 of these goods.
Type I is represented by VAT I3-5I9 (EL I08), Type 2 by TC 3: 67, and Type
3 by CCT 3: 27a and the duplicate of this text KTS 38a. All these texts stem
from illicit diggings, but there is absolutely no doubt that they belong to the
period of level 2.3o)
I propose to use these as "Standard Texts" and base my classification on
the study of them. Thereafter I shall present a number of texts of each type
and discuss the procedure on the basis of the collected material.
27

EL I, p. 90-95ZANF 4, p. 275. P. VAN DER MEER, Une correspondance commerciale assyrienne de
Cappadoce (Roma, I93I), contains transliterations and translations of a number of letters
from or to the well-known merchant Piisu-ken, but no attempt has been made to group
the letters in logical sequences or discuss the procedures depicted by them.
29 ) Cf. LEWY, HUCA 27 (I956), p. 23, n. 99ao) Cf. jjk 20I, P· I?, n. I5.
)

28)

I. THE STANDARD TEXTS
a. THE

TRANSPORT-CONTRACT

Type 1: 1: VAT I3.5I9, published in transliteration and translation by J.
LEWY in EL as no. I08 (vol. I, p. 92). A copy of the cuneiform has never been
published.

30

MA. NA

KU. BABBAR ni-is-!Ja-su

DIRIG sa-du-a-su sa-bu
sa Da-da-a a-na
Ku-ku-ld-nim DUMU Ku-ta-a
ip-qi-du-ma a-na
a-limki a-na si-a-ma-tim
ub-lu KU .BABBAR sa dEn-lil-ba-ni
a-na-nu-um a su-mi

dEn-lil-ba-ni eq-lam
e-ti-iq lu-qu-tum
is-tu a-limki
e-li-a-ma a su-mi
dEn-lil-ba-ni-ma eq-lam
e-ti-iq lu-qu-tum
a-na Ka-ne-es e-ra-ba-ma
dEn-lil-ba-ni
i-ld-qe-si
IGI Ba-zi-a DUMU DINGIR-ku-ru-ub
rGr A -su-ta-a
DUMU E-me-me
IGI A -sur-i-di
DUMU Kur-ub-IStar

The 30 minas of silver-its nis!Jatutax
added, its saddu'utu-tax paid forwhich Dadaja entrusted to
Kukkulanum, son of Kutaja,
5 and which he carried to
the city for buyings(that) silver belongs to Enlil-bani.
From here it will cross the country in
the name
of Enlil-bani.
IO
Goods
will leave the city
and cross the country in the name
of Enlil-bani again.
The goods
I5 will arrive at Kanes and
Enlil-bani
will receive them.
Witnessed by Bazija, son of Ili-kurub,
witnessed by Asutaja,
zo son of Ememe,
witnessed by Assur-idi,
son of Kurub-IStar.

Notes:

1-2: ni-is-!Ja-su DIRIG sa-du-a-su sa-bu- a discussion of these taxes will
follow later, cf p. 36, and I shall at this point only touch the problem of the
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form of these words. The formula found in this text is extremely frequent. The
two nouns are as they are written here in the singular, the plurals being
nis!Jatu-su and saddu' atu-su respectively according to the rules laid down in
conventional Akkadian grammars, cf GAG § 65k. The general application of
this rule has been contested by GELB in his review of GAG in BiOr I2 (I955),
p. Io8, just as he rejected VON SODEN's proposal to regard nis!Jatum as a
singular (GAG § 55c, GELB, l.c., p. Io6).
nis!Jatum -when this word occurs in context other than the formula under
discussion it is clearly a plural, cf LEWY, OrNS I5 (I946), p. 384, n. 6. 1) Its
accusative is nis!Jritim: CCT 3: 2a, 7-8: ni-is-!Ja-tim 8ni-di-in; BIN 6: 65,
Io-n: ro LA I/J GIN KU.BABBAR ni-is-!Ja-tim 11ni-di-in; 2) ICK I: I24, Io-n:
is-tu ni-is-!Ja-tim 1lni-di-nu; TC 3: 36, I8: ni-is-!Ja-tim il5 -qe-u. 3)
In context the same is apparent: BIN 4: 32, 29-30: ma-la ni-is-!Ja-tum 30:E
um-me-a-ni-a i-na-sa-!Ja-ni; TC 3: 54, I9-20: ni-is-!Ja-tum 20li-ni-is-!Ja; CCT
2: 25, I8-I9: ni-is-!Ja-tum a-sar is-ti-in 19 li-ni-is-!Ja.
The stative of watarum is nearly always written ideographically, but three
examples exist where a syllabic writing is used and these are inconclusive-to
say the least. One gives the form watrri: plural feminine, two give the form
watar: singular masculine (TC I: 28, 5-6: ni-is-!Ja-su u-ld 6 wa-at-ra; CCT 5: 7a,
27 and ICK 2: I29, x+ I9: ni-is-!Ja-su wa-ta-ar).
saddu'utum: the rule of vowel harmony allows us to draw conclusions about
the number of this word as the original form saddu' atum 4) is becoming saddu'
utum in nominative (CCT 2:24, 7, TC 3:72, 55, and BIN 4: I48, 4: sa-du-utum), and saddu'etim in genitive (ATHE 37, I3, BIN 4= I9, 32, and CCT 4= I3a,
I9: 5) sa-du-e-tim). With the suffix of the first person singular: TC 2:26, 4:
sa-du-i-ti, ibid., x+4: sa-du-i-ti-a. The accusative is likewise consistently the
singular form saddu' atam (TC 2: 26, 6, CCT 5: 7b, 2I, and CCT 3: I9b, I4:
sa-du-a-tdm).
However, one finds forms which look like plurals: ICK I: I47, 4= sa-du-a-tuum; CCT 5: 7b, 5: sa-du-a-tim. These are not so frequent, though, and rather
than take them as plurals I should explain them as exceptions to the rule of
vowel harmony; such exceptions are not uncommon as rightly emphasized by
GELB, l.c., p. Io6, commenting on GAG §56. In favour of this explanation
speaks also the fact that the text CCT 5: 7b mixes forms with and without
vowel harmony (cf the examples quoted above). 6)
1) Also ATHE, p. 7I, and AC, p. r88, n. 6.
2 ) The text is Type 3: 4, cf. p. ros.
3 ) The text is Type 3: 3, cf. p. roo-ro2.
4) Cf. GAG § 24e.
5 ) The text is Type 3: I3, cf. p. I30-I32.
6 ) Incomprehensible to me is the treatment of this word in CAD, vol. "$", s.v. §e!Jeru,
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Finally, when the two words occur together in context other than the
formula, nisbtitum is consistently shown as a plural whereas saddu' utum is a
singular, e.g.: CCT 3: I9b, I4-I5: sa-du-a-tdm u ni-is-ba-tim 15 u-~a-bu-ru.
It should thus be clear that the two words never occur in the same number
outside of this formula, and when hereto is added the evidence to be gleaned
from the following passage in TC 3: 34, I5-I8: i-na 164 TUG-ti-su sa e-li-u-ni-ni
173 GiN KU.BABBAR 18 ni-is-(!a-tu-su[-nu] (same form in I.23): "in the 4 textiles
which came up-3 sheqels of silver was their nisbtitu-tax ... "-it becomes
fairly certain that ni-is-(!a-su, due to analogy with the word so frequently
occuring together with it, represents the only singular form of this word. That
this situation has been the cause of much confusion even for the old scribes is
amply illustrated by their use of the forms watrti and watar.
6 and 11: a-limki- the city par excellence is Assur, cf OLZ I923, Sp. 538.
8: a-na-nu-um- translated "jetzt" by LEWY in EL, but cf LEWY, RA 35
(I938), p. 8I-9I.
b. THE NOTIFYING MESSAGE

Type 2: 1: TC 3: 67.
Say to Pilal}aja, Irma-Assur,
a-na Pi-la-ba-a Ir-ma-A-sur
M a-num-ba-lum-A -sur K u-ku-ld-nim
Mannum-balum-Assur, Kukkulanum,
and Assur-lamassi;
u A -sur-la-ma-si qi-bi-ma
um-ma d£n-lil-ba-ni-ma 30 MA.NA
thus Enlil-bani: 30 minas of silverKU.BABBAR
ni-is-1Ja-su DIRIG sa-du-a-su sa-bu
5 its nisbtitu-tax added, its saddu'ututax paid forku-nu-ki-a u ku-nu-uk
with my seal and the seal
Ku-ku-ld-nim Ku-ku-ld-num
of Kukkulanum, Kukkulanum
na-ds-a-ku-nu-ti i-na KU. BABBAR
is bringing to you. In the silver
qd-ti sa-ak-na-at
my hand has been laid.
a-na-kam :E DAM. GAR
IO Here, in the merchant-office,
I have been noted as the warrantor of
qd-ta-at Ku-ku-ld-nim
Kukkulanum
a-li-pi-it-ma
and
i-na 30 MA.NA KU.BABBAR
in the 30 minas of silver
qd-ti ds-ku-un
I have laid my hand.
a-ma-kam i-na sa-ba-at
I5 There, place yourselves at the side
Ku-ku-ld-nim i-zi-za-ma
of Kukkulanum and
sa mi-sa-al KU. BABBAR TUGJ.l.i.a
let him buy textiles for (one) half of
the silver,
where the accusative is given as sadduatam, translated "transportation taxes".
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sa mi-sa-al KU. BABBAR AN. NA
a-na a-me-er e-ni-su
20
sa ba-ld-fi-su li-is-a-ma
ka-ni-ka-ma ku-nu-ki-ku-nu
a-na Ku-ku-ld-nim pi-iq-da
a-bu-u-a a-tu-nu ki-ma
a-na-ht a-na-kam i-na KU.BABBAR
25
qd-ti ds-ku-nu a-tu-nu a-ma-kam
i-na ba-db a-bu-lim
ki-ma i-a-ti i-na
lu-qu-tim qd-at-ku-nu
su-uk-na-ma a-na
30
Ku-ku-ld-nim pi-iq-da-ma
lu-qu-tdm Ku-ku-ld-num
li-ir-di-a-am

II

tin for the (other) half of the silver
(in) what according to his estimate
is a profitable way for him-then
have it sealed and with your seals
entrust it to Kukkulanum.
You are my brothers-as
I have laid my hand in the silver here
(so) must you there
in the towngate,
representing me, lay your hands in
the goods
and entrust them to
Kukkulanum and
let Kukkulanum lead the goods
to me.

Notes:
1: Ir-ma-A-sur- cf UAR,7) p. r2, n. 57 for this name.
10: :E DAM.GAR- for the grammatical construction cf EL r, p. rrg, n.c.
Whether the house is an office, or the house of an individual merchant will be
discussed below, p. 32-35.
15: sa-ha-at- for this expression I refer to the latest discussion, ATHE,
p. 26. 8 )
C.
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Type 3: 1: CCT 3: 27a. Duplicate KTS 38a.

um-ma Pi-ld-ba-a JrLma-A-sur
Thus Pila]Jaja, Irma-Assur,
u Ma-num-ba-lum-A-sur-ma
and Mannum-balum-Assur;
a-na dEn-lil-ba-ni
say to Enlil-bani
u Ku-ku-ld-nim qi-bi-ma
and Kukkulanum:
JO MA. NA KU. BABBAR ni-is-ba-SU
5 30 minas of silver-its nisbiitu-tax
DIRIG ku-nu-ki-ku-nu Ku-ku-ld-num
added-with your seals Kukkulanum
ub-lam KU. BABBAR ni-is-ni-iq-ma
has brought. We checked the silver
and
2/J MA.NA KU.BABBAR im-ti
(found) 2/3 mina of silver missing.
SA. BA mi-at I4 tU.gku-ta-nu
Thereof: II4 linen-cloths,
KU .BI 7 Ij2 MA.NA 4 I/4 GIN
IO their (price in) silver: 7 r/2 minas
4 I/4 sheqels;
7 ) HANS HmscH,
Untersuchungen zur altassyrischen Religion (Archiv fur Orientforschung, Beiheft I3/I4- Graz, rg6r).
8 ) Cf. also p. 37.
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I5 MA.NA AN.NA ku-nu-ku
I3 I/4 GIN TA 40 MA.NA

2 GU

AN. NA ku-nu-ku a-ba-ma
8 MA.NA AN .NA ku-nu-ku
I3 GIN TA KU .BI

I3 5/6
6

3 1 LA Ij6!
!'}a-ld-mu

MA.NA

AN~m

2 MA.NA

2 5/6

8 GiN KU .BABBAR

MA.NA

2 I/6

GIN

be-u-ld-at
lu-bu-su-nu

I MA. NA KU. BABBAR
2

ka-!'}a-ri 4

7

GIN KU. BABBAR

GiN

a !'je-er be-u-ldti-su
a-na N a-bi4-ZU nu-ra-di
I2 I/2 GiN te-!'}u-bu 2 I/2 GiN
sa sa-e-dim I5
6

15

GIN

qd-dum u-kul-ti-su-nu
it-bu-lu
I6 GIN KU. BABBAR u-nu-su-nu
37 MA.NA AN .NA q[d-t]im
I3 GIN TA KU .BI

GIN

GIN KU. BABBAR

wa-!'}i-tum
a-na qd-ti

A -sur-ma-lik ni-di-in
5/6 MA.NA KU.BABBAR Ku-ku-ldnum
il5-qe um-ma su-ut-ma
su-ma DAM. GAR KU. BABBAR
Zd <us->ta-ak-si-da-ni
i-na KU. BABBAR a-nim a-ld-qe

talents 15 minas of sealed tin
(at the rate of) 13 I/4 sheqels each;
40 minas
of sealed tin, moreover,
8 minas of sealed tin
(at the rate of) 13 sheqels each-its
(price in) silver:
13 5/6 minas 2 5/6 sheqels. 9 )
6 black donkeys
cost 2 minas 8 sheqels of silver
together with their fodder.
2

20

r6 sheqels of silver: their harness;
37 minas of hand-tin
(at the rate of) 13 sheqels eachits (price in) silver:
2 5/6 minas 2 r/6 sheqels;
25 I mina of silver: the working-capital
of 2 hamessors; 4 sheqels: their
clothes;
7 sheqels of silver we added to the
working-capital
of Nabi-Sin;
rz rjz sheqels: "additions"; 2 rj2
sheqels:
30 of the sa'udum; I5 sheqels: departure
toll;
6 sheqels of silver we paid on the account
of Assur-malik;
5/6 mina of silver Kukkulanum

35

has taken, thus (he said) :
"If the tamkiintm will not let silver
reach me here
I shall take it from this silver!"

The duplicate KTS 38a 10) is very heavily damaged, but from what remains
it is still possible to make out some differences in the details of the account. It
9)
10)

The copy has 4 LA I/4 GIN, but cf. the co=ents on p. 14 and p. 40.
Cf. already LEWY, KTBl, p. 24.
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is very difficult, however, to be certain how to assess these differences, and
under the circumstances I have chosen not to take into account those figures in
the duplicate which do not agree with the figures in CCT 3: 27a.U)

um-ma Pi-la-alJ-a-a I[r-m]a[-A-sur] 2u Ma-nu-um-ba-lum-A-sur[-ma] 3a-na
dEn-lil-ba-ni 4U KuJkul-ld-nim qi-b[i4-ma] 530 MA.NA KU .BABBAR ni-i[s!Ja-su] 6[DIRIG] ku-nu-ki-ku-nu 7 Ku-k[u]-la-num ub-lam [KU .BABBAR] 8ni-isni-iq-ma 2j[3 MA.NA] 9 KU.BABBAR im-pi sA..B[A] 10 I m[i-Ja[t] I4 tuglkulta1-nu1 11 [KU .BI 4+ ]3 Ij2 MA. [NA] 4l I/4 [GIN] 12 [2 GU IO+ ]5 MA.NA AN .NA
13 [ku-nu-ku IO+ ]3 I/4 GIN TA 14 [40 MA.NA] AN .NA ku-nu-ku 15 [a-!Ja-ma 8
MA] .NA ku-nu-ku<f{)J.i ku~ 16[I3 GIN TA KUJ. BI 17 [I3 5/6 MA.NA I+ ]2 IL.Al Ij6
GIN 18 [6 ANSE !ja-la-m]u 1 9 [2 MA.NA 4+ ]4 GIN KU .BABBAR 20 [qa-dum u-k]ulti-su-nu 21 [it-bu-]lu I6 GiN 22 [u-nu-s]u-nu 37 I/3 MA.NA 23AN.NA qa-tim I3
GIN TA 24 KU.BI 2 2j3 MA.NA 2 Ij6 GIN 25I MA.NA KU.BABBAR [be-u-J'lal-a[t]
262! ka-!)a-ri 4 GiN [lu-]bu<-su-nu> 27 7 G[iN] KU.BABBAR a '!Jell-er 28 be-u-ldti-su a-n[a] 'Nall-b[i4 -zu] 29 nu-ra-di I2 I/2 GiN te[-$u-bu] 302 I/2 GiN wa-'!Jiltum [6 GiN] 31Ku .BABBAR a qd-ti A-s[ur-ma-lik] 32ni-di-in 5/6 M[A.NA] 33Kuku-ld-num [ils-qe] 34um-ma su-ut- [ma su-maJ 35D [A]M. GAR KU. BABBAR ld
us-ta-a[k-Si-da-ni] 36i- [n ]a KU. BABBAR a-nim a-ld-qe 37 [KU. BABBAR-k ]a gamiral-kum
Notes: (the line numbering is that of CCT 3: 27a)
1 : Pi-ld-!Ja-a - the variant spelling in the duplicate led LEWY to the reading
PilalJ-Aja in his notes in KTS, p. 73· HIRSCH, UAR, p. 34, denies the existence
of the god Aja in oA texts and takes the name to be a hypocoristic, which
seems more plausible.
7: ni-is-ni-iq - for the technical meaning of saniiqum cf 0PPENHEIM, AfO I2
(1937-1939), p. 359· See also p. 139, n. 62.
9: SA.BA- in the notes to EL in vol. 2, p. 179, LEWY suggested the ideographic reading of these two signs instead of the commonly used transliteration
lib-ba. The reading in Akkadian should be i(na) libbisu. This explanation has
not been accepted by all scholars; for instance, KIENAST writes consistently
lib-ba in ATHE as does M. BIROT in ARM 9, but the correctness of LEwY's
proposal can easily be seen from examples like ICK r: 149, J: i-na SA.BA (likewise in CCT 3: 17b, I6 and TC 3: ro6, I2 [i SA.BA]).l2) The numerous cases
where the sign sA. stands alone (for inst. BIN 4: 65, 6, and Type 3: I2, 13)
point to the same conclusion. Finally, the examples of the word libbum written
syllabically in oA texts collected by BALKAN in Anum-ljirbi., p. 21, show that
11)
12)

For the figures of l. 17 of the duplicate see, however, p. 14 and p. 40.
Also ICK 1:z6b, g: i-na SA.BA.
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the gemination of the consonant is never shown, the sign sA. being used in this
formula only.l3)
10: KU .BI - these two signs in the present context are often transliterated
Ku-pi, to represent the Akkadian form kaspi. But what would that mean in our
text? In the translation of a similar phrase in ATHE ro, II, KIENAST writes:
"Die mir (dafiir zustehende) Silber(menge betragt)", and LEWY offers the
translation "mein Silber" in the translation of CCT 4: ga, IZ in EL 2, p. roz,
n.a. Neither of these proposals can be used here, where one must expect a
suffix of the first person plural ("our silver"-not at all likely), or of the third
person singular ("its silver"-namely the textiles' or the t1n's). 14)
This latter expression occurs in fact frequently written KU.BABBAR-dp-su,
and there is no doubt that the writing KU.BI represents exactly the same
phrase in Akkadian, namely kasapsu. That the two ways of writing this formula
should have been mixed by the oA scribes cannot surprise, so the writing encountered in Type 3:5, 6 (cf p. ro6-m7): KU.BABBAR BI su must be explained
as kasapsu5u, not as kaspiPi-su, which would make no sense in the context.
10-16: -the slight emendation proposed for CCT 3: 27a, r6 finds support in
the duplicate, L 17, which has clearly r/6, and the calculation must give the
result 13 5/6 minas z 5/6 sheqels. First we have 2 talents 15 minas of tin which
has been bought at the rate 13 I/4 sheqels of tin for each sheqel of silver; 8roo
sheqels of tin therefore cost 6n IJ/53 sheqels of silver, which gives ro minas
II I/3 sheqels. The 48 minas, or 288o sheqels, of tin bought at the rate of 13
sheqels of tin per sheqel of silver consequently cost 221 7/I3 sheqels of silver,
or 3 minas 41 rj2 sheqels. Altogether that gives 13 5/6 minas 2 5/6 sheqels.
The problem ]s, however, complicated further by the total result of the account
which argues in favour of the reading 13 5/6 minas z 3/4 sheqels in 1. r6 (cf
p. 40).
36: <us->ta-ak-si-da-ni- here the duplicate clearly has the beginning of the
correct form (1.35). The suggestion of S. SMITH to read the first sign in CCT
3: 27a as sa- does not present us with a form which makes sense in the context.
KTS 38a, 30: 21 / 2 GIN wa-r$il-tum - at this place the scribe seems to have
forgotten the words sa sa-e-dim I5 GIN between the sign GIN and Wa$itum, cf
Type 3: r, 29-30.
KTS 38a, 37: [KU.BABBAR-k]a gamJral-kum- there is no space in the copy
of CCT 3: 27a for this line. The restoration is based on several parallel passages
in other texts of Type 3, cf for instance Type 3: 2, 40 and Type 3: 8, z8.

13) In OrNS 29 (rg6o), p. 27, n. 6, LEWY used the transliteration libbabaJ cf. NG 3,
s.v. sa(g), and MAD 3, p. 226.
14) The reading proposed here is used consistently in, for instance, LEEMANS, SD 6
(p. 30, text 13, 1. n', and passim). Also AHw and CAD.

II. THE TRANSACTION OF THE STANDARD TEXTS
a. THE PERSONS
All the three standard texts agree that the owner of the shipment of 30 minas
of silver, and consequently of the goods bought with this shipment, was a
certain Enlil-bani. It has already been shown by LEWY 1 ) that he was the son
of one Assur-malik and his wife Taris-matum and that he had a sister who was
called J]:attitum. His brother-in-law was one Assur-rabi. 2)
Enlil-bani is known to have been "a prominent merchant of Kanis'',3) and
there is further good reason to believe that he moved to Assur at a later stage
in his life just as had been the case before him with his father; 4) we have a
text which records the removal of his archive from Kanes, EL I4I (Cont. ZI)
which runs: 5 ) "The containers with Enlil-bani's tablets, the containers with
the copies, we have entrusted to Idl-Kubum, son of Su-Anum, and he will
bring (them) to Enlil-bani. Witnessed by ... etc.-The tablets which were
with J]:attitum Dadaja has led (away)". As noticed by LEWY, 6) the fragmentary
letter BIN 6: IZ6 from Assur-[rabi] to J]:attitum deals with this same affair, as
does the letter BIN 6: I8z. The fact that we have many more letters from
Enlil-bani than to him could well be due to this removal of the archive.
During his stay in Kanes Enlil-bani led a vigorous trade which is illustrated
by a group of texts which comprise documents of the three types discussed in
this study. I refer to Type I: z, 5, and 7 plus KTS 53a, Type z: z and 3 plus
TC 3: 68. 7 ) In all these texts we find a small group of people who recur in the
same or nearly the same roles. His representatives in Assur are in Type z: I and
Type 3: I Pila.Daja, Irma-Assur, Mannum-balum-Assur, and Assur-lamassi; in
1

)

ArOr rS: 3 (1950), p. 373, n. 43·

2) LANDSBERGER, ArOr IS: I-2 (1950), p. 347, n. 84.
3) LEWY, HUCA 27 (1956), p. 74·
4) For Assur-malik's stay in Anatolia see LEWY, ArOr rS:
6) 1ta-ma-lri-ki tup-pe 2 sa dEn-lil-ba-ni 3 ta-ma-lri-ki 4me-e!J-ri

3 (1950), p. 374, n. 49·
a-na 6 I-di-Ku-bi.-im 6DUMU
Su-A-nim 7ni-ip-qi-id-ma 8a ~e-er 9dEn-lil-ba-ni 1Du-bi-il5 nrGI A-du-da 12rGI Dan-A-sur
13 DUMU Puzur.-A-sur 14rGI A-sur-ld-ma! [sign: NA]-si 1S DUMU Su-Ku-bi.-im 16tup-pu sa
a-n[a] 17 .!Ja-ti-tim 18ib-si-u-ni 19Da-da-a ir-[dz]
6) OrNS 15 (1946), p. 389, n. 2; cf. also LANDSBERGER, lac. cit., p. 347· The restoration
of the name proposed by LANDSBERGER.
7
) For this text see UAR, p. 23, n. rq.
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Type z: z and z: 3 we find Pilal;).aja, Puzur-ili, Inna-Assur, and Taris-matum.
It was presumably these people who wrote the letter CCT 3 : 29 which begins: 8)
"Thus your representatives; say to Enlil-bani and Assur-idi: we have heard
the messages from you and (from) Luzina ... ".According to BIN 6: 64, 26-27, 9)
Assur-idi was the name of a son of one Assur-malik and the grandson of Luzina,
and it thus seems that he was in fact a brother of Enlil-bani, and that consequently Enlil-bani's grandfather bore the name of Luzina. Assur-idi was also
the name of one of Assur-malik's "brothers", cf the envelope to CCT 4: 45b: 10)
"To Assur-idi; thus Assur-malik, his brother", but it is not certain that this is
to be taken literally. Assur-lamassi is called ma-!Ja-i in the letter BIN 4: 68, 5,
from Enlil-bani to Ab-salim, and this word has lately been translated "elder
brother" by LEwY; 11) in CAD, vol. "E", p. 42rb, it is translated "housekeeper", but although LEWY never explained his translation and even added a
question-mark, there is evidence to support his proposal in the texts KTH rz
and 13: both are letters from Inbi-IStar and in rz, 13 he mentions Assur-rabi
"my brother", whereas in 13, 35 he writes: TUGQ.i.a sa A -sur-GAL ma-!Ja-i-a.
From TC r: 6g, 2-3 12) we know that a person called Assur-lamassi was a son
of one Assur-malik, so there seems to be reason to think that he was in fact a
brother of Enlil-bani. It must also be noticed that Assur-lamassi in a letter to
Ab-salim speaks of a person whom he calls "my ma!J!Jri'um"P)
Enlil-bani's family can thus be followed during at least 3 generations in the
texts from Kanes; in his youth Enlil-bani was working together with his
grandfather, as seen in CCT 3: 29, wherein Mannum-balum-Assur occurs too.
For that person I refer to the text BIN 4: ro8 (cf p. 67-68) where he is acting
as a transporter for the father of Enlil-bani, and where his father's name is
given as Ennanum.
A thorough study of the family and the business partners of Enlil-bani and
8 ) Lum-ma sa ki-ma ku-nu-ti-ma 2 a-na dEn-lil-ba-ni 3u A-sur-i-di qi-bi-ma 4 na-as-pe-ra
ti-ku-nu u sa Lu-zi-na 5 ni-is-ta-me-ma
9) 26 is-ti A-sur-i-di 27 nuMu A-sur-ma-lik nuMu Lu-zi-na
10) 1 a-na A-sur-i-di 2KrsiB A-sur-ma-lik 3 a-!Ji-su. The letter has been transliterated and
translated by LEWY in RHA 36 (1938), p. 121-122.
11) JAOS 78 (1958), p. 94, n. 35; LEWY wrote in fact "elder sister?" translating the
feminine form ma!J!Jtitum. See also UAR, p. 72-74.
12 ) The text which is an envelope for a letter runs: 1 a-na En-um-A-sur DUMU A-ta-ta
2u A-sur-la-ma-si 3nuMu A-sur-ma-lik 4KISIB Sa-lim-a-hi-im 5nuMu En-um-A-sur
13) Cont. 19: Lum-ma A-sur-la-ma-si-ma 2 a-na Ab-sa:lim 3 qi-bi-ma ro GiN KU .BABBAR
4ku-nu-ki sa ma-!Ja-i-a; in l. 9 he writes: a-!Ja-ti a-ti: "you are my sister", but that may
well be an expression of politeness rather than an indication that Assur-lamassi was
actually the brother of Ab-salim. The letters CCT 4: 13b, BIN 4: 68, and BIN 6: 69,
from Enlil-bani to Ab-salim (in the last text together with Assur-lamassi, Assur-rabi,
and Niirkili) could perhaps be taken to indicate that she was his wife. For Niirkili see
BIN 6: 64, 23-24: Nu-ur-ki-li sa :E Lu-zi-na.
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of his father and grandfather cannot be attempted here, though investigations
of that kind would be extremely valuable for the understanding of how the
trade was organized on this leveL It will already be apparent from the brief
notes above that the typical Old Assyrian business firm or "house" was
organized along family-lines, and in this connection one could also mention the
fact that one of the words for "employee" was mer'um: "son", the word for
"boss" abum: "father", and the normal way of expressing equal social standard
was by using the word al:fum: "brother". Thus, in Type 2: I, 23 Enlil-bani calls
his correspondents "my brothers" .14)
In Kanes we find beside Enlil-bani the person Dadaja. Type I: 2 reveals his
family relations: his father is Assur-imitti, the kumru-priest of Sin, and he
has a brother who is called Su'en-damiq. And we are furthermore able to date
him more or less exactly as he occurs in a text which mentions the Assyrian
king Puzur-Assur II. 15) His social status is more difficult to grasp. There is
rather little evidence about that, and his relation to Enlil-bani and his firm is
of a character that makes it necessary to briefly discuss the pertinent texts.
In Type I: I his role in the procedure is difficult to define; he is acting on
behalf of Enlil-bani, though without any stated claim on the money, and he
disappears completely from the picture as soon as the caravan has left Kanes.
In other texts, Type I: 2, 2: 2, and 2: 3, he is transporting shipments for Enlilbani, whereas he is playing the same role as in the standard text in Type I: 5
and I: 7· In these two texts Kukkulanum is again the transporter as in Type
I: I. He further appears repeatedly as a witness in cases concerning Enlil-bani
or as a witness alongside Enlil-bani: EL 226, I (transaction involving Enlilbani and Kukkulanum), TC 3:202, 29 (transport-contract; the sender is unquestionably Enlil-bani although his name is not mentioned; cf LEWY, ArOr
I8: 3 (I950), p. 373, n. 43), MNK 635, x+22 16) (together with Enlil-bani and
Asutaja, son of Ememe [cf Type I: I, I9-20]); his brother is a witness in TC
3: 230, 20-2I (a case which concerns Enlil-bani). "Since, as is well known, the
Assyrians chose as witnesses preferably persons close to the parties concerned",
as LEWY has remarked in HUCA 27 (Ig56), p. 77, it is a fair assumption that a
14) Note, however, that in TC 3: 68, 6-7, Enlil-Nini writes "you are my fathers (and)
my lords!"-addressing Pilal}aja and Irma-Assur. See also LANDSBERGER, AO 24: 4
(1925), p. 14.
15 ) kt jjk 201, published by BALKAN in OLZ 6o (1965), p. 152: 1 15 MA.NA 2AN .NA
ku-nu-ki 3 sa Puzur4-A-sur 4ru-ba-im sa-na Puzur 4-Su-in 6DUMU I-sa-a 7 dp-qi-id srGI
ffu-ni-a 9DUMU A-sur-i-mi-ti 10IGI Da-da-a 11DUMU Ulj.ME sa Su-in 12IGI A-du-a-a 13DUMU
Sa-ru-ki-in 14 ru-ba-im.-Puzur-Assur is the last oA king who is supposed to have lived
through the period of level 2, so Dadaja and the people occurring together with him are
thus dated to the end of the Assyrian commercial activity in Anatolia.-For the religious
title of Dadaja's father I refer to UAR, p. 55-56.
16 ) Co=unicated by L. MATous in journal of Juristic Papyrology n-rz (1958), p.
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very close relationship existed between Enlil-bani and Dadaja, and this being
granted, it seems clear that of the two Enlil-bani was the more important
person. 17 )
Kukkulanum, the transporter of the 30 minas of silver, refers to Enlil-bani
with the word tamkarum which in this connection seems to have the meaning
"the chief of the firm", or perhaps just "the merchant", meaning the man responsible in this particular transaction. However that may be it must in this
case imply a difference in standing between the two persons. 18 ) Together with
his brother Assur-bani he recurs as a witness in BIN 4: Io8 (cf p. 67-68), a
case involving Enlil-bani.
b.

THE PROCEDURE

The special opportunity for a closer examination of the procedure offered by
the standard texts is naturally based on the assumption that the three (or four)
texts presented above really do treat the very same individual transaction in
the shifting stages of its enactment. The first objective must therefore be to
evaluate this hypothesis.
It is readily obvious that the texts deal with the same persons; of course,
some of them disappear from the picture when they are no longer needed, and
others are introduced at the point in the procedure where they achieve importance. Therefore the transport-contract mentions only three people, namely those
engaged in the preparations in Kanes prior to the departure of the shipment.
The people in Assur enter the picture in the notifying message and at the same
time Dadaja, whose role was in this case played in Kanes only, disappears. No
great importance can be adduced to the fact that Assur-lamassi is not mentioned
in Type 3: I.
The size of the shipment is the same in all three texts. The difference that
exists between on one side Type I : I and Type 2 : I and on the other side Type
3: I concerning the saddu'utu-tax can be explained in various ways. But it
seems that this tax was not to be paid at Assur-which was most certainly the
case with the nis!Jatu-tax-so it would only be logical that it should not be
mentioned in the account made in Assur. 19)
17
) The seal used by Dadaja on, for instance, TC 3: r28B, TC 3: 224, TC 2: 70, TMH
no. 382, 4r4, 370, and KTS pl. 45, no. KT 82 (KTS 45a), has been drawn in ICK 2, pl.
cxxxvii (Ka 82, Sceau B). On p. 59 the inscription is read: lJ-U-sa-d[u] 2DUMU A-sur-j[a]b,
which is what LEWY wrote in the Nachtrage to EL (vol. 2, p. I95). The drawing clearly
shows that the second line is to be read: DUMU A-sur-i-mi[-ti], and in the list of names in
ICK 2, p. I4, this correct reading has been used. Whether this Ili:-sadu was a brother of
Dadaja (who had died?) is uncertain.-Dadaja may have been a relative of Enlil-bani,
cf. p. 76, n. 29.
18
) Cf. the discussion on p. 32-35 about the bit tamka7'im, and p. 49-5I
19
) Cf. for this question further on p. I43-I44·
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The principle and purpose of the transaction is likewise the same in all three
texts. The transport-contract states the purpose of the transportation as being
the purchase of goods in Assur and the transportation back to Kane5 of these.
In the notifying message Enlil-bani defines this clearly by asking his representatives to see to it that tin and textiles are bought in Assur and sent back with
Kukkulanum. Finally, in the account we are told that this purchase has been
carried out. The fact that the orders of Enlil-bani concerning the purchase
were not followed in the strictest details-thus, he asks the people in Assur
to buy tin and textiles for each one half of the silver, but in fact the tin cost
double as much as the textiles-cannot weaken our hypothesis substantially.
The situation in Assur was not at any given time such that every commodity
was available, a fact that is apparent in many texts (cf for instance CCT 5: 5b
and VAT 9249 and further on p. I53), and prices fluctuated, which gives a
sense to the phrase sa balafisu also encountered in Type 2: I (cf further p. 37-38).
It is therefore not surprising that the requests of Enlil-bani have been followed
to a certain degree only.
It must be admitted, however, that the size of the shipment seems to represent the standard amount, at least in Enlil-bani's shipments; we find it in
Type I: 2, 2: 2, and 2: 3 but in these cases Dadaja is the transporter and in
one of the texts a small amount of gold is added to the silver. Of the texts which
we have, only those presented above agree in all the respects outlined. It is
disturbing, however, that a duplicate of Type 3: I has been found because it is
difficult to see why it was ever written. In cases where a letter was written in
Kanes and despatched to another city, it is easily understood why a copywas
often made for the archive of the sender, but Type 3: I was written in Assur.
Either a copy was made in Kanes after the arrival of the original text (for
which procedure I can offer no explanation), or for some reason two copies of
the account were sent from Assur to Anatolia, one of them perhaps being sent
in advance of the caravan, the other one following the goods. According to
H. LEWY, RSO 39 (I964), p. I84, the same situation exists in connection with
the caravan account L 29-569 a duplicate of which is said to be "in a European
collection of cuneiform texts." It does not seem possible in our case to think of
the two texts as dealing with two different transactions in view of the very
close agreement between them in prices and rates of exchange etc. True, the
duplicate text has to be restored extensively, but this can be done with such
comparative ease, that to take KTS 38a as treating another transaction would
force us to assume a hardly believable rigidity of procedure.
We must thus conclude that in all three texts we find identity regarding
persons, size of the shipment, and the principle and purpose of the transaction.
Definite proof that the texts belong to the same transaction cannot be given,
of course, as we cannot know whether another shipment of exactly the same
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size, involving the same persons etc. has been recorded on other tablets lying
in the yet undug houses of Kiiltepe or in museums or perhaps irretrievably
lost. This is of minor importance for we must assume that these texts, if they
existed, would tell us much the same as those which we have. Details may have
differed but the procedure would have been the same.
Kanes
Information about what happened here in connection with the departure
of the shipment can be had from the transport-contract and the notifying
message. Three persons are seen to be involved: Enlil-bani, Dadaja, and
Kukkulanum. Of these Dadaja is mentioned in the transport-contract only
and, as said above, his role in the procedure is difficult to define, so I shall at
this point try to evaluate some of the evidence concerning Dadaja in his connections with Enlil-bani and Kukkulanum. The result of these comments may
prove of importance for the understanding of the procedure of the consignment
as a whole, as will be apparent, but I shall limit myself to a discussion of the
material concerning Dadaja.
The transport-contract simply relates the fact that Dadaja has entrusted the
silver to Kukkulanum; Enlil-bani is the owner of the silver, Kukkulanum the
man who is going to take care of the transportation. Why is it that Enlil-bani
does not entrust the silver to Kukkulanum himself?
The notifying message, in which Enlil-bani relates what he has done in
Kane5, rules out the possibility that the owner was absent from this city
when the silver was entrusted to the transporter; he has laid his hand in the
silver and that implies that he was present. 20 ) He does not mention Dadaja
at all in his letter. It is possible that the role of Dadaja was that of an
employee who took care of the business with the transporter, while Enlil-bani
looked on or perhaps tended to some other business of his in Kanes.
The text mentions the name of Enlil-bani four times in the IJ lines and it
is stressed that Enlil-bani owns the silver and will receive the goods bought,
and it seems that this is done in order to exclude Dadaja as a possible owner
or part-owner. This view is strongly supported by the evidence to be gathered
from Type I: 2 and I: 5 (cf p. 45 and p. 47-48 respectively), in which we find the
expression: Da-da-a mi-ma ld td-!Ju (Type I: 2, IO-II) and Da-da-a-a ld td-!Ju
(Type I: 5, II and 25) which is to be translated: "Dadaja is not (at all) concerned".21) The wording of Type I: 5 is particularly illustrating (r.IO-I3):
"Dadaja is not concerned with this silver and gold, it belongs to Enlil-bani ... ",
and (r.I8-2I): "The goods will arrive safely here and Enlil-bani will receive
them; Dadaja is not concerned". In all respects this text is exactly parallel
20) Thus, at least, if we are to take his words literally, for in L 14 he says: "I have
laid ... ".
21) LEWY, Nachtrage to EL, vol. 2, p. 192, n. 2.
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to Type I: I (cf p. 48), and one must conclude that this expression could just
as well have stood in the standard text. In Type I: 2, however, Kukkulanum
does not appear, Dadaja being the transporter. These two texts were discussed
extensively by EISSER and LEWY in EL 2, p. 35-37, in an elaboration upon ideas
put forward in the comments to EL Io8 (Type I: I) and KTH 24, EL I, p.
go-95. 22) LEWY's interpretation will have to be revised drastically, however.
The heading under willch Type I: 2 and I: 5 occur in EL was: "Regelung des
Innenverhaltnisses von Spediteur und Frachtfiihrer anlasslich eines Uberlandkaufes". Dadaja is the "Spediteur", Kukkulanum the "Frachtfiihrer". The
characteristics of a "Spediteur" was explained in the following way: "Der
'Spediteur' hat ... nicht nur Giiterversendung fiir andere zu besorgen, sondern
vielfach beimAbschluss der Einkaufe usw. mitzuwirken ... ",and the procedure
as seen by LEWY can be summarized as follows: the owner of a sillpment hands
it over to a "Spediteur" or "shipping-agent". A loan document is written "zu
Lasten des 'Spediteurs' "; this is naturally kept by the owner. The sillppingagent then entrusts the shipment to a transporter and tills transaction necessitates the writing of a new contract-in our case exemplified by Type I: 2 and
I: 5 according to LEWY. 23) When the goods return to the place of departure,
the transporter hands over the shipment to the shipping-agent (and gets back
the tablet willch concerns him), and tills man hands over the shipment to the
owner (and consequently gets back his tablet).
Let us confine ourselves to the study of the two texts Type I: 2 and I: 5.
Both texts clearly involve Dadaja and Enlil-bani whereas Kukkulanum is
mentioned in I: 5 only. LEwY's interpretation rests on the hypothesis that they
do in fact belong together, and that the person "speaking" in Type I: 2 is
Kukkulanum. Thus "my representatives" in l. 6 should refer to the associates
of his in Assur. However, since EL was written, a text has been published
which must belong together with Type I: 2: BIN 6: 3I (Type 2: 2). From this
text it becomes clear that Kukkulanum takes no part in the transaction of
Type I: 2, Dadaja is the transporter and the representatives are those of Enlilbani, namely the recipients of the letter Type 2: 2: Pila:Q.aja, Puzur-ili, IrmaAssur, and Enlil-bani's mother Taris-matum. The money belongs to Enlil-bani
and the people assisting Dadaja with the purchase in Assur are ills representatives- not the representatives of Kukkulanum. 24)
Type I: 5 tells us that Dadaja has sealed some gold and silver and given it
to Kukkulanum, "and (thus) sent (it) off to his representatives". This seems
clearly to mean that the representatives were those of ejther Dadaja or KukkuThat text is translated and discussed below, p. 24 with n. 29.
The fact that on p. gr LEWY speaks of: "Speditions- bzw. Frachtfiihrervertragen"
shows that he thought of two contracts.
24) Cf. the comments to Type 2: 2, p. 72-74.
22)
23 )
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lanum, but the text goes on to stress that Dadaja is not "concerned" and that
the owner of the shipment is Enlil-bani. The problem for us when trying to
understand the text is, of course, one which could not have been felt by the
people actually involved, they knew to whose representatives the shipment was
to be transported, and with the evidence produced from the standard texts and
the other texts which mention the parties involved, it would seem highly reasonable to suppose that the people referred to as "his representatives" are the
same as those called "my representatives" in Type I: 2, i.e. Enlil-bani's
associates in Assur. LEWY's conclusion from his study of Type I: 2 and I: 5,
that: "beide Texte betonen so mit aller Scharfe, dass der Gewinn a us dem
Geschaft ausschliesslich fiir die Rechnung des Kukkulanum gemacht werden
soU", must therefore be rejected. In Type I: 2 Kukkulanum does not occur at
all and he takes no part in the enterprise, and in Type I: 5 we have a parallel
to our standard texts, Kukkulanum is the transporter. 25)
In the texts mentioned so far Enlil-bani has been the owner and only he was
to benefit from the transaction. Turning to the text TC 3: 2I3 and its duplicate
CCT I: 2 26 ) one encounters a situation that may be substantially different.
I shall submit these texts here: 27 )

TC 3:213, 11-27:
Ir-ma-A-sur
ba-ni

KISIB

DUMU

KISIB Su-in-SIGs DUMU
KISIB

Da-da-a

sEsLsu

Ni-des-

A-sur-i-mi-ti
7 I/2

MA.NA

KU.BABBAR

$a-ru-pa-am i $e-er
Da-da-a dEn-lil-ba-ni i-su
ITI I KAM sa sa-ra-tim li-mu-um
sa qa-ti M a-$i-i-li i-nu-mi
lu-qu-tum sa 7 I/2 MA.NA KU.
BABBAR

I5

The seal of Irma-Assur, son of Nidebani,
the seal of Su'en-damiq, son of Assurimitti,
the seal of Dadaja, his brother. 7 I/2
minas of refined silver
Dadaja owes to
Enlil-bani.
The month sa sarrritim, eponym:
of the hand of Ma$i-ili. When
the goods (bought) with the 7 I/2
minas of silver

25 ) In ArOr r8: 3 (1950), p. 373, n. 43, LEWY stated his views as follows: "Two of the
three men who-used to be charged with the transport of the valuables shipped by Enlilbiini to Assur or sent to him from there, namely the brothers Dadiia and Sin-diimiq ... ".
In JAOS 78 (1958), p. gr, he wrote that the merchants living in Anatolia "year after year
through relatives, business partners or trusted employees (sent) large consignments of
silver and gold (to Assur)". It is thus possible that at this time LEWY had abandoned the
theory of the "Spediteur".
26) This text is EL 228.
27 ) Both are extract(from "Sammelurkunden", tablets that contained recapitulations
of a number of contracts.
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a-na Ka-ne-es e-li-a-ni
u-nu-tum is-tu E. GAL-lim
u-ra-dam-ma ITI 5 KAM i-ld-ak-ma
7 I/2 MA.NA KU.BABBAR $a-ru-pdam
Da-da-a a-na d£n-lil-ba-ni
i-sa-qal su-ma ld is-qul
I Ij2 GIN TA a-na I MA.NA-im
$i-ib-tdm i-na ITI I KAM
u-$a-db
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come up to Kanes,
the merchandise w]ll come down from
the palace
and he wlll go for 5 months, and
Dadaja will (then) weigh out 7 I/2
minas of refined silver
to Enlil-bani.
If he does not weigh it out (in time)
he shall add I I/2 sheqel for each mina
as interest monthly.

CCT 1:2, 21-29
71 28 ) I/2 MA.NA KU .BABBAR

$a-rupd-am i $i-er
Da-da-a DUMU A -sur-i-mi-ti d£nlil-ba-ni
i-su is-tu ITI KAM sa sa-ra-tim
li-mu-um sa qd-ti M a-$i-i-li
is-tu a-limki e-li-a-ma
25
a Ka-ni-is e-ra-db-ma
5 ITI KAM i-ld-ak-ma KU. BABBAR
i-sa-qal
su-ma ld is-qul I Ij2 GIN TA a-na
I MA.NA-im

i

ITI KAM

$i-ib-tdm

7 I/2 minas of refined silver Dadaja,
son of Assur-imitti, owes to
Enlil-bani.
From the month sa sarratim,
eponym: from the hand of Ma$i-ili,
He w1ll come up from the city and
wlll arrive at Kane5, and
he will go for 5 months and then
weigh out the silver.
If he does not weigh it out (in time)
he shall add I I/2 sheqel for
each mina monthly as interest.

U-$a-db
Taken together the two texts reveal the following procedure:
I) Dadaja owes the amount of iYz minas of refined silver to Enlil-bani.
2) Dadaja will arrive at Kanes from Assur bringing with him a shipment of
goods bought with the 7 I/2 minas in question.
3) These goods wlll enter the palace (for payment of taxes, cf below, p. I55
ff.), and when that has been finished Dadaja will leave on a businesstrip, obviously in Anatolia, in order to sell the goods for silver; he has
got 5 months for this.
4) On his return to Kanes he must pay back to Enlil-bani the amount of
silver which he owes to him. If he fails to do so he wlll have to pay interest.
The most important difference between this transaction and that recorded in
the standard texts is, that the profit here seems to go exclusively to Dadaja.
2B) The text has the figure 6 rjz.
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If the texts are to be taken at face value, we must conclude that Dadaja has
received 7 rj2 minas of silver from Enlil-bani, that he has brought this amount
to Assur, bought with it goods, brought these back to Kanes, and that he
is then allowed to spend 5 months on a trip in Anatolia before he is to pay
back the money. During this transaction a profit would naturally accrue to him.
It is possible that we have to explain the text in another way, however, as one
could think that the amount given to Dadaja was not 7 rjz minas of silver, but
less, say, only 5 minas. Dadaja's gain would thus depend on how great a profit
he would be able to obtain with that sum, and Enlil-bani would still get something out of the transaction for himself.
This explanation cannot receive support from the text, however, and one
thus has to rely on parallels. I here point to KTH 24 (EL rog), another text
which concerns Dadaja:

"The 15 minas of refined silver-its nislJiitu-tax added, its saddu'utu-tax
paid for-which belongs to duTu-ba-ni (and) which Dadaja has sent to the
city for buyings to the address of Pilal;].aja, Ennanum, and Ili-bani-the silver
from here, the goods from there will cross the country in the name of the
tamkiirum. The goods will come up from the city and if he wants to, he can take
the goods and Dadaja will weigh out 22 rj2 minas of silver; if he does not
want (to do so), the merchant will take the goods and the merchant will hand
over to Dadaja the tablet which Asutaja, son of Ememe, Assur-rabi, son of
La-qepum, and La-qepum, son of Puzur-sadu'e, have sealed.
Witnessed by Summa-libbi-ili, witnessed by Al;].u-waqar, witnessed by
Asutaja" .29 )
When Dadaja thus returns with the goods bought in Assur with the r5 minas
of silver, he can choose between two possible lines of action: he can keep the
goods in which case he has to pay the sum of 22 rjz minas of silver to the
owner, or he can just give the owner the goods, and in that case the transaction
is finished: he gets back the original transport-contract which was witnessed
by the people mentioned.
First, this tablet records an addition to a previous agreement (laid down in
the tablet mentioned), and there can be no doubt that this latter redaction
which we have was far more favourable to Dadaja than the original one-if
29) 115 MA.NA KU .BABBAR $a-ru-pa-am 2ni-is-{Ja-su DIRIG 3 sa-du-a-su sa-bu 4sa duTUba-ni a-na a-limki 5 a-na $8-er Pi-la-{Ja-a 6En-na-nim u DINGIR-ba-ni 7 Da-da-a-a a-na
si-a-ma-tim 8u-se-bi-lu KU .BABBAR 9a-na-nu-um lu-qu-tum 10a-la-nu-um GAN-lam4 lla-na
su-mi DAM. GAR 12e-ti-iq lu-qu-tum 13is-tu a-limki 14e-li-a-ma su-ma l5[i-bi-su lu-qu-tam
16 i-la-qe-ma 22 I/2 MA.NA 17 KU .BABBAR Da-da-a i-sa-qal 18 su-ma la li-bi-su 19[u-qu-tam
DAM. GAR i-la-qe-ma 20tup-pa-am sa A -su-ta-a 21DUMU E-me-me A -sur-GAL-bi 22 DUMU
La-qe-pi-im 23u La-qe-pi-im 24DuMu MAN-sa-du-e 25 ka-an-ku-ni DAM. GAR 2sa-na Da-da-a-a
27u-sa-ar 2 8 IGI Su-ma-li-bi-i-li 29 IGI A-{Ju-wa-qar 30IGI A-su-ta-a
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we are allowed to think that this document had looked like for instance Type
I: I.

Second, the profit assured for the owner amounts to so% of the shipment,
we must accordingly assume that this was a normal gain on a caravan transaction.30)
Third, no mention is made of any period allotted to a business-trip for
Dadaja. And finally, one must admit that the text does not say that Dadaja
was the one who carried out the transportation. The word used is sa ... u-sebi-lu.
It is striking indeed that the witnesses and the recipients in Assur among
them count so many persons known from the texts already discussed: Pilal].aja,
Asutaja, and Assur-rabi (if this man is the same as the husband of 1jattitum).
Ennanum occurs together with Enlil-bani as the eo-writer of a letter to Inaja
in CCT 4: 23b; ICK I: I50 is a letter from him to Dadaja and tamkarum. Is it
possible that the text contains an error and that the owner was not Samas-bani
but the same Enlil-bani we know had so close connections with Dadaja? 31)
Whether or not this is so the text depicts a procedure which might well be
parallelled by. TC 3: 2I3. If we assume that the gain envisaged would be the
same, then we must conclude that when Dadaja set out for Assur he owed to
Enlil-bani 7 Ijz minas though he had only received 5 minas of silver.
Another possibility is that Dadaja was in fact receiving a generous offer
from Enlil-bani, and that he did have the money at his disposal for a period
of more than half a year without having to surrender any of the profit, which
he was undoubtedly capable of obtaining during that time. This could be in
return for services rendered by him, and one could perhaps venture a comparison with the "working-capitals" (cf p. 4I).
Only if we accept the last explanation do we get a clear indication to the
effect that Dadaja was an employee of Enlil-bani, and the texts, unfortunately,
do not allow such a statement. We are therefore left with the very meagre
result that we can see Dadaja and Enlil-bani somehow co-operating in a number
of cases, and it is possible that Dadaja was in some way connected with the
firm of Enlil-bani and his family. He is sometimes acting on behalf of Enlilbani entrusting shipments to Kukkulanum (Type I: I and I: 5), but in other
ao) Cf. p. 43·
In that case one might perhaps think of an odd writing like di.B-ba-ni for the not
infrequent dAB-ba-ni (seep. 39).-For La-qepum, son of Puzur-sadu'e, see EL 226, 22 as a
witness in a case concerning Enlil-bani; ibid., 1. 45 we find Assur-rabi, son of La-qepum,
and ibid., 1. 3I Al;m-waqar, son of Su-IStar, who may be the person in 1. 29 (for Su-IStar
see further p. 76). Our La-qep occurs also in CCT I: I, q-I5, a text recording debts to
Assur-malik, the father of Enlil-bani. For Ili-bani I refer to BIN 4: Io8 (p. 67-68), in this
text we also find one Ennanum as the father of Mannum-balum-Assur; Ili-bani further
occurs in Type I: 3 as a witness together with Puzur-ili (see Type 2: 2 and 2: 3) and
Dadaja. cf. also EL I38, mentioned on p. 76.
31)
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cases he is transporting the shipments himself. Whenever that is the case Enlilbani entrusts these shipments to him, and there is no consignor in between them.
Was KukkuHinum thus an employee of Dadaja? Against this assumption speaks
the fact that Kukkulanum is mentioned together with his brother as a witness
in BIN 4: Io8, a case which concerns Enlil-bani and in which Dadaja is not at
all mentioned. Finally, I should mention the fact that Dadaja in the letterenvelope TMH I: Je occurs together with Enlil-bani receiving a letter from
Pila:Q.-Assur (the same as Pila:Q.aja ?).3 2)
Granted that Dadaja's role might be described as that of a "Spediteur", one
should like to know what that word means in Old Assyrian context. LEWY
pointed out that he used it "der Einfachheit halber", 33) but it may well be a
dangerous metaphor which can mean everything and nothing. The texts discussed above and the standard texts as a whole can only lead to a number of
negative characteristics for the alleged "Spediteur": he is not having any known
connection with the transporter after he has entrusted the shipment to him,
it is the owner who writes the letter to Assur of which Kukkulanum is a eorecipient; he is not having his own representatives in Assur assist the transporter with the purchase, this is done by people representing the owner; he
is apparently not carrying any responsibility for the transportation; the 2/3
mina mentioned in Type 3: I as "missing" is reckoned as an expense, and the
transportation is being carried out in the name of Enlil-bani (translated by
LEWY as "auf Gefahr des E" ., cf p. 27) ; he is not going to get anything out
of the transaction as such, Enlil-bani will receive the goods when they arrive
at KaneS, and we hear nowhere of any fee or payment made to Dadaja, which
should be expected if he was an independent "Spediteur". In fact, the texts
tell us nothing that could explain why he appears at all, and when we compare
these facts with the evidence gathered above, which seemed to suggest a close
relationship between the two men, one must admit that the case in favour of
the independent shipping-agent or "Spediteur" is feeble indeed.
This does not exclude, of course, the possible existence of the procedure
outlined by LEWY, but it is a fact that it was exactly the case of Dadaja which
was used as a test-case and as proof for the "Spediteur" -theory by LEWY. In
the chapter following upon the presentation of the transport-contracts I shall
try a renewed evaluation of the hypothesis on the basis of the material collected.
Dadaja entrusts the silver to Kukkulanum. The verb used is paqadum, which
in oA has the general meaning "to hand over something to someone for a certain
purpose" .34) This purpose is very often transportation and thus the form of
32 1 a-na Da-da-a DUMU A-sur-i-mi-ti 2u dEn-Ul-ba-ni nuMu A-sur-ma-lik 3KISIB Pi-lriah-A-sur 4 [tup-]pu-um sa <{sa';> ba-rib DINGIR 5[sa] a su-mi En-na-Su-in 6[DUM]U I-lf-a-lim
33) Op. cit., p. gr.
34)

Cf. EL

r,

p. 96, and

KIENAST,

ATHE, p.

20.

As the reading of

SI.LA. BoTTERO,
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paqadum is in a great number of texts followed by a form of wabiilum. It is
also used when things are just handed over to be deposited with a person,
for which reason those texts in EL, which do not have the full afipqid- iibil
formula, are placed under the heading "Verwahrung". In a number of cases
LEWY pointed out, however, that the purpose of the transaction of the text
was indeed a transportation (cf for instance, the notes to KTS 50a, EL IIJ).
The word is also used to describe the transfer of goods from a transporter to the
recipients after the completion of the transportation, cf for instance, Type
2: I3, I2, but it is worth pointing out that in this case it would not be correct
just to translate "deliver", as it is obvious that the recipients are going to send
the goods further on to another town in Anatolia.
In text-editions many transport-contracts have been classified as "record
of a deposit" (BIN 4) or "depot" (ICK I).
The transport-contract further serves the purpose of stating explicitly the
responsibilities, duties and rights of the people involved. It tells the name of
the owner-which is far from always the case in texts of Type I, and which in
this case must be explained by the fact that the transaction with the transporter
is not being handled by him. It further states the fact that the silver and the
goods will "traverse the country in the name of" the owner.
For the expression a sumi PN LEWY has suggested the translation "auf Gefahr des PN" .35) Using this translation one emphasizes the question of responsibility and eventual risk in case a caravan was lost. This was certainly one of the
implications of the expression in question, 36) but it may be too narrow a definition and one might instead think that it was used to indicate who was to carry
the responsibility in a wider sense, i.e. who was to pay for the transportation
and carry the risk in case of losses. The translation "in the name of PN" is
fairly literal, and in view of the rarity of real losses and the security of the
roads of which the texts bear witness, it is more likely that this general idea was
indicated. The meaning is thus "on PN's account".
In BIN 4: I49 we are told that Pusu-ken and Assur-imitti have had two
other men mediate in a strife concerning exactly this responsibility in connection with a transportation and a sale of goods in the Anatolian town
Purus"9-addum. Assur-imitti is going to receive a shipment of tin and textiles
from Pusu-ken, bring this to Purus"b.addum, and sell it for silver, of which he is
ARM 7, p. 2I3, explains it: "-ne doit a voir ailleurs que le sens large de 'remise' a quelqu'un d'un bien qui ne lui appartient pas et qu'il doit, ou 'garder' - , ou transmettre-,
ou travailler."
35 ) Cf. EL 2, p. 36.
36 ) Cf. CCT I : 24a, an account written out in Kanes concerned with a shipment of goods
bought with Io minas of silver that belongs to two merchants; we are told that I talent
of tin plus the wrapping has been lost, and (1. Ig-2o) li-we-tum a su-mi-su-nu-ma 20i-!J,ali-iq.
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going to pay to Piisu-ken I3 minas. The Solomonic solution found by the
mediators is the following: the tin and the textiles will go from Kane5 to
Purusl;).addum a sumi Pusu-ken, the silver will go from Purusl;).addum to Kanes
a sumi Assur-imitti.
From CCT I: I, II-I3, we learn that when a shipment did not go in the name
of the owner, it could be "commissioned to a tamkiirum", which in this connection means probably a retail trader, an agent. 37 ) In TC 3: 2I3, where we do
not find the expression under examination, it is clear that Dadaja is going to be
exactly a retail trader when he returns with the goods to Anatolia, he has got
five months in which to sell the goods. This makes it likely that the words
found in CCT I: I: tamkiirum ula iqqi' ap ("an agent will not be commissioned")
cover the same notion as the expression found in Type I : 2 and I : 5 : Dadaja
mimma la paljlju ("Dadaja will not at all be concerned").
The proposed parallellism between TC 3: 2I3 and KTH 24 also gains in
probability. In the latter text we find the expression a sumi tamkarim, but an
examination of the context seems to exclude the possibility that the word
tamkiirum here can be translated in the same way as just done in the other text,
for, as shown in EL, vol. I, p. 93-94, tamkiirum here stands for the owner, who
is using this anonymous expression in order to facilitate the eventual cession
of his right to the shipment. 38 ) The difference between TC 3: 2I3 and KTH 24
lies in the fact that in the former text Dadaja is right from the start of the
transaction commissioned with the sale of the goods bought in Assur, whereas
in KTH 24 he will take over the responsibility for the shipment only if he
decides to, and not until he has come back to Kanes from Assyria. The transportation between Assur and Anatolia will be carried out in the name of the
owner.
Describing his own activities in Kane5 Enlil-bani tells his correspondents
that he has "laid his hand in the silver", and he urges them to do the same in
Assur, representing him, when they entrust the goods to Kukkulanum. In
Assur this act is to be carried out ina biib abuUim: "in the towngate", an expression which LANDSBERGER has explained as "offentlich", "vor Zeugen". 39 )
In a fragmentary transport-contract made out in Assur, ICK 2: 96, we read
the following (1. x+I4-x+ZI): mi-ma a-nim x+15i[-na] KA. a-bu-lim x+16[a-n]a
A-sur-DUlo DUMU DINGIR-su-GAL X+17dp-qi-id-ma a-na x+18En-um-Be-lim I-tur4DINGIR x+19Pi-ld-alj-IStar u A-mur-DINGIR x+20sa ki-ma i-a-ti x+21i-ra-di: "all
37 ) 11 KU. BABBAR u lu-qu-tum a su-mz 12A -sur-ma-lik GAN -lam e-ti-iq 13 DAM. GAR u-la
i-qi-rip; so also ICK 2: 104A, 5-9: KU. BABBAR is-ti IS-ma-A-sur 6 i-la-kam is-ti qa-qi-di-su
ra-ki-is 8 DAM. GAR u-la i-qi-a-cip 9 u-lci e-zi-ba-am: "the silver will go with ISma-Assur;
it has been bound to his person, he will not commission a tamkarum (with it), nor leave

(it anywhere)". For this text see BALKAN's notes in OLZ 6o (1965), p. 152.
38) See discussion below, p. 49-51.
39
) Dergi 4 (1940), p. II, n. I.
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this I entrusted to Assur-tab, son of Ilsu-rabi, in the towngate, and he will
lead (it) to En'um-Belum, Itiir-ili, Pilag-IStar, and Amur-ili- my representatives". This seems to be an exact parallel to what Enlil-bani's representatives
will eventually do.
In A THE 59 we find another parallel which throws light on the expression
ina kaspimjluqutim qatam sakanum:
um-ma I m-di-lum-ma a-na
I-na-alJ-DINGIR u Puzur4-ISta[r]
qi-bi4-ma a-na
I -na-alJ- DINGIR qi-bi4-ma
25 n]Gl)i.a u I ANSE
5
f}a-ld-ma-am a-na-kam a-na
A-na-ni A-mur-DINGIR ip-qi-id-ma
i-na T1JGlJi.a su-nu-ti qd-ti-ma
sa-ak-na-at si-be-e
a-na-kam sa qd-ti
ro
sa-ak-na-at-ni
i-su mi-su-u sa a-ma-kam
TU GlJi. a ta-a!j-bu-tu-ni-ma
tu-ka-lu-u-ni
um-ma a-ta-ma
I5
2 MA.NA IO GIN KU.BABBAR

i f}e-er A -mur-DINGIR
i-su ma-f}a-a-ku TUGlJi.a
af}-ba-at a-!Ji a-ta
a-na-ku u a-ta u-ld
sa a-wa-tim TUGlJi.a
SIG5 DIRIG a-na-kam-ma
I/3 MA.NA TA KU .BABBAR
it-bu-lu TUGlJi.a
a-na Puzur4-IStar
wa-se-er-ma u a-na
a-limki al-kam-ma
e-na-at e-na-at
lu ni-na-me-er-ma
u a-na KU. BABBAR-pi-ka a-sar
ma-ld-ki-im lu ni-im-li-ik

Thus Imdi-ilum; say to
Inag-ili and Puzur-IStar;
say to
Inag-ili:
25 textiles and r black donkey
Amur-ili entrusted here to
Anani, and
in these textiles my hand
has been laid; I have witnesses
here (to the fact) that my hand
has been laid.
Why is it that there
you have confiscated the textiles
and are withholding (them) ?
Thus you have (said):
"2 minas ro sheqels of silver
Amur-ili owes to me;
I am satisfied, I have taken the
textiles."
You are my brother.:_
20
I and you are not
(men) of strife. Extra-fine textiles
even here
cost I/3 mina of silver each!
Set the textiles
25 free to Puzur-IStar,
and then come to
the city and
let us meet eye to eye,
and then
30 let us discuss what there is to be done
about your silver!
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We are fortunate in having a great number of letters from Imdi-ilum to his
agents, associates, and relatives in Kanes, 40 ) and from these it becomes quite
clear that the Amur-ili who entrusted the textiles to Anani was an associate of
this important merchant, or perhaps rather an employee in Imdi-ilum's firm.
He is receiving letters together with the daughter of Imdi-ilum, IStar-basti 41)
(TC 3: 57 and CCT 4: 28a, for instance); he is constantly transporting shipments for the chief of the firm (for instance, CCT 4: 22b, TC I: I6, and CCT
2: 46a [Type 2: I3] for the son of Imdi-ilum, Puzur-IStar); together with Anani,
the transporter in our present case, he is found in, for instance, the abovementioned text of Type 2 and TC I: I6. 42 )
Again, we must ask the same question which had to be left unanswered in
connection with Dadaja's role in the standard text: why is it not the owner who
entrusts the shipment to the transporter? If we assume that this text gives
us an exact parallel to the situation in the standard text (which is not necessarily the case), one would say that Enlil-bani was the chief of the firm for
which both Dadaja and Kukkulanum were working. Nothing in the evidence
produced above violates against this proposal, but the proof is lacking, and the
existence of a parallel case is not sufficient. The fact is that our knowledge
of the build-up of an Old Assyrian trading house is too scarce to make it possible
clearly to define the roles played by the people we call "employees" or "associates" or "partners".
Nevertheless, in the present case Imdi-ilum has had his hand laid in the
shipment which has been sent off to Kane5. The textiles were confiscated, however, by Ina"Q.-ili who seized the shipment in exchange for the debt due to him
from Amur-ili. He might therefore have known that it was Amur-ili and not
Imdi-ilum who had given the textiles to Anani. However, the text clearly indicates that Imdi-ilum was the more important figure, to such an extent that
he asks the creditor to come to him for a discussion of the debt of Amur-ili.
One gets the impression from the tone of the letter ("we two are not men of
strife"-"come to me in Assur and let us try to talk the matter over") that
40 )

LEWY has written about this important merchant in ArOr r8: 3 (1940), p. 421,
n. 304, and JAOS 78 (1958), p. 92.
41 ) For this lady I refer to LEWY, ArOr r8: 3 (1940), p. 373, n. 44·
42 ) Anani has been described by LEWY, OrNS 29 (r96o), p. 23, as an employee of Imdiilum; Amur-ili may in fact have been a son of Imdi-ilum and thus identical with the person
occurring in Type r: II, 27; see also p. 34, ICK 2: 147, x+6, and note that here PuzurIStar is acting as the warrantor for Amur-ilL A seal bearing the inscription A-mur-DINGIR
DUMU Im-di-DINGIR has been published in ICK 2 as Ka 639 (pl. cxxvii); unfortunately,
the seal impression with this inscription was found on a small fragment with no text
written on it. Finally, I should mention that ICK 2: 96, quoted above on p. 28, enumerates
the persons En'um-Belum, Itur-ili, Pila{l-IStar, and Amur-ili: as the representatives of a
merchant living in Assur; he may well have been Imdi-ilum. For Pila{l-IStar see TC
3:54, p. 74 n. 28.
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Imdi-ilum is addressing himself to an equal about a matter concerning a man
whose social standing is considerably lower than that of the two correspondents.
It would thus seem that Inal}-ili has confiscated the shipment, not because it
belonged to Amur-ili, but because it belonged to Amur-ili's principal; by this
action he was apparently putting pressure on both the debtor and the firm for
which he was working.
This can be no more than a theory, but it goes far towards an explanation
which fits the facts known; the interpretation of KIENAST 43) is quite certainly
incorrect as it makes the persons Imdi-ilum and Inal}-ili into partners, and
suggests that Imdi-ilum should have received the price of the textiles mentioned
in r.23-24. This cannot be correct because the verb itbulu has the meaning
"cost", literally "brought away", not "erbracht" as translated by KIENAST.
And the person Puzur-IStar is not, as suggested by KIENAST, "Bote", he is
the son of Imdi-ilum who can often be seen to take care of the interests of
his father's firm in Anatolia (cf Type 2: I3, CCT 2: na, TC I: 24).
If we compare the case of Imdi-ilum with that of Enlil-bani, it is seen that
the tablet mentioned by Imdi-ilum (a tablet being presupposed by the existence
of witnesses), stating the fact that he has laid his hand in the silver, would
correspond to the transport-contract which we have treated as Type I: I. In
fact, Enlil-bani is telling his correspondents exactly the same as Imdi-ilum is
saying to Inal}-ili- though the purpose varies.
LEWY has explained the expression in the following way: "In der vVendung
'Hand auf die Ware' legen bedeutet 'Hand' sicherlich ein Zugriffs- oder Sicherungsrecht fiir den GHiubiger". It seems that the expression covers the same
notion which was expressed in the transport-contract by the words a sumi,
perhaps with the emphasis on the aspects of the rights of the man who carried
out this act. But it is likewise certain that it carried the implication of simply
laying a claim to the thing or person in question, such as seen by CCT I: II
(EL 24) as restored by LEWY in HUCA 27 (I956), p. 3, n. g. The text is a loancontract stating that Ili:-malak and his maid-servant (amtum) owe I/3 mina of
silver to Enlil-bani; the text ends (r.I5-I6): qd-ti dEn-lil-ba-[ni i $e-er] 16 Wawa-ld [sa-ak-na-at]: "Enlil-bani's hand has been laid on Wawala (the maidservant)". Wawala here acts as the pledge. These two usages do not exclude
each other, rather they throw light on the basic idea behind the expression.

43
) ATHE, p. 83: "Imdilum (I) teilt dem Inagili, dem Empfanger (E) der Mitempfanger Puzunstar ist wohl Bote-, mit, dass er 25 Stoffe des Amurili (A), die dieser
dem Anani 'anvertraut' -hat, beschlagnahmt hat, urn die Erfullung bestimmter Forderungen auch des E zu erlangen. Fur diese Stoffe hat I je I/3 Mine Silber erhalten. Da
somit ein weiteres Vorgehen des E gegen A uberflussig ist, bittet I den Stoffe des A, die
der Beschlaguahme des E unterliegen, dem Puzuristar freizugeben ... "
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The acting party is in each case claiming the thing or person. 44)
That this act must be recorded on a tablet is obvious, and as an announcement of ownership it seems that it is made in public and that it involves the
name of the claimant to be pronounced. Thus we hear that Buzazu informs a
court that after the death of his father's (Piisu-ken's) partner, Puzur-Assur, 45)
he has gone to Kanes, collected the silver belonging to this merchant, and
entrusted it to a transporter (1. 30-35): KU.BABBAR a-na A-sur-uTu-si 31dp-qi-idma su-mi tdm-ka-ri-im 32u-di-ma i-na KU.BABBAR qd-ti ds-ku-ma 33si-ma-am
:E a-bi-a i-si-ma-ma 34 ba-db a-bu-lim sa ki-ma i-a-ti 35 qd-su-nu is-ku-nu: "I
entrusted the silver to Assur-samsi and announced the name of the tamklirum
(i.e. "the owner", Puzur-Assur), and I laid my hand in the silver; the purchase
was decided upon in my father's house (in Assur) and my representatives have
laid their hands (in the goods) in the towngate". When Buzazu thus laid his
hand in the silver in Kane5 he did so on behalf of the deceased merchant and
had this announced publicly. 46)
Enlil-bani has had his ownership announced (in Type I: I) and it has been
made clear that the transaction is to be carried out wholly under his auspices,
as he will pay for expenses and receive the profit.
This does not explain why he was noted as the warrantor for Kukkulanum
in the house called bit tamklirim. Being a warrantor normally implies a concrete
case, such as a loan advanced from A to B with C being the warrantor for B in
connection with the amount loanedY) It is difficult to see how this could have
been the case here, for Enlil-bani who guarantees is also the owner of the money
according to the texts. Two possibilities seem to present themselves: a) the
money could in fact belong to an unknown person referred to as the tamklirum
(he could perhaps even be the tamklirum in Type 3: I in Kukkulanum's remark), and for some reason Enlil-bani put a claim to this amount of silver when
it was entrusted to the transporter; or b) the place where Enlil-bani guaranteed
for Kukkulanum could have been an official bureau, which would probably
mean that Enlil-bani somehow took over the responsibilities of Kukkulanum
while he was away on his trip. None of these solutions can be substantiated
from the texts and they are both difficult to connect with the other evidence
which we have.
The "unknown owner" theory runs into the great difficulty that there is
nowhere any need, nor indeed any place, for this person; he is not mentioned
44) Cf. also the phrase qatam ummudum found in Babylonian texts denoting a legal
gesture, and meaning: to put one's protection upon, or to reserve for oneself (cf. CAD,
s.v. emedu).
·
45 ) Cf. LEWY, HUCA 27 (1956), p. 74, n. 316, and HUCA 32 (rg6r), p. 63, n. r88.
46 ) The text is TC 3: 270; the whole case involved several tablets, see LANDSBERGER,
lac. cit., p. 7-II, EL I, p. 275-276, and AC, p. 242-244.
47 ) For such a case I refer to CCT 3: 8b, quoted and discussed below, p. 163-166.
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in the transport-contract-unless he should be Dadaja-and one wonders what
he is going to get out of the transaction. There would be no need for Enlilbani
to guarantee for Kukkulanum if the unknown owner had in fact disappeared
from the picture at the moment when Enlil-bani "laid his hands in the silver".
Unfortunately, the exact meaning of the word tamkarum not being ascertained,48) no help comes from that direction. One might naturally think that this
person originally had advanced the 30 minas of silver to Enlil-bani in order to
finance the overland venture and that the debtor therefore would have to take
over the complete responsibility-also during the period in which the money
was in the hands of Kukkulanum; we might thus expect that the agreement
between Enlil-bani and the tamkarum was recorded on one or more other
tablets. In view of the role played by Dadaja in the other texts mentioned I
think it unlikely that he should be the financial backer of Enlil-bani in this
case, and we are thus again without a clue to Dadaja's position in the transaction; moreover, if there is an "unknown owner" we have yet one more person
whose role is difficult to define. 49 )
If, on the other hand, the bit tamkarim was a public office like (or the same
as?) the bit kiirim, the situation could be explained in another way: Enlil-bani
took over the responsibilities of Kukkulanum-either with respect to his
obligations in Anatolia or his activities on the journey. Unfortunately, no
conclusive evidence can be adduced in favour of the hypothesis that the bit
tamkarim was an office and not the house of a merchant. I shall here present a
few typical passages in which the expression occurs:
TC I: 28: 1um-ma A-sur-ba-ni-ma u Sa-lim-A-sur 2a-na Pu-su-ki-in qi-bi-ma
3Su-ma-a-bi-a u Ma-num-ba-lum-A-sur 4i-li-ku-nim 8 I/2 MA.NA KU.BABBAR
5ub-lu-nim ni-is-lja-su u-ld 6 wa-at-ra a-ma-la te-er-ti-ka 7 KU.BABBAR E DAM.GAR
ni-si-ma Si-ma-am 8ni-is-a-ma-kum 3 ANsE:t!i-a 9ku-ta-nu I ANSE AN.NA u li-we-su
10ku-a-u-tum 2 ANSE:t!i·a sa DAM.GAR 11 a-lja-ma I/2 ANSE AN.NA I ANSE 12ku-ta-nu
mi-ma a-nim Si-mu-um 13sa-im ... : "Thus Assur-bani and Salim-Assur; say
to Piisu-ken: Sum-abija and Mannum-balum-Assur arrived here; they brought
8 I/2 minas of silver-its nisljatu-tax not added;-in accordance with your
order we have called (for) silver at the bit tamkarim and have carried out the
purchase for you: 3 donkey(-load)s of linen-cloths, I donkey(-load) of tin and
its wrapping-belonging to you; 2 donkey(-load)s belonging to the tamkiirum,
moreover, I/2 donkey(-load) of tin and I donkey(-load) of linen-cloths-all
this, the purchase has been carried out ... "
The lines 6-8 have been translated by LANDSBERGER, AO 24: 4 (I925), p. 20,
as follows: "Genau deinem Auftrag gemass haben wir das Geld im Laden des
4B) See the discussion below, p. 49-5I.
49 ) The tamkarum might be Enlil-bani's chief, but then one asks: why must he guarantee
for Kukkulanum, and who was the chief?
3
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Gildenkaufmannes gelassen und folgende Ware dafiir eingekauft". - In vAN
DER MEER, p. 66, the lines were translated: "Selon la teneur de ton instruction,
nous avons porte l'argent a la maison commerciale, et nous avons fait ton
achat". - LEWY translated the passage in OrNS 15 (1946), p. 396: "In accordance with your instruction, we called for silver (in) the banker's house and
(then) we carried out for you the purchase". Finally, GARELLI, AC, p. 237,
n. 4, translates: "conformement a tes instructions, nous avons preleve de !'argent, dans la maison du tamkirum, et nous avons effectue l'achat a ton intention". GARELLI reads in the transliteration of 1. 7 ni-si-ma, which is wrong. 50)
ICK 2: 95A: 7su-ma i-na u4-mi-su 8 ld is-qu-ul E DAM.GAR-ri-im 9 a-ld-qe-ma
10 bi-it-qd-tim 11u-ma-ld ... : "if he does not weigh out (what he owes me) in his
terms, I shall take (the silver) in the bit tamkririm and restore the losses".
ICK 2: I47= x+Szo MA.NA KU.BABBAR sa A-mur-DINGIR x+ 6 [a-lzu-]ka 51) a-na
A-sur-Du10 i-lzi-ib-lu-ni x+7 [a-wa-]tim nu-ga-me-er-ma u 4-me-e x+B[nu-sa-]ds-kiin-ma tup-pd-am sa A -mur- DINGIR X +9 [ ni-ilz-r]i-im-ma i-na tup-pi-im X +10 [ a-taJ
qd-ta-tum u 4-me [x] RI u x+11 [e-t]a-at-qu KU.BABBAR u $i-ba-su x+12 [ni-ld-qe}ma
tup-pi-ni l11t n11t-se-$i-ma x+l3 [x x x]Az 11tm-ma Puzur4-IStar-ma x+14 [sa qd-t]a-tim
a-na-k11t mi-na-am x+15[x x x] 11tm-ma A-m11tr-A-s11tr I-t11tr4-DINGIR x+l 6[u Pu]
z11tr4 - A -sur-ma a-ma a-t[u] -n% x +17 [ ka-]i-ld ki-ma ni-iq-bi4-u-su-ni-ma x +18 [ s11t-ma]
sa-qd-lam ld i-m%-U x+19a-na E DAM.GAR ne-ra-db-ma x+ 2°KU.BABBAR u $i-ba-su
ni-ld-qe ... : "-:(concerning) the 20 minas of silver which Amur-ili, your
[brother?] owes to Assur-tab-we settled the case and decided the terms and
we encased the tablet of Amur-ili, and in the tablet you (were written as) the
warrantor! The terms ........ are overdue, we shall take the silver and its
interest and bring forth our tablet and[ .......... ]: Thus Puzur-IStar: 'I am
the [war]rantor, what[ ............. ]?' Thus Amur-Assur, Itur-ili and PuzurAssur: 'Now, you must keep in mind that we said to him: 'If they are not
willing to pay, we shall enter the bit tamkririm and take the silver and its interest! ' ' ". 52)
The lines x+r9-X+2o were translated by BALKAN in OLZ 6o (1965), p. rs6:
"wir werden in das Haus des Handlers eintreten und das Silber selbst nebst
seinem Zinse nehmen".
The text records the legal procedures between the men who represent the
creditor and Puzur-IStar who is the warrantor for Amur-ili; it is written out
before the krintm Kanes. The text does not make it clear, however, whether by
bit tamkririm is meant the house of the debtor, that of the warrantor, or perhaps
an office. The first case presented above seems to imply that the bit tamkririm,
as LEWY writes, was the house of a "banker", as some of the merchandise
50)
51)
52)

V AN DER MEER read it ni-$i-ma.
Cf. above, p. 30.
Cf. below, p. 102, where I have quoted 1. x+rS- x+z3.
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bought is said to belong to the tamktirum - and it could therefore be his house
that is called bit tamktirim.
kt ejk 67= 7l:Ju-'Vtr-sa-am 8 Ni-mar-IStar u MAN-A-sur 9 ip-te-u-ma URUD 40 MA.NAe-s'Vt I 0uRUD :E DAM.GAR a-na :;i-ib-tim 11al-qe-ma ta-ds-bi-ta-am 12a-di-su-ma
u-sa-bi-s~t, translated by BALKAN, loc. cit., p. I53-I54: "Nimar-IStar und
Puzur-Assur haben das Magazin geoffnet und haben seine 40 Minen Kupfer
< beschlagnahmt >- (Weil dies zu wenig ist) habe ich aus dem Hause des
Handlers Kupfer gegen Zins ausgeborgt und (damit) habe ich ihm die Summe
als volle Tilgung der Schuld gegeben und ihn (d.i. den Glaubiger) befriedigt".
CCT 4 : 32b : 4 a-na lu-qu-tim sa E 5DAM. GAR-ri-im ni-si-a-ku-ni 6si-ma-at
KU. BABBAR 7tu-se-bi-ld-a-am 8lu :;i-ib-tdm nu-:;i-ib 9lu KU. BABBAR ni-im-:;i
10r rj3 MA.NA 2 rj3 GiN 11KU.BABBAR DAM.GAR-ru-u 12i-na li-bi -ni 13iLsi4
ta-a-ma 14tup-pi-ni ik-ld-a 15Ku. BABBAR a-na :;i-ib-tim 16ni-il5-qe-e-ma 17is-tu
ITI. KAM ku-zal-le 18 a-na :;i-ib-tim 19 i-ld-ak-ni-a-ti. -Translated by LEWY in
EL 2, p. 20, n.b.: ,Schicktest du fur die Ware, die wir dir (in dem) Haus des
tamkarum (ab )riefen, die bestimmte Summe Silber her? ... Sollte I I/3 Minen
2 I/3 Seqel Silber der tamkarum in unserem Herzen als Rest lassen und (folglich) unsere Tafel zuruckhalten? ... "
These examples all allow the interpretation "house of a bankerjmerchant",
whereas some of them create difficulties for the idea of a public office. But in
the loans one must stress that the phrase refers to an undefined person, i.e.
not "the house of the merchant". With this interpretation it also seems to
follow that creditors in some cases retained the right to take a loan in the
debtor's name when he did not pay in time.
In the case of Enlil-bani the tamktirum remains thus in the shadows. If the
bit tamktirim is the house of his principal, I am unable to explain why it was
necessary to guarantee for the transporter, and in the more remotely possible
case that it was an office parallels are lacking. 53)
The transport-contract and the notifying message finally state that on top of
53) A comparison between the case of the standard texts with that of Type 2: 3 may
be in order too; in the latter text we know that the money belonged to the person Kudatum but Enlil-bani had "put his hand in the silver" and the transaction is clearly
being carried through by him and his representatives. If this case is parallel to that of the
standard texts, we could assume that Enlil-bani had guaranteed for the transporter
(Dadaja) in the house of Kudatum (though that is not said in the text), and that this
person was in that case the tamkiirum. That would mean that the tamkiirum of the standard texts probably had given the 30 minas of silver to Enlil-bani (or another man representing his firm), who had entrusted them to Kukkulanum (his employee) to take care
of the transportation-and Enlil-bani would have had to guarantee for the transporter
when he transferred the money to him. Finally, I refer to the investigations of the term
in LEEMANS, The Old-Babylonian Merchant, p. Sg-go; in oB the bit tamkarim seems to
have been the office of the wakil tamkiiri, and LEEMANS opts for "a more public, or at
least communal character of the bit tamkarim".
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the silver its nisljatum had been added and its saddu'utum paid for. This formula is found in nearly all the texts that have to do with transportations from
Anatolia to Assyria, but the study of the notifying messages from Assyria to
Anatolia will show that these taxes were not added to the shipments sent in that
direction (cf. p 94). There are other indications that the words may have had
different meanings in Anatolia and Assur.
Both amounts must have been added in accordance with a fixed rate or
.percentage of the value of the shipment. When paid in Anatolia the nisljatum
amounted to 3j6o when levied on textiles, zj65 when levied on tin (see p. I56I5J). The saddu'utum in Anatolia probably was Ij6o of the value of the shipment (seep. I5g). When the shipment consists of silver the nisljatum constituted
5/Izo of the shipment as can be seen from Type 3: IO, 46-47; That the saddu'
utum was Ij6o will be seen from the following passage from CCT 5: 50c: x +130
MA.NA KU.B[ABBAR ni-is-lja-su DIRIG] x+ 2sa-du-a-su sa-b[u] x+3sU.NIGIN 3I 2/3
MA.NA 5 GIN KU.B[ABBAR] x+4En-nam-A-sur ub-ldLkum x+52o MA.NA KU.BABBAR
ni-is-lja-su x+6DIRIG sa-du-a-su sa-bu x+7 su.NIGIN 2I MA.NA IO GIN KU.BABBAR.
Of 30 minas the nisljatum is I mina I5 sheqels, the saddu'utum 30 sheqels
according to the rate I: 6o, and those two amounts together give I Z/3 mina
5 sheqels: the amount said to have been added to the original 30 minas; of zo
minas the nisljatum is 5/6 mina, the saddu'utum I/3 mina, SO in all these taxes
amount to I mina IO sheqels.
We can thus conclude that Enlil-bani in fact sent off 3I Z/3 minas 5 sheqels
of silver. Obviously, it was important for the recipients in Assur to know that
this extra amount had not been taken out of the 30 minas. For the exact nature
of these additional payments I refer to the discussion on p. I4I-I44·
The activities in connection with the departure of the caravan from Kane5
can thus be summed up:
I) 30 minas of silver belonging to Enlil-bani is entrusted to Kukkulanum by
Dadaja.
z) The nisljatum, constituting I mina I5 sheqels of silver, and the saddu'
utum, constituting 30 sheqels, have been added and paid for respectively.

3) Enlil-bani is noted as the warrantor for Kukkulanum in the bit tamkarim.
4) A contract is written to regulate the relations between the three persons
named. In this the claim of Enlil-bani to the silver and the goods eventually to
arrive from Assur is stated, as is the fact that the transportation will be carried
out in his name. The contract also states the purpose of the transaction: Kukkulanum is to buy goods in Assur with the silver and bring these goods back to
Kane5.
5) A notifying message is written by Enlil-bani to his representatives in
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Assur. In tills he signals the arrival of the silver, names the transporter, and
states his wishes concerning the purchase.

Assur
What happened here in connection with the purchase of tin and textiles
is described in the caravan account. These facts can thus be compared with the
requests of Enlil-bani as stated in the notifying message.
The representatives are asked to assist Kukkulanum with the purchase. The
expression ina sabat PN izezum was explained by KIENAST in ATHE p. 26 as
"jmd. (helfend) zur Seite treten", and by MATOUS, I ournal of I uristic Papyrology n-r2 (rg58), p. n6 as "bei der Verhandlung mit jemandem anwesend
sein". This points to a rather passive role which is in perfect agreement with
the further request "let him buy". It was thus part of the transporter's job to
carry out the purchase and it was to be done under the supervision of the
representatives. When the goods had been bought they should see to it that
they were sealed and they should furthermore entrust the goods to Kukkulanum
in the same way in which Enlil-bani had had it done in Kanes. In their transactions with the transporter they were to act for Enlil-bani as his authorized
agents.
The transporter was thus what LEWY called "Verkaufskommissionar", 54) although his freedom to act on ills own initiative was sharply reduced and the
responsibilities were carried by Enlil-bani's representatives.
The expression ana a-me-er e-ni-su is to my knowledge attested in only one
other oA text, Type 2: 2, 14-17, where it again stands in connection with the
words sa bala#su although the order of the two expressions is reversed. The
translation given above, "according to his estimate", has been taken from
CAD, vol. "B", p. 52. Another, less likely, possibility would be to connect the
form with the frequently attested phrase ene PN amiirum, "to look up somebody" (cf. AHw, s.v. amiiru).
CAD translates our passage: "let him buy tin for half of the silver which
according to ills estimate will yield him a small profit". I find it difficult to
see how this transaction, which involves quite a sum of money, can be conceived as aiming at a "small profit sufficient only for a bare living", and none
of the examples quoted in CAD justifies tills over-refined translation as far
as I can see. Moreover, its use is restricted to Old Assyrian and has no parallels
in other dialects.
The word balapum has been discussed extensively by 0PPENHEIM in AfO I2
(1937-1939), p. 335 with n. 39, and LEWY has discussed the particular context
found in our text simam sa balapisu sa' amum in EL 2, p. r62, n.a. It was here
translated "'den Kauf seines in Sicherheit Bleibens kaufen' = den Kauf von
54)

EL r, p. gr; as an aspect of the job of the "Spediteur".
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dem die Bewahrung der Selbstandigkeit abhangt". AHw offers the translation
"wirtschaftlich gesunder Zustand" for balatum, and translates the comparable
phrase asar balii#ja: "wo es fur mich gunstig ist( ?)".
In our text it seems clear that Enlil-bani with this phrase intended to ask
his representatives to keep an eye on the activities of Kukkulanum so that he
committed no blunders. Striking is it that Enlil-bani writes balafisu, not
bala#ja, thus apparently being concerned about what is financially sound for
Kukkulanum more than for himself. This would (if it is not just a conventional
way of expression) indicate that Kukkulanum was to take some interest in the
transaction, and reasonably enough, for it is difficult to see how a man who
should carry out a job of this type could take no direct interest in it. It is in
perfect agreement with the "capitalist" spirit pervading the OldAssyrian trade
that Kukkulanum should be paid in accordance with the success of his mission.
His personal initiative is relied upon to a certain degree and his own gain from
the transaction would probably depend on his success in Assur. 55) If this is
correct he was in fact to some extent a" commissioned agent". We find indications
of the same in the case of Dadaja in Type 2:2 (cf p. 73), in which text the
shipment he is transporting is referred to as qipti Dadaja: "the trust of Dadaja".
This does, of course, not mean that all caravans were organized in this manner
or that all transporters were charged with the same jobs as Kukkulanum's. 56)
The notifying message serves two purposes, first, to inform the representatives in Assur of the shipment which was under way, second, to state the orders
and requests of Enlil-bani.
The role of the representatives was one of supervision and control, in Type
I: 2 it is said that "my (i.e. Enlil-bani's) representatives and Dadaja (the
transporter) will carry out the purchase in Assur". They also had to write the
caravan account which would obviously serve as a means for Enlil-bani to
check the correctness of Kukkulanum's words when he returns to Kane8.
The caravan account does not make it clear who has performed the buyings,
we can only see that it was the writers who paid certain amounts to some people
who may or may not have been members of the caravan staff (Nabi-Sin and
Assur-malik). Kukkulanum has taken 5/6 mina of silver for himself, but it is
55 ) Exactly the same spirit lies behind the system of "working-capitals", i.e. not a
regular pay for services rendered, but money loaned free of interest for a certain period
in which the man employed could dispose of it in his attempts to make a profit, cf. p. 4r.
56) On the whole, I should like to point out that the transaction of the standard texts
may be somewhat atypical. This will readily be seen from the texts presented below, and
in particular it is worth noting that the expressions qatam sakanum, a sumi PN, and
sa balajisu, taken together with the fact that Enlil-bani has been noted as the warrantor
for the transporter and that we have a special consignor, all seem to indicate that in some
way-probably the manner in which the venture was being financed--our case deviates
fron(the norm.
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not clear why he does so. His words seem to imply that "the merchant", who
is probably Enlil-bani, should have sent some money to him in Assur, but that
is hardly correct. It is not said directly in the text that he is going back to
Kane5 with the caravan, but as no other transporter is mentioned, it remains
the most plausible theory that he did so in accordance with the request contained in Type 2: I, and virtual proof comes from the circumstance that he is
mentioned as a eo-recipient together with Enlil-bani of Type 3: I. I cannot
give any explanation of the fact that Kukkulanum thus takes 5/6 mina in Assur
but, naturally, one thinks of a pay for his services. This is obscure, however.
If one follows the proposal of S. SMITH for the restoration of L36 (cf p. I4),
and reads: 34um-ma su-ut-ma 35su-ma DAM.GAR KU.BABBAR 36 ld sa-ak-si-da-ni
37
i-na KU. BABBAR a-nim a-la-qe, it would still not be obvious what was meant,
and the duplicate text cannot be read in this way. Perhaps the 5/6 mina of
silver taken by Kukkulanum do not in any way relate to the caravan procedure.
Assur-malik (1. 32) who receives 6 sheqels of silver is probably the father of
Enlil-bani mentioned above, 57 ) and it is possible that the person N abi-Sin (1. 28)
is a son of Enlil-bani. A person of this name and with this patronymic occurs
in TC 3:99, 23 and TC 3: I87, x+6 (Enlil-bani written dAB-ba-ni). 58 )
The account can be summarized in the following way:

Brought:
silver
loss
received at Assur

30

m.
2/3 m.
29 I/3 m.

Bought:
II4 linen-cloths
3 talents 3 minas of tin
6 donkeys and fodder
total investments

7 I/2 m.
I3 5/6 m.
2

m.

4 I/4 S.
2 5/6 s.
8
s.
23 I/2 m. 5 Iji2

S.

Working-capitals:
for two harnessors
extra for Nabi-Sin
total working-capitals

57

)

58

)

See p. 15.
See LEWY, OLZ 1931, Sp. 345·

I

m.

7

s.
I

m. 7

s.
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Expenses:
donkey-harness
37 minas of hand-tin
clothes for harnessors
"additions"
sa sa'edim
departure toll
total expenses
Extras:
Assur-malik
Kukkulanum
total extras
Total amount spent in Assur

I6
s.
2 5/6 m. 2 I/6 s.
s.
4
I2 I/2 s.
2 I/2 s.
s.
I5

6

3 2/3 m. 2

I/6 s.

5/6 m. 6

s.

s.

5/6 m.

29 I/3 m.

I/4

S.

It is thus seen that I/4 sheqel of silver has been expended in excess of the
amount brought. This discrepancy may be due to another facit reached by the
ancient scribe jn r.I6 (cf p. I4)- If one uses the figures which actually stand
in the copy of CCT 3: 27a, I6, that is I3 5/6 minas 3 3/4 sheqels, the end result
becomes a discrepancy of I I/6 sheqel. If there was a deficit the representatives
would have covered it, and I can in this connection refer to Type 3: 6, 27-28,
where the writer says: "I shall take it (namely the deficit of I I/3 sheqel)
here out of your next silver (shipment)".
The table has been divided into the four categories in order to get a clearer
picture of the details of the procedure. It must be said, however, that there
are some reservations to be made. The donkeys and their fodder are given in
one figure by the text, but certainly the fodder for the animals would have
been eaten when the caravan reached Kanes and thus did not constitute an investment. The price of donkeys is generally from I5 to 30 sheqels for one, but
the normal price js about 20 sheqels. 59) The six donkeys would thus have cost
about 2 minas of silver. Another thing is that there are no indications that the
price of donkeys varied whether they were bought in Assyria or in Anatolia, so
perhaps it would have been more correct to take this post in the account as
a "dead" investment like the working-capitals (see presently). 60 ) The equipment for the animals, the uniitum, has been placed under the heading "ex59)

Cf. AC, p. 299, and below, p. I5I.
See, however, p. r68; when resold through agents the donkeys did fetch a higher
price in Anatolia, and thus formed part of the investments.
60)
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penses", but it is possible that the harness could be sold again in Anatolia. We
lack information from the texts about this.
The amounts designated as be'uliitum constitute money advanced to employees for certain terms, in the course of which they are free to use the money for
their own purposes making a profit out of it. At the end of the term the money
had to be paid back and it is thus the right of disposal to these amounts which
constitutes the pay of the employees. In the case of caravan staff it is clear that
the term would end when the transportation was finished. I refer to Type 2: 6
in which the sender informs his correspondents that the transporter Su-Su'en
is on his way to them with a load of textiles, and ends his message (r.28-3r):
i-na e-ra-bi4-su-ma 29 I2 I/2 GIN KU.BABBAR be-u-ld-ti-su 30li-di-na-ku-nu-ti-ma
a-sar 31li-bi4-su li-li-ik: "on his arrival even he shall give you I2 r/2 sheqels
of silver, his working-capital, and (then) he can go where he wishes". In EL the
texts I59 to r64 contain contracts regulating be'uliitu-transactions. In ICK
2: ro7A, another be' uliitu-contract, we find a passage which is virtually identical
with the one just quoted from the letter. A certain En'um-Assuris being "held"
by Puzur-Assur, his principal, with the be'uliitum of r/3 mina of silver, and the
text then runs (1. 8-r2): i-nu-mi KU.BABBAR 9u-ta-ru-u 10u a-sar 11li-bi4-su
i-ld-ak: "when he returns the money, then he can go where he wishes". Some of
the be'uliitu-contracts mention periods during which the recipient of the money
is to serve in the house of the principal (EL r59: 5 years, EL r63: 3 months),
others just say that the money is to be returned and then the employee can
leave the service and be free. (cf. Matt., 25, r4-30).
Those men of the caravan staff called ka$$iiru were normally paid in this
way, see, for instance, Type 3: 2, 27-28, 3: 3, 42-43. As it is clear from numerous
examples that a ka$$iirum was an employee with a lasting connection with the
firm for which he was working-we hear many times of persons who are called
"the harnessor of PN" 61)-it seems reasonable to think that the Nabi-Sin
mentioned in our text was indeed the son of Enlil-bani. On the other hand, the
two other harnessors may be men who had no lasting employment with the
firm of this merchant, we cannot tell.
The job of a ka$$iirum seems to have consisted in taking care of the animals
and the goods en route.
61) The following list is not complete, rather a list of examples: Kukum, k. of Garwaja
(TC 3: 3S, I4, BIN 4: I6, S-Io, BIN 4: IJ, Io), Idi-Su'en, ka$$iir bit Enna-Su'en (TC 3: JI,
9-Io), Ma~i-ili, k. of Mannum-balum-Anna (CCT 3: 31, II), Amur-Assur, k. of Dan-Assur
(BIN 4= I4S, 32), Su-Istar, k. of Puzur-Assur (CCT 2:29, 25)- Bur-Su'en, k. of IStar-pilalJ
(EL rzS, IJ), Amurru-bani, k. of Salim-a:IJ.um (BIN 4: 120, 3), Assur-taklaku, k. of
lj:ura~anum (BIN 6: 76, 3), Buta, k. of Assur-malik (BIN 4: Io3, 40), En'um-Assur, k.
of Istar-pilalJ (BIN 4: 23, 9), Adija, k. of Puzur-Assur (BIN 4: IS, 6), Assur-bel-awatim,
k. of lj:inaja (KTH IS, r2), Puzur-Assur, k. of Piisu-ken (CCT 2: 7, 35), Ikiin-pija, k. of
lj:inaja (CCT 4: 49a, 7), Mannum-balum-Assur, k. of Sudaja (TC r: SI, 3S); see also
Babaja (ka$$iirisu) in a list of witnesses in ICK I: r6I, S and IS.
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If Nabi-Sin was a harnessor it seems that he had been part of the staff which
left Kanes as he is receiving an addition to his working-capital.
The expenses fall into two groups: one which went into the equipment of the
caravan which was to carry the goods to Anatolia, the other which consists of
the amount referred to as wa$it%m and which constituted a kind of export-tax.
It is clear that the amounts mentioned in the first group were meant to cover
the return-trip to KaneS. The expenses accrued during the journey from Anatolia to Assyria must therefore have been paid out of some money which were
given to the caravan-leader, Kukkulanum, on his departure from Kanes. The
donkeys would have been unnecessary for the load of 30 minas of silver (ea. I5
kgs); one donkey could easily have carried that and probably no donkey was
used for the transportation of the silver at all. On the journey back to KaneS,
however, the load consists of 3 talents 3 minas of tin (ea. go kgs) plus the II4
textiles and the 37 minas of hand-tin. 62)
The annak qritim, or "hand-tin", "was given to the caravan leaders and their
drivers before their departure from Assur in order to enable them to meet the
daily expenses of the journey to Anatolia", LEWY wrote in HUCA 27 (1956),
p. 32, n. II2. Type 3: I2 informs us that the hand-tin was in this case used to
cover the following expenses: frit%m (usually translated "road-tax", cf further
p. 170 ff), food for the harnessor and fodder for the donkeys, pay to the sririd%m
(a member of the caravan staff, cf further p. 79-80) on the stretch from l]:al;}.l;}.um
to Kanes, and finally the expense which arrived from the death of a donkey
which had to be replaced.
The word te$%bu has been translated "additions", as I consider it as a derivation from the verb Wa$rib%m, cf GAG § s6m where it is translated "Zuzahlung".
LEWY, 63) and after him GARELLI, 64) suggests a derivation from e$ep%m, but the
argumentation remains unconvincing. The occurrence in Type 3:7, II of the
phrase te-$u-bi n%-$i-ib shows that it is constructed with the verb wa$rib%m;
e$ep%m does not occur in the D-stem. GARELLI's explanation of the term:
"gratifications supplt~mentaires" comes, however, as close to an exact understanding as one can get with the material available. It is seen to be received by
the caravan-leaders in a number of cases. 65)
Very little can be said with certainty about the term sa sa' edim. Garelli
explains it as "un objet materiel faisant partie du harnachement", which is
possible. We are told that losses can occur in the sa'%d%m, and that textiles
can be deposited in it. In fact, it is always seen to occur in connection with

62)

Cf. further on p. !47-14963) ZA 38 (Igz8), p. 248, n. I.
64) AC, p. I95-Ig6.
65) See further p. I5I.
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shipments consisting of large numbers of textiles, never when the shipment
consists of metals only. 66)
The word waf}itum is derived from waf}ri' um: "to leave", and it must therefore
be a designation of some kind of export-duty. The letter BIN 6: 3 67 ) informs us
that Pusu-ken owed some money referred to by this word to a limmu-official,
which is as clear an indication as one can get that we have to do with a proper
tax levied by the state on all caravans leaving Assur. There are a few indications to the effect that it was paid on departure from Anatolia too. 68)
The transportation from Kanes involved with certainty Kukkulanum and
probably also Nabi-Sin. On the way back the caravan staff consists furthermore
of two harnessors, and six donkeys are needed for the transportation of the
goods.
The expenses amount to about rz rfz % of the value of the shipment received.
The investments constitute more than two thirds of the amount brought, even
if we do not reckon the price of the donkeys as such. If we suppose that the
money advanced to Kukkulanum and Assur-malik belong under the heading
expenses these constitute 4 rjz minas 8 r/6 sheqels, or about r6% of the shipment. The tax paid amouts to just about r% of the value of the tin and the
textiles.
We know nothing of the expenses for the journey from Kane5 to Assur.
The orders of Enlil-bani have thus been carried out. In Anatolia he is going
to receive a sillpment consisting of II4 linen-cloths and 3 talents 3 minas of
tin. Assuming that he sold these goods in Anatolia at the average prices-that
is for linen-cloths: ro-rz sheqels a piece 69 ) (the price of one textile in Assur
had been ea. 4 sheqels), and for tin: 7 sheqels per sheqel of silver 70)-the value
of the shipment "in Anatolian terms" would be about 45 minas of silver. From
this one would have to draw taxes and other expenses, but a profit of so%
seems eminently possible. Moreover, it is in perfect agreement with the evidence
of KTH 24 discussed above. And presumably he would receive the workingcapitals back (at least r mina) and finally the price of the donkeys.
66) See further p. 152, and AC,
67 ) 1 a-na Pu-su-ki-in 2 qi-bi-ma

p. 195.
um-ma La-ma-si-ma 3 li-mu-um Su-da-a 4Ku. BABBAR
e-ri-sa-ni um-ma su-ut! ?-ma 5 sa wa-§i-tf-su KU. BABBAR 6 I MA. NA !Ja-bu-ul: "Say to
Piisu-ken; thus Lamassi: The limmu-official Sudaja has demanded silver from me; thus
he (said): 'He owes I mina of silver for his departure-toll.' "
68 ) I shall quote one text only, BIN 4: 127: 1 3 MA. NA KU. BABBAR 2ni-is-!Ja-su wa-§i-su
3 DIRIG sa-du-a-su 4 sa-bu-u ku-nu-ki 5 sa DAM. GAR A-sur-a-ma-ru-um 6 a-na Ku-ku-la-nim
7 ip-qi-id-ma a-na sa-limki a-na 9 si-a-ma-tim 10a-na §e-er I-di-a-a llDUMU Is-ma-drM 12u,
Ku-ku-la-nim u-ba-al. The text is EL 139.
69 ) Cf. the table in AC, p. 289-290; see also below, p. 167.
70) Cf. the table in AC, p. 28o; see also below, p. 167.

III. THE CARAVAN DOCUMENTS
a.

TRANSPORT-CONTRACTS

Under this heading I intend to present only texts which involve what LEWY
has called "Uberlandkauf", i.e. the transaction depicted by the standard texts.
Texts which involve a transportation of goods from one place to another, but
which do nevertheless not belong in this connection as no purchase is connected
with the transportation, will not be included. Admittedly, it is not always
completely clear from the texts which intentions lie behind the transports, but
the texts presented here should in all cases be eloquent enough to allow us to
attribute them to this general pattern.
The phrase ana si' amatim: "for buyings" is, of course, in each case unequivocal. When the text contains the information that "goods will come back" no
doubt is possible either, but in some cases where none of these indicative
phrases occur I have relied on the more elusive criterion of the size of the
shipment. A large quantity of silver and gold sent to Assur from Anatolia would
certainly have to return in the form of goods if it is not stated that the shipment is destined for some other particular purpose. Even small shipments went
to Assur ana si' amatim as can be seen from Type I: 4, which mentions only
6 sheqels of silver. On the other hand, a case like TC 3: 20I, 1) which concerns
a shipment of only one piece of textile, must refer to a transportation of a
private nature, and one which most probably took place inside Anatolia.
It has been the intention to present a few typical examples only, completeness
being out of the question because of the wealth of material. The texts have been
arranged in two groups: in group I I have listed texts which concern only one
shipment, belonging to one person; this group has been further divided into the
groups a and b, and in group Ia I have listed texts which clearly demonstrate
that only the owner and the transporter are involved, whereas the texts in
group Ib do not allow us to say this with certainty; the texts of group 2 contain
evidence about more than one shipment belonging to two or more people.
The transport-contracts found at Killtepe naturally treat transportations
1) 1 1 pi-ri-ka-num 2ku-nu-ki-a 3A-sur-Du
5
4
10 a-di-in-ma a ~e-er Su-Be-lim DUMU Be-l1imba-ni 6 na-si IGI A-ld-hi-im 7DUMU Be-ld-ni-im 8rGI A-ld-bi4-im 9DUMU Wa-si-bu-ru-ba-ni.The particular type~ of textile mentioned may have been manufactured in Kanes as
indicated by CCT 5: 12a, 6-7; a-na 49 tugpi-ri-ka-ni sa Ka-ni-iSki.
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going from Kanes to Assur. Transports going in the other direction would be recorded on tablets to be found at Assur. LEWY has written that "it was customary to send to Kanes copies of the bills of consignment [i.e. transport-contracts]
of goods expedited at Assur and destined for Kanes", but only very few texts
confirm this statement and they are not included in our presentation. 2 ) When
we come to the notifying messages and the caravan accounts we get the opportunity to study what happened in the capitaL

Group Ia
Type 1 : 2: TC 2: 70. Transliterated and translated in EL 2, p. 38 as no. 3I3.
For discussion of the text cf p. 20-22, and comments to Type 2: 2, p. 72-74.
KISIB
KISIB
KISIB

JO

Da-da DUMU A -sur-i-mi-ti
Su-in-srG5 a-!Ji-su
A-sur-ma-lik DUMU A-!Ju-qar

MA.NA KU .BABBAR

u 2/J MA.NA GUSKIN
sa ki-ma i-a-ti u Da-da-a
i-na a-limki si-ma-am
i-sa-u-mu-ni-ma lu-qu-tum
a su-mi d£n-lil-ba-ni
GAN-lam5 e-ti-iq Da-da-a
mi-ma ld td-hu lu-qu-tum
a-na Ka-ni-is
e-li-a-ma d£n-lil-ba-ni
i-ra-di-si

The seal of Dada, son of Assur-imitti
The seal of Su'en-damiq, his brother,
the seal of Assur-malik, son of
Al].u-(wa)qar.
(With) 30 minas of silver
5 and % mina of gold
my representatives and Dadaja
will perform buyings in the city
for me, and the goods
will cross the country in the name of
Enlil-bani.
IO
Dadaja
is not at all concerned. The goods
will come up to Kanes,
and then Enlil-bani
will take over control of them.

2 ) HUCA 27 (I956), p. 35, n. I22. I shall quote Giessen 3-I5 (OrNS I5 [I946], p. 39I392): 2 mi-at 24 TUG 2ku-ta-nu sa qa-tim 3 6 MA.NA IO GiN 4AN .NA a qa-ti-su-nu 5sa IO
GiN KU .BABBAR 6sa-!Je-er-trim 7 IO ANSEJ}i-u 8u u-nu-su-nu 9mi-ma a-nim a-na 10Na-rib-Su-in
11u A-sur-i-di 12ip-qi-id 13 6 GiN KU .BABBAR a su-mi A-sur-i-di ni-a-im l4a-na um-mi-ni
15 ris-qul: "224 linen-cloths "of the hand", 6 minas Io sheqels of tin for their "hands"
(i.e. expenses en route), for Io sheqels of silver sa!Jertum, IO donkeys and their hamessall this he entrusted to Nab-Su'en and Assur-idi. I weighed out to our mother 6 sheqels
of silver in the name of "our" Assur-idi." -The word sa!Jertum is being translated as "ring"
(cf. LEWY, loc. cit., p. 39I, n. 6), but I very much doubt the validity of this translation,
though I cannot offer any other myself. The word is to be found exactly in those texts that
enumerate expenses for caravans en route between Assur and Anatolia, and in these it is
very frequent; see, for instance, CCT I: 42a (AC, p. 83, n. 3), ICK I: I39, I4, ICK I: I45,
3, I2, TMH I: 3d, I3, TMH I: 24e, 8, BIN 6: 227, 3, TC 3: 208, I9, TC 3: 22I, 46, TC
3: I62, 2, 7 (ana emarim in L 2), TC 3: 6I, 22 (sa sa!Jertim mislam sa zakkar'i mislam sa

OLD ASSYRIAN CARAVAN PROCEDURES
Notes:
14: i-ra-di-si - the verb radii' um is used in connection with the transportation
of shipments, cf for instance, Type 2: I, 32, said about the activity of a transporter. In the same sphere we find the participle rridi'um: "a guide", denoting
people who were sometimes attached to the staff of the caravans in difficult
or unknown territory. 3 ) It has another use, however, as noticed by LEWY in
EL I, p. I25: " 'Geleiten' kann aber auch die Herrschaft iiber einen Gegenstand
bezeichnen' '.
Comment:
The text is written in such a way as to make it virtually impossible to decide
who of the persons is being referred to. Unless one accepts the proposal set
forth by LEWY (cf above p. 2I) and takes the reference to the first person sing.
in l. 6 to refer to the otherwise unmentioned Kukkulanum (or for that matter
any person who is not also mentioned in the text), one must accept that the
text presents a mixture of first and third person sing. This is not a peculiarity of
just this text, but rather a common feature of the contracts from Kiiltepe.
Assur-malik, son of AQ.u-(wa)qar, is not the father of Enlil-bani if my reconstruction of the family-ties of this merchant (seep. I5-I6) is correct.

Type 1:3: BIN 6:239.
MA.NA KU.BABBAR
[$]a-ru-pd-am a-na
rA 1-fJu-wa-qar a-di-in
AN .NA ma-l[a] ILLAT-tu[m]
i-sa-ku-nu sdl-ma-am
i-na Ka-ni-i[S]
i-sa-qal
[IGI] Puzur4-'i-li
[IGI] Ilis-ba-ni
[IGI D]a-da-a-a [DUMU]
[U]:tf.ME sa Su-e[n]

I I/2

I ¥2 mina of refined silver
I have given to
AQ.u-waqar.
Tin-as much as the caravan
5 will obtain-he will pay out safely
in Kane5.

IO

[Witnessed by] Puzur-ili,
[witnessed by] Ili-bani,
[witnessed by D]adaja, [son]
of the kumru-priest of Su'en.

sinnisatim), MAH r6r58, 9 (HUCA 32 [rg6r], p. 66, n. 204). On the basis of these examples
it seems that the word is more likely to denote a substance necessary for the caravanperhaps like the dulbiitum (seep. 6o), with which it occurs in e.g. CCT r: 42a, a kind of
foodstuff.-For other contracts recording shipments of tin and textiles see ATHE 17,
EL rro, ICK 2: g6 (some lines of which have been quoted above p. 28).
3
) See TC 3: r66, rr, rg (ra-di-im 2 °Ka-ni-si-im), Cont. 8, 2, KTS 53c, 7; and in particular Gelb 54, I3-I6: [x] GIN AN .NA ig-ri 14 [r]a-di-e-em sa is-t[u] 15 Us-!Ja-ni-a a-na Ma-li-[ta]
16is-ti-ni i-li-ku: "x sheqels of tin: the wages of a guide who went together with us from
Us:\).anija to Malita".
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Notes:
10: Da-da-a-a- the spelling of this name has varied from Da-da in Type I: z,
I, to Da-da-a in the same text, 1. 6 and ro, and passim in other texts, and now
this extra-long spelling. For the type of names to which it must be referred see
LANDSBERGER, ZANF I (I924), p. 220-22I, and GARELLI, AC, p. I28-I33·
Further LEWY, OrNS I5 (I946), p. 378-380. The restoration of DUMU seems
mandatory, unless one ventures to guess that Dadaja had taken over the job
of his father, but there is no evidence to support such a view.
Comment:
CAD, vol. "I-J", p. 84, gives the following translation of 1. 4-7 of our text:
"for the tin that is on the account of the enterprise he will pay an equivalent
sum (in silver) in Kane5". This interpretation can hardly be correct, because it
fails to take into account the first three lines of the text, and because it adds
unnecessarily the words "in silver", for which there is no backing in the text.
The anonymous owner simply states the following: I have given I I/2 mina
of silver to the transporter Al].u-waqar; he will pay me back as much tin as he
has been able to buy with this silver when he returns to Kanes.
Type 1:4: ICK I: 67.
6 GIN KU. BABBAR ni-is-l:fa-su

DIRIG Jj u-a-ta-la
DAM La-qi-ip
DUMU IR a-na
Tu-ta-a DuMu
Su-A-nim a-na
si-a-ma-tim ta-di-in
IGI A-sur-i-mi-ti
DUMU Ma-num-ba-lum-A-sur
IGI l-di-Su-in
nuMu A-sur-la-ma-si

6 sheqels of silver-its nisl:fiitu-tax
added-tfuatala,
the wife of La-qep,
son of Wardum, has given to
5 Tutaja, son
of Su-Anum, for
buyings.
Witnessed by Assur-imitti,
son of Mannum-balum-Assur,
IO witnessed by Idi-Su'en,
son of Assur-lamassi.

Notes:
2-3: Jju-a-ta-ld assat Ld-qi-ip- the marriage-contract between these two
persons has been the subject of much study; it was originally published and
discussed by HROZNY in Symbolae Koschaker, p. Io8 ff, later incorporated in
ICK I as no. 3, and discussed extensively by LEWY in HUCA 27 (I956), p. 8-IO,
where all the relevant literature is quoted.
4: Wardum- for the writing of this name see LEWY, loc. cit., p. 76, n. 325.

Group rb
Type 1: 5: BIN 4: I94- Transliterated and translated in EL 2, p. 37-38, as
no. 3I2. For discussion of the text seep. 20-22. Duplicate Type I: 5A, see p. I79·
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MA. NA KU. BABBAR

ni-is-fpa-su DIRIG
sa-du-a-su sa-bu

u I/2 MA.NA KU.KI
sa Da-da-a-a
ik-nu-ku-ma a-na
Ku-ku-ld-nim i-di-nu-ma
a-na §e-er sa ki su-a-ti
u-se-bi-lu-ni
a-na KU. BABBAR u KU. KI
Da-da-a-a ld td-!Ju
KU BABBAR
0

u KU

sa d£n-lil-ba-ni
KU BABBAR u KU
0

0

0

17 minas of silverits nisfpatu-tax added,
its saddu'utu-tax paid forplus I/2 mina of gold,
5 which Dadaja
has sealed and given to
Kukkulanum and (thus) sent off
to his representativesro

KI
KI

a su-mi

d£n-lil-ba-ni eq-lam
e-ti-iq is-tu a-limki lu-qu-tum
a su-mi-ma d£n-lil-ba-ni
e-ti-qdm lu-qu-tum
i-sa-li-ma-ma
d£n-lil-ba-ni i-ld-qe
Da-da-a-a ld td-fpu

I5

20

with (this) silver and gold
Dadaja is not concerned:
the silver and gold
belongs to Enlil-bani.
The silver and gold will cross the
country in the name of
Enlil-biini.
From the city the goodsagain in the name of Enlil-baniwill pass to here. The goods
will arrive safely here and
Enlil-bani will receive them;
Dadaja is not concerned.

Notes:
17: a su-mi-ma d£n-lil-ba-ni- probably, as pointed out by LEWY, EL 2, p.
37, n.a, the emphatic-main this line has been placed erroneously, so that the
correct version of the line would be: a su-mi d£n-lil-ba-ni-ma.

Comment:
As pointed out above, p. 22, the difficulty of this text lies in the fact that
all three persons are mentioned in the third person, and the representatives

are just referred to as "his". The lines r8-2o were translated as follows by Lewy:
"Die Ware wird mir wohlbehalten sein, und (dann) wird Ellil-bani (sie) nehmen", and the "mir" in his translation refers to Kukkulanum according to
LEWY. This interpretation rests solely on the previous one, that the representatives were those of Kukkulanum, but that is hard to reconcile with the role
played by Enlil-bani in the text. In my view it has not been explained why the
goods should be "wohlbehalten" for Kukkulanum when it is Enlil-bani who
owns them and is going to take them when they arrive.
The text is unwitnessed and thus not a valid legal document. It may be a
copy or a draft in which the names of the witnesses have been left out.
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Type 1:6: CCT r: r6a.
MA.NA GUSKIN pd-sa-lams
SIGs I] MA.NA KU .BABBAR
ku-nu-ki sa DAM. GAR-ri-im
a-na Ku-zi-im
u A -bu-sa-lim
dp-qi-id a-na $i-er
sa-zu-uz Ltim
sa DAM. GAR-ri-im
u-bu-lu-u
sa KU. BABBAR u GUSKIN
ni-is-!Ja-su DIRIG
sa-du-a-su
sa-bu-u<{u;?

2

minas of good pasaUu-gold,
13 minas of silver,
with the seal of the tamkrirum,
I entrusted to Kuzum
5 and Abu-salim.
To the address
of the representative
of the tamkrirum
they will bring (it).
IO
Concerning the silver and goldits nis!Jritu-tax was added,
its saddu'utu-tax
has been paid for.
2

Notes:
1: pd-sa-lam5 - for this variety of gold see most recently AC, p. 268, n.3. 4)
7: -uzL -the sign represented in the copy is a RI, but the emendation seems
beyond doubt. Collation shows the sign to be a clear US.

Comment:
The person who has entrusted the shipment to the transporter may not be the
same as the owner. The text in itself is not a legal document as it is unwitnessed
like the preceding text. 5 )
The interpretation rests upon the exact implications of the use of the word
tamkrirum. This word presents many difficulties and has been the subject of
much study. No extensive investigation of the exact character of this term has
been offered so far, however, and it is clear that it would involve a thorough
study of the immensely complicated question of the financing of the Assyrian
trade. The problem is rendered further difficult by the fact that the word seems
to have a general as well as a (or more) specific meaning(s).
In HUCA 27 (1956), p. 69, n. 294, LEWY used the translation "licensed
merchant". That would seem to cover the general aspects of the word, and is in
accordance with the findings of LEEMANS in The Old-Babylonian M erchant
(Leiden, 1950), who recapitulates the status of the merchant in this period as
follows: (p. 125): "He was an awilum, therefore a free citizen, who could pursue
the profession of a merchant and/or a money-lender on his own account. In so
4 ) For the different kinds and varieties of gold see now BALKAN, OLZ 6o (r965),
p. rso-rsr.
5 ) The purpose of the text may be to state the fact that the two taxes had been added
to the shipment.

4
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doing, he was bound not only by the civil law, included in the Clj, but also by
some statutes of public law, notably a system of permits, probably regarding
the transport of merchandise, and the payment of taxes-as applicable to
other people who pursued some profession,-collected by the wakil tamkriri
appointed by the king". In Old Babylonian context the word means: a) a
travelling merchant, b) a money-lender, and c) "a man who carried out trade
by means of agents or retail-traders" (op. cit., p. 29).
LANDSBERGER, Dergi 4 (1940), p. g, n. 3, briefly describes the relationship
existing in the Old Assyrian documents between the umme' anum and the tamkrirum: "u. sind wohl Kapitalisten, die den unselbstandigen Handlern Geld zur
Finanzierung ihrer Geschafte bei freier Verwaltung iibergeben; tamkriru spezielle Auftraggeber, die sich das Eigentum an den vom Handler verwalteten
W erten j eweils sichern".
The investigation of this problem in AC led to the following conclusion (p.
248) : "Les tamkriru etait des officiers ministeriels charges de faciliter les transactions et qui, de ce fait, pouvaient jouer un role bancaire et commercial, surtout
a 1' echelon local, en Cappadoce".
Apart from this we meet the word as used to denote "der jeweilige Geldgeber
(Glaubiger)", as translated by LANDSBERGER, ArOr r8: r-2 (rg5o), p. 332, n. 15,
where he wrote: "Der Usus, die Person des Glaubigers, Empfangers etc. auf
diese Weise offen zu lassen, ist in unseren Urkunden sehr beliebt. Sein Sinn ist
nicht immer durchsichtig. Oft scheint er der leichteren Ubertragbarkeit des
Eigentums zu dienen (vgl. EISSER, EL r S. 123), oft aber auch dann angewendet
worden zu sein, wenn die Eigentumsverhaltnisse kompliziert oder unklar
waren ... ". In Clj the word is apparently used likewise to denote "the creditor"
(cf LEEMANS, op. cit., p. zo). We have to imagine that if an owner at the time
when the contract was set up, had not yet decided whether he wanted to complete the transaction himself, he had the contract written in such a way that he
was not mentioned by name, but by the title tamkrirum, which then means "the
creditor". This facilitates his eventual cession of the right to the goods, as it
makes unnecessary the writing of another tablet: the document is in fact a
bearer's cheque. This system is clearly reflected in the use of the expression:
wribil tuppim sut tamkrirum, "the bearer of the tablet, he will be the tamkrirum
(i.e. the one who owns the right to the money or goods affected by the document)".6)
BALKAN translated the passage GELB 15, 28-29: DAM.GAR-ru-um K[u].BABBAR
29
i-ld-qe as follows: "the merchant (= the chief of our firm) will take the
silver". 7)
6)
7

)

CCT I: I, 35-36.
Observations, p. 42.
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Finally, the word is used frequently to denote those men who carried out the
retail-sale of goods in Anatolia (cf further p. r62 ff), and has thus the meaning
of "a commissioned agent".
In our text, however, it seems fairly certain that the word is used to denote
"der j eweilige Geldgeber". And it may be possible to find out who was hiding
behind this anonymity, because from other texts we have evidence to show that
the two men charged with the transport of the silver and gold were working for
the firm of Buzazu and/or Puzur-Assur. In TC 3: 274 Buzazu entrusts silver and
gold to Kuzum for transportation to Assur; in the letter CCT 2: r6a from Iliwedaku to Buzazu this latter is requested to send Kuzum and a certain Assursamsi to Assur; Kuzum is mentioned in the letter ATHE 44 (1. 34) from an unknown person to Adada, Buzazu, and Assur-muttabbil; in Ox£. r8, 22, Kuzum
and Abu-salim are mentioned together-this is a letter from Ili-wedaku to
Puzur-Assur, and for Abu-salim alone I refer to the letter TC 3: g8, from Buzazu
to U~ur-sa-Assur, Lamassa, Bazija, and Abu-salim, in which he is again a
transporter.
It is thus fairly certain that the man who entrusts the goods to the two
transporters is either one of the merchants mentioned or an employee of theirs.
Type 1: 7: KTH

25.

Also treated in EL as no. 140.

IO MA.NA KU .BABBAR
ni-is-!Ja-su DIRIG
sa-du-a-su sa-bu
ku-nu-ki sa DAM. GAR
a-na Ku-ku-ld-nim
DUMU Ku-ta-a dp-qi-id-ma
a-na a-limki
a-na si-a-ma-tim
a-na :je-er
sa ki-ma DAM. GAR-ri-im

u-bi-ils IGI U-zu-a
DUMU Li-ba-a
IGI A -ma-ri-im
DUMU Ib-ni-diM
si-ma-am i-na :E
dEn-lil-ba-ni i-sa-a-am

ro minas of silverits nisl:;iitu-tax added,
its saddu'utu-tax paid forwith the seal of the tamkrirum,
5 I entrusted to Kukkulanum,
son of Kutaja, and
he carried (it) to the city
for buyings
to the address
ro of the representatives of the tamkrirum.
Witnessed by Uzua,
son of Libbaja,
witnessed by Amarum,
son of Ibni-Adad.
I5 He will carry out the purchase in the
house
of Enlil-bani.

Comment:
The silver is going to be delivered to "the representatives of the tamkrirum",
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and the purchase is going to be carried out "in the house of Enlil-ba.ni". The
owner is in this text only half anonymous it seems. The text makes perfect
sense if we assume that it is a parallel to the other transport-contracts in which
Enlil-bani was the owner and Kukkulanum the transporter; Kukkulanum
should here-as in the other texts-deliver the goods to Enlil-bani's representatives, whom we know well, and they would supervise his activities as we saw
them do in the standard texts. LEWY was of the opinion that Kukkulanum was
ordered in our text to buy the goods from the firm of Enlil-bani in Assur, as he
wrote in his comments to the text in EL, but I fail to see why such an arrangement should ever have been made. And the other texts discussed above provide
parallels which can not be overlooked.
We do not know who entrusted the silver to Kukkulanum in Kanes, and it
remains a possibility that it was Dadaja rather than Enlil-bani.
Type 1:8: CCT 5: 40b.
J ne-pi-su 55

MA. NA

ku-nu-ku sa Pu-su-ki-in
sa-du-a-su sa-bu
I ne-pe-SU1n I5 MA.NA
KU. BABBAR ku-nu-ku-su GAL
ik-ri-bu sa A -sur
I su-pd-num 5/6 MA.NA
KU. BABBAR se-bu-ul-ta-sa
IO MA.NA SIG~i.a

i-lu a-ZI-ru-um
mi-ma a-nim
a-na A-gus-a
ap-[q]i-id IGI
Su-ma-li-bi-A-sur
DUMU Ku-us-ku-si-im
IGI 1-ku-pi-A-sur
DUMU Puzur4-JStar IGI
Sa-lim-A -sur
DUMU I-tur4-DINGIR

2

20 GIN

KU. BABBAR

u-<ku->ul-ti $U-{Ja-ri
u qd-qd-da-tim
sa-bu

3 packages of 55 minas,
with the seal of Piisu-ken,
its saddu'utu-tax paid for,
I package of I5 minas
5 of silver, with his great seal,
votive offerings for Assur,
I supannum, 5/6 mina
of silver was its weight,
IO minas of wool,
IO
2 bags, azjsf!jirumall this
I entrusted to Agua.
Witnessed by
Summa-libbi-Assur,
I5 son of Kuskusum,
witnessed by Ikii(n)-pi-Assur,
son of Puzur-IStar, witnessed by
Salim-Assur,
son of Itiir-ili.
20
(With) 20 sheqels of silver
(for) food for the servants
and "head-tax"
he has been satisfied.

Notes:
1: ne-pe-su- this word is a derivation from the verb epasum: "do, make",
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and has been translated by LEWY in EL, p. g8, n.f, as "Fertigung", and explained as a "Bezeichnung fiir '(Metall-)Barren' ".For further discussion of the
term see 0PPENHEIM, AfO IZ (I937-I939), p. 355-356, BILGI<;, Appellativa, p.
74, n. I77, and GARELLI, AC, p. 265-266. A nepesum normally contained from
IO to zo minas of silver.
5: ku-nu-ku-su GAL - DELLER, in his index to CCT 5 in OrNS 27 (I958), p. I94,
read this line: ku-nu-ku Su-rabi, but this PN does not occur elsewhere in oA
texts, and in parallelism with I. z one should expect a sa before the PN.
Furthermore, H. LEWY 8) has communicated some lines from the text I 47I in
which we read (I. I-5): 98 GU 50 MA.NA 2 URUD si-kam ku-nu-ku-su GAL 3 sa
Pu-su-ki-in 4 ] ne-pe-su 40 MA.NA KU.BABBAR 5ku-nu-ki sa Pu-su-ki-in: "g8
talents 50 minas of sikku-copper with the great seal of Pusu-ken; 3 packages
of 40 minas of silver with the seal of Piisu-ken". The difference between the
normal seal and the "great" seal does not occur from the context.
6 : ik-ri-bu sa A -sur - The problems concerning this term have not yet been
solved. The translation used here is the one proposed by CAD, s.v., and I refer
further to UAR, p. 59-6I, and AC, p. 252-257. LEWY wrote (OrNS 26 [I957],
p. Ig, n. z): "Ikribu denotes capital advanced by a temple administration to a
businessman and goods as well as certain profits obtained with such funds" .9 )
7: su-pd-num - all the relevant literature about this word has been collected
by KIENAST in ATHE, p. I5. It has been explained in the following ways:
LANDSBERGER-BALKAN: "Kelle"; GELB, 0PPENHEIM, and LEWY: "container";
BILGI<;: "Messer oder Sieb", "Kochgeschirr a us Metall"; KIENAST: "Messer";
and GARELLI, AC, p. z66, n. 3: "puisoir".
10: i-lu- cf CAD, s.v. ilu (or illu): "container, (leather) bag".-a-zr-ru-uma word asirum derived from the verb eserum is quoted in AHw with the translation "(Kriegs-)Gefangener", cf FEIGIN, AJSL 50, p. 22 f, and LANDSBERGER,
AfO IO (I935-I936), p. I44-I45· One oA occurrence is given by VON SODEN,
TC 3: g8, I6-I8: I a-zr-ra-am da-nam 17sa e-mu-qi-im ... 18 •• • sa-ma-ma: "buy
one strong, powerful azfs/$irum for me ... ". The same passage is given in CAD,
vol. "E", p. I58, and here the word in question is transliterated a-zi-ra-am, but
left untranslated. The meaning "prisoner", "captive" is, of course possible in
this passage, but it is difficult in our context. In the only other oA text where
it occurs, ICK I: 7I (Type I: IZ), the context is exactly similar to the one found
in our text. In his discussion of the word supannum GARELLI writes in RA 52
(I958), p. 43, n. 5: "L'objet est associe a des ni-pi-su, des i-lu et un a-zi-ru-um
[speaking about the text here under discussion]. Ce voisinage, bien atteste par
ailleurs [!],a incite J. Lewy ay voir un recipient".-Although it is not clearly
8

)
9)

RSO 39 (I964), p. I83 with n. 3·
Cf. in this connection Type z: 4, p. 78, and see p. 88, n. 43·
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stated, this seems to indicate that in the opinion of GARELLI the word a-ZI-ra-am
like the other words, was a designation for a container.
20-24: -for the construction with sabbu' um I refer to OPPENHEIM, loc. cit.,
p. 356-357 and p. 360; also ATHE, p. 7· The man who has been paid the 20
sheqels of silver for the expenses enumerated is, of course, the transporter.
22: qd-qd-da-tim- cf LEWY, KTH, p. 25: "Unter qaqqadiitum sind moglicherweise Betrage zu verstehen, deren Hohe von der Anzahl der an dem Betreffenden Geschaft beteiligten Personen abhing", and further discussion on p. I70I7I.
Comment:
The man who has sealed the goods may not be the same one who entrusts
them to the transporter, so we cannot know whether Piisu-ken was present at
the time when this tablet was written. It is apparent from many texts, however,
that Agua was usually working for Piisu-ken: TC 2: I shows us Agua together
with Kulumaja and Dan-Assur as transporters for Pusu-ken; in Type 2: 5 Agua
is transporting tin and textiles from Salim-alfum to Pusu-ken and Dan-Assur;
in KTS 23-in which we are told that he is a son of Puzur-Assur-Agua is
transporting textiles from Assur-imitti, Taris-matum, and Belatum to Pusuken; with the same patronymic and in company with Kulumaja and Assurmalik, he occurs in TC 3: 76, a case which concerns Dan-Assur, son of Pusuken's associate in Assur, and a well-known employee of Pusu-ken.

Type 1: 9: BIN 4: I22. Transliterated and translated in EL I, p. III-II2, as
no. I29.
5 MA. NA KU. BABBAR ni-is-!Ja-su
DIRIG sa-du-a-su sa-bu
2/3 MA.NA GUSKIN ni-is-!Ja-su
DIRIG sa-du-a-su
sa-bu [su]-pd-nam
I/3 MA.NA 6 GfN KI.LA.BI
KU. BABBAR ni-is-!Ja-su
u sa-du-a-su
ri-ik-su-um
i-na qe-er-bi4-su
na-di I MA. NA KU. BABBAR
ni-is-!Ja-su DIRIG
sa-du-a-su sa-bu
sa DAM. GAR-ri-im
m'i-ma a-nim a-na
1-ku-pi-a dp-qi-id

5 minas of silver-its nis!Jatu-tax
added, its saddu'utu-tax paid for2/3 mina of gold-its nis!Jiitu-tax
added, its saddu'utu-tax
5 paid for-, one supannum,
I/3 mina 6 sheqels was its weight
(in) silver-its nis!Jiitu-tax
and its saddu'utu-tax
(in the form of) a bundle
IO has been placed in it;
I mina of silverits nis!Jiitu-tax added,
its saddu'utu-tax paid forbelonging to the tamkiirumI5 all this I entrusted to
Iku(n)-pija.
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Witnessed by Ennanum,
son of Amrija,
witnessed by Assur-url]i,
son of Budatum.

Notes:
6: KI.LA.BI- read suqultasu (should be suqultasa) by LEWY, EL I, p. II2, n.a.
This finds support in the writing su-qu-ul-ta-ds-nu in BIN 4: I98, 2, and su-quul-tu-su in ICK I: I49, 6; but cf the writing se-bu-ul-ta-sa in Type I: 8, 8, in
similar context.
9: ri-ik-su-um - this word has been translated in the following ways: LANDSBERGER, AHK, p. 2I: "Kette"; LEWY, EL I, p. II2, n.c: "Bund, Biindel";
BrLGI<;, Appellativa, p. 74, n. IJJ: "kleine Paketen bzw. Binden"; GARELLI,
AC, p. 265, n. 4: "torque". The riksum was smaller than a nepesum as can be
seen from TC 3: IJI, 9-rr: ri-ik-su-~tm 10$a-a1J-ru-um i li-bi4 11ne-pe-si-im na-di:
"a small riksum has been placed in the nepesum". It is used to denote bundles
of both silver, gold, and tin, but the weight varies according to the type of
metal which it contains or is made of. When silver, its weight is from I sheqel
(ICK 2: 3rr, x+I6) to more than 4 I/3 minas (ICK I: I49, I); when tin, it
weighs from 5 minas (KTS 28, 30) to I5 minas (BIN 6: 252, 7). BILGrc;, lac. cit.
suggested that a nepesum might be made up of a number of riksu. Important
is also the passage in BIN 4: 48, 2I-24: ri-ik-si ro MA.NA TA 22 u I5 MA.NA TA
le-pu-su-ma 23$u-1Ja-ru i su-na-tim 24lu-se-ri-bu-nim: "let them make bundles
of ro minas or I5 minas and let the servants bring them to me in straps (LANDSBERGER, Ar0r I8: I-2, p. 346: 'Giirteln')". 10)
Comment:
The shipment mentioned in 1. I-5 seems to be the very same one which we
find in Type 3: 3, a letter from Kulumaja to Piisu-ken: "5 m[inas of silver] and
2/3 mina of gold with [your] se[al], Ikii(n)-pija has brought here ... ".
The supannum, weighing I/3 mina 6 sheqels of silver, can also be traced on
its further journey: Lamassi, a woman who used to live at Assur and who was
a relative of Piisu-ken, perhaps his wife, has written the letter CCT 3: 20 to
Piisu-ken, in which she acknowledges the receipt of a number of householdutensils, among these (1. rr): I su-pd-nam sa KU.BABBAR I-ku-pi-a ub-lam.
There is thus very good reason to believe that our contract deals with
amounts that belong to this merchant, but we are unable to say whether the
person who "speaks" is Piisu-ken himself. LEWY described Ikii(n)-pija as a
transporter for the "Spediteur" - "der die Urkunde abgefasst hat. Der 'Spe10) These lines also translated by LEWY in HUCA 32 (Ig6I), p. 68: "-the boys may
bring in (these packages) in (their) laps."
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diteur' ist seinerseits gegeniiber einem tamkarum verpflichtet". But in this
case the word tamkiirum cannot stand for "der jeweilige Geldgeber", for at
least some of the merchandise mentioned in the tablet (the supannum) was
certainly not going to return to Anatolia in any form; the supannum was for
Lamassl's household and it does not make sense to think that Piisu-ken would
at any point cede his right to that. One could think, then, that only the last
post, the one mina of silver, was meant to "belong to the tamkiirum", but in
that case the tablet would still have to be re-written if the owner wanted to
cede his right to this amount-he could not possibly hand over this tablet to
another man, wanting only to cede his right to one of the amounts mentioned
i. l l"t
l . 11)
We thus fall back on the translation used by BALKAN: "the chief of our firm",
for tamkiirum. In this case it must refer to Piisu-ken and if it was not himself
who wrote this document, it must have been one of his employees.

Group

2

Type 1:10: ICKz:g7.
MA. NA KU. BABBAR ni-is-!Ja-su
DIRIG sa-du-a-su sa-bu
sa Pu-su-ki-in
I2 MA.NA KU .BABBAR ni-is-!Ja-su
DIRIG sa-du-a-su sa-bu
sa I m-di-lim SU. NI GIN
24 MA. NA KU. BABBAR
ni-is-!Ja-su
DIRIG sa-du-a-su sa-bu
I m-di-lum a-na 1Ji-na-a
ip-qi-id KU. BABBAR u mi-qi-su
is-tu a-limki
i-li-a-ma mi-is-ld-a
nz-zu-wa-az
IGI A-sur-$u-lu-li
IGI 1Ju-ra-$a-nim

I2

rz minas of silver-its nis!Jatu-tax
added, its saddu'utu-tax paid forbelonging to Piisu-ken;
rz minas of silver-its nis!Jatu-tax
5 added, its saddu'utu-tax paid forbelonging to Imdi-ilum; in all:
24 minas of silverits nis!Jatu-tax
added, its saddu'utu-tax paid forIO Imdi-ilum entrusted to lj:inaja.
The silver and its profit
will come up here from the city,
and we will share it half and half.

rs

Witnessed by Assur-E?uliili,
witnessed by lj:uraE?anum.

Notes:
11: mi-qi-su- for the meaning "profit from a certain capital" see BALKAN,
Anum-Jjirbi, p. r4-r5.
11) The tamkarum may be another person who had just had that one mina attached to
Pusu-ken's shipment; in that case another contract would possibly have existed to
regulate the relations between this tamkarum and Pilsu-ken. Cf. p. 6g.
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13: mi-is-ld-a- cf GAG § u3c, where it is given without length of the endvowel as an accusative without mimation. The long -ii (from -ia) is in § II3d
said to be restricted to nouns with vocalic "Stammauslaut". Cf also ATHE,
p. 46. This occurrence is the only one known to me from oA texts with the ending written plene.l2)
Comment:
The lines II-I4 are illogical: the silver will not come to Kanes from Assur,
it will arrive in the form of goods. It could therefore seem that it is implied
that lj:inaja is to sell the goods, which he will buy in Assur, before he delivers
the shipment to the owners in Kanes. He would thus be commissioned in the
same way as Dadaja in TC 3: 2I3, or perhaps he would sell the goods en route
before he arrived at Kanes, but even then the wording of the text is awkward. 13)
lj:inaja has left us a great number of letters the majority of which were
written to Piisu-ken, sometimes in company with other persons. I mention CCT
2: 28, CCT 4: 49a, TC 2: 23 (1. 30-3I: a-!Ji a-ta ma-nam 31a-ld-nu-ka i-su: "you
are my brother! Whom do I have except you?"), TC3: 26, BIN 4: Ig, BIN 4: 23
(1. 35: a-!Ji a-ta: "you are my brother"; 1. 38: a-ld-nu-ka ma-nam i-su: "whom
do I have except you?").
Type 1: 11: CCT 5 :4Ia.

ne-pe-su JO MA.NA KU.BABBAR
ni-is-!Ja-su DIRIG
sa-du-a-su sa-bu i-a-um
I ne-pe-sum IO MA. NA KU. BABBAR
sa-du-a-su i ra-mi-ni-a a-di-i
sa Puzur4-A-sur I ri-ik-su-um
I MA.NA KU .BABBAR si-im AN .NAki-su
sa E-ld-li NU. BANDA

2

ri-ik-su-um 5 GIN KU. BABBAR
<Si-im}>
si-im TUG-ba-ti-su sa A -sur-ma-lik

1 2)

2 packages of 30 minas of silverits nis!Jatu-tax added,
its saddu'utu-tax paid for-mine;
I package of ro minas of silver5 its saddu'utu-tax I deposited myself,
belonging to Puzur-Assur; I bundle
of I mina of silver, the price of the tin
belonging to Elali, the laputtii'uofficial;
I bundle of 5 sheqels of silver,
IO

the price of the textiles belonging to
Assur-malik;

Cf. also LEWY, OrNS 29 (I96o), p. 44, n. 4·
writes about this question in OLZ 6o (!965), p. ISO: "Die auffallige Tatsache, dass das Silber hier von der Stadt in die Kolonie, und nicht wie iiblich den umgekehrten Weg nimmt, mag durch eine andere miqtu-Stelle erklart werden, CCT 4: 49a,
30 f.- .. . sa a-na na-ru-qi-im 31Ku .BABBAR u mi-qi-su a-na 32 Pu-su-ki-in di-in. Es handelt
sich sonach urn die zur Geniige bekannte naruqqu-Sozietat . .. ".
13 ) BALKAN
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GiN GUSKIN se-bu-ul-tum NU.
BAND A
sa ru-ba-im 6 GIN KU. BABBAR sa

I

Ur-da-la
a Pi-ld-!Ja-a a ku-ta-nim
5 GIN KU. BABBAR se-bu-ul-tum
sa Ld-ma-si u A-!Ja-!Ja
3 GiN KU. BABBAR ku-nu-ku-um

sheqel of gold, the shipment (of) the
laputta' u-official
of the king; 6 sheqels of silver, belonging to U rdala,
to Pilalfaja for a linen-cloth;
5 sheqels of silver, the shipment
of Lamassi and Alfalfa;
3 sheqels of sealed silver
I

I5

~a';P

sa A -!Ja-!Ja

I

ri-ik-su-um

belonging to Alfalfa; I bundle
of 5 sheqels of silver to Inalf-ili;

5 GiN KU. BABBAR a-na 1-na-a!JDINGIR

ri-ik-su-um 3 GIN KU. BABBAR
I bundle of 3 sheqels of silver,
si-im TUG-ba-ti-su ~a diM- x';P
zo the price of the textiles
sa A -des-ld-at I ri-ik-su-um
belonging to Adad-ellat; I bundle
3 GiN KU. BABBAR sa A -sur-mu-taof 3 sheqels of silver belonging to our
Assur-muttabbil;
bi4-il5
ni-a-im 2 GiN a-na 1-na-a
z sheqels to Inaja,
DUMU E-ld-li 2 GiN a Puzur4-A-sur
son of Elali; z sheqels to Puzur-Assur
a du-ul-ba-tim I I/2 GiN a-na
25 for dulbatum; I I/Z sheqel for
E-na-A-sur DUMU A-sur-na-da
Enna-Assur, son of Assur-na'da;
I I/2 GiN a-na A-mur-DINGIR DUMU
I I/Z sheqel to Amur-ili, son of Imdi1m-di-lim
ilum;
I GIN KU. BABBAR a lu-bu-us $u-li-a
I sheqel of silver for the clothes of

I

$ullija;

5 is-ra-tum 4 a sa ki-ma
i-a-ti I is-tt-et a-na
:E a-ba-ni 3 MA.NA siGIJ.i.a
I ma-at-li-is-!Ju-um
mi-ma a-nim a-na 1m-ku-a
dp-qi-id 2 5/6 MA.NA 5 GIN KU.
BABBAR
sa Sal-ma-A-sur
a Su-Ku-bi-im me-er-i-su dp-qi-id
IGI Puzur4-SA.TU-e DUMU MAS IGI

A-!Ju-qar DUMU 1-sa-li-a

5 "belts"-4 to my representatives,
30

I to
Ea-bani 3 minas of wool,
I

matlis!Jum-

all tills I entrusted to Imkua.
z 5/6 minas 5 sheqels of silver

35 belonging to Salim-Assur
I entrusted to Su-Kubum, his son.
Witnessed by Puzur-sadu' e, son of
(the) MAS, witnessed by
Alfu-(wa)qar, son of Isalija.

Notes:

8 and 11: NU.BANDA (sa ru-ba-im) - about the laputta'u-official LANDSBERGER wrote in Dergi 4 (I940), p. zz: "Aus zahllosen Belegen der sumerischen
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Periode wissen wir, dass der nu.banda der Stellvertreter des ugula war, und so
werden wir entsprechend das laputtu-Amt als das nachste nach dem des !:faklu,
des Vorstandes der Stadtbehorde, fiir Assur annehmen". LEWY endorsed this
view in HUCA 27 (1956), p. 33, n. rr5, where he furthermore communicated
the letter VAT 9285, which led him to state that it is "virtually certain that
the laputta' um belonged to the staff of the waklum".
11: se-bu-ul-tum NU.BANDA- a sa seems to be missing here. In AC, p. 355,
n. 4, GARELLI has given a transliteration of this passage in the following way:
I siqlum hurri$Um se-bu-ul-tum sa ru-b a-im, on which he commented: "Lit.
'I' envoi du prince'. S'agit-il d'un envoi fait par le prince, ou au prince?"- Apparently GARELLI reads the NU .BANDA with 1. ro, thus making the person Assurmalik another laputtri'um besides Elali mentioned in 1. 8. DELLER, OrNS 27
(1958), p. 64, reads in the same way as preferred here, and that is what seems
most natural according to the copy. If one reads it with GARELLI one comes to
the result that two persons held the laputtri'u-office at the same time, a conclusion which is not necessary with the other reading.-Concerning the implications of the use of sa, which is the problem mentioned by GARELLI, LEWY has
made a rigoristic distinction between the use of this word and of ana; loc. cit.,
p. 34, he wrote: "a personal name or title preceded by ana denotes the consignee of the goods, whereas the name of the consignor is preceded by sa". As
far as the use of ana is concerned the statement is certainly correct, but the use
of sa is not equally unambiguous. When the translation "belonging to" is used
consistently here, that will in most cases mean that the owner is the consignor,
in agreement with the rule of LEWY, but if we examine our text closely it will
be seen that the name Puzur-Assur occurs in 1. 6 preceded by a sa, and in 1. 24
preceded by a. Further, the expression sebultum sa certainly refers to the person
who is the recipient-it is found in 1. 14-15 in connection with the women
Lamassi and Al}a]Ja who usually stay at Assur; and if I am right in restoring
a sa in front of NU.BANDA in 1. rr, that would be another indication, for the
laputtri'u-officials (as pointed out by LEWY, loc. cit., p. 33, n. II5) resided in
Assur.
20-21: <{Sa diM- x~ sa A-de8 -ld-at- this emendation is based on the fact
that the text at other points exhibit scribal errors of the type supposed here;
in 1. r6 the sign SA has been written at the end of the line, but repeated in 1. 17,
and the same is the case with the word si-im in 1. 9 and 1. ro .The name Adadellat would thus appear to have been written first as drM-ILLAT-at in l. 20 (the
sign-rests might be the remnants of an AD), a writing attested, for instance, in
BIN 6: 140, 6. -For the name I refer to EL r, p. 229, n.a.
22-23: A-sur-mu-ta-bi4 -il5 ni-a-im- further examples of writings like the
present one has been collected and interpreted by LEWY, OrNS 15 (1946), p.
392, n. r.
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25: du-ul-ba-tim- CAD, s.v.: "The word seems to refer to a foodstuff that
could be counted, as well as measured by capacity, and that was transported in
sacks and packages".-In AHw it is taken to be the plural of dulbum: "OrientPlatane".
32: ma-at-li-is-l:Ju-um- LEWY, HUCA 27 (I956), p. 32, n. II3: "it is uncertain
whether this term denotes 'straps ( ?) of leather ( ?)', but its Hurrian character
can hardly be questioned."
37: MAS- for this see UAR, p. 58, n. 304, where HIRSCH tentatively suggests
"Berufsbezeichnung".
Comment:
This text contains evidence about two big shipments (30 minas and IO minas
respectively) and a number of smaller amounts. The consignor must obviously
be one who can be connected with the important parts of the shipment and
with the transporter. For the latter I refer to other texts where he occurs in
transactions which involve Piisu-ken: BIN 4: 47, a letter from Su-IStar to
Piisu-ken shows him as a transporter together with Kulumaja; in CCT 2:38
Puzur-Assur asks Piisu-ken to send Imkua to him; in ATHE 30, a letter from
Kulumaja to Piisu-ken, Imkua occurs as a transporter together with Su-Kubum
(as in our text, cf 1. 36). It is thus a good hypothesis that when the man who
dictated this text mentioned "our Assur-muttabbil" in 1. 22-23, he thereby
referred to the son of Piisu-ken who bore this name.
Piisu-ken, son of Su'ejja, is the most frequently attested person in the texts
from Kiiltepe. His house which must have contained a very large archive was
obviously one of the most successful hunting grounds for the clandestine diggers.
He went to Anatolia in his youth and stayed here most of his life, and he was
the head of a very impressive firm in Kane5. His wife was perhaps one Lamassi
the person who recurs in 1. I5 of our text, at least she was a woman who took
care of the domestic affairs in his house in Assur; in the letter CCT 3 : 20 she
mentions among other things the matter of a girl ($ul:Jartum): "-but the girl is
becoming very big, so leave and come here[ Place her in the lap of Assur and
seize the foot of your god[" This might be a reference to the daughter of
Piisuken who is known to have been a priestess (waqqurtum); he had the sons
Assur-muttabbil, Su'ejja, Buzazu, and Ikii(n)-pasa. 14)
Puzur-Assur, for whom the consignor has added the saddu'utu-tax to the IO
minas of silver which belonged to him, is closely related to the firm of Piisu-ken.
14) Cf. LEWY, HUCA 27 (1956), p. 79, n. 333· For the important letter BIN 4: 32, in
which Piisu-ken is writing to his umme'anu, Su-lj:ubur, and his representatives about the
terms of his assignment in Anatolia, see AC, p. 233-235. The name Su'ejja must come
from *Su'en-ja; cf. the name Da-ga-ni-a, //Daganjajj, ICK I: 8, 20, or Sa-ru-mi-a,
//Sarrumjajj, CCT 2: 25, 44·
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Buzazu describes him as "the associate of our father's firm" in TC 3: 270, I5.
The transporter, Su-Kubum, son of Salim-Assur is attested several times
transporting shipments for Pusu-ken and his associates (cf Type 2: 8 and 2: g),
and his father is one of the men who represented Pusu-ken in Assur.
It is clear that the text contains evidence about several shipments, but
presumably only one caravan. Apart from the big amounts we find silver shipments which are the "price" of goods sold in Anatolia for the owners, and a
number of small amounts destined for people living in Assur.
Type 1: 12: ICK I: JL

ne-pe-su-um
MA. NA KU. BABBAR
sa Pu-su-ki-in
u DAM. GAR-ri-im
sa-du-a-su sa-bu
I ri-ik-su
I MA. NA KU. BABBAR
a $i-er sa ki-ma
i-a-ti
I ri-ik-su a-!Ja-ma
I/2 MA.NA Ku .BABBAR a $e-er
sa ki-ma i-a-ti-ma
I ri-ik-su 5/6 MA.NA
sa Wa-ds Lna-ni
I a-zr-ru-um
mi-ma a-nim
a DUMU E-ld-li
ap-qi-id
IGI A-sur-nu10
IGI Su-Ku-bi-im

I

IO Ij2

I package
of IO I/2 minas of silver
belonging to Pusu-ken
and the tamkiirum5 its saddu'utu-tax paid for-;
I bundle
of I mina of silver
to my representatives;
IO

I5

20

I bundle, moreover,
of I/2 mina of silver to
my representatives too;
I bundle of 5/6 mina
belonging to wasnani ;
I azfs/$irumall this
I entrusted to the "son" of Elali.
Witnessed by Assur-tab,
witnessed by Su-Kubum.

Notes:
6, 10, and 13: ri-ik-su- the loss of mimation, or as BALKAN wrote (Observations, p. 45) "the weakening of mimation rules", is a characteristic of
those Old Assyrian texts which belong to the later period, that of level Ib, to
which the present text cannot be ascribed. Further, it seems that it was the
particular word which invited this writing, all the other words in the text which
ought to have mimation do have it.
14: Wa-ds Lna-ni- the doubtful sign is in the copy a su. Already MATOUS, in
his list of names in ICK I, proposed the emendation.
15: a-zr-ru-um- cf the discussion on p. 53-54-
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17: DUMU- it seems that "son" is here to be taken as the designation for an
employee, rather than a real son, for in the latter case his name would be important; here it seems that it is his position as an employee in the firm of
Elali (who carries the responsibility) which was of importance. 15)
Comment:
The person Wasnani is scarcely attested. Together with Baltu-sar and LI-qep
he has written the letter BIN 4:40 to Puzur-Assur, and in TC z: 37, a letter
from AlJ.-salim to Imdi-ilum, he is mentioned as a transporter. The writer of our
text is obviously acting on behalf of three persons: Piisu-ken, the one referred
to as tamkrirum, and Wasnani; he also has some amounts in the shipment
himself.
The tablet was found at "endroit z" on the map of HROZNY's excavation in
ICK I, but at this point so many tablets were found with a great number of
persons mentioned in them, that it would require a close study to find out
whose archive this batch constituted. I can not therefore offer any suggestions
about the identity of the consignor.
Type 1: 13A: ICK I: I6J. Duplicated with slight variations by ICK z: 85,
given below as Type I: IJB.
26 MA.NA KU.BABBAR

$a-ru-pd-am ku-nu-ki-a
a $i-er sa ki-ma i-a-ti
IO MA.NA KU.BABBAR $a-ru-pd-am
ku-nu-ki sa i-a-ti
5
u En-nam-Be-lim
a $i-er Pu-su-ki-in
u Puzur4-A-sur
IO MA. NA KU. BABBAR ku-nu-ki-a
sa En-nam-A-sur
IO
a $i-er sa ki-ma
En-um-A-sur
2 MA. NA GUSKIN pd-sdl-lams
ku-nu-ki sa En-um-A-sur
a $i-er I-li-is-ti-kdl
I5
I I/2 MA.NA KU.BABBAR
ku-nu-ki sa i-a-ti
u Puzur4-A-sur a $i-er
Pu-su-ki-in s/6 MA.NA
15 )

z6 minas of refined silver
with my seal
to the address of my representatives;
IO minas of refined silver,
sealed by me
and Ennam-Belum,
to the address of Piisu-ken
and Puzur-Assur;
IO minas of silver with my seal,
belonging to Ennam-Assur,
to the address of the representatives
of En'um-Assur;
z minas of pasallu-gold,
sealed by En'um-Assur,
to the address of Ilis-tikal;
I Ijz mina of silver,
sealed by me
and Puzur-Assur, to the address
of Piisu-ken; 5/6 mina:

The "son" of Elali occurs also in CCT 4: 4a, 4, and S. 561 (JCS 14 [rg6o], p. 6-8),

1. 22-both cases which involve Pusu-ken.
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be-u-ld-at
Ku-tal-ld-nim Ij2 MA.NA
be-u-ld-at 0-zu-a
mi-ma a-nim ri-ik-si
a-na K u-tal-ld-nim
dp-qi-id IGI IJu-ra-:;a-nim
IGI Su-Be-lim
Type 1: 13B: ICK

2:

20

25

the working-capital
of Kutallanum, I/2 mina:
the working-capital of Uzuaall this, in bundles,
I entrusted to Kutallanum.
Witnessed by ]juraE?anum,
witnessed by Su-Belum.

85.

3 ne-pe-su
26 MA. NA KU. BABBAR
ni-is-!Ja-su DIRIG
[sa-Jdu-a-su sa-bu rx(-y)l
a :;[e-]er sa [ki-ma] i-[a-ti]
riol MA.[NA KU .BABBAR] ne-pesu-u[m]
[sa] Puzur4-A-sur ku-nu-ki sa i-a-ti

[u E]-na-Be-lim a :;e-er
[Pu-su-ki]-in u [Puzur4-]A-sur
[ne-pe-su-]um IO MA[. NA KU.
BABBAR]

[ku-nu-ki-a sa E]n-u[m-A-sur]
[a :;e-er sa ki-maJ
[En-um-A-sur]
[2 MA.NA GUSKIN pd-sdl-lams]
ku-nu-ki sa E[n]-u[m-A-surl
a :;e-er 1-U-is-ti-kdl
6sic MA.NA KU .BABBAR ku-nu-ki
sa i-a-ti u Puzur4-A-sur
a :;e-er Pu-su-ki-in
5/6 MA. NA KU. BABBAR be-u-ld-at
K u-tal-la-nim I J2 MA. NA KU.

3 packages
of 26 minas of silverits nishatu-tax added,
its [sad]du'utu-tax paid for- ..... .
5 to the address of my rep[res]entatives;
IO minas of [silver], a package,
[belonging to] Puzur-Assur, sealed
by me
and Enna-Belum, to the address
of [Piisu-k]en and [Puzur-]Assur;
IO [I packa]ge of IO mi[nas of silver],
[with my seal, belonging to E]n'u[mAssur],
[to the address of the representatives]
[of En'um-Assur];
[2 minas of pasallu-gold]
I5 sealed by En'u[m-Assur],
to the address of Ilis-tikal;
6 minas of silver, sealed
by me and Puzur-Assur,
to the address of Piisu-ken;
20 5/6 mina of silver: the working-capital
of Kutallanum, I/2 mina of silver:

BABBAR

be-u-[l]d-at 0-zu-a
mi-ma a-nim
a-na K u-tal-ld-nim dp-qi-id
IGI Su-Be-lim IGI !Ju-ra_r:;al-nim

25

the working-capital of Uzuaall this
I entrusted to Kutallanum.
Witnessed by Su-Belum, witnessed by
ljuraE?anum.

OLD ASSYRIAN CARAVAN PROCEDURES
Notes:
I: I3A:
2: ku-nu-ki-a- this cannot, accorcling to the sign-rests in the copy, have stood
in I: I3B, 4· In view of the small space left for a restoration one would favour
i-a-um, but the rests do not correspond hereto.
I: I3B:
1 : 3 ne-pe-su -in the other text we are informed that the shipment has been
packed in riksu. If both statements are correct, as probably they are, this
occurrence is in favour of the view expressed by BILGI<;, that a nepesum consisted of several riksu.1 6 )
11: [E]n-u[m-A-sur]- the reading of the two signs is certain, and it is to be
noticed that at this point in the parallel text (r.Io) we read En-nam-A-sur. It
is likely that we have to do with only one person by this name in the text, as
this name can be written in various ways. 17)
17: 6 MA.NA- the signs are clear, but just as clear is the I I/2 which is to
be found in the duplicate. We have no way of deciclingwhich text has the correct
figure.
Comment:
The following persons occur in the texts: I) as having had theh seal used to
mark the shipments: the writer, Ennam-Belum, En'um-Assur, and PuzurAssur; z) as owners of separate shipments: (the writer), Puzur-Assur, EnnamAssur; 3) as consignees: the writer's representatives, Piisu-ken, Puzur-Assur,
the representatives of En'um-Assur, and Ilis-tikal.
Puzur-Assur occurs in all three capacities, so we probably have to think that
the writer of this text had taken some silver which had been lyjng (in a safe)
under Puzur-Assur's seal, or that he had access to the seal (or a seal) of PuzurAssur, even at times when this merchant was not present. The shipment mentioned inl. 4-8, destined for Piisu-ken and Puzur-Assur, had been sealed by the
writer and the person Ennam-Belum, a fact which makes the first explanation
the more plausible one.
Type I: I3A was found at "endroit 4" on the map of HROZNY's excavation,
ICK I, pl. CXXIX, where texts belonging to Imdi-ilum were cliscovered in
great numbers (cf avant-propos, p. I). From the two men charged with the
transportation we have a few letters, all of which are to Imcli-ilum; from
Kutallanum: TC 3: 45, in which we find the words (1. x +4) : su-ma be-li a-ta:
16
)

Cf. above, p. 55·
Most probably we have here to do with the son of Salim-a:g.um, brother of DanAssur; cf. HUCA 32 (rg6r), p. 63, n. rSS.
17 )
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"if you are my lord ... "; 18) the same phrase, "you are my lord", occurs in the
letters TC 2: 36 (r. 36) and CCT 4: 27a (r.33), from Uzua to Imdi-ilum. When we
thus hear that Piisu-ken and Puzur-Assur are among the recipients of these
shipments of silver and gold, we must conclude that these people-who are
mostly found living in Anatolia-temporarily stayed in Assur.
Conclusion:

Transport-contracts can be reduced to a simple formula: a C(onsignor) entrusts a 5(jtipment) to a T(ransporter) for transportation of 5 to one or more
R(ecipients). The texts in groups Ib and 2 adds the figure of the O(wner) as
distinct from the C, so here we get the pattern: C entrusts 5, which belongs to
(C and) 0, to T for transportation toR.
In the texts of group Ia c and 0 is the same person. In Type I: 2, I: 3, and
I: 4 the name of the owner is stated alongside with the name of the T. The
shipments vary in size from 6 sheqels of silver to 30 minas of silver and 2/3
mina of gold, and the contracts vary accordingly. Type I: 2 involves not only
the CjO and the T, but also the R, who are said to be the representatives of the
owner, and the picture is closely parallel to that of the standard texts in so far
as the transaction is complete and resting in itself. This is not the case with the
transaction of the two other texts.
Type I: 3 and I: 4 involve shipments so small that they cannot possibly have
made up an independent transportation, and in Type I: 3 we actually hear that
the shipment in question has been added to the "caravan" (ellutum) led by
A:Q.u-waqar. The same must be the case with Type I: 4· We learn, accordingly,
that caravans leaving for Assur would accept responsibility for smaller amounts
to be transported, sold, and delivered back to the 0 in Anatolia. In neither of
the two cases is there any indication that the 0 had representatives supervise
the activities of the transporter in Assur in the same way as in the standard
texts, on the contrary, the wording of Type I: 3 leaves no room for doubt about
the wholly independent role played by the T.l 9)
The texts in group Ib show a different pattern; in some of them (Type I: I,
I: 5) we are actually told the names of the 0, the C, and the T, but that seems
to be unusual. Type I: 6, I: 7, and I: 9 refer to the 0 with the word tamkarum,
and in I: 8 we know the name of the 0, but are unable to say whether he was
also the C. In connection with Type I : 6, I: 8, and I : 9 I have offered suggestions about the identity of the 0, and in all three cases it seemed more or less
certain that the transporters were employees or associates connected with the
firm of the man who owned the shipment; if indeed there was a special C in
18 )

In ICK r: rgz, 24, he recurs as a transporter for Imdi-ilum.
He may, of course, have been controlled by the representatives of the owner of the
original shipment.
19 )

5
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these cases he can hardly be thought of as an independent "Spediteur", as that
would mean, for instance, in Type I: 9 that Pusu-ken should have a "Spediteur"
entrust a shipment to one of his own employees.
The texts which involve Enlil-bani, Dadaja, and Kukkulanum still raise some
difficulties, but I shall not re-open the discussion. Suffice it to point out that
they are atypical as they emphasize the rights of the 0 vis-a-vis the C or the
Tin a way that is seldom met with in transport-contracts. 20 )
The amounts mentioned in the texts presented here vary from 6 minas of
silver plus 2/3 mina of gold and one supannum (Type I: 9) to 70 minas of silver
plus IO minas of wool and one sup annum (Type I: 8). In Type I: 5, I: 6, and
I: 7 we are told that the representatives of the 0 (whether named or anonymous) will receive the shipment, which means that we have to do with controlled
buyings in Assur as in the standard texts. The shipment of Type I: 9 was received by Lamassi and Kulumaja as has been shown.
The texts in group 2 show the co-operation between the merchants in connection with the despatch of a caravan. This co-operation could take many
different forms; a regular partnership is depicted by Type I :IO, I: II shows
how a caravan could be made up of a great variety of amounts, small and big,
and belonging to and destined for many different persons, the same is apparent
from I: I2 on a more limited scale, and I: I3 again shows how merchants could
act as partners, even sealing amounts for other people with their own seals.
Partnerships between independent merchants seem to have been very common. One case can now be described fairly exactly since the publication of the
text ATHE 24, which is a legal protocol which serves to state that the previously existing partnership between the firms of Pusu-ken and Amur-IStar has
been dissolved. The text enumerates the conditions under which the cooperation between the two trading houses had been carried out, and KIENAST,
op. cit., p. 29, enumerates the points: both traders could act as authorized representatives for each other in connection with legal cases, and could collect
debts due to one of them from other people; they could use each other's technical facilities both in Assyria and Anatolia (store-houses, etc.), and they
would represent each other in connection with the caravan-trade.
In Type I: IO the two merchants Pusu-ken and Imdi-ilum co-operate strictly
as equals and in a particular transaction which is going to be finished when the
transporter returns to Kanes. In Type I: I3 these two merchants reappear
together with a number of other people, Imdi-ilum probably being the C, acting
on behalf of the other merchants who owned part of the shipment; Pusu-ken
occurs as one of the R's.
Type I: II probably gives us the inventory of a caravan. The C and the owner
20

)

See already p. 38, n. 56
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of the biggest amount mentioned in the text could well be Buzazu, and he must
be one of the sons of Piisu-ken at least. The caravan thus consists primarily of
the two packages of 30 minas of silver belonging to C, and the package of ro
minas of silver belonging to Puzur-Assur. These two amounts caused the C to
send off a caravan, and to this basis of 40 minas of silver was then added a
great number of minor amounts, coming from others who wanted to send silver
to people in Assur. Some of these amounts constitute the price of goods sold
for people in Assur on the market in Anatolia: the r mina of silver sent back
to the laputta'u-official Elali and the 5 sheqels destined for Assur-malik as the
price of textiles sold in Anatolia. There are further amounts sent to people in
Assur who are to buy a certain article for a person living in Anatolia: Urdala
thus sends 6 sheqels of silver to Pilagaja and wants a linen-cloth in return;
and finally, some amounts are simply destined for members of Piisu-ken's
family.
We cannot know whether, for instance, the sale of tin for Elali was handled
by Piisu-ken's firm or by somebody else, who had the money attached to the
caravan. But some of the amounts in such contracts must have necessitated a
written agreement stating the claim of the creditor (or owner), and it is indeed
possible· that such a document would look like one of the texts in group ra
(Type r: 3 or r: 4).
This one text in fact gives us a cross section of the Old Assyrian trade,
showing us the big businessman (whether Buzazu or another son of Piisu-ken) in
action as im- and exporter on the big scale, the official from the administration (here in a more modest transaction), and the Assyrians taking part in the
trade, each one on his own level.
In the texts in group z there cannot be any question of a "Spediteur" in the
sense of a man whose job it was to arrange caravans for other people. The
question shall be touched here again in connection with the legal protocol BIN
4: 108, which runs:
A-sur-GAL a-na ~su~ 21) d£n-UZba-ni
i$-ba-at-ni-a-ti-ma
um-ma A -sur-GAL-ma a-na
dEn< -lil>-ba-ni
IO MA. NA KU. BABBAR ni-is-!Ja-su
DIRIG sa-du-a-su
sa-bu KU. BABBAR sa DAM. GAR

Assur-rabi seized us (in the case)
against Enlil-bani,
and
thus (said) Assur-rabi to
Enlil-bani:
5 "ro minas of silver-its nis!Jatu-tax
added, its saddu'utu-tax
paid for-, silver belonging to the
tamkarum,

21) The scribe obviously started to write the name Su-Enlil, and afterwards only half
erased the su.
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a-na a-bi4-ka a-di-in-ma
a-na a-limki a si-a-ma-tim
u-se-bi-il5-su um-ma
dEn< -lil > -ba-ni-ma
ke-na KU. BABBAR ma-ab-ri-a
ta-di-su-um-ma
a-na M a-nu-um-ba-lum-A -sur
DUMU En-na-nim
ip-qi-su-ma a-na a-limki
u-bi-il5-su si-ma-am
is-u-mu-ni-ku-um a-ma
a-wi-lu a-ni-u-tum lu si-bu-ka
ki-ma KU. BABBAR a-na a-bi4-a tadi-mt
IGI Be-lum-ba-ni DUMU A-sur-beel-a-wa-tim
IGI A-sur-ba-ni DUMU Ku-ta-a
IGI

Ku-ku-ld-nim

IGI

Jli5-ba-ni

DUMU

DUMU

Ku-ta-a

Ma-ni-a

I have given to your father, and
he has sent it to the city for buyings."
IO Thus
(answered) Enlil-bani:
"True, in my presence you gave the
silver
to him, and
he entrusted it to Mannum-balumAssur,
I5 son of Ennanum,
and he carried it to the city.
They have carried out the purchase
for you-so,
may these men be your witnesses
zo that you have given the silver to my
father!"
Witnessed by Belum-bani, son of
Assur-bel-awatim,
witnessed by Assur-bani, son of Kutaja,
witnessed by Kukkulanum, son of
Kutaja,
witnessed by Ili-bani, son of Manija.

It is not immediately apparent why this document was written. The transfer
of the Io minas of silver from Assur-rabi to Enlil-bani's father Assur-malik
seems to have involved another contract to be written-one in which Assur-rabi
occurred anonymously as tamkiirum,-so something must have happened to
necessitate this document. But the text does not tell us what. The fact that it is
Enlil-bani and not his father who appears may indicate that the son had taken
over the responsibilities of the firm in Anatolia, perhaps because Assur-malik
had moved to Assur, perhaps because he had died. If another tablet did exist
there would not be any reason for this one just to have the name of the owner
stated, one should think. 22)
However that may be, when Enlil-bani is able to inform Assur-rabi that
goods had already been bought in Assur (and that they thus were on their way
back), this certainly suggests that it was the agreement, not only that the firm
of Assur-malik took care of the transportation, but also that it was the branch
22 ) Assur-rabi in this text may be identical with Enlil-bani's brother-in-law, and if he is,
that may be of importance for the understanding of the procedure. I can refer to Type z: 3·
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of this firm in Assur who carried out the purchase there. It was jn other words
the firm of the consignor who handled the transaction in all stages.
The procedure which was explained by LEWY (cf above p. ZI-22) can be
transferred to this transaction, and we thus get the following picture: Assur-rabi
goes to the merchant Assur-malik with IO minas of silver which he wants to
have shipped to Assur in order that goods may be bought with jt_ Probably
Assur-malik was at this time having a caravan ready to leave for Assyria so
that the IO minas were included herein, and a tablet was written in which
Assur-malik recognized to owe the IO minas together with the nis(Jtitu- and
saddu'utu-taxes to Assur-rabi. We cannot know whether the name of the transporter occurred in this document, but it seems doubtfuL We cannot know
ejther whether a document was written to regulate the relationship between
Assur-malik and the transporter, but if it was, and provided it contained
mentjon of other amounts as well, this document might well have looked much
like Type I: g; if in this text only the last amount, that of I mina of silver, is
sa tamkarim, the other amounts belonging to the C (Piisu-ken), then sa tamkarim could perhaps mean "belonging to a merchant" -namely one who had
arranged with the C to have this amount sent with the caravan which was going
to leave.
In this sense Assur-malik js in BIN 4: Io8 a "Spediteur", but that must have
been an occupation restricted mainly to those big merchants who could finance
a big caravan. We do indeed find a number of references to ellat Assur-malik in
the texts, just as we find ellat Piisu-ken, ellat La-qepim, and ellat I mdi-ilim. 23 )
It is a curious fact that some of the men known from the letters to have been
transporting shipments between Anatolia and Assyria so frequently, hardly
ever occur as transporters in the texts of Type r. This is the case of, for instance,
Dan-Assur, who can be found as a transporter in the letters BIN 4: 85, TC 3: 22,
CCT 2: 36a, CCT 4: ga, or CCT 3:20, working for Piisu-ken; for Kulumaja I
refer to, for instance, Type 2: 5, CCT 2: 2, CCT 3: 20, and ATHE 31. This may
indicate that a transport-contract was not deemed necessary jn the cases where
a trusted man transported a shipment, and perhaps accordingly that the trans23) In CAD, s.v., ellutum has been translated in the following way: "donkey caravan
(as a means of transportation of goods and as a commercial enterprise)"-(sub 5). ellat
Assur-malik: CCT 4: Sb, 31, CCT 5: ga, 31, BIN 6: 143, 3, 6, ICK z: rzg, x+zo; ellat
Pusu-ken: CCT 3: g, 30, BIN 4: r68, n-rz, ICK z: rrz, IZ-I3, CCT I: 35, 5, ICK I: IJI,
I3-J4; ellat Lii-qepim: CCT I: 38b, IO, BIN 6: I 58, 3-4, TC I: J4, IJ, TC 2: 3, 3I; ellat
Imdi-ilim: seeVATgzio, 4I (JAOS 78 [I958], p. gz, n. I?): awUellatimdi-ilim. Important
for the understanding of the word is the passage in MNK 635 (published by MATous,
Journal of Juristic PapyJ'ology rr-Iz, II3-II6), L r-7: a-na ht-qu-tim pri-n[i-tim] 2 sa
A-sur-DUlo sa se-[ep] 3 Su-ka-lim lu lu-qu-ti[m] 4sa se-ep A-sur-DUlo rul 5J-ku-na-a sa
is-ti ILLA[T] 61-di-Ku-bi-im a-na Ka-n[i-iS] 7 e-ru-ba-ni: "For the former goods belonging
to Assur-tab, transported by Sukallum, or the goods transported by Assur-tab and
Ikiinaja which arrived at Kanes with Idi-Kubum's caravan ... ".
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port-contracts we have treat cases, where either the owner had to entrust his
shipment to another merchant who would attach it to his own caravan, or
where he was acting together with other merchants in a commercial enterprise
which involved the transportation of goods with a caravan, so that a document
was needed to regulate the interrelations between the firms involved.
A few transport-contracts in the form of legal protocols have been found, for
instance TC 3: 274, in which Buzazu entrusts some silver-shipments to Kuzum,
and CCT 5: IZa, a text made out before the karum of Wa]].susana, in which
Luzina and Sukkutum entrust a number of textiles to one Liptanum. This
latter text describes the handing over as follows: "-all this Luzina and Sukkutum entrusted to Liptanum, son of Kardaja; thus (said) Sukkutum to
Liptanum: 'Bring the goods to the address of Assur-na'da, my father, and
Assur-rabi, son of Nide-bani!' " 24)
These texts alone provide eloquent testimony of the diversity of procedures
open to the Old Assyrian merchant, and act as a warning against the establishment of a pattern of strict rules to impose upon a system which was loose and
flexible. In this study it is impossible to go into details concerning the different
procedures, and moreover, the texts of Types z and 3 are mostly concerned
with the im- and export-trade which was of big dimensions. It was the constantly flowing big trade which caused these letters to be written, and which
distilled into a firmly established procedure the outlines of which it is the aim
of this study to trace. The contracts are as a whole written in a condensed style
and with the strictest economy of expression, so that it is very difficult to trace
the pattern behind the procedure which they depict. When we have only one
text and the particular case is not illuminated by other documents throwing
additional evidence into the picture, extreme caution must be applied. A
number of contracts do not even name the persons involved and it therefore
is nearly impossible to assess the relationships between them.
b.

NOTIFYING MESSAGES

The texts belonging to Type z, which have been found at Kiiltepe, deal nearly
always with shipments going from Assur to Kanes and consisting of tin and
textiles. In contrast with the picture found inthe transport-contracts, these
texts treat transactions initiated in Assyria. The letters of Type z which nevertheless-like Type z: I-deal with transportations from Anatolia to Assyria,
must therefore be archive-copies. A few examples of these have been presented
24) 13mi-ma a-nim Lu-zi-na 14u Su-ku-tum a-na 1 5Li-ip-ta-nim DUMU Kar-da-a 16ip-qidu um-ma Su-ku-tum-ma 17 a-na Li-ip-ta-nim-ma 18lu-qu-tam a-na $i-er 19A-sur-na-da
a-bi4-a 20u A-sur-GAL DUMU Ni-de 8-ba-ni 2lbi4-il5 . The text was made out before the
kiirum Wal]_susana and thus concems a transportation inside Anatolia, probably from
Wal]_susana to Kanes.

NOTIFYING MESSAGES, GROUP I

below in group r, the texts in group
from Assur to Anatolia.
Group

2

JI

thus being concerned with shipments

I

Type 2:2: BIN 6:31.
raunal Pi-ld-'l:Ja}-a MAN-[i-li]
rJrl ma-A-s[ur] Da-[d]a-a
[u Tja-ri-is-ma-tim rqil-bi4-ma
u[m]-ma dEn-lil-'baUnil-ma
I5 MA.NA KU.BABBAR ni-<is->
l:Ja-su DIRIG
r sa1-du-a-su sa-bu ku-nu-ki-a
Da-da-a na-'dsl-a-ku-nu-' til
a !p}-er K[U.BAB]BAR a-nim a-makam
I5 MA.NA K[U .BAB]BAR CDaUdal
[-a]
li-is-qu-ld-ku-nu-ti-ma
fisLte-ni-fislJo MA.NA K[U.

Say to Pila]Jaja, Puzur[-ili],
Irma-Assur, Dadaja,
and Taris-matum;
thus Enlil-bani:
5 15 minas of silver-its nisl:Jatu-tax
added,
its saddu'utu-tax paid for-sealed by
me,
Dadaja is bringing to you.
In addition to this silver, let Dadaja
there
weigh out 15 minas of silver
ro

to you, and (thus)
in all: 30 minas of silver

B]ABBAR

rqi1-ip-ti Da-da-a <i->'na1
KU. BABBAR qd-ti
sa-ak-na-at i sa-l:Ja-at Da-[d]a-a

(is) the trust of Dadaja. In the silver
my hand
has been laid. Stand at the side of
Dadaja
i-zi-za-ma si-'mal-a[m]
and let Dadaja carry out a purchase
[sa] rba1-ld-fi-su a-na
15 profitable for him, in
r a1-me-er e-ni-su Da-d[a] -a
accordance with his estimate
[l]i-is-am-ma riUna1
and la [y your ha ]nds on
[luJ-fqull-ut JO MA.N[A] K[U.
the goods (bought) with the 30 minas
of s[ilver]
BABBAR]
rbal-db a-bu-lim rqa-1-[at-ku-nu]
in the towngate,
[su-Jfukll-na-ma rtuUqul-[td]m
20 and let him bring the goods
a $i-ri-a lu-ub-l[a]m
to me.
a-l:Ja-ma 2/J MA.NA GUS[KI]N
Further, 2/3 mina of goldni-is-l:Ja-su DIRIG sa-du-a-s[u]
its nisl:Jatu-tax added, its saddu'~ttutax
sa-bu ku-nu-ki-a u ku-nu-ki-su
paid for-with my seal and his seal,
Da-da-a na-fdsl-a-ku-nu-ti
25 Dadaja is bringing to you.
a-l:Ja-ma 5 MA.NA KU.BAB[BAR] sa
Further 5 minas of silver of my votive
rik ll-ri-bi4-a
offerings-
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DIRIG

[ku-nu-]ki-a

sa-du-a-su sa-bu
[D]a-da-a na-ds-a-ku-nu-ti
a-na 5 MA.NA KU.BAB[BA]R [x-]
rxl
[x] Tf fBiljCGAl [x X x]
[x] ma-n[i]m a-[x x x]
rtaUfd'--1Ji-a a-1Ja-m[a]
I MA.NA KU.BABBAR a-na Tar[i-is-ma-tim]

its nisfJatu-tax added-[seal]ed by
meits saddu'utu-tax paid forDadaja is bringing to you.
30 To the 5 minas of silver[ ....... ]

[ ............................J
[ ..... ]who(?) .. [ ............. ]
you will be concerned(?). Further,
I mina of silver for Tar[is-matum].

Notes:
18: [lu]-fqull-ut-the second sign looks most of all like KU m the copy.
34: T a-r[i-is-ma-timJ - according to the copy there is not enough space for
the restoration proposed here, but it seems nevertheless the most likely
possibility.
Comment:
This text mentions at least 5 different amounts: first, I5 minas of silver
which Dadaja is bringing; second, I5 minas of silver which he is going to weigh
out in Assur to the representatives of Enlil-bani; third, 2/3 mina of gold which
he is bringing; fourth, 5 minas of silver described as being "of my votive
offerings" 25 ); and finally, I mina of silver destined for Enlil-bam's mother.
The two first amounts together constitute the "trust" of the transporter, and
we are told that they are going to be spent on purchases in Assur. These are to
be carried out in exactly the same way as those mentioned in the standard
texts. We are not told what the gold is for, and the 5 minas for the votive offerings apparently were followed by some instructions, now lost, to the recipients.
The I mina for Taris-matum is probably not to be connected with the trade
operations.
I have earlier in this study 26 ) defended the view that this text is to be placed
together with Type I: 2 as belonging to the same individual transaction. In
Type I: 2 we found mention of 30 minas of silver and 2/3 mina of gold, about
which it was said that Dadaja and the representatives of the owner were to
carry out a purchase in Assur with that money. The two last amounts in the
notifying message are clearly destined for other purposes, and the problem thus
consists in the fact that the 2/3 mina of gold stands isolated from the 30 minas
25 ) For another shipment from Enlil-bani to Pilal:J.aja and Irma-Assur which consisted
of ikribU see TC 3: 68, treated by HrRSCH in UAR, p. 23, n. II4.
26) See p. 21-22.
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of silver. On the other hand, we are not told of any other purpose for which this
amount was intended, so probably it belongs together with the 30 minas of
silver.
The only mfference of importance between the present text and Type 2 : I
lies in the use of the word qiptum. The amounts with which Dadaja and the
representatives are to buy goods are referred to as qipti Dadafa. The general
meaning "trust" and "entrust" for the verb qi' apum from which this noun is
derived is well known, and attested also in oB context (cf CH Ir 69). GoETZE,
Eshnunna-Laws, explained the verb (p. 58): "-denotes 'entrust' and technically refers to a transaction in which the capitalist is assured of his profit because the interest he can expect is added to the capital actually loaned at the
time when the loan was made", and he refers to BILGI<;, Dil ve Tarih-(;ografya
Fakiiltesi Dergisi 5 (I947), p. 437 ff and 45I f. LANDSBERGER, OLZ 28 (I925),
Sp. 233, saw it as term. techn. for "Betrauen" of goods and money to a "Kommissionar".
Exactly this situation will be seen to exist regarding the retail of goods in
Anatolia. The people referred to as "Kommissionar" are here seen to be called
tamkiiru. 27 ) But does it have the same implications at this place? If one accepts
that solution it is natural to assume that we have here the reason why the
amount in the notifying message is mentioned as I5 minas which Dadaja is
bringing and I5 minas which he is to weigh out, so that the conclusion would be
that in Kane5 Dadaja received only I5 minas. But that seems impossible, one
cannot assume that the transporter should have been able to double his capital
during the journey from Kanes to Assur, and, anyway, the transaction is only
half finished when he arrives there. On the other hand, I am unable to give any
other explanation of the fact that the amount has been split up in two
parts.
Granted that my hypothesis regarding the two texts as belonging together is
correct, we can state the following about the qiptum of Dadaja: it has been
sealed by Enlil-bani, and this man has publicly announced his claim to the
silver and gold; on the journey and in Assur Dadaja is "not concerned", and
the transportation is carried out in the name of Enlil-bani. Dadaja is to carry
out the purchase, yet assisted by the representatives of the owner, and the letter
contains the words sa baliipisu. The seeming conflict between this expression
and the phrase of the contract mimma lii tal:Jl:Ju may be explained if we assume
that the first refers to the personal initiative expected (from which his pay will
probably be measured), the last one to the restrictions laid upon him, in broader
terms ordering him to do only what he is told to. The word qiptum must be

27 )

See discussion below, p. r6z-r68
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understood in this light: it is the amount with which the transporter has been
commissioned to buy goods in Assur. 28 )
Dada ja is what LEWY called a "Verkaufskommissionar" (which he explained
as a facet of the activities of a "Spediteur"). He is not only a transporter, but
taking part in the transaction himself, yet he is not acting independently. He
has been commissioned to carry out a specific job under certain restrictions.
It is impossible to decide whether he actually did receive 30 minas of silver
and Z/3 nrina of gold in Kanes, but the wording of the contract is jn favour of
a positive answer, as it is said that Enlil-bam will take over control of the
goods when he returns to Kane5; if Dadaja was to carry out the sale of the goods
he would have to pay back in silver, and only during the retail in Anatolia
could he assure himself of a profit.
Type 2:3: TC 3: 6g.

a-na Pi-ld-l:Ja-a MAN-i-li
Ir-ma-A-sur Da-da-a
u T a-ri-is-ma-tim qi-bi-ma
um-ma dEn-lil-ba-ni
u Ku-da-tum-ma

Say to Pilagaja, Puzur-ili,
Irma-Assur, Dadaja,
and Taris-matum;
thus Enlil-bani
5 and Kudatum:

28 ) I shall here mention the important text TC 3 : 54, another notifying message:
1[a-na ..... ] 2 E-na-Be-lim u Pi-la-a!J-IStar 3qi-bi-ma u[m-m]a Im-di-lum-ma 4 2o MA.NA
K[U .BABBA]R ni-is-!Ja-su 5 DIRIG sa-du-a-su sa-bu 6ku-nu-ki-a u ku-nu-uk 7P[i-Jla-a!J-IStar
[Pi-l]a-a!J-IStar 8na-as-a-ku-nu-ti 9 KU .BABBAR sa q£-ip-ti-su lOa-na-nu-um u a-la-nu[-um]
llGAN-lam a-na su-mi-[SJu 12e-ti-iq 13si-ma-am 14sa i-qa-bi-a-ku-nu-ti-ni 15 sa-ma-ma 16kuun-ka-ma 17 se-bi-la-nim KU .BABBAR 1 Ber-sa-su-ma a-sar 1 9ni-a-ti ni-is-!Ja-tum 20 li-ni-is-!Ja
21U 2 MA.NA GUSKIN 22i-nu-mi tup-pa-am 23 sa na-ru-qi-i-su 24i-la-pu-tu-ni is-ti 25um-me-ani-su i-zi-za-ma 26su-mi li-il-pu-tu 27 ru ?1 GUSKIN a-na-kam (at least 2 lines lost): "Say
[to .............. ], Enna-Belum, and Pila:Q_-Istar; thus Imdi-ilum: Pila:Q_-Istar is
bringing to you 20 minas of silver-its nis!Jiitu-tax added, its saddu'utu-tax paid for-,
sealed by me and sealed by Pila:Q_-IStar; the silver belongs to his "trust"; from here and
from there it will cross the country in [hi]s name; buy the goods which he asks you to,
and seal (them) and send (them) to me. Demand the silver from him and have the nis!Jiitutax tom outwith us (cf. p. 142-143); and the 2 minas of gold-when they write his naruqqutablet, stand by his umme' iinu and let them write my name, and(?) the gold here ...... "
-Perhaps the two matters mentioned in the text are not directly connected as parts of
the same transaction; the transportation and purchase which is the subject of the first
part of the letter is carried out in a manner that is different from that of Type 2: 2, we
are not told that the hand of Imdi-ilum has been laid in the silver, the transportation
happens in the name of the transporter, the actual purchase will be carried out by the
recipients-but in accordance with the orders of the transporter. The second part of the
text is concemed with the establishment of a naruqqu-contract for Pila:Q_-IStar, a matter
to be finished by him and by his umme' iinu; Imdi-ilum asks his correspondents to represent him when the document is set up, and he obviously wants to contribute 2 minas
of gold to the naruqqum of Pila:Q_-IStar. For the naruqqu-business see EL 2, p. 86-rog,
and LANDSBERGER, who published and discussed a naruqqu-contract in Dergi 4 (1940),
p. 20-25. For Pila:Q_-IStar and Imdi-ilum see p. 30, n. 42.
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MA.NA

KU .BABBAR ni-is-!Ja-su

DIRIG

sa-du-a-su sa-bu
ku-nu-ki-a u ku-nu-uk
K u-da-tim Da-da-a
na-ds-a-ku-nu-ti KU. BABBAR a-num
sa qi-ip-ti Ku-da-tim
i-na KU. BABBAR qd-ti
sa-ak-na-at
a-ma-kam si-ma-am sa a-limki
sa mi-Sdl KU. BABBAR-pi-ni
tugku-ta-ni qd-db-li-u-tim
U mi-sdl KU. BABBAR AN. NA
si-ma-am wa-as-ma-am
sa ba-ld-#-su sa-ma<{-ni':P-nim
i-na si-mi-im sa-a-mi-ku-nu
tugba-ru-ma-am u
si-ni-tdm ld ta-sa-a-ma-nim
a-!Ju-a a-tu-nu ki-ma
a-na-kam i-na KU. BABBAR qd-ti
sa-ak-na-at-ni u a-ma-kam
a-tu-nu i-na lu-qu-tim
pd-qd-dim ba-db a-bu-lim
qd-at-ku-nu ki-ma i-a-ti
su-uk-na-ma su-ma Da-da-a
sa-he-er lu-qu-tdm is-ti pd-niim<{-im';p-ma
wa-$i-im a-na $i-ri-ni
se-bi4-ld-nim

75

30 minas of silver-its nis!Jiitu-tax

added,
its saddu'utu-tax paid for-,
with my seal and the seal
of Kudatum, Dadaja
IO is bringing to you. This silver
belongs to the trust of Kudatum.
In the silver my hand
has been laid.
There with you, (buy) goods of the
cityIS for half of our silver
qabli'utu linen-cloths,
and (for) half the silver tin;
carry out a fitting purchase,
profitable for him.
20 When you perform the buying
do not buy a brightly coloured cloth
or
a sinitum (cloth)!
You are my brothers-as
my hand has been laid in the silver
here
25 so must you there,
when you entrust the goods,
in the towngate
lay your hands as my representatives,
and if Dadaja
30 is delayed, send the goods with the
first
one who leaves to us!

Notes:
18: wa-as-ma-am- for comparable phrases see CCT 3: 30, 25-27: asar wa-asmu-ni epsamma kaspam ana Puzur-Assur dinma: "do for me what is fitting,
and give the silver to Puzur-Assur, and ... "; TC 2: 3, 44: asar us-ma-at-ni
lepusu: "let them do what is fitting ... ".
30: sa-!Je-er-see LEWY, OrNS 29 (Ig6o), p. 22-23.
Comment:
Kudiitum belongs to the circle of people round Enlil-bani, but is unfortunately
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rarely attested. CCT 4: 6b is a letter from Kudatum to Inaja in which occur
Dadaja, Assur-imitti, son of Su-Istar, and Su-IStar, son of Luzina. If we connect these persons and think of the Assur-imitti mentioned here as the father
of Dadaja, then we come to the result that Enlil-bani and Assur-imitti were
cousins, Su-IStar being Enlil-bani's uncle. Dadaja would thus probably be
considerably younger than Enlil-bani, though connected with him with family
ties. 29 ) In ATHE 55, 63-64, Kudatum occurs as a witness and a warrantor, but
we do not know the name of the creditor; the loan for which Kudatum guarantees is given to one Ali-abum, son of Manua. In ICK I: I34, a list of NINDA
delivered to the persons: Enlil-bani, Al;-salim, Enna-Su'en, Suma-abija, Kudatum, and Assur-malik. And finally I mention EL I38 (Giessen 3-I4), in which
Kudatum occurs as a witness alongside Sumi-abija and Su'en-damiq; the
text records the transfer of I/3 mina of extrafine gold sealed by Ili-bani, son
of Manija, to one Atata for transportation to Assur where it will be received
by Taram-Kubi, the wife of Inaja; Luzina makes the transfer "on behalf of
Ili-bani" (ki-ma DINGIR-ba-ni).
The 30 minas of silver in our text is said to represent the "trust of Kudatum".
To understand this one has to suppose that the phrase qipti PN can refer both to
the person to whom something has been entrusted (as in Type z: z), and to the
person who owns the qiptum. This gains support from the use of suffixes attached to this word: in ICK I: I6z, 3, we find the form qiptini, meaning "the trust
which we gave to him" (cf p. I6z-I63 for transliteration and translation of this
text), but in CCT 3: 8b, I3, the form qiptija must mean "the trust given to me"
(cf further p. I63-I65).
Whereas the silver thus belongs to Kudatum, it is Enlil-bani who is the
leading figure in the transaction. Hehaslaidhis hand in the silver (presumably
on behalf of Kudatum), and he urges his correspondents to do the same in
Assur-representing him. In l. I5 he calls the shipment "our silver" and the
goods are to be sent back "to us". Kudatum may well have been a relative of
Enlil-bani as will be apparent, and it is possible that the owner had simply left
it to the more influential merchant to take care of the transaction, using the
facilities to which he had access.
It seems that the representatives are to buy the goods and send them on to
Anatolia even before the arrival of Dadaja jf he for some reason is going to be

29) Another son of Su-IStar occurs in TC 3: 68 (seep. 72, n. 25), 39: E-na-Su-in DUMU
S'bt-IStar; see also ICK I: 134 quoted below. The family would thus look like this: Luzina;
children: Assur-malik and Su-IStar; Assur-malik married to Taris-matum, children:
Enlil-bani, ]jattitum, Assur-idi, Assur-lamassi; Su-IStar's children: Assur-imitti and
Enna-Su'en; Assur-imitti's children: Dadaja and Su'en-damiq. Perhaps Su-IStar had still
another son, A!J.u-waqar, see p. 25, n. 3!.
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delayed. This suggests that the transporter's part in the transaction was less
important than was the case in the preceding text. 30)
Type 2:4: CCT 2: 32a.
a-na J-li-SA. TU
A -ni-na A -l:Ja-l:Ja
u A -sa-nim qi-bi4-ma
um-ma Bu-za-zu-ma
I I/2 MA.NA

ni-is-l:Ja-su

5

GIN GUSKIN

DIRIG

sa-du-a-su

sa-bu I/2 MA.NA GUSKIN
a-l:Ja-ma ni-is-l:Ja-su
DIRIG sa-du-a-su
sa-bu sa ik-ri-bi4-a
mi-ma a-nim ku-nu-ki-a
A-sa-num na-ds-a-ku-nu-ti
a-na I I/2 MA.NA 5 GIN
GUSKIN so T1JG sa
qd-tim sa

I

MA.NA

KU.BABBAR tugzu-bu-si
pd-$i-u-tim I tugra-qd-tdm
SIG5-tam sa-ma-nim
a-na si-ti GUSKIN tligku-ta-ni

sa-ma-nim
sa ik-ri-bi4-a
AN. NA sa-ma-nim-ma
lu-qu-ti is-ti
A-sa-nim db-ka-nim
u-sa-l:Ji-iz si-ma-am
SIG5-tim

a-na

Say to Ili-sadu'e,
Anina, Al].aga,
and Asanum;
thus Buzazu:
5 I I/2 mina 5 sheqels of goldits nisl:Jatu-tax added, its saddu'ututax
paid for-, further, I/2 mina of goldits nisl:Jatu-tax
added, its saddu'utu-tax
IO paid for-, of my votive offerings,
all this, sealed by me,
Asanum is bringing to you.
For the I I/2 mina 5 sheqels
of gold you shall buy 50 "handtextiles",
I5 worth I mina
of silver white garments
and I fine thin textile;

20

GUSKIN

25

sa li-bi4-su
li-is-am

buy for the rest of the gold fine linencloths
for me.
For the gold of my votive offerings
you shall buy tin, and
despatch my goods with
Asanum to me!
I have given instructions, let him
carry out the purchase
according to his wish!

Notes:
14-15:

TUG

sa qd-tim- according to

0PPENHEIM,

AfO I2 (I937-I939), p. 349,

30
) Note also that in this text the recipients are to perform the purchase (I. 19: sa-manim), whereas in Type 2: 2 we read that they are to let the transporter do it (I. 17:
li-is-am).
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n. I6, this denotes a cheap quality of textiles. LEWY opposed this view in
OrNS I5 (I946), p. 385, n. 5, but reversed his opinion and accepted the view of
0PPENHEIM in ArOr I8: 3 (I950), p. 372, n. 41. Lately H. LEWY has discussed
this question again in RSO 39 (I964), p. I85, n. 2, but without reaching any
definite conclusion. GARELLI, AC, p. 285, translates "etoffe de qualite courante". If we understand Buzazu' s instructions to mean that the 50 textiles
should cost only I mina of silver, the price was very low indeed, only slightly
more than I sheqel a piece. This is hardly credible, so the I mina must be intended for the purchase of r fine thin textile and as many white garments as
could be had for the amount.
18: SIG5-tam -the value tam of the sign TIM was accepted with hesitation by
voN SoDENinSyllabar, p. 4I, and the example quoted by him (BIN 4: 2roA, n)
was suggested to represent a scribal error. It may well be so in this case also.
Comment:
Asanum and Anina were both employees of Buzazu as shown by LEWY,
HUCA 27 (I956), p. 2I, n. 92, and p. 22, n. 93· About Asanum he wrote: "(he)
was a trusted employee of Assur-muttabil and Buzazu, the sons of Piisu-ken
... when not present at Kanis (where he appears, for instance, shortly after
Piisu-ken's death), Asanum served his principals as caravan-leader and buyer
of goods to be imported from Assur".
Note that the amount referred to as ikribu is going to be used in the same
way as the other part of the shipment, and that both the nisl:Jiitum and the
saddu'utum have been added for this amount also. The statement of GARELLI,
AC, p. 256-257: "si les transferts d'ikribu necessitait l'acquittement des droits
d'entree (nisl:Jiitum), ils n'etaient pas soumis aux taxes de consignation (saddu'
atum)", does thus not hold true in all cases. In Type 2: 2, 26-28, both taxes are
likewise mentioned in connection with an ikribu-shipment.
Group

2

Type 2:5: TC 3:

2r.

um-ma Sa-lim-a-l:Ju-um-ma
a-na Pu-su-ki-in
u Dan-A -sur qi-bi-ma
2 GU IO MA.NA AN .NA
ku-nu-ku 40 ku-ta-ni qd-dum
sa li-we-tim SA. BA
I TUG sa Sa-at-A-sur
Dan-A-sur li-ils-qe
2 ANSE $a-ld-ma-an

5

Thus Salim-a.l;).um;
say to Piisu-ken
and Dan-Assur:
2 talents IO minas of sealed tin,
40 linen-cloths including
(those) of the packing-thereof:
I textile belonging to Sat-Assur
Dan-Assur shall take2 black donkeys,

NOTIFYING MESSAGES, GROUP 2
I5 MA.NA AN .NA AN .NA-ak
qd-tim mi-ma a-nim
A-gu-a i-ra-di-a-ku-nu-ti
I/3 MA.NA 5 GIN KU .BABBAR
it ni-is-lfa-su be-u-ld-ti-su
A-gu-a li-is-qu-ld-ku-nu-ti
GU IO MA.NA AN .NA
ku-nu-ku 40 TucJJ.i.a
qd-dum sa li-we-tim
2 ANSEl;).i.a $a-ld-ma-an
I5 MA.NA AN .NA-ak
qd-tim mi-ma a-nim
Ku-lu-ma-a i-ra-di-a-ku-nu-ti
sa sa-ri-dim sa-bu
2

AN. NA it TUGIJ.i.a
e-mi-da-ma lu a-na
u4-me qu-ur-bu-tim
lu a pd-ti-u-tim di-na
a-li KU. BABBAR I GiN
e-li-a-ni ki-ma
ta-le-e-a-ni
di-na-ma KU. BABBAR it u 4 -me
i-na tup-pi-ku-nu
wa-di-a-nim su-ma DAM.GAR
ld sa ki-ma qd-qi-di-ku<-nu>
ba-ld-#-a ep-sa

79

ro

15 minas of tin: hand-tinall this
Agua is leading to you.
r/3 mina 5 sheqels of silver
plus its nislyitu-tax, his workingcapital,
r5 Agua shall weigh out to you.
2 talents ro minas of sealed tin,
40 textiles
including (those) of the packing,
2 black donkeys,
20 15 minas of hand-tinall this
Kulumaja is leading to you.
He has been paid (the hire) for the
saridum.
Take the tin and the textiles
25 en bloc, and lend (it) either on
short terms
or on long ones,
wherever (a profit) of even r sheqel of
silver
results. Lend it (as profitably) as
30 you can,
and inform me of the silver( -price) and
the terms
in your letter.
If no tamkarum
a-sar
is (as safe) as you yourselves, then
act in
35 my best interest!

Notes:

23: sa sa-ri-dim -the verb from which this noun is derived, saradum, denotes
an aspect of the act of loading a caravan, LANDSBERGER, translated it "wohl =
'bepacken' ". 31) It is hardly possible to decide from the verb what were the
duties of a saridum, in contrast to the ka$$irum, for instance. The translations
of the word ka$$irum and the word saridum range widely; saridum: LANDSBERGER, loc. cit.: "Eseltreiber, Packmeister", AC, p. 301: "anier", CAD, vol.
31) ZA 38 (rgz8), p. 277.
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"I-]'', p. 44: "donkeydriver", vol. "A", p. 148: "caravan leader", LEWY,
ArOr r8: 3, p. 439, n. 414: "driver"; ka$!jiirum: LEWY, EL r, p. 97, n. a (reading qa$!jiirum): "Ausriister, Riistmeister", OrNS I5 (1946), p. 385, n. 4: "a man
whose business it is to receive and forward freight for others", "freighter",
AHw, s.v.: "Packmeister". 32) CAD, vol. "B", p. 295: "outfitter".
The most striking difference between the saridum and the ka$!jiirum lies in
the way in which they were being paid. Whereas the latter was normally paid
with the right to dispose of a be'uliitum, 33 ) the saridum is always connected
with a regular hire (igru). To my knowledge there is only one case of a saridum
receiving a working-capital: CCT 3: za, r8-r9, 34) and likewise only one example
to show a ka$!jiirum being hired: BIN 4:98, 7-9: ma-ma-[an] i-na !ju-!Ja-ri 8 sa
a-ma-kam wa-ds-bu-ni tur4 -dam 9ka-!ja-ri a-na-kam ld nu-ga-ar: "send someone
among the servants who live with you-we cannot hire hamessors here".
Whereas ka$$iiru are frequently mentioned by name, the saridu are anonymous.
We often find the expression PN ka$!jiir PN, 35) but only once do we hear something comparable about a saridum: KTS 49c, r5: 2 saridu sa tamkiirim, and
this need not mean that it was a lasting employment as with the ka$$iiru.
Finally, there is reason to believe that the saridum in many cases followed the
caravan only on part of the journey, or that he was hired en route, perhaps to
be of help to the caravan on certain stretches. According to LEWY the city
tiurrama, which he locates in the area round Elbistan, 36) was one of the important stations where caravans coming from Assur "used to rest and where
new drivers for the pack-animals were hired." 37) This finds support in, for instance, the notifying message CCT 4: zb, in which a shipment of tin and textiles
is being announced, and where the sender writes that "concerning the saridumhis hire (for the stretch) until tiurrama has been paid for." 38)
25: e-mi-da-ma- cf CAD, s.v. emedu, where our passage is translated: "lend
(them) the tin only if they take the garments, too, either on long terms or on
short ones".

Comment:
The two shipments under way from Assur are identical, and they are apparently to be treated as one when they arrive. Concerning Agua it is worth noticing that he has been paid by way of a working-capital, and that the nis!Jatu-tax
32 ) Strangely enough one finds in CAD, vol. "D", p. I09, the translation "fuller";
that rendering of the word was abandoned already in EL I, p. 9733) Cf. p. 4I and p. !49-IS034) 18 [2]/3 MA.NA be-u-ld-at 19 sa-ri-dim.
35
) For examples see above, p. 4I, n. 6r.
36
) HUCA 32 (I96I), p. 68, n. 2Io.
37
) ArOr IS: 3 (I95o), p. 440, n. 4I5.
38 ) BILGI):, AfO IS (I945-5I), p. 27 with n. r94, expresses the opinion that ]jurrama
was not situated on the caravan road between Kanes and Assur. Cf. also AC, p. nr.
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was to be paid on that too; this text allows us further to state that the workingcapital was to be paid back at the end of the transportation. For the two
transporters I refer to the discussions on p. 54, and p. 6g.
The same two shipments probably reappear in TC 2: I, another letter from
Salim-agum to Pusu-ken and Dan-Assur: "let your message come to me about
how much tin and how many textiles have been cleared for me (for taxes)
-either from the caravan of Dan-Assur or from that of Agua and Kulumaja!" 39) That is a request which must have been later than the one contained
in 1. 3I-33 of the present letter.
Salim-agum asks the recipients to give the shipments to a tamkarum on
either short or long terms; for that I refer to the discussion p. I67. If they are
unable to find a tamkarum whom they trust they are to do what they find to be
in the best interest of the sender.
Type 2: 6: CCT 2: 4a. Transliterated and translated in VAN DER MEER, p. 26.

um-ma Sa-lim-a-l:Ju-um-ma
Thus Salim-agum;
a-na La-qe-ep u Pu-su-ki-in
to La-qep and Pusu-ken:
2 GU IO MA. NA AN. NA
2 talents IO minas of tin
ku-nu-ki-a I2 MA.NA AN.NA
sealed by me, I2 minas of tin
a qd-ti-su 4 tugku-ta-nu
5 for his hand, 41inen-cloths,
6 tugsu-ru-tum sa li-we-tim
6 black textiles for the packing,
I ANSE $a-ld-mu-um I tU.gku-ta-num
I black donkey, I linen-cloth
sa ka-$a-ri-im mi-ma
for the harnessor-all
a-nim Su-Su-in DUMU Bu-za-zu
this Su-Su'en, son of Buzazu,
i-ra-di-a-ku-nu-ti
IO is leading to you.
TUG]].i.a u ANSE $a-ld-ma-am
Take the textiles and the black
donkey
is-ti AN .NA-ki-a
together with my tin
e-mi-da-ma a-na u 4 I
and lend it on short terms
qu-ur-bu-tim a-na
to
DAM. GAR ke-nim sa ki-ma
I5 a trustworthy tamkarum, who is (as
safe) as
qd-qi-di-ku-nu di-na
you yourselves!
ITI KAM is-ti-in U si-na
For one or two months
ld tu-se-qd-ra
you must not make it too expensive l
tdm-ka-ar-ku-nu
May your tamkarum
lu ki-in KU. BABBAR ma-ld
20 be (wholly) trustworthy! Write about
how much silver
39 ) 4AN .NA u T"UGJ:)i.a 5 sa se-ep Dan-A-sur 6 lu sa A-gu-a u Ku-lu-ma-a 7ma-lci iz-kua-ni 8te-er-ta-ak-nu li-li-kam; also I. 27-29: lu lu-qu-tcim sa se-ep 28Dan-A-sur lu sa A-gu-a
29if, Ku-lu-ma-a za-ki.

6
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i $e-er DAM. GAR
ta-na-di-a-ni u u4 Lme
i-na tup-p'i-ku-nu
lu-up-ta-nim I TUG sa ka-$a-ri-im
i li-bi4 TUGIJ.Lti-a
25
da l-ri-ik TUG a-na
Su-Su-in pd-qi-id
i-na e-ra-bi4-su-ma
r2 rj2 GiN Ku .BABBAR be-u-ld-ti-su
li-di-na-ku-nu-ti-ma a-sa[r]
li-bi4-su li-li-ik

30

you have lent to the tamkiirum
and the terms
in your letter.
I textile for the harnessor
has been packed among my textiles;
the textile has been entrusted to
Su-Su'en.
On his arrival even
he shall give I2 I/2 sheqels of silver,
his working-capital,
to you, and (then) he can go where
he wants to.

Notes:

13: u 4 ! - the sign is, according to the copy, A.
17-18: ITI KAM is-ti-in u si-na ld tu-se-qd-ra- GARELLI, AC, p. 239, n. I, has
commented upon this phrase which occurs quite frequently in letters of Type 2
sent off from Assur: "Il est difficile d'interpreter correctement cette recommandation. Il s'agit probablement d'une mesure defensive contre un credit a trop
long terme. De ce fait, l'intermediaire charge de la vente n'avait pas inten~t a
differer trop longtemps son paiement". - The text makes it clear that the
writer wants the goods to be commissioned to a tamkiirum on short terms,
which may represent a period of I or 2 months. Salim-a]J_um's word are thus to
be understood: Do not make it too expensive for a tamkiirum to accept a commission on short terms, one or two months!-because if they did, the transaction would be too hazardous for the tamkiirum, and they would have difficulty
in finding a trustworthy one who was willing. 40 )
22: u 4 Lme - according to the copy the signs are ME and LA.
26: daLri-ik- the first sign is clearly an ID. The very rare word dariikum,
the meaning of which was given as "(Stoffe) verpacken" by LEWY, OrNS I5
(I946), p. 396, n. 5, is, however, never attested in any other form than the
stative, so the emendation proposed here has been made by both CAD and
AHw, s.v.
Comment:
Su-Su'en does not seem to be the same person as the ka$$iirum. The working40 ) Another explanation is offered by DELLER, OrNS 27 (1958), p. 6o-6I: "fur die
Deutung dieser schwierigen Stelle hat man wohl auszugehen von der Bedeutung "gefragt" (im markttechnischem Sinne), die dem Stativ waqar im aA zukommt-; unsere
Stelle ware demnach zu iibersetzen: "lasst (ihm) ein, zwei Monate nicht 'gefragt', d.h.
'in hohem Kurswert' sein", wmnit doch offenbar gemeint ist "Lasst ihm ein, zwei Monate
Zeit" ."
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capital which he is going to pay back is very small indeed, and perhaps one has
to read 22 instead of I2 in l. 29, as there are some scratches that may have
represented a figure.
Type 2: 7: CCT
II3-II5.

2:

34- Transliterated and translated in

a-na Pu-su-ki-in u I-na-a
um-ma Su-Ku-bu-um-ma
2 GU 20 MA.NA AN .NA ku-nu-ku
35 tligku-ta-nu I8 MA.NA
AN. NA qd-tim 2 ANSE ~a-ld-mi
u e-nu-su-nu I/3 MA.NA

5

[KU.BABBA]R

be-u-ld-at A-mur-duTu
a-na be-u-ld-ti-su 3 tugku-ta-nu
a-!Ja-ma dar-ku-u mi-ma
a-nim A -ta-ta i-ra-di-a-ku-nu-ti
a-!Ju-a a-tu-nu AN. NA
u TuG:Q.La mi-is-ld le-qe-a-ma
KU. BABBAR me-e!J-ra-tim i ra-mini-ku-nu
ki-ma ta-ga-mi-ld-ni-ni
id-a-ma KU. BABBAR
i se-ep I-na-a li-li-kam
li-bi4 ld i-ld-mi-in
su-ma AN. NA u TUG:Q.i.a
ld ta-ld-qe-a-ma ld ta-ga-mi-ld-ni
lu a-na i-ta-at-lim
lu a-na U4-me pd-ti-u-tim
lu a-na u4-me qur-bu-tim
di-na-ma a-li ba-ld-#-a
ep-sa-ma u te-er-ta-ku-nu
li-li-kam a-na I-na-a
qi-bi4-ma a ~e-er na-ds-pd-ra-tim
sa i se-ep Pu-su-ki-in
u-ld-pi-ta-ku-ni
mi-nam !Ja[-bu]-ld-ku-ma sa
se-pi-M
wa-ar-ki-tim si-im

ro

IS

20

25

30

VAN DER MEER,

p.

To Piisu-ken and Inaja;
thus Su-Kubum:
2 talents 20 minas of sealed tin,
35 linen-cloths, r8 minas
of hand-tin, 2 black donkeys,
plus their equipment, I/3 mina of
[silve]r,
the working-capital of Amur-Samasto his working-capital 3 linen-cloths,
moreover, have been (added and)
packed-all
this Atata is leading to you.
You are my brothers-(of) the tin
and the textiles take (each) one half,
and deposit the corresponding
(amount in) silver yourselvesdoing me a favourand let the silver
come to me with Inaja's caravan.
Let not my heart be troubled!
If you do not take the tin and the
textiles
and (thus) do me no favour,
sell it either for cash
or on long terms
or on short terms
and act in my best interest,
and let your report
come to me!-Say to Inaja:
In addition to the messages
which I sent with Pusu-ken's caravan
to youwhat do I owe you, as from your last
caravan
you have kept the price

OLD ASSYRIAN CARAVAN PROCEDURES

e-ma-ri-a ta-ak-ld-su
i se-[ep] 1-U-a
td tu-se-bi4-lam
a-na na-ds-pd-ra-tim sa se-ep
Pu-su-ki-in
i-'i-id i-na a-ld-ki-ka, ld ta-qd-bi4
u[m-m]a a-[t]a-ma mi-su-um uz-ni
ld tap-te

35

of my donkey?
With Ilija's caravan
you did not send it to me.
Pay heed to the messages carried by
Piisu-ken!
When you come do not say
a[s follo]ws: "Why haven't you informed me ?"

Notes:
6: e-nu-su-nu- variant form of normal unutum. 41 ) - I/J MA.NA [KU.BABBA]R
-at this placeS. SMITH has added the note that two signs have been erased by
the scribe. This being correct, it is still certain that the working-capital would
be given in silver.
14: ki-ma ta-ga-mi-ld-ni-ni- cf 0PPENHEIM, AfO IZ (I937-I939), p. 350-354.
See also Type z: I3, 25-27.
Comment:
Only the first 25 lines constitute the notifying message, the rest of the letter
being concerned with a previous transaction between the writer and Inaja.
The person Amur-Samas, occurring in l. 7 as the recipient of a workingcapital, may be the son of Zalidi discussed by LEWY, HUCA 27 (I956), p. 77·
His working-capital consists of I/3 mina of silver plus 3linen-cloths and he may
in this text in fact be a ka$$iirum.
The person Ilija sends the caravan account Type 3: 2 together with SuKubum to tamkarum, who may therefore in fact be Inaja. In that text we also
find Adada. Possibly the Piisu-ken who has been the caravan leader for the
shipment mentioned in the second part of the letter is the same as the recipient
of this letter.
Type 2: 8: CCT 4: 42c. Transliterated and translated in VAN DER MEER, p.
I03-I04.

a-na Pu-su-ki-in qi-bi-ma
um-ma If.u-sa-ru-um-ma
26 ku-ta-nu I ANSE
u u-nu-su Su-Ku-bu-um
i-ra-di-a-kum ma-ld TUGlJ.i.a
i-za-ku-u-ni-ni
SA.BA IO TUG a-na A-ld-bi-im
41)

See also Type

2: II, II

Say to Piisu-ken;
thus ]Jusarum:
26 linen-cloths, I donkey
and its equipment Su-Kubum
5 is leading to you. As many textiles
as will be cleared for methereof: give IO textiles to Ali-abum;

(p. Sg, n. 45).
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di-in si-ti TUG-ti
a-na Kur-ub-IStar
di-in ANSE
a $i-er
lu-qu-ti-a pd-ni-tim
i-di-su a-bi a-ta
i-'i-id-ma si-im
lu-qu-ti-a pd-ni-tim
is-ti a-li-ki-im
pd-ni-im-ma se-bi-lam
u Su-Ku-bu-um ld i-sd-lj,u-ur
tur4-da-su
i-na TUG-ti pd-ni-u-tim
I TUG a-na Su-Ku-bi4-im di-in
A-sur 1 ?-nu10 tur4-da-am

ro

I5

20

the rest of the textiles
give to Kurub-IStar;
he provided a donkey
for
my previous goods.
You are my fatherpay heed, and send the price
of my former goods
with the first caravan
to me.
Also, Su-Kubum must not be delayed,
send him here!
From my previous textile(-shipment)
give I textile to Su-Kubum.
Send Assur-tab to me.

Notes:

22: A-surl?_nu10 -the doubtful sign could be a
2: g, r6.
Type 2:9: TC

2:13.

BE;

for Assur-tab see Type

Transliterated and translated in

VAN DER MEER,

p.

I02-I03.

a-na Pu-su-ki-in
qi-bi-ma um-ma Jju-sa-ru-um-ma
2

GU

IO MA.NA

ku-nu-ku 40 ku-ta-nu
qd-dum li-we-tim
2 ANSEJ;].i.a $a-ld-mu
I7 MA.NA AN.NA qd-tim
mi-ma a-nim Su-Ku-bu-um
DUMU A-li-li
i-ra-di-a-kum ki-ma
u-nu-tum i-na E. GAL-lim
ur-da-ni u 4-ma-kdl
AN. NA

Say to Pusu-ken;
thus Jjusarum:
2 talents ro minas
of sealed tin, 40 linen-cloths
5 including the packing,
2 black donkeys,
17 minas of hand-tinall this Su-Kubum,
son of Ali-ili,
ro is leading to you. When
the goods come down from the palace
Su-Kubum shall not be delayed for a
single day,

Su-Ku-bu-um ld i-sa-!Ju-ur
a-na Pu-ru-us-!Ja-dim
a $i-er sa ki-ma
ku-a-ti it A-sur-Du10
DUMU A-ld-!Ji-im lu-qu-ti

I5

let Su-Kubum bring my goods to Purus:Q.addum
to your representatives
and Assur-tab,
son of Ali-a:Q.um,

86
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Su-Ku-bu-um lu-se-ri-ib-ma
lu-qu-ti ba-ti-iq
u wa-tu-ur a-na
i-ta-at-lim li-di-nu
na-'i-id-ma a-na
DAM. GAR ld u-su-ru
Su-Ku-bu-um is-ti-su-nu
li-zi-iz-ma a-na
KU. BABBAR lu-qu-ti lu-ta-i-ru
a-bi a-tal
be-li a-ta a-ld-nu-ka
a-ba-am u-ld i-su
a-na te-er-ti-a
i-'i-id-ma KU. BABBAR
a-na DUMU um-me-a-nim
pi-qi-id-ma Su-Ku-ba-am KI

and
let them sell my goods, cheap
20 or expensive, for
cash upon delivery!
Give instructions, and
they must not release (it) to a tamkiirum!
Let Su-Kubum stand by them,
25 and let them exchange my goods for
silver.
You are my father,
you are my lord, besides you
I have no father.
30 Pay heed to my message
and entrust the silver
to an employee of a banker,
and send Su-Kubum with the silver

KU.BABBAR

tur4-dam i $e-er Su-Ku-bi-im in-ka
li-li-ik
35

to me. Keep your eye on Su-Kubum!

Notes:
11 : u-nu-tum- the most commonly attested meaning of this word in oA texts
is that of "equipment, harness", specifically for the donkeys. However, from
this passage, as well as from the passage quoted earlier, cf p. 22-23, TC 3: 2I3,
I8-2o, it can be seen that the word is used as a synonym for luqutum as well.
If there is a distinction between the meanings of the two words, this cannot be
seen from the texts; it is used both, as here, about the goods when they come
down from the palace after taxes have been paid, and about the goods which
enter the palace: KTS IS, 3-4: u-nu-tum 4a-na E.GAL-lim e-ru-ub: "the goods
entered the palace". 4 2)
20-21: a-na i-ta-at-lim li-di-nu- cf p. 93· The text tells us that when goods
are sold in this way they cannot be set free to a retail-trader, a tamkiirum.
Cf further p. I62-I68.
32: DUMU um-me-a-nim- notice that the silver is to be entrusted to this man,
and that, nevertheless, the transporter of the tin and the textiles from Assur
is to follow this shipment, but not as the one who is in charge. Su-Kubum in
fact seems to be rather a novice, and the recommendation in 1. 24-25, that he
42 )

Translated and explained in KTH, p. 7: "Gerat, (totes) Mobiliar"; see also TC
(EL 4), 3-4: u-nu-tdm 4 sa bi4-ti-su.

I: IOO
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shall stand by when the men in Purus]].addum buy the silver, plus the admonition in 1.34-35 indicates that he was on a "training-tour". Therefore he may not
have been in charge of the shipment on the way from Assur either. For the
DUMU umme' anim see further p. g6-97.
Comment:
For some reason-probably because he was in a hurry-]jusarum does not
want to have any agent commissioned with the sale of the shipment. The letter
is held in a pleading tone and the request to have the goods sold for cash even
in case a favourable bargain could not be ascertained supports the impression
that the owner was in need of money.
Type 2:10: BIN 4:I3.
a-na Pu-su-ki-in
qi-bi-ma um-ma Ku-lu-ma-a-ma
I GU AN.NA

u i-ti-ra-su 5 ku-ta-ni
ku-nu-ku sa Su-IStar
DUMU Da-da-nim u
rj2 ANSE $a-ld-mi-im
mi-ma a-nim
Ir-ma-A-sur
i-ra-di-a-kum
i-na a-wi-ti-ni
mi-ma ta-tdm u-ku-ul-tdm
u sa sd-ri-dim
u-ld u-ld-ma-da-ni
a-bi4 a-ta be-U a-ta
AN. NA-ki ki-ma e-ru-ba-ni
a-na KU. BABBAR di-in-ma
KU. BABBAR a-na pd-ni-a
[SJe-bi-lam su-ma AN. NA-ki
la ta-t£-d£-in 2 MA. NA
KU. BABBAR a-na pd-ni-a
se-bi4-ld-ma is-tu
U4-mz-zm
sa tu-se-ba-ld-ni
ta-a!J-si-is-ta-ka i-d£
Notes:
4: i-ti-ra-su- cf CAD, s.v. itartu.

5

IO

I5

20

25

Say to Piisu-ken;
thus Kulumaja:
I talent of tin
and its additional pack, 5linen-cloths,
sealed by Su-IStar,
son of Dadanum, plus
I/2 black donkeyall this
Irma-Assur
is leading to you.
In our consigment
he will not charge me for any
"road-tax", food,
or (hire) for the saridum.
You are my father, you are my lordwhen my tin has arrived
sell it for silver, and
send the silver to me.
If you do not sell my tin,
send 2 minas
of silver to me,
and from
the day
on which you send (it) to me
put (it) down (in) your memorandum.

LEWY,

HUCA 27 (Ig56), p. 32, n. II2, wrote:
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"The term itratum denoted the "extra" amount of lead [AN.NA, seep. 3, n. I4]
by which a suqlum (i.e. a load of 'sealed' lead weighing roughly one talent and
prepared for shipment from Assur to Cappadocia) exceeded the weight of one
talent". In this case one might, however, think that the extra pack consisted
of the 5 textiles sealed by Su-IStar.
7: I/2 ANSE- the copy is quite clear, and we hear otherwise of halves of a
donkey, for instance, Sch. I4, g-m: I/2 ANSE $a-lci-mi-im, BIN 4: 30,22-23: I I/2
ANSE $a-lci-mi-im. Irma-Assur thus obviously shared the donkey with another
transporter travelling together with him, or he may have been transporting
many other shipments, of which the one mentioned in our text took up only
one half donkey.
14: u-lci-ma-da-ni- the D stem of lamiidum has the meaning "unterrichten,
lehren" according to AHw, s.v. In CAD, vol. "I-J", p. 64, the passage kima
KU .BABBAR ik-ri-bu-ni wadima saddu' iitam ina !Jarriinim la ilammad, from KTS
27b, I2-I6, was translated as follows: "since the silver represents our pledged
votive offering it will, of course, not be subject to (lit. it will not learn) toll
when under way". 43) The meaning "inform" comes out clearly in many texts,
for instance, KTH 2, IO-I6: su-ma ma-ma-na 11i-$a-ba-at-kil 12um-ma su-ut-ma
KU.BABBAR-dp 13a-bi4-kil ld-mi-di 14a-lu-um 15li-di-ni-ma 16u-la-ma-ad-kil: "if
anybody seizes you (before the court) and (says) thus: 'Inform me about your
father's silver!'-Let the city convict me, then I shall jnform you!" 44) In the
account-note TC 2: 52 the word is used in the same way as in our text (I.I8-Ig):
5 LA I/4 TUG:gi.a 14!;u-lu-qd-e u-ld-mi-da-ni: "he has informed me about a loss of
4 3/4 pieces of textile". Other occurrences are, for instance: TC 3: 26 (Type
z-text), g- I2: 5 tugzu-bu-su 10pd-$i-u-tum Su-Ld-ba-an 11DUMU Dan-i-U ub-ld-kum
12mi-ma ld u-ld-ma-ad-kil: "Su-Laban, son of Dan-ili, will bring 5 white
garments to you; he will not "inform you" of anything". And from another
notifying message, BIN 4:23, I3-I5: 2 ku-ta-ni Kur-ub-Istar DUMU Su-lju-bur
14na-ds-a-kum SA.BA I TUG sa Puzur4-IStar 15mi-ma ld u-ld-ma-ad-kil: "KurubIStar is bringing zlinen-cloths to you; thereof: one cloth belongs to Puzur-IStar
-he will not "inform you" of anything". The meaning of the phrase in our
text must thus be that the transporter is not going to charge the correspondents
for the posts mentioned.
25: ta-a!J-si-is-ta-kil i-di - a ta!Jsistum is a private note or memorandum,
therefore also a "Sammelurkunde", a document which repeated a number of
contracts in more or less abbreviated form. The meaning of our passage must
43) Cf., however, the notes to Type 2: 4; see also AC, p. 257 with n. 2. "When the amounts
designated as ikribu were being used in Assur for the purchase of goods-and thus not
delivered to the temple-both taxes obviously had to be paid.
44) See also examples collected by BALKAN, OLZ 6o (r965), p. r56, of the expression
tuppam ilammacl: "er nimmt die Tafel zur Kenntnis".
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be that Piisu-ken is to have it noted in his private book-keeping that he has
advanced 2 minas of silver to Kulumaja, probably as a loan. A real contract
was not necessary, Piisu-ken would have ample security because of the goods
in the caravan.
Comment:
The reason why the transporter is not going to charge the representative for
the expenses in connection with the transportation seems to be connected with
the previously mentioned fact that the shipment in our text probably constituted a small part of the whole caravan only.
Type 2: 11: BIN 4: 24. Transliterated and translated jn VAN DER MEER, p.
23-24.

um-ma A -sur-i-mi-ti
u Su-lju-bur-ma
a-na Pu-su-ki-in
A-mur-duTu DUMU Mi-sar-GAL
u Kur-ub-IStar qi-bi-ma
2 GU IO MA.NA AN.NA ku-nu-ku
IO MA.NA AN.NA qd-tim
4 tugsu-ru-tum
li-we-tum
I ANSE $a-ld-mu-um
u e-nu-sul
mi-ma a-nim
U-$ur-sa-A-sur nuMu
A -sur-be-el-a-wa-tim
i-ra-di-a-ku-nu-ti
su-ma U-$Ur-sa-A -sur
a-na Pu-ru-us-l:Ja-dim
e-ra-ab AN. NA u TUGll.Lti
di-na-su-ma a-na Pu-ru-us-l:Ja-dim
lu-se-ri-ib-ma a-na Ku. BABBAR
lu-ta-er-ma KU. BABBAR
i-na se-pi-su lu-ub-lam

Thus Assur-imitti
and Su-Jjubur;
say to Piisu-ken,
Amur-Samas, son of Misar-rabi,
5 and Kurub-IStar:
2 talents ro minas of sealed tin,
ro minas of hand-tin,
4 black textiles :
the packing,
ro r black donkey,
and its harness - 45)
all this
U~ur-sa-Assur, son
of Assur-bel-awatim,
15 is leading to you.
If U~ur-sa-Assur
is going to arrive at Purusl}addum
give him the tin and the textiles
and let him bring it to Purusl}addum,
20 and exchange it for silver,
and let him bring the silver
to me with his caravan.

Comment:
The transporter seems in this, as in the preceding case, to be in charge of
45) The example here is quoted in AHw, s.v. inu(m): "Augenstein als Gemme"; one is
tempted, however, to emend the text cf. p. 84, n. 41.

go
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a shipment which is much larger than the one mentioned by the text. The men
in Assur have obviously had their own goods attached to another man's
caravan, and they are even ignorant of the final destination of this transportation. If, however, it is the decision to let U~ur-sa-Assur proceed from Kanes to
PuruslJ-addum, then the representatives of the writers are to give the goods
back to the transporter, or ask him to keep them, and have him take care of
the sale of them in Anatolia.
Type 2: 12: CCT 3: 4·
Thus Assur-idi;
say to Assur-na'da
and Assur-taklaku:

um-ma A-sur-i-di-ma
a-na A-sur-na-da
u A -sur-ta-ak-ld-ku
qi-bi-ma
2 GU IO MA.NA AN.NA

ku-nu-ku 2 ANsE:tJ.i.a $a-la-mu
30 tugku-ta-nu 4 tugsu-ru-tum
sa li-we-tim ka-db-tu-tum
I7 MA.NA AN.NA
a qd-ti-su a-di-in I tugra-qu-tum
I TUG sa Ta-tur4-a-li-sa
I TUG sa DINGIR-SU-GAL mi-ma
a-nim
LUGAL_diM ub-la-ku-nu-ti
a-na A -sur-ta-ak-la-ku qi-bi-ma
lu-qu-tdm a-ni-tdm
za-ki-ma su-ma a-l:Ji a-ta
i-na is-ti-in a-li-ki-im

KU. BABBAR se-bi-lam li-bi
la tu-la-ma-an i-'i-id
me-e!J-ra-tim i ra-mi-ni-ka
se-bi-lam
26 tugku-ta-nu I ANSE
$a-la-mu-um 5 MA.NA
AN. NA i-a-u-tum mi-ma
a-nim Su-Nu-nu ub-la-ku-nu-ti
2 GU II MA.NA

ku-nu-ku 35 tugku-ta-nu
2 ANSE $a-la-mu 6 MA.NA AN.NA
U 5/6 MA. NA KU. BABBAR
AN. NA

5

IO

I5

20

25

talents IO minas of sealed tin,
2 black donkeys,
30 linen-cloths, 4 black textiles
for the packing, heavy,
I7 minas of tin
I gave to his hand, I thin textile,
I textile belonging to Tatur-ilissa,
I textile belonging to Ilsu-rabi-all
this
Sarra-Adad will bring to you.
Say to Assur-taklaku:
Clear these goods,
and-if you are my brothersend silver with the first leaving
transport!
Do not trouble my heart!
Pay heed!
Send the corresponding amount yourself!
2

26 linen-cloths, I black donkey,
5 minas
of tin belonging to me-all
this Su-Nunu will bring to you.
2 talents II minas
of sealed tin, 35 linen-cloths,
2 black donkeys, 6 minas of tin
and 5/6 mina of silver

NOTIFYING MESSAGES, GROUP 2
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for his hand-all this,
belonging to me, Kurub-IStar
is
bringing to you. The tin and the
n]G:tJ.i.a
textiles
which will be cleared for me in the
ma-la i-na :E. GAL Llim
palace
give to Assur-taklaku.
i-za-ku-a-ni a-na A-sur-ta-ak-la-ku
di-in su Lma
35 If
Assur-taklaku is not (there),
A -sur-ta-ak-la-ku la-su
send it to him where he is.
a-sar wa-ds-bu se-bi-ils-rsul
(About) how many goods have been
lu-qu-tum ma-la iz-ku-a-ni
cleared
send me a letter!
tup-pd-am se-bi-lam
a-na A-sur-ta-ak-la-ku
40 Say to Assur-taklaku:
In Purus:Q.addum
qi-bi-ma i-na Pu-ru-us-ba-dim
you shall not stay in the karum!
ka-ra-am
When
la tu-sa-db i-nu-mi
you arrive, do not stay for more than
te-ru-bu a-ld-an
IO U4-me la tu-sa-db $U-lj,a-ra-tim
45 ro days!-Demand the girls.
lu e-ri-is za-ki-a-ma ra-ma-ku-nu
Make ready and come here youra-tal-ka-nim
selves!

a qd-ti-su mi-ma a-nim
i-a-um Ku-ru-ub-Istar
na-ds-a-ku-nu-ti AN. NA u

30

Notes:
7-8: 4 tugsu-ru-tum 8sa li-we-tim ka-db-tu-tum- perhaps kabtiUum is to be
read with I.7; that would give a more logical construction.
17: i-na is-ti-in a-li-ki-im- for the meaning "first" of isten see LEWY, RHA
36 (I938), p. II8, n. 420: me-elj,-ra-tim- the frequent expression KU.BABBAR me-elj,-ra-tim denotes
an amount in silver equivalent in value to a shipment of goods, cf KTBl, p. r6
and GARELLI, RA 58 (r964), p. II2-II3. As pointed out there, the word also
has the meaning "copy (of a tablet)". See also ATHE, p. 32.-Here the word
clearly denotes the price of the goods transported to Anatolia.
45:- ro days represent in fact two weeks, a fortnight. We often find periods
of 5 or ro days used for an indistinct, but short, period of time, cf. examples
from CCT 2: I, 7 (see below, p. 94, n. 47); r5, 26; r8, 33; 22, 33; 24, 29.
41-45: -these lines have been translated several times as, obviously, they are
of great importance for the correct understanding of the word karum. The words
of Assur-idi do not mean that Assur-taklaku is to stay anywhere else than in the
karum during his stay in Purus:Q.addum, the order is that he must not stay there
indefinitely-he must hurry. Even so, this passage supports the view that the
karum was a geographic entity as distinct from the town of Purus:Q.addum. See,
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for instance, LEWY EL
GARELLI, AC, p. I74·

I,

p. rrg, n.c, and HUCA 27 (rg56), p. 36, n. r28,

Comment:
For the persons I refer to the discussion in connection with Type 3: 5. The
text mentions three shipments. The first one is to be sold immediately it seems;
at least, an amount in silver which corresponds to the price it will fetch must
be sent back to the writer at once. The two last shipments are to be taken as
one and given to Assur-taklaku, who will bring the goods to Purusgaddum and
sell them.

Type 2: 13: CCT

2:

46a.

a-na I-di_diM A-na-ni
A-mur-DINGIR u Zu-ku-a
qi-bi4-ma a-na I-di-diM
u A -na-ni qi-bi4-ma
um-ma Puzur4-Istar-ma
I

GU 5 MA.NA AN .NA

ku-nu-ki sa a-limki
50 ku-ta-nu qd-db-li-u-tum
I5 MA.NA AN.NA-ak qa-tim
2 ANSE:gi.a !ja-ld-mu
Su-Be-lum DUMU Zu-ur-zu-ur
li-ip-qi-da-ku-nu-ti-ma
[is]-ti lu-qu-a-tim
sa a-we-lim a-na
Pu-ru-us-lj,a-dim
se-ri-ba-ma a-na
i-ta-at-lim di-na-ma
a-di KU.BABBAR e-ru-bu

AN .NA

u ruGQ.i.a la tu-sa-ra
KU .BABBAR le-ru-ub-ma

AN .NA

u ruGQ.i.a lu-!ju a-!Ju-u-a
be-lu-u-a a-tu-nu
i' -da-ma KU. BABBAR is-ti
pd-ni-u-tim-ma se-bi4-ld-nim-ma
gis-mi-lam
i-na !je-ri-a su-uk-na

Say to ldi-Adad, Anani,
Amur-ili, and Zukua;
say to Idi-Adad
and Anani;
5 thus Puzur-IStar:
I talent 5 minas of tin
with the seal of the city,
50 qabli'utu linen-cloths,
I5 minas of hand-tin,
ro 2 black donkeysSu-Belum, son of Zurzur,
will entrust to you.
with the goods
that belong to the gentleman you shall
send it to
I5 Purusgaddum,
and sell it for
cash upon delivery, so
until the silver is delivered, do not
hand out the tin
and the textiles!
20 Let the silver be delivered, and then
let the tin
and the textiles go out! My brothers
(and) my lords are youpay heed, and send the silver with
the first (caravan) to me, and
25 (thus) do me a favour.
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I am a man who can do a favour myself.

Notes:
12: li-ip-qi-da-ku-nu-ti - on the correct understanding of this word rests the
interpretatjon of the entire text. It has been explained as "handing over something for further action", and it has been seen that it is typically used about
the transfer of a shipment to a transporter. Here, however, it seems to denote
the delivery of the shipment after the transportation has been carried outfrom the transporter to the recipients. But the action required from these
people involves a further transportation into Anatolia, the sale of the goods,
and the transportation of the silver back to the writer.
Comment:
The writer, Puzur-IStar, is a son of Imili-ilum who is undoubtedly the person
being referred to as awelum. The tjn which has been sealed by the city was
probably likewise his property, in which case ku-nu-ki sa a-limki means "sealed
in the city".
The text provides us with a very vivid description of what is meant by the
phrase ana itaplim; another example is found in TC 3:30, 28-30: i-na u-mi-im
sa AN.NA 29i-sa-qu-lu-su-ni u KU.Kr 30i-sa-qal: "on the day when they weigh out
the tin to him he shall also weigh out the gold!" As pointed out by LEWY,
OrNS 29 (I96o), p, 3I, n. 6, it is typical for the style of Imdi-ilum's letters that
they contajn very explicit orders to his representatives parallel to the one
given here by his son, for instance, KTS 20, x+6-x+I7, CCT 2: 5b, 4-I8.

Conclusion
Notifying messages serve generally two purposes: I) to inform the recipients
that a shipment is under way, and 2) to state the sender's wishes concerning the
sale of the shipment.
The transporter is a eo-recipient of the letters in group I, but in none of
those presented in group 2. The recipients would have to know the exact size of
the shipment, the name of the transporter, the amounts given to cover travel
costs, and whether certain expenses had been catered for. In a text of Type 2
not given here we find the following passage: "(amount) U$ur-sa-Assur will
bring to you; hire for the saridum has been paid for, do not give him anything!".46) The words in Type 2: IO, II-I4, are to the same effect.
It is not normally left to the recipients to decide about what is to be done
46 ) BIN 4: 53, 4-8: z GU 10 MA.NA 5AN .NA ku-nu-ku 38 n.JGJ.li.a
Ub-la-ku-nu-t£ 7 ig-ri Sa-ri-dim Sa-bu 8mi-ma la ta-da-na-SU-Um.

6

U-$u-ur-sa-A-sur
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with the shlpment. In Type z: 5 the writer ends with the words "act in my best
interest" -but that is only if the recommendations contained in the previous
lines cannot be carried out. The orders given are very explicit, in Type z: 3
Enlil-bani even states what he does not want the recipients to buy.
There are important and conspicuous differences between the texts in group r
and group z. These must reflect actual differences in the procedure, so I shall
point them out here.
Group I: In all texts we are informed that the nis!Jiitu- and saddu'utu-taxes
have been added. The transporter is a eo-recipient of the letter. The purchase
is clearly going to be carried out in Assur itself. The goods bought are tin and
textiles of different varieties.
Group 2: The nis[Jiitu- and saddu' utu-taxes are not mentioned as having been
added to the shipments; only in the one case in z: 5 where a man is to pay back
a working-capital, which consists of silver, do we hear of the nis!Jiitu-tax. The
transporters are not eo-recipients of the letters, in some of the cases this is
clearly caused by the fact that the transporters were not in any way concerned
with what was to be done in Anatolia after the arrival of the shlpment. The
texts mention in two cases the caravan man siiridum, and if it is correct, as
proposed above, that in most cases the caravans from Anatolia to Assyria
went on foot, that explains why we never hear of siiridu going in that direction.
The sale of the goods arrived at Kanes can be carried out in different ways.
First, it is noteworthy that the texts consistently talk of a purchase in Assur
(ana si'amiitim), whereas in Kane5 and the rest of Anatolia the merchants are
selling goods. When a caravan arrived at Kane5 the recipients could have the
goods sold for cash (ana itatlim), sometimes after the goods had been transported to another Anatolian town-and then in our texts invariably Purus:Q.addum, which city must have been the principal market in silver. 47 ) But even
when the sale was carried out here it was done for cash upon delivery.
47 ) The exact location of this city is unknown. It has been asserted on the basis of a
passage in the letter CCT 2: r, 4-8, that the distance between Kanes and PuruslJ-addum
could be covered by a caravan in 5 days (cf. AC, p. 122); in the text ~alim-alJ_um quotes
a letter he has received from Piisu-ken which ran: AN .NA sa se-ep Ku-za-ri 5ki-ma e-ru-bani a-na 6Pu-ru-us-!Ja-dim us-te-bi4-ils-SU 7 a-na 5 U4-me a-na KU.BABBAR 8 a-da-ga-al:
"(concerning) the tin transported by Kuzari-when he arrived I sent him to on PuruslJ_addum; in five days I expect the silver." Clearly this does not mean that the joumey from
PuruslJ-addum to Kanes took 5 days; Piisu-ken is simply saying that he expects the silver
bought in PuruslJ_addum to arrive one week after he wrote the letter quoted, and why
should we think that he wrote that letter exactly on the day when the silver left PuruslJ-addum?- The "itinerary" TC 3: 165 (see below, p. r6r, for a discussion) cannot be
taken as a proof either; it lists the cities Kanes- WaslJ-anija- Nenassa- Ulama- PuruslJ-addum, but the cities enumerated are all capital cities in Anatolian kingdoms-not
stops marking one-day journeys. They are listed because that was where the caravan
had to pay taxes on the trip. Recent opinion seems to be that the town was situated just
south of Tuz Golii and a Turkish excavation led by Mrs. NrMET OzGu<; has started work
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The merchants could, however, instead have a tamkarum (who had to be
"trustworthy") commissioned with the sale of the goods, on short terms or on
long terms. That would mean that they would have to wait some time before
they received their money for the goods, and it is thus a procedure fundamentally different from the sale for cash-which can be seen very clearly from Type
2: g, I9-23, which contrasts the commissioning of a tamkarum with ana itaplim.
The trade in Assur and in Anatolia was thus organised along quite different
lines. The notifying messages alone allow us to say that whereas the ultimate
goal for the caravans coming from Anatolia was Assur, Kanes was in most
cases just an intermediary stop, the centre from which the trade was organised.
Some of our texts in group 2 include a remark which leads us directly over to
the study of the caravan accounts: the writers are indeed asking for a text
which must be such an account: "Inform me of the silver(-price) and the terms
(of the tamkaru) in your letter!", writes Sa1im-a~um in Type 2:5, and comparable phrases occur in Type 2: 6, 2: 7, and 2: I2. A number of such texts
will be presented below in the following chapter.
The wealth of texts of Type 2 and the rather rigid pattern over which they
are modelled, shows that they constituted a necessary link in the procedure of
the international trade.
In that connection I point to a passage in a letter from Salim-a~um to
Ilabrat-bani in which he writes (TC I: 26, 2I-26): su-ma KU.BABBAR-ap-ka
a-na si-a-ma-tim 22 tu-se-ba-lam la-ma KU.BABBAR-ap-ka 23e-ru-ba-ni tup-pd-am
le-te-qd-ma 24si-ma-am sa ta-sa-pd-ra-ni 25i ra-mi-ni-a ld-ds-a-ma 26lu-se-bi-lakum: "If you vvill send (some of) your silver here for buyings, then let a tablet
come to me before your silver arrives, and I shall personally carry out the
purchase which you will write about and send (the goods) to you".
At this place it seems in order to dicuss briefly the terms used in the texts
for the transporters of shipments. The most common phrase is sep PN which
clearly simply means "transported by PN". I refer to KTH, p. I2 for this expression which we find in, for instance, Type 2: 7, I6, 27, 32, and 34, in the
following connections: kaspam i sep I naja lillikam, a $er nasparatim sa i sep
Pusu-ken ulappitakkunni, sa sepika warkitim, i sep Ilija la tusebilam, and again
on the most promising site in that area, Acemhiiyiik. Scores of texts show that the city
was the market in silver (and not as said in AC, p. 295, an important market for the trade
in copper; when GARELLI quotes, for instance, BIN 4: 35 in favour of this view, he is
clearly mistaken, for the text speaks of bringing copper to that city in order to buy silver:
12 URUD lu i-a-am lu sa Puzur -A-sur 13di-nam-ma a-na Pu-ru-us-ha-dim 14ld-li-ik-ma
4
KU.BABBAR ro MA.NA 15lu a-na MAN-A-sur lu i-a-ti le-pu-us: "Giv~ me (some) copper,
either of my own or (some) belonging to Puzur-Assur, and I will go to Purusl}addum and
make ro minas of silver, either for Puzur-Assur or for myself!"). It is thus likely that
the source, or at least one of the most important sources, of silver lay in the area which
was under the jurisdiction of the king of Purusl}addum.
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ana na$pariitim sa sep Pusu-ken. Extremely frequent is also the word alikum
which we have in, for instance, Type 2: 8 in the passage: sim luqutija panitim
isti iilikim panimma sebilam u PN la isab!Jur turdassu. This word has been
translated "traveler, messenger" in CAD s.v., where a great number of instances have been quoted. Two other words with the same general meaning
are found in the texts: wii§i'um 48 ) (lit. "the one who leaves") and biitiqum (lit.
"the one who sets out"). All three terms were briefly discussed by 0PPENHEIM,
AfO I2 (1937-1939), p. 349-350. In this connection belongs also the expression
isti panimma which is an abbreviated form of isti iilikimjbatiqimfwii§i'im panimma. In AHw biitiqum has been translated "Eilbote", which seems to be founded
on semantic considerations. All three words often occur in the plural and they
must be used to denote "a group of travellers"-that means a caravan consisting most probably of transporters going together, and each transporting a
shipment. Letters went with aliku, cf CCT 3: 22b, 19-21: te-er-ta-ku-nu is-ti
20 a-li-ki-im pd-nim-ma 21li-li-kam; transporters could be dispatched with aliku,
cf CCT 3: I3, 2-5: KU.BABBAR 3 sa se-ep Su-Istar sa i-li-ka-ni 4si-mu-um sa-im
is-ti a-li-ki-im 5pd-ni-im-ma Su-!Star ni-ba-kam: " (concerning) the silver transported by Su-IStar which has arrived, the purchase has been carried out. With
the first alikum we shall dispatch Su-IStar". This last example shows, however,
that the transportation of letters and of goods was not wholly on the same level;
the writer had sent off the letter which we have, but in that he writes that the
goods will follow when the first group of travellers leaves. We have other indications to the effect that letters travelled more freely and at a higher speed
than did ordinary caravans; thus, the words of Salim-aJ;wm in TC r: 26 quoted
above showed that the notifying message would have to arrive before the
shipment which it signalled. And it is seen with particular clarity from TC
3: 20, 38-43: I8 tugku-ta-ni 39 dam-qu-tim sa Su-e-a na-ds-u-ni-kum 40 e-ra-db
TUG-ti-su ld tu-qd-a 415 MA.NA KU.BABBAR se-bi4-lam-ma 42 Si-ma-am ld-ds-a-ma
a-di a-ma-kam wa-ds-ba-ti-ni lu-sa-ak<-si>-da-ma: "(concerning) the r8linencloths which Su'ejja is bringing to you, do not await the arrival of his textiles!
Send me 5 minas of silver so that I can carry out a purchase, and have (the
goods) reach you while you are living there".
When goods or money are sent with an alikum it seems that the owner had
his own transporter follow the shipment. This is not the case when the shipment is being transported by a DUMU umme' anim, lit. "son of a banker". In
Type 2 : 9 we hear that the goods are to be entrusted (piqid) to a mera' umme
anim and that the transporter is to follow the transportation back to Assur
-but obviously not being in charge. We hear frequently that writers want a
specific man to bring certain goods and that if he is not available-then the
4B) Type z: 3, 3I.
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goods are to be entrusted to a mera' umme' iinim who will bring the goods; as
an example of tb.is I quote some lines of KTS ro (I.20-38): su-ma Sa-lim-drM
2 ltup-pu-um a-ni-um 22ik-ta-ds-da-su 5 MA.NA 23 KU.BABBAR ti-ri i-na KU.BABBAR-pi-a 24ku-un-ka-ma lu-ub-lam 25 Sa-lim-drM u-ma-kdl 26ld i-bi4 -at fu-ur-da-nisu 27J -li-a-lum u I-na-ar 28 is-ti-su li-li-ku-nim 29 su-ma Sa-lim_diM i-ta-al-kam
30u-ld a-la-kam ld i-mu-a 315 MA.NA KU.BABBAR a-na DUMU um-me-a-nim
32ke-nim di-na-ma lu-ub-lam 33su-ma DUMU um-me-a-nim 34la-su I MA.NA KU.
BABBAR 35a-na 1-li-a-lim di-na-ma i-na Ka-ne-e[s] 36 li-ir-ku-us-ma I-na-ar u
su-ut 37li-ta-la-ku-nim u a-ma-kam 1-li-a-lams 38 na-'i-da: "If this letter catches
up with Salim-Adad, seal5 minas of tiri silver from my (stock of) silver and let
him bring it; Salim-Adad shall not stay for one single night! Send b.im to me!
Let Ili-alum and Inar come together with b.im. If Salim-Adad has left or is not
willing to come, give 5 minas of silver to a trustworthy DUMU umme' iinim and
let b.im bring it. If there is no DUMU umme' iinim, give 2 minas of silver to Ilialum and let b.im "bind" in Kanes, and let Inar and he come here. Do give b.im
instructions there!" 49)
Without entering a discussion of the implications of the word umme' anum I
shall simply state that if we find any "sons of bankers" in the transport-contracts, they must be the transporters of the sb.ipments which-as in the texts
of group 2-consisted of amounts belonging to a number of different persons.
In ZANF 4 (rg28), p. 278, LANDSBERGER expressed the view that the "sons
of bankers" were "ungefahr synonym" with the tamkiiru; LEWY stated the
view that the words denoted "Angestellter eines Geldverleihers" in KTH, p. r4,
and he wrote further: "(er) hat speziell die Aufgabe, Silbersendungen und dgl.
iiber Land zu transportieren. Dass man den Transport wertvoller Metalle
vorzugsweise den Gehilfen eines Bankiers ubertrug, geschah wohl, urn im Falle
des V erlustes der Sendung eine zahlungsfab.ige Firma verantwortlich machen zu
konnen".
c. CARAVAN ACCOUNTS
The texts of Type 3 have been arranged in two groups in the same way as the
texts of Type 2, the first group consisting of letters written in Assur-conse49) Cf. also TC 2: 22, 38-41: su-ma Bu-ur-Su-in 39 [la]-su a-na DUMU um-me-a-ni-i[m J
[p]d-ni-e-ma di-na-ma 41lu-ub-lam; KTS gb, 21-24: a-na 22 DUMU um-me-a-nim 23pi-qi-idma a-na 24a-lim lu-ub-lu. Note also that in Type 3: 3 five DUMU umme' iini were present
as witnesses when the weight of a shipment was checked in Assur; in BIN 6: 54, x+6x+g, we are told that three DUMU um-me-a-nim had witnessed(?) a case: i-na TTJG-ti
x+ 7 qd-ti I-na-a sa-ak-na-at x+Btup-pe-e sa 3 DUMU me-er-e x+9um-me-a-nim ni-i!J-ri-mu;
in Oxf. 19, 12-rS, a pledge is being kept and guaranteed for by 3 DUMU umme'iini: 10
MA.NA GUSKIN 13 sa-pd-ar-tdm 14i-di-nu-ni-ma 15:E Puzur 4-Su-in 16 TGI 3 me-er-e um-me-a-ni
17 a-di Ku. BABBAR-ap-ka 18 i-sd-qu-lu-ni i-ba-si. These are all activities of any normal
merchant in Kanes or Assur.

40
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quently containing an account of the activities there in connection with the
purchase of goods; group 2 consisting of texts written in Anatolia-thus referring to the transactions here in connection with the sale of the goods.

Group

I

Type 3:2: TC 3: 43· Transliterated and translated in AC, p. I9I-I93 with
n. I on p. I92.
a-na DAM. GAR-ri-im qi-bi-ma
um-ma Su-Ku-bu-um u 1-li-a-ma
a-na DAM. GAR-ri-im qi-bi-ma

I7

MA.NA KU.BABBAR

GUSKIN

I Ij2

E-ld ub-lam

MA.NA GUSKIN

ni-di-in
I2 I/J

KU .BI

MA.NA

u2

MA.NA

5

sA.. BA

8 I/4 GIN TA

2 Ij2

GIN

I/2 MA.NA GUSKIN ku-bu-ur-si-num
6 2/J GIN TA KU .BI 3 I/J MA.NA
SU. NI GIN KU. BABBAR-pi-ka

lu sa

IO

GUSKIN-$i-ka
MA.NA 2 I/2 GIN SA. BA
2 mi-at 30 ku-ta-nu KU. BI
I] 2/J MA. NA 6 2/J GIN
2 GU 20 MA.NA AN.NA ku-nu-ku-ni
I5
I5 GIN TA KU .BI 9 I/J MA.NA
]2 2/3

9 ANSE $a-ld-mu a-na ma-ld
te-er-ti-ka dam-qu-tim
ni-is-a-am KU .BI 2 5/6 MA.NA
I MA. NA KU. BABBAR be-u-ld-at
2 iR-di-su A-da-da ils-qe
4 GIN KU. BABBAR lu-bu-su-nu
I/2 MA.NA Ku .BABBAR be-u-ld-at
Zu-za-a 2 GIN lu-bu-su
I/3 MA.NA 5 GIN KU.BABBAR
be-u-ld-at Su-A-nim
2 GIN lu-bu-su SU. NI GIN 2 MA. NA
3 GIN
KU. BABBAR be-u-ld-at

Say to the tamkrirum;
thus Su-Kubum and Ilija;
say to the tamkrirum:
I7 minas of silver and 2 minas
of gold Ela has brought here. Thereof:
we have sold I I/2 mina of gold (at the
rate of) 8 I/4 sheqels each;
its (price in) silver: I2 I/3 minas
2 I/2 sheqels;
I/2 mina of kubursinnu-gold:
(at) 6 2/3 sheqels each, its (price in)
silver: 3 I/3 minas;
total of your silver and your gold:

32 2/3 minas 2 I/2 sheqels.-Thereof:
230 linen-cloths, their (price in) silver
I3 2/3 minas 6 2/3 sheqels;
2 talents 20 minas of tin sealed by us,
(at) I5 sheqels each, its (price in) silver: 9 I/3 minas;
9 black donkeys-in accordance with
your message we bought good onestheir (price in) silver: 2 5/6 minas;
I mina of silver, the working-capital
20 of his two servants, Adada received;
4 sheqels of silver: their garments;
I/2 mina of silver: the working-capital
of Zuzaja; 2 sheqels: his clothes;
I/3 mina 5 sheqels of silver:
25 the working-capital of Su-Anum;
2 sheqels: his clothes. Total: 2 minas
3 sheqels
of silver: the working-capitals

CARAVAN ACCOUNTS, GROUP I

4 ka-fja-re qd-di lu-bu-si-su-nu
IO GiN KU. BABBAR

I6 I/2

u-kul-ti

GiN KU. BABBAR

I

I 2 MA. NA KU. BABBAR

3 I/3
sd-i-dim

ANSE

4

wa-fji-tum
u-nu-ut
sa

GIN KU .BABBAR

GIN Ku. BABBAR

te-fju-bi E-Zd

il5-qe 50 MA.NA AN.NA-ak
qd-tim I4 GIN TA KU. BI

3 Ij2

ANSE

MA.NA

KU. BABBAR

4 GIN 5 GIN
i-na ma-sa-im

im-# mi-ma a-nim
E-ld i-ra-di-a-kum
sa se-ep E-ld gam-ra-kum
8 ku-ta-ni sa 4 ka-fja-re
a-!Ja-ma da-ar-ku

99

of 4 harnessors including their
clothes.
IO sheqels of silver: fodder for the
donkeys;
30 I6 Ijz sheqels of silver: departuretoll;
Ijz mina of silver: harness
for the donkeys; 3 I/3 sheqels of silver: of the sa' udum;
Ela received 4 sheqels of silver as
"additions";
50 minas of hand-tin,
35 (at) I4 sheqels each, its (price in)
silver:
3 Ijz minas 4 sheqels; 5 sheqels
of silver were (found) missing in the
refiningall this
Ela is leading to you;
40 (the money) in Ela's caravan has been
spent for you.
8 linen-cloths for the 4 harnessors
have also been packed.

Notes:
8: ku-bu-ur-si-num - this word denotes a special variety of gold, see BrLGry,
Appellativa, p. 40, and AC, p. z68-z69. The price of this kind of gold is cheaper
than that of the normal gold, you have to pay only 6 zj3 sheqels of silver for
I sheqel of kubursinnu-gold, but 8 I/4 sheqels of silver for one sheqel of normal
gold. 5°)
28: qd-di- for this variant form of normal qadum see discussion in ATHE,
p. 88.
37: ma-sa-im- see 0PPENHEIM, OrNS 7 (I938), p. I33-I34·
Comment:
In his treatment of this text GARELLI omitted 1. 4I-42. The post mentioned
in 1. I9-20 was given by him as "Adada et ses deux serviteurs: I m.", which
implies that the amount covers the working-capitals of both Adada and his two
50) BALKAN has collected a number of examples from unpublished tablets in OLZ 6o
(1965), p. I5I.
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servants; it is not clear what position Adada has, but it seems that the total of
4 harnessors in 1. 28 and 4I refers to the servants of Adada, Zuzaja, and SuAnum. Neither the transporter Ela nor Adada were therefore harnessors.
After the gold had been exchanged for silver in Assur the amount brought is
32 2/3 minas 2 I/2 sheqels.
Brought:
gold
silver

I5 2/3 m.
m.
I7

2 I/2

32 2/3 m.

2 I/2 S.
s.
5

loss
received in Assur
Bought:
230 linen-cloths
2 talents 20 minas of tin
9 donkeys
total investments
Working-capitals:
4 harnessors
total working-capitals
Expenses:
clothes for harnessors
donkey-fodder
departure-toll
donkey-harness
sa sa'idim
"additions" for transporter
50 minas of hand-tin
total expenses
Total amount spent in Assur

I3 2/3 m.
9 I/3 m.
2 5/6 m.

I 5/6 m.

S.

32 I/2 m.

7 I/2

25 5/6 m.

6 2/3 s.

S.

6 2/3 s.

5

s.
s.

I 5/6 m.

5

4 2/3 m.

5 5/6 s.

s.
8
IO
s.
I6 I/2 S.
I/2 m.

3 I/2 m.

3 I/3 S.
s.
4
s.
4

32 I/2 m.

7 I/2

S.

Type 3:3: TC 3:36.

a-na Pu-su-ki-in [qi-bi-ma]
um-ma Ku-lu-ma-a-ma 5 M[A.NA

Say to Piisu-ken;
thus Kulumaja: 5 m[inas of silver]

KU.BABBAR]

u 2/J MA.NA GUSKIN ku-[nu-ki-ka]

and 2/3 mina of gold, sea[led by you],

CARAVAN ACCOUNTS, GROUP I

IOI

Ikii(n)-pija brought here. (At) 7 I/3
sh[eqels each]
5
your
gold has been sold,
GUSKIN-ka ta-di-in
its (price in) silver: 4 5/6 minas 3 I/3
KU .BI 4 5/6 MA.NA 3 I/3 GIN
sheqels.
You have written to me, (saying)
ta-ds-pu-ra-am um-ma a-ta-ma
thus:
"I5
I/2 minas 7 I/2 sheqels of silverI5 Ij2 MA. NA 7 Ij2 GIN KU. BABBAR
its nislj,atu-tax paid for-, sealed by
ni-is-ba-su DIRIG ku-nu-ki-a
me,
IO Kuzizija js carrying. Weigh it out as
Ku-zi-zi-a na-si a-na si-im
the price
of the houses of Issu-rik's son,
E-ti sa DUMU 1-su-ri-ik
and bring out my tablet, and
su-uq-ld-ma tup-pi se-~i-a-ma
i-na qe-ra-bi4-tim i-na li-bi4
place it in the house among
my (other) tablets."-Your representup-pe-a su-uk-na-su sa ki-ma
tatives
ku-a-ti u Sa-lim-a-ij,u-um
I5 and Salim-al].um
in the presence of 5 employees of
IGI 5 DUMU um-me-a-ni ne-pe-sa-am
bankers opened the package
sealed by you, and
ku-nu-ki-ka ip-pu-ru-ma
ni-is-lj,a-tim ils-qe-u-ma si-ti
they took the nisbtJiu-tax, and the
rest
ne-pe-si-im is-ni-qu-ma
of the package they checked, and
I4I/2 MA.NA 7 GIN-ma
20 there was only I4 I/2 minas 7 sheqels:
I MA. NA KU. BABBAR a-na na-dsI mina of silver less than (indicated
in) your message!
par-ti-ka
ba-ti-iq a-ma-kam i-na sa-qu-lim
There, when it was weighed out,
e-ta-su sa ki-ma dNIN. SUBUR-ba-ni
they were bitter(?). Ilabrat-bani's representatives
I MA. NA KU. BABBAR bu-tu-qd-e
cried a reduction of I mina of silver
i-si-u-ma U I6 MA.NA
25 and accordingly weighed out I6 minas
KU. BABBAR is-qu-lu-ni-a-ti-ma
of silver to us, and
sa I7 MA.NA KU.BABBAR si-bi
for I7 minas of silver they provided
witnesses
is-ku-nu-ni-a-ti ki-ma I7 MA.NA
for us, that we received I7 minas of
KU.BABBAR
silver
a-na ma-la na-ds-pe-er-tim sa
in accordance with the message of
dNIN. SUBUR-ba-ni
Ilabrat-bani.
ni-ils-qe-u ta-ds-pu-ra-am
30 You have written to me,
um-ma a-ta-ma 8 MA. NA KU. BABBAR
(saying) thus: "8 minas of silver
J-ku-pi-a ub-lam 7 I/3

G[IN TA]
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IOZ

I shall send later."
As the road is ............... .

wa-ar-ka-tdm u-se-ba-lam
ki-ma l:Ja-ra-num ma-a-dum

u[-x-x(-x)]-ni
me-el:J-ra-at 8 MA.NA-e 7 I/2
[MA.NA X GIN]
KU. BABBAR

E tdm-ka-ri-im ni-i[l5-

35

we have taken the equivalent of 8
minas: 7 I/2 [minas x sheqels]
of silver in the merchant-office.

qeJ

su .NrGrN Ku .BABBAR-pi-ka 33 I/3
MA.NA

3[ +x

GIN]

[sA] .BA 3 mi-at 50 ku-ta-nu
[MA.NA

5

KU. BABBAR

20

I/3

GIN]

it-bu-lu I4 ANSEIJ.i.a

Total of your silver: 33 I/3 minas
3+ [x sheqels.J
Thereof: 350 linen-cloths cost 20 I(3
[minas 5 sheqels]
of silver; I4 [black] donkeys,

[$a-ld-mu]

[2+ ]2 MA.NA I4
[x GIN]

4 minas I4 sheqels was their price;
[x sheqels:]
u-ku-ul-ta-ds-nu 2/3 MA. [NA
40 their fodder; 2/3 mi[na (x sheqels):
their harness;]
(x GIN) u-nu-su-nu]
I talent 5 minas of hand-tin (at) I4
I GU 5 MA.NA AN .NA qd-tim I4
sheqels each, 4 Ijz minas 7 sheqels
GIN TA 4I/2 MA.NA 7 GIN
was its (price in) silver; 6 sheqels:
KU. BABBAR-dp-su 5 GIN sa sa-e-dim
I Ij2 MA.NA be-u-ld-at
sa sa'edim; I Ij2 mina: workingcapital
3 ka-$a-re 6 GIN lu-bu~su-nu I6 I/2
of 3 harnessors; 6 sheqels: their
clothes; r6 IjZ sheqels: departureGIN wa-$i-tum
toll;
2 GfN i ma-sa-im im-t£ I Ij2 GIN
2 sheqels: (found) missing in the relu-bu-us
fining; I Ijz sheqel: clothes
Sa-lu-ma IO I/2 MA.NA AN .NA
45 for Salluma; moreover, Kulumaja
a-l:Ja-ma Ku-lu-ma-a na-si
carries IO I/2 minas of tin,
Z/3 mina 5 sheqels was its (price in)
2/3 MA.NA 5 <GIN> KU .BABBARsilver.
dp-su
GIN

si-im-su-nu

Notes:
12: tup-pi se-$i-a-ma-cf for instance, ICK 2: I47, x+r8-x+z3: [su-m]a
sa-qd-ld-am ld i-mu-u X+l 9 a-na E DAM.GAR-ri-im ne-ra-db-ma x+ 2°KU.BABBAR u
$i-ba-su ni-ld-qe x+2 l[t]up-pi-ni nu-se-$a-a-ma ki-ma [a-wa-at] x+22 [n]a-ru-a-im
$i-ib-tdm [u] x+23 [$]i-ba-at $i-ib-ti[m ni-ld-qeJ: "if they will not pay, we shall

enter the merchant-office and take the silver and its interest; we shall bring
forth our tablet and [shall take] the interest and the compound interest in
accordance with [the words] ofthe stela". (Fornarua'um see EL z, p. 75, n.c.) 51)
51)

Also

LANDSBERGERjBALKAN,

Belleten I4 (1950), p.

262-263.
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OrNS I9 (I950), p. 32, n. 3, translates se$u'um as "to cause to come
forth, to redeem". In our case Pusu-ken must be referring to a contract, probably a document which would concern the transfer of ownership over the house
or a loan-document, which is to be given back when the money is paid.
23: e-ta-su -in AH w our example is listed as a perfect of the verb asiisum:
"sich argern, erbittern". My question-mark has been added for two reasons:
I) the word ammakam which has the meaning "there (with you)", which would
seem to indicate that whatever happened it happened where Pusu-ken was
-and there was no reason for any bitterness at that time; 2) in CCT 4: rrb we
find another comparable passage which has not been listed in AHw (1.3-6):
6 GU AN.NA ku-nu-ku [ ..... ] 4SA.BA I su-uq-lam ap-tur4-ma 5I GU 3 MA.NA
as-ni-iq 6 i-se-er-tdm i-ta-su: "6 talents of sealed tin ..... ; thereof I opened I
bundle and checked I talent 3 minas; they ........ the "normal amount' ". 52 )
24-25: bu-tu-qd-e i-si-u- for the meaning of sasii'um as "abrufen, verlangen"
see EL 2, p. 30, n.c. The use of the verb in Babylonian texts has been discussed
by KRAUS, Edikt, p. 54-59·
33 : - I can offer no proposal for a restoration of the last part of the line,
but the situation seems clear: the man in Assur who awaits the announced
shipment of 8 minas of silver knows that there is some obstruction to the
traffic between Anatolia and Assyria, so he takes out what he says represents
the equivalent of this shipment from the bit tamkiirim. Whether that means
that he borrows the money from a banker, or that he takes out the money
from an account which Pusu-ken had in an office is not clear (cf above p. 32-35).
LEWY,

Comment:
Until 1. 36 the text is concerned with the different transactions resulting in
the facit of 33 I/3 minas and some sheqels of silver. The first amount is probably
the same one found in Type I: 9 (cf p. 54-56). The second amount has been spent
on the purchase of a house (cf for his transactions of this kind LEWY, OrNS I9
(I95o), p. 33; the texts Cont. 6, TC 2: rr, TC 3: 22); the third amount may well
be connected with this transaction as well, cf in particular TC 3: 22. For Ilabrat-bani as occurring together with Pusu-ken see for instance TC I: 26, TC
2: 2I, and Type 3: I2. 53) Finally, the last amount is taken from the bit tamkiirim.
Unfortunately, the figure in 1. 34 is half broken away, so we cannot be certain
what is meant by the "equivalent of 8 minas"; it is clear, however, that an
amount of from 2I to 30 sheqels has been deducted from the 8 minas in order
to get the facit in 1. 34· I therefore venture to propose that it is the nisl:Jiitu- and
the saddu'utu-taxes which have been reckoned; the nisl:Jiitum would have been
52 )
53

)

For isertum see further p. I I6.
See LEWY, HUCA 32 (Ig6r), p. 62-66. For TC I: 26 cf. above, p. 95·
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sheqels, the saddu'utum 8 sheqels, 54) so the complete figure in I. 34 would
have been 7 I/2 minas 2 sheqels. If that is accepted we get a total in I. 36 of
33 I/3 minas 3 I/3 sheqels.
The figure restored in I. 39 seems to be the most plausible; using that we get
a price of ea. I8 sheqels per donkey which is very near to the average price of
donkeys (cf AC, p. 299). If we restore 3 minas I4 sheqels, the price of a donkey
becomes I4 sheqels which is too low a price, and by using the figure 5 minas I4
sheqels we get the price 22 I/2 sheqels per donkey, which seems to be too much.
The average price of fodder for a donkey is, according to AC, p. 300, ea. 3
sheqels of silver, which lies behind my restoration in I. 39· The figure for the
harness is identical in my restoration with that of the fodder.
The restoration of I. 37 was suggested to me by Mr VEENHOF. It is plausible
enough to be virtually certain for with the figure 20 I/3 minas 5 sheqels one
gets the price for one textile: 3 I/2 sheqels.
20

Brought:
by Ikii(n)-pija: silver
gold

m.
5
4 5/6 m.

3 I/3

9 5/6 m.

3 I/3

S.

2

s.

loss
brought
from Ilabrat-bani
from bit tamkiirim
to be spent

S.

9 5/6 m. I I/3 S.
I6
m.
s.
7 I/2 m. [2]

Bought:
350 linen-cloths
I4 donkeys
IO I/2 minas of tin
total investments

I/3 m. 5
m. I4
4
2/3 m. 5

20

Working-capitals:
3 hamessors

S.

25 I/3 m.

4

s.

I I/2 m.
I I/2 m.

Expenses:
donkey-fodder
According to the rates 5:

3 I/3

s.
s.
s.

total working-capitals

54)

33 I/3 m.

[2/3 m.
120

and

I:

2]

6o, cf. p. 36.

s.
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[donkey-harness]
I talent 5 minas of hand-tin
sa sa'edim
clothes for harnessors
departure-toll
clothes for Salluma
total expenses
Total amount spent in Assur

s.
2/3 m. [2]
s.
4 I/2 m. 7
s.
5
s.
6
I6 I/2 s.
I I/2 s.
6 I/2 m.
33 I/3 m.

4 s.

Type 3:4: BIN 6: 65.
a-na A-sur-mu-ta-bil
qi-bi-ma
um-ma A-sur-ma-lik
u A -sur-ma-lik-ma

Say to Assur-muttabbil;

thus Assur-malik
and Assur-malik:
5 I/3 mina 6 I/3 sheqels of gold
I/3 MA.NA 6 I/3 GiN GUSKIN
which Assur-malik brought here
sa A -sur-ma-lik ub-ld-ni
has been sold (at) 8 5/6 sheqels each,
9 LA Ij6 GiN TA-ma ta-di-in
3 5/6 minas 2 2/3 sheqels
3 5/6 MA.NA 2 2/3 GiN
was its (price) in silver. Thereof:
Kii. BABBAR-dp-su sA.. BA
IO LA I/3 GiN KU. BABBAR ni-is-!Ja- IO we gave 9 2/3 sheqels of silver as
nis!;atu- tax ;
tim
I/3 mina 2 sheqels
ni-di-in I/3 MA.NA 2 GiN
of silver: price of a donkey
KU. BABBAR si-im e-ma-ri-im
u u-nu-su 2 GiN
and its harness; 2 sheqels:
departure-toll; I I/2 sheqel:
wa-$i-tum I I/2 GiN
na-ru-qd-tum 5 GiN KU. BABBAR
I5 sacks; 5 sheqels of silver
a-na duTu-ta-ak-la-ku ni-di-in
we gave to Samas-taklaku;
2 5/6 MA. NA 5 GiN AN. NA qa-tim
2 5/6 minas 5 sheqels of hand-tin,
I2 I/2 GIN KU. BI 22 TUGJ.li.a
I2 I/2 sheqels was its (price in) silver;
22 textiles,
3 minas was their (price in) silver;
3 MA. NA KU. BABBAR-ap-su-nu
I ANSE $a-ld-mu-um
20 I black donkeymi-ma a-nim ku-nu-ki-a
all this, sealed by me,
Assur-malik is bringing to you.
A -sur-ma-lik na-as-a-kum
Comment:
Brought:
I/3 mina 6 I/3 sheqels of gold

3 5/6 m.

2 2/3 s.

Io6
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Bought:
22 textiles
I donkey with harness

3

m.
I/3 m.

2

s.

total investments
Expenses:
nis(Jiitu-tax
departure-toll
sacks
for Samas-takHiku
2 5/6 m. 5 s. of hand-tin
total expenses
Total amount spent in Assur

3 I/3 m.

2

s.

9 2/3 s.
s.
2
I I/2 s.
s.
5
I2 I/2 s.

I/2 m.

2/3 s.

3 5/6 m.

2 2/3 s.

As pointed out above, it is uncertain whether the harness for the donkey was
an investment; in the present case I have no other choice than regarding it as
such, but in the other texts where the figure for donkey-harness is given separately I have placed it under expenses.
The nis(Jiitu-tax mentioned most probably had to be taken out of the amount
which arrived at Assur so that in this case it had not been "added".

Type 3:5: CCT 3: 5a.
um-ma A-sur-i-di-ma
a-na A -sur-na-da qi-bi-ma
Io MA.NA Ku .BABBAR tu-se-bi-lam
SA. BA 2 GU IO MA.NA

ku-nu-ku I6 I/2

GIN TA

Ku .BABBAR.Br-su 7 5/6 MA.NA
2 2/3 GIN
4 tugsu-ru-tum 5 tligku-ta-nu
I/2 MA.NA KU .BABBAR it-bu-lu
7 G[iN i m]a[-sa]-fil-im
im-t[i I7 GiN KU.BABBAR]
si-im [I ANSE]
5 G(fN u-nu-su]
I/3 M[A.NA] KU .BABBAR si-im
2 ! tli[gs]u-ru-en
sa A -sur-ta-ak-ld-ku

Thus Assur-idi;
say to Assur-na'da:
You have sent me IO minas of silver.
Thereof: 2 talents IO minas
5 of sealed (tin at) I6 I/2 sheqels each,
its (price in) silver: 7 5/6 minas 2 2/3
sheqels;
4 black textiles, 5 linen-cloths
cost I/2 mina of silver;
7 sheqels were (found) miss[ing in the]
re[fin]ing;
IO [I7 sheqels of silver]
was the price [of a donkey]
5 sh[eqels: its harness;]
I/3 mina of silver: the price
of 2 black textiles
I5 which Assur-takHiku

CARAVAN ACCOUNTS, GROUP I

e- BA. ZI -ku-ni
um-ma a-ta-ma i-na
I I/3 MA.NA KU.BABBAR
sa En-na-Be-lum
na-ds-u-ni le-qe
KU. BABBAR u-la al-qe
i-na KU. BABBAR a-nim al-qe
I2 MA.NA 5 GIN AN.NA-ak
qd-tim I5 GfN TA
2/3 MA.NA 8 I/3 GIN KU .BABBAR.
BI-su
mi-ma a-nim A -sur-ta-ak-la-ku
i-ra-di-a-kum
gam-ra-kum

IOJ

left for youthus you (said): "take it from
the I I/3 nrina of silver
which Enna-Belum
20 is carrying!"! did not take the silver,
(so) I have taken it from this silver.
I2 nrinas 5 sheqels of hand-tin,
(at) I5 sheqels each,
25 2/3 nrina 8 I/3 sheqels was its (price
in) silverall this Assur-taklaku
is leading to you;
it has been spent for you.

Notes:
16: e-BA.ZI-ku-ni- scribal error for the form e-zi-ba-ku-ni.
Comment:
The correspondence between Assur-na'da and Assur-idi is very well known
from a great number of texts already available in publications. Assur-idi is the
principal of a flourishing firm; he stays normally in the Assyrian capital and
leaves the work in Anatolia to his numerous agents, of which Assur-na'da was
the most important one. We have at least 25 letters from Assur-idi to Assurna'da, sometimes with Ili-alum and Assur-taklaku as eo-recipients, but of
direct importance for the present transaction are the letters CCT 3: 6b, TC
I: 27, and TC I: I5. See also CCT 3: 8b, transliterated and translated on p.
I63-I65, and Type 2: I2.
CCT 3: 6b is a letter from Assur-idi to Assur-na'da; the following request
may be an ouverture to our transaction (1. 7-20): pd-i u-la a-di-na-kum 8 u
tu-sa-li-a-ma 9rGI A-sur-ka-si-id 10zo tU.gku-ta-ni a-qi-sa-kum 11is-tu a-wa-tu-ni
12gam-ra-ni lu i si-im 13 n}GI)Lti lu i si-im 14ANSEI)i.a 15 KU.BABBAR pd-ni-a-ma
16Io MA.NA se-bi-ld-ma 172 GU AN.NA 18la-ds-a-ma lu-se-bi-la-ku-ma 19ne-ma-al-su
20a-kukul: "I did not pronrise you anything, but you pleaded with me and in
the presence of Assur-kasid I presented you with 20 linen-cloths. Since our
matter has been settled, send me presently some silver, either from the price
of the textiles or from the price of the donkeys-Io nrinas, and I shall buy 2
talents of tin and send it to you, and then take the profit!" 55)
The notifying message belonging to the shipment of Io nrinas of silver could
55)

See also OrNS 29 (1g6o), p. 25, n. 2, and p. 27, n. 3·
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well have been contained in the following lines of TC I: I5, a letter from Assurna'da to Assur-idi (1.35-39): IO MA.NA KU.BABBAR $[a-ru-pd-am] 36ni-is-!Ja-su
DIRIG sa-du-a-su [wa-$i-su( ?)] 37sa-bu A -sur-ta-ak-ld-ku 38 na-ds-a-kum AN .NA
SIG5 sa-ma[-ma] 39 se-bi4-lam: "Io minas of re[fined] silver-its nis!Jatu-tax added,
its saddu'utu-tax [(and) departure-toll(?)] paid for-Assur-taklaku is bringing
to you. Buy good tin for me and send it to me!"

TC 1: 27 is a letter from Assur-taklaku, the transporter in Type 3: 5, to
Assur-na'da, in which he refers to the caravan led by Enna-belum (see I.IJ-22
of our text), and tells us of the background for this whole transaction (the text
was translated by LANDSBERGER in AO 24:4 (I925), p. I4-I5; I give the pertinent lines, I.I-29, below):
a-na A-sur-na-da qi-bi4-ma
um-ma A -sur-ta-ak-ld-ak-ma
mi-su sa ta-ds-pu-ra-ni
um-ma a-ta-ma 2 TUGlJi.a sa te-ziba-ni
a-na Tur4-!Ju-mi-it u-se-bi4-ld-kusu-nu
u I/3 MA.NA KU.BABBAR si-im
ANSE i-na sa A-mur-IStar
u-se-ba-la-ni la-qd-am qd-bi4-a-ku
I/3 MA.NA KU.BABBAR u si-a-matim
sa a-limki se-bi-lam
IO tugsu-ru-tim sa 5 TA u 6 TA
ma-a$-u-ni u 2 mas-ki
a-na qd-ti-ka a :E ka-ri-im
la-qd-am la i-mu-u-su-nu-ma
Sa-lim-Be-li a-na Tur4-7:Ju-mi-it
tu-se-bi4-la-su-nu
8 GiN TA KU. BABBAR-dp-su-nu

I I/3 MA.NA 5 GiN KU.BABBAR
qd-di sa mas-ki I I/3 MA.NA 4 GIN
KU.BABBAR

Say to Assur-na'da;
thus Assur-taklaku:
Why did you write to me,
(saying) as follows: "The two textiles
which you left to me
5 I have sent to you in Turb-umit,
and I/3 mina of silver, the price
of a donkey, I had said that I would
take from what Amur-!Star
will bring to me(that) I/3 mina of silver and the
purchase
IO (made) in the city, send (that) to me!"
IO black textiles, of each 5 or 6
(units),
and 2 hides
they would not receive on your account in the karum-office,
so
I5 you have sent them (with) Salim-Beli
to Turb-umit.
(At) 8 sheqels each their (price in)
silver
was I I/3 mina 5 sheqels of silver
including (the price) of the hides;
I I/3 mina 4 sheqels of silver
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ku-nu-ki-a U I GIN sa-du-a-tdm

20

a-na sa ki-ma su-a-ti
u-se-bi4-ils-ma En-nam-Be-lam
u-se-bi4-lu-ni-kum i-nu-mi
a-na a-limki a-tal-ku um-ma a-ta-ma
i-na na-ds-pd-ar-ti-ka
25
si-im-su-nu i KU. BABBAR-pi-im
sa En-nam-Be-lim a-bu-ni
li-ils-qe KU. BABBAR us11 -te-~i-uni-kum-ma
i-na sa se-pi-a ils-te-qe

I09

I

sealed by me and I sheqel as saddu'
utu-tax
I sent to his representatjves,
and with Ennam-Belum
they have sent (it) to you.-As
I had gone to the city, you (said) thus
in your message:
"Let our father take their price from
the silver
of Ennam-Beluml"
But they had (already) let the silver
leave for you, so
he has taken it from my caravan ... "

Notes:
2: Assur-taklaku- LANDSBERGER has erroneously this name as Assur-malik.
12: ma-a~-u-ni - for the verb ma~um, "to equal in size or number", see
LANDSBERGER ZDMG 69, p. 525-526.
19: qd-di - read qati ("mein Konto") by LANDSBERGER, but cf above p. 99·
27: a-bu-ni- as comparison with Type 3: 5 shows, this man is Assur-idi, not
Assur-taklaku as LANDSBERGER thought.
Brought:
silver
loss
received in Assur
Bought:
2 talents IO minas of tin
9 textiles
I donkey
total investments
Expenses:
donkey-harness
I2 m. 5 s. of hand-tin
total expenses
Extra:
2 black textiles

IO

m.

7

7 5/6 m.
I/2 m.

2/3 m.

s.

2

2/3 s.

I7

s.

s.

9 5/6 m.

3

8 I/2 m.

9 2/3 s.

s.
5
8 I/3 s.

5/6 m.

3 I/3

S.

3

s.

I/3 m.
I/3 m.

total extras
Total amount spent in Assur

9 5/6 m.
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Type 3:6: CCT 4: 7a. Cf DRIVER, ZANF 4 (1929), p. 220-221, and LANDSBERGER, ibid., p. 277·
Thus Kurub-IStar;
say to Ina]].-ili and the tamkiirum:
5 minas of silver
Assur-malik brought here.
Thereof: 35 minas ro sheqels
of sealed tin; moreover,
5 minas of hand-tinin all: 40 minas ro sheqels of tin
(at) 15 I/2 sheqels 15 corns each,
its (price in) silver: 2 rj2 minas 4 2/3
sheqels;
14 good linen-cloths
cost 2 minas 4 sheqels
of silver;
r8 sheqels: the price
of a donkey; 2 sheqels:
its harness; 2 rj2 sheqels: departuretollall this
Tab-a]].i is leading to you.
20 (For) the hire of a siiridum
I have not given anything to Taba]].i-

um-ma Kur-ub-IStar-ma
a-na I-na-a[J-DINGIR u DAM.GAR
qi-bi4-ma 5 MA.NA KU.BABBAR
A -sur-ma-lik ub-lam
5
SA.BA 35 MA.NA IO GiN
AN. NA ku-nu-ku a-!Ja-ma
5 MA.NA AN .NA qd-tim
SU. NI GIN 40 MA. NA IO GiN AN. NA
I5 Ij2 GiN I5 SE! TA!
ro
Ku .BABBAR-dp-su 2 I/2 MA.NA
42/3 GiN
I4 ku-ta-nu SIG5
2 MA.NA 4 GiN
KU. BABBAR it-bu-lu
I8 GiN Si-im
15
ANSE 2 GiN
,u-nu-su, 2 I I2 GIN
, wa-$~-, tum
mi-ma a-nim
DU10-a-1Ji i-ra-di-a-ku-nu-ti
ig-ri sa-ri-dim
mi-ma a-na DU10 -a-1Ji
u-ld a-di-in
a-ma-kam di-na-su-um
I I/3 GiN KU .BABBAR
wa-at-ru-um
i-li-ka-ku-um
a-na-kam i-na KU. BABBAR-pi-ka
wa-ar-ki-im a-ld-qe

25

give it to him there!
I I/3 sheqel of silver
has accrued as an extra (expense)
for you;
here, from your next silver (shipment)
I shall take it.

Notes:

9: I5 sE! TA!-the emendation proposed by LANDSBERGER, loc. cit., p. 277.
Comment:
The figure for the hand-tin is not given as a separate post, but to get the
correct figure for expenses one must deduct it from the figure for the investments and add it to that of the expenses. The 5 minas of hand-tin has cost 20
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sheqels according to the rate of exchange proposed above. I shall therefore use
that figure in the table.
Brought:
silver

5

m.

Bought:

35 m. IO s. of tin

2

I4 linen-cloths
I donkey
total investments

2

m. I4 2/3 s.
s.
m. 4
I8
s.
4 I/2 m.

6 2/3 s.

Expenses:
hand-tin
donkey-harness
departure-toll
total expenses

20
2
2

s.
s.
I/2 s.
24 I/2

Total amount spent in Assur

5

m.

S.

I I/6 s.

Type 3: 7: TC 2: 6. Transliterated and translated in VAN DER MEER, p. 24-26.
um-ma Sa-lim-a-l:Ju-um

u Su-Jju-bur-ma a-na

Pu-su-ki-in DAM.GAR
u E-ld qi-bi-ma I I MA. [N]A
KU .BABBAR ni-is-l:Ja-su DIRIG
E-[Zd]
ub-lam SA. BA 2 Gu IO MA.NA
ku-nu-ku-ni 9 MA.NA
AN. NA-ak qd-tim I4 GIN TA
KU.BI 9 5/6 MA.NA 6 LA I/6 GIN
AN .NA

3 I/3 GiN KU .BABBAR

I9

a-na

2 GU

MA.NA

te-!ju-bi nu-!ji-ib
ku-ta-nu I/2 MA.NA

AN. NA
IO

I 2/3 GiN

it-bu-lu I ANSE !ja-ld-mu< -um>
I6 GIN KU. BABBAR it-ba-al

Thus Salim-al].um
and Su-:ijubur; say to
Piisu-ken, the tamkiirum,
and Ela: II minas
5 of silver-its nisl:Jiitu-tax addedE[la]
brought here. Thereof: 2 talents ro
minas
of tin sealed by us; 9 minas
of hand-tin (at) I4 sheqels each,
its (price in) silver: 9 5/6 minas 5 5/6
sheqels;
IO 3 I/3 sheqels of silver we added to the
2 talents I9 minas
of tin as "additions";
ro linen-cloths cost I/2 mina I 2/3
sheqels;
I black donkey
cost I6 sheqels of silver;

II2
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KU. BABBAR u-nu-su
u-kul-tu-su
Ij 3 GIN KU. BABBAR te-:ju-bi

2 GIN

3
I

GIN

E-ld il5-qe I I/3 GIN a-na
lu-bu-us A -da-lal
E-ld-ma il5-qe 5 I/2 GIN
KU. BABBAR wa-!ji-tum
SU. NI GIN lu-qu-tim II MA. NA
KU. BABBAR mi-ma a-nim
E-ld i-ra-di-a-ku-nu-ti
gam-ra-ku-nu-ti

I5

sheqels of silver: its harness;
3 sheqels: its fodder;
I I/3 sheqels of silver Ela received as
"additions";
I I/3 sheqel for
clothes to Adallal
20 Ela also took; 5 I/2 sheqels
of silver: departure-tolltotal of the goods: rr minas
of silver-all this
Ela is leading to you;
25 it has been spent for you.
2

Comment:
The figure for the hand-tin is according to the exchange-rate 38 4/7 sheqels
(or 38 2/3). The exact figure of the 2 talents IO minas of tin is 9 minas I7 I/7
sheqels (or 9 minas I7 I/6). These figures have been used in the table.
Brought:
silver
Bought:
2 t. IO m. of tin
IO linen-cloths
I donkey
total investments
Expenses:
9 m. of hand-tin
"additions" to the tin
donkey-harness
donkey-fodder
"additions" for Ela
clothes for Adallal
departure-toll
total expenses
Total amount spent in Assur

9

m.
I/2 m.

I/2 m.

II

m.

IO

m.

4 5/6 s.

5/6 m.

5 I/6 s.

I/6 s.
I 2/3 S.
I6
s.

I7

8 2/3 s.
3 I/3 S.
2
s.
s.
3
I I/3 S.
I I/3 S.
5 Ij2 S.

II

m.

The text is of great importance for the study of the term te:jubu. Two amounts
are designated in this way, the first one being added to the tin, the other one
being taken by the transporter. The implications of this are uncertain.
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Type 3: 8: CCT 3: 22a. Transliterated and translated in
p. 6-IO.
um-'J'J'ta Su-Jju-bur A -!Ju-qar

u 1-a-sar-'J'JW- a-na
Pu-su-ki-in qi-bi-'J'J'ta

I MA.NA I2 Ij2 GiN GUSKIN
U 7 MA. NA I4 GiN KU. BABBAR
Gar-wa-a ub-lam
2/3 MA.NA 2 I/4 GIN GUSKIN
7 I/3 GIN TA KU.BI

5

S MA.NA IO LA I/4 GIN

u I/2 MA.NA I/4 GIN GUSKIN
SIGs

9

4 I/3

LA

I/3

IO

GiN TA KU .BI

2 Ij6 GiN
I6 2/3 MA.NA 6

MA.NA

SU .NIGIN

GiN

KU. BABBAR SA. BA
I

mi-at

I2 Ij2

so LA I

MA.NA

tilgku-ta-nu

Ij2

I5

GiN

KU. BABBAR it-bu-lu
S ANSE $a-ld-mu KU. BI

I I/2 MA.NA 6 GIN
IS GIN u-nu-su-nu
IO GIN u-kul-ta-ds-nu
23 S/6 MA.NA I GIN
AN .NA qd-tim I2 Ij2 GIN TA
KU .BI I 2/3 MA.NA 6 GIN
3 GIN sa sa-e-dim
8 I/3 GfN wa-$i-tum
I7 GfN te-$U-bi
KU.BABBAR-dp-ka gam-ra-kum
A-sur-'J'J'ta-lik DUMU Er-ra-a
kuLnu-kiLni na- ds-a-kum

20

25

30

II3
VAN DER MEER,

Thus Su-Jjubur, Al}u-(wa)qar,
and Ea-sar; say to
Pusu-ken:
I mina I2 I/2 sheqels of gold
and 7 minas I4 sheqels of silver
Garwaja brought here.
2/3 mina 2 I/4 sheqels of gold
(at) 7 I/3 sheqels each, its (price in)
silver:
5 minas 9 3/4 sheqels;
also, I/2 mina I/4 sheqel of fine gold,
tat) 8 2/3 sheqels each, its (price in)
silver:
4 I/3 minas 2 I/6 sheqels;
in all: I6 2/3 minas 6 sheqels
of silver. Thereof:
I49 linen-cloths
cost I2 I/2 minas I/2 sheqel
of silver;
5 black donkeys, their (price in) silver:
I I/2 mina 6 sheqels;
I5 sheqels: their harness;
IO sheqels: their fodder;
23 5/6 minas I sheqel
of hand-tin (at) I2 I/2 sheqels each,
its (price in) silver: I 2/3 mina 6
sheqels;
3 sheqels: of the sa'udum;
8 I/3 sheqels: departure-toll;
I7 sheqels: "additions"your silver has been spent for you;
Assur-malik, son of Erraja,
is bringing (it) with our seals to you.

Notes:

30: kuLnu-kiLni- read by VAN DER MEER as !Ja(or !Ju) -bi? -su? -ni, and
tentatively translated "amer" as he thought of a connection with the verb
!Jabasum.
8
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Comment:
Brought:
silver
gold- 2j3 m. 2 I/4 s.
I/2 m. I/4 s.
received in Assur
Bought:
I49 linen-cloths
5 donkeys
total investments
Expenses:
donkey-harness
donkey-fodder
23 5/6 m. I s. of hand-tin
sa sa'edim
departure-toll
''additions''
total expenses

7
5

S.
m. I4
m. 9 3/4 s.
4 I/3 m. 2 I/6 S.

I6 2/3 m. 5 IIji2

I2 I/2 m.
I I/2 m.

6

S.

I6 2/3 m.

6

s.

I/2 s.
s.
I4

m.

6 I/2 s.

s.
I5
IO
s.
s.
I 2/3 m. 6
s.
3
8 I/3 s.
s.
I7
2 I/2 m.

Total amount spent in Assur

I6 2/3 m.

9 I/3

S.

5 5/6 s.

Type 3: 9: TC 2: I4. Transliterated and translated in VAN DER MEER, p. II-I3.

um-ma Su-Iju-bur A-sur-ba-ni
u Sa-lim-A-sur a-na
Pu-su-ki-in qi-bi-ma
30 MA. NA KU. BABBAR ni-is-l:Ja-su
DIRIG

rJ-ra-ni ub-lam SA. BA
27 T1JG SIGs su-ur-bu-i-tum
KU.BI 3 I/3 MA.NA I 2/3 GIN
63 ku-ta-nu KU. BI
6 MA.NA I I/3 GIN SU.NIGIN 90
ku-ta-nu
KU.BI 9 I/3 MA.NA 3 GIN

I5

MA.NA AN .NA

qd-tim

5

IO

Thus Su-J:lubur, Assur-bani,
and Salim-Assur; say to
Pilsu-ken:
30 minas of silver-its nisl:Jatu-tax
addedUrani brought here. Thereof:
27 fine surbu'itu-textiles,
their (price in) silver: 3 I/3 minas
I 2/3 sheqel;
63 linen-cloths, their (price in) silver:
6 minas I I/3 sheqel; in all: 90 linencloths,
their (price in) silver: 9 I/3 minas
3 sheqels;
I5 minas of hand-tin
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(at) I4 sheqels each, its (price in)
silver: I mina 4 I/3 sheqels;
2 ANE>E f}a-ld-mu
2 black donkeys,
their (price in) silver: I mina I4
KU.BI I MA.NA I4 GiN
sheqels;
I5
7
sheqels:
their fodder;
7 GIN u-kul-ta-ds-nu
I2 2/3 GIN u-nu-su-nu
I2 2/3 sheqels: their harness;
Ij3 MA.NA I Ij2 GIN te-fju-bi
I/3 mina I I/2 sheqel: "additions";
4 minus [xjy] sheqels, "head-tax"
4 LA <xfy> GIN qd-qd-da-at
2 f!U-!Ja-ri-ka e-mu-du
of your 2 servants, they have imposed;
6 GIN wa-$i-tum
20 6 sheqels: departure-toll;
3 2/3 sheqels: of the sa'udum;
3 2/3 GIN sa sa-e-dim
5 GIN i-na i-se-ra-tim
5 sheqels were (found) missing in the
"normal amounts";
im-pi a $C-er IO MA.NA URUD
on top of the IO minas of copper
pd-ni-im sa 1-lu-a sa li-bi-su
(from a) previous (shipment) of Ilua's,
which are in his possession,
IS Ij2 GIN KU. BABBAR nu-fji-ib-su- 25 we have added I5 I/2 sheqels of silver
um
(as interest) for him;
a-na 7 I/3 MA.NA KU.BABBAR
to the 7 I/3 minas of silver
sa a-na A-sur-i-mi-ti ni-is-qu-lu
which we weighed out to Assur-imittl
2/3 MA.NA $i-ib-tdm nu-fji-ib
we have added 2/3 mina as interest;
a-na 6 GU URUD sa si-im E-ti
to the 6 talents of copper which (is)
the price of the house
sa A-bu-um-DINGIR 30 MA.NA
30 of Abum-ili we have added 30 minas
URUD $i-ib-tdm
of copper as interest,
nu-f}i-ib I Ij2 MA.NA TA
(at) I I/2 mina each,
KU.BI 4I/3 MA.NA
its (price in) silver: 4 I/3 minas;
2 s/6 MA.NA E Su-ti-a
2 5/6 minas we weighed out in Sutija's
house,
ni-is-qul tup-pd-am
the tablet
sa !Ju-bu-li-ka ni-ils-qe-a[m]
35 concerning your debt we received;
S/6 MA.NA a-na Tu-pi-zi
5/6 mina for Tupizi;
rio I/31 GiN a ka-nu-e
IO I/3 sheqels for board
u ag-ri a se-a-ri-im
and the hired men to plaster (the
house);
I TUG sa A -sur-ba-ni I TUG sa
I textile belonging to Assur-bani, I
Sa-lim-A-sur
textile belonging to Salim-Assurmi-ma a-nim U-ra-ni i-ra-di-a-ku- 40 all this Urani is leading to you.
um

I4

GIN TA KU .BI

I

MA.NA

4 I/3

GIN

rr6
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Notes:
22: i-na i-se-ra-tim- this word was understood as a form of isratum, "tithe",
both by VAN DER MEER and by GARELLI, AC, p. I94, n. 4- A more plausible
explanation, both in view of the form and of the fact that the tithe is nowhere
else attested as being paid at Assur, has been given by voN SoDEN in AHw s.v.
isertum, to which he tentatively assigns the meaning "normale Menge". 56) If
this is indeed a valid translation one could think that the word here refers to
the tax which we know was to be paid every time a caravan arrived at Assur:
the nis(}litu-tax.
36: Tu-pi-zi- this person occurs also in ICK I: 56, I7 and I29, I8; and see
GARELLI, RA 58 (I964), p. I24.
Comment:
To understand the text properly it is necessary to realize that only part of
the shipment of 30 minas of silver was used for the purchase of goods. Pusu-ken
had many other interests in Assur; as already pointed out in connection with
Type 3: 4 above, he bought houses there, and in the present text we are further
told that his representatives paid his debts out of the shipment.
In the following table I have only used those posts which are connected with
the purchase and the transportation.
Brought:
silver

30

m.

Bought:

27 surbu'itu-textiles
63 linen-cloths

3 I/3 m.
m.
6

total: go textiles
2 donkeys
total investments

9 I/3 m. 3
I
m. I4

I 2/3 s.
I I/3 s.
s.
s.

IO I/2 m.

7

s.

Expenses:

I5 m. of hand-tin
donkey-fodder
donkey-harness
"additions"

I

m.

4 I/3 s.
s.
7
I2 2/3 s.
I/3 m. I I/2 s.

2 ku-bu-ur-si-num 3 i-se-ra-tum ~a-!Ju-ra-ma:
56 ) ICK r: 171, r-3: 7 1/
2 GfN GUSKIN
"7 rjz sheqels of kubursinnu-gold-the "normal amounts" have been deducted ... "
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3 xjy s.
6
s.
3 2/3 S.

"head-tax" for servants
departure-toll
sa sa'edim
total expenses

I 5/6 m.

8 I/6 s.

+ xjy

Extra:
minus in "normal amount"
total extra

5

s.

5

Total caravan expenses in Assur

s.

I2 2/3 m.

Ij6 s.

I6 I/3 m.

5 5/6 s.

m.

6 xjy s.

+ xjy

Other expenses:
for Ilua
for Assur-imitti
interest
for Abum-ili
the house of Sutija
for Tupizi
the hired men
Total other expenses

I5 I/2 s.
7 I/3 m.
2/3 m.
4 I/3 m.
2 5/6 m.
5/6 m.
IO I/3

Total amount spent in Assur

S.

29

The money found nnssmg and consequently restored from the amount
brought would normally have been paid for by the sender, so it does not belong
to the expenses. For the "head-tax" see p. I7L When trying to define the
character of the transport-transaction more directly, one must, of course, compare the expense figure with the total of caravan expenses, not with the final
figure or the amount brought.
The reason for the discrepancy may perhaps be found in 1.36 or 37, where the
figures are somewhat damaged.

Type 3: 10: CCT
26-29.

2: 2.

Transliterated and translated in

um-ma Sa-lim-a-!Ju-um-ma
a-na Pu-su-ki-in qi-bi4-ma
I6 MA.NA KU.BABBAR E-ld ub-lam
I6 MA.NA Ku .BABBAR I-di-Su-in
ub-lam SA.BA 5/6 MA.NA KU.
BABBAR

VAN DER MEER,

p.

Thus Salim-al].um;
say to Piisu-ken:
Ela brought I6 minas of silver;
Idi-Su'en brought I6 minas of silver.
5 Thereof: 5/6 mina of checked(?) silver.

n8
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a-mu-ru-um ne-pe-sa-am sa
I-di-Su-in ub-ld-ni IGI Ku-lu-ma-a
dp-tu-ur-ma I/3 MA.NA I 2/3 GIN
KU. BABBAR ba-ti-iq sa-db-ra-tum
ra Lbi4-a i-na mi-ta-!Ju-ri-im
e ta-li-ip 3 I/3 GIN
a-na ni-is-!Ja-at ni-is-!Ja-tim
a-di-in IO 5/6 MA.NA 4 Ij6 GIN
Ku. BABBAR a-na lu-qu-tim
sa A-sur-ta-ak-ld-ku
ir-di-a-ku-ni ds-qu-ul
2

GU

IO

IO

I5

MA.NA AN .NA

ku-nu-ku IO MA.NA AN .NA-ak
qd-tim KU. BABBAR-dp-su
IO
IO

42/3 GiN
TUG:tJ.i.a I/2 MA.NA 3 I/3

20

MA.NA

GiN

it-bu-lu I8 GiN
lu si-i[m ANSE]
lu u-ku[-ul-ti ANSE]
u 2 Gi[N KU .BABBAR]
a-na E-[ld a-di-m]a 2 GiN
u-nu-ut ANSE 5 GIN
wa-$i-tum I TUG ka-db-tum
a-!Ja-ma sa A-si-a
mi-ma a-ni-im ku-nu-ki-a
E-ld i-ra-di-a-kum
si-ti KU.BABBAR-pi-kit 9 I/2

25

30
MA.NA

6 I/2 GIN
2 GU

9

7 MA.NA AN.NA ku-nu-ku

MA.NA AN .NA-ak

IS

LA

I/6

GiN TA

qd-tim
Ku .BABBAR-dp-su 35

9 MA.NA IO GIN I/3 MA.NA

si-im

ANSE

5

GiN

wa-$i-tum

GiN u-nu-ut ANSE m'i-ma a-nim
ku-nu-ki-a Ku-lu-ma-a
i-ra-di-a-kum KU. BABBAR
sa se-ep E-ld u I-di-Su-in

I

40

The package which
Idi-Su'en brought I opened in the
presence of Kulumaja,
and (found that) I/3 mina I 2/3 sheqel
of silver was missing; the lumps
were (too) big ................... .
.............. 3 I/3 sheqels
I gave for the nis!Jrit nis!Jritim;
IO 5/6 minas 4 I/6 sheqels
of silver I paid for the goods
which Assur-taklaku
has lead to you;
2 talents IO minas of sealed tin,
IO minas of hand-tin
its (price in) silver:
IO minas 4 2/3 sheqels;
IO textiles cost I/2 mina 3 I/3 sheqels;
r8 sheqels:
price of [a donkey]
and also fod[der of a donkey]
and 2 sheqels [of silver]
[I further gave] to E [la] ; 2 sheqels:
donkey-harness; 5 sheqels:
departure-toll; I heavy textile,
further, belonging to Asijaall this, sealed by me,
Ela is leading to you.
The rest of your silver: 9 I/2 minas
6 I/2 sheqels.
2 talents 7 minas of sealed tin,
9 minas of hand-tin,
(at) I4 5/6 sheqels each, its (price in)
silver:
9 minas IO sheqels; I/3 mina:
price of a donkey; 5 sheqels: departure-toll;
I sheqel: donkey-harness-all this,
with my seal, Kulumaja
will lead to you. The silver
from the caravans of Ela and IdiSu'en

CARAVAN ACCOUNTS, GROUP I

gam-ra-kum sa sa-ri-dim
a-na Ku-lu-ma-a ld a-di-in
I tugku-ta-num sa A -si-a
Ku-lu-ma-a na-ds-a-kum
I I2 MA. NA KU. BABBAR sa I -lu-a
E-ld ub-lam I I/4 GIN ni-is-fta-tim
a-di-in I4 LA I/3 GIN TA
6 Ij2 MA.NA 3 GIN AN .NA ri-ik-su
i li-bi4 s~t-uq-li-ka
na-di Ku-lu-ma-a i-ra-di-a-kum

45

II9

has been spent for you. Hire for the
siiridum
I have not given to Kulumaja.
I linen-cloth belonging to Asija
Kulumaja is bringing to you.
rfz mina of silver belonging to Ilua
Ela brought here. I paid I I/4 sheqel
as nisftiitu-tax; (at) 14 minus r/3 sheqels each:
6 I/2 minas 3 sheqels of tin (in) a
bundle has been placed in your
container;
Kulumaja will lead it to you.

Notes:
a-mu-ru-um- translated "Amorite silver" traditionally, cf
HUCA 32 (Ig6r), p. 65, n. zoo. Another interpretation has been given
by VON SoDEN in AHw s.v. amiiru D: "(Metall) priifen", and s.v. ammurum:
"(VerbalAdj. D zu amiiru) etwa 'gepriift' (Metall)". However, the text ATHE
32 connects people from the city of Ibla with kaspam a-mu-ra-am, and moreover, this silver is particularly cheap. The translation "Amorite silver" is
thus possible.
10-11 :-I refrain from a translation of this sentence and refer to CAD, vol.
"E", p. 87 (ta-li-ibjp tentatively taken as a form of elepu), and AHw, s.v.
liiipfbum.
12: ni-is-fta-at ni-is-fta-tim - this must mean that the nisf;iitu-tax was charged
also of the amount which the nisftiitu-tax itself constituted! The figure in 1. 47
tells us that here the nisftiitu-tax was levied according to the rate 5: rzo: 57 )
of 30 sheqels the tax constituted I I/4 sheqel, or 5/IZO. If we apply this rate on
the 32 minas which Salim-ab-um has received, we see that the nisftiitu-tax must
Igzo X 5
.
8o X 5
be
, or 8o sheqels; 1f we apply the same rate here, we get
, or
IZO
I20
3 I/3 sheqels. Our example thus gives us the rate for the nis!Jiitu-tax when
levied on silver in Assyria. It is doubtful whether the tax was always levied on
the amount added as nisftiitu-tax; I know of one other case where this can be
seen to happen.ss)

5-6:

KU.BABBAR

LEWY,

57) Cf. already above, p. 36.
58 ) See CCT I: I6b, 7-8: ni-is-!Ja-su u ni-is-!Ja-at 8 ni-is-!Ja-tim sa ik-ri-bi; the amount is
38 I/4 sheqels out of a shipment of I5 minas which does not make sense; the nis!Jatu-tax
of I5 minas is 37 I/2 sheqels, and of this amount the tax would amount to slightly more
than I I/2 sheqel-if reckoned as I 3/4 sheqel the correct figure for the total would be
39 I/4 sheqels which must accordingly be the figure in the text.

I20
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26: a-na E-[ld a-di-m]a- what I have taken as the rests of a MA could just as
well be the last part of a GiN, but if it is, I can propose no restoration.
48: su-uq-li-ka- cf LEWY, HUCA 27 (I956), p. 32, n. II2, and below, p. I49
and I57, n. 75·
Comment:
The text tells us of three shipments received at Assur: Ela has brought I6
minas of silver belonging to Piisu-ken and I/2 mina belonging to Ilua, Idi-Su'en
has brought I6 minas of silver belonging to Piisu-ken. The two first amounts,
those belonging to Piisu-ken, are taken together by Salim-agum, the last one
has been treated separately. Part of the silver belonging to Piisu-ken has been
used to cover expenses and purchases in connection with another caravan sent
off, and a caravan account must have existed for this, listing expenses and
prices.

Brought:
by Ela
by Idi-Su'en

I6
I6

m.
m.

brought
loss

32

m.
I/3 m.

nis!Jiit nis!Jatim
to Assur-takHiku
amount available

IO

5/6 m.

I 2/3 S.
3 I/3 S.
4 I/6 s.

20 2/3 m.

5/6 s.

FIRST CARAVAN

Bought:
2 t. 20 m. of tin
IO textiles
I donkey
total investments

IO

m.
I/2 m.

4 2/3

S.

3 I/3 S.
I8
s.
ro 5/6 m.

6

s.

9

s.

Expenses:
to Ela
donkey-harness
departure-toll
total expenses

2

s.

2

s.

5

s.

I2I

CARAVAN ACCOUNTS, GROUP I
SECOND CARAVAN

Bought:
2 t. I6 m. of tin
I donkey
total investments

9

m. IO
I/3 m.

s.
9 I/2 m.

Expenses:
departure-toll
donkey-harness
total expenses
Total amount spent on both caravans

5
I

s.
s.

20 2/3 m.

6

s.

I

s.

These figures do not correspond completely with the ones given in the text as
sub-totals; in 1. 32 Salim-a:Q.um writes that the "rest" (i.e. the amount to be
spent on the caravan which Kulumaja will lead to Anatolia) is 9 I/2 minas 6 I/2
sheqels, but if the figures in the copy are correct, and provided my restoration
of I. 26 is correct, the "rest" amounts to 9 I/2 minas 5 5/6 sheqels. Salima:Q.um's figure would give us a rest in the final facit of I/2 sheqel.
The figures for the hand-tin have been calculated together with those for the
tin bought for re-sale, and in the case of Ela's caravan we are not told the rate
of exchange; in this case the hand-tin amounts to IO minas, or I/I4 of the whole
amount of tin; its price would thus have been ea. 43 sheqels. In the second case
the 9 minas would have cost ea. 36 rj2 sheqels. Using these figures we arrive at
the following totals:
first caravan
total investments: ro minas I3 sheqels; total expenses: 5/6 mina 2 sheqels;
second caravan
total investments: 8 5/6 minas 3 I/2 sheqels; total expenses: 2/3 mina 2 rj2
sheqels.
But even these figures are lacking in exactitude, for it is evident that in
both cases the price of the donkey includes the figure for donkey-fodder.
The last amount of I/2 mina of silver has been subjected to the levying of the
nis!Jatu-tax, which, as pointed out above, constituted 5/I20 of the amount. The
remaining 28 3/4 sheqels have been spent on the purchase of 6 rj2 minas 3
sheqels of tin. No transport expenses are given here for the simple reason that
there were none: the shipment travelled with Kulumaja and was only a small
bundle.
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Group

2

Type 3: 11 : BIN 4: 6r. Partly transliterated and translated in EL
n.a.

I,

p.

2I9,

Say to Salim-al}um;
thus La-qepum and Ili-alum:
6 talents 30 minas of sealed tin,
20 black textiles including (those) of
the packing,
85 tU.gku-ta-ni sa a-na 1-li-ds-ra-ni 5 85 linen-cloths which you gave to Iliasrannita-di-nu SA.BA 4 I/4 tU.gku-ta-ni
thereof: 4 I/4 linen-cloths
and I black textile they have taken
U I su-ra-am ni-is-!Ja-tim ils-qe-u
as nis!Jritu-tax;
2 GiN KU. BABBAR i-pu-lu 8 tU.gkuthey have balanced 2 sheqels of silver;
8 linen-cloths
ta-ni
the palace took as your tithe, and you
is-ra-ti-ka :E. GAL-lum ils-qe u
2 GiN KU. BABBAR
have balanced 2 sheqels of silver.
ta-pu-ul si-ti TUGgLti-ka 73 LA
IO
The rest of your textiles: 72 3/4
linen-cloths;
I/4 k[u-t]a-nu
I tugsu-ra-am a-na is-ra-tim
they have taken I black textile as the
tithe,
ils-qe-u 3 GIN KU. BABBAR i-pu-lu
3 sheqels of silver they have balanced;
Si-ti su-ru-ti-ka 20 LA 2 TUG qd-di
the rest of your black textiles: I8
textiles including
sa li-we-tim i-na 6 GU 30 MA.NA
(those) of the packing. Of your 6 talents 30 minas
AN .NA-ki-ka I2 MA.NA AN .NA
I5 of tin they have taken I2 minas
of tin
ni-is-!Ja-tim ils-qe-u 9 2/3 MA.NA
as nis!Jritu-tax; 9 2/3 minas:
mu-fd-u 6 I/3 MA.NA AN .NA
loss; 6 I/3 minas of tin
dNIN. suBuR-ba-ni ils-qe
Ilabrat-bani has takena-na-kam ld [wa-s] a-db is-tu
he is not [pre ]sent here; since
50 MA.NA 5 GIN AN.NA-ak qd-ti-su 20 the 50 minas 5 sheqels of tin for his
hand,
4 SILA ri-is-tdm I/3 MA.NA AN .NA
the 4 qa fine (oil), the I/3 mina of tin,
u 5 GiN KU.BABBAR [s]a a-na A-biand the 5 sheqels of silver, which you
ti-ba-an
sent to him in Abitiban,
tu-se-bi4-ld-su-[n ]i gam-ru 9 MA. N A
had been spent we balanced 9 minas
AN.NA
of tin

a-na Sa-lim-a-!Ji-im qi-bi4-ma
um-ma La-qe-pu-um u 1-li-a-lum-ma
6 GU 30 MA. NA AN. NA ku-nu-ki
20 tU.gsu-ru-tum qd-di sa li-we-tim
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a-na 1-li-ds-ra-ni ni-pu-ul
si-t£ AN. NA-ki-ka 5 GU 53 MA. NA
AN.NA
SA.BA

7

3

GU

GIN TA

LA I

MA.NA AN.NA

20 tU.gku-ta-ni Il2

MA.NA

TA

IO tU.gsu-ru-tum I5 GIN TA SU. NIGIN
Ku .BABBAR-pi-ka
38 MA.NA 4 Il4 GIN Puzur4-A-na
E-la-li i-qi-ip
SA. BA 30 LA 2 MA.NA a-na 50 !Jaam-sa-tim
i-sa-qal IO MA.NA 4II4 GIN
a-na 45 !Ja-am-sa-tim i-sa-qal
2 GU I4 MA.NA IO GIN AN .NA
7 GIN TA 20 tU.gku-ta-ni Il2 MA.NA
DUMU

TA

4 tugsu-ru-tim I5 GIN TA
I ANSE $a-la-mu-um ki-ma

I

I 2

123

with Ili-a.Sranni;
the rest of your tin: 5 talents 53 minas
of tin.
Thereof: 3 talents minus r mina
of tin
(at) 7 sheqels each, 20 linen-cloths (at)
r12 mina each,
ro black textiles (at) 15 sheqels each
-total of your silver:
38 minas 4 rl4 sheqels, (with this) he
has entrusted Puzur-Anna,
30 son of Elali;
thereof he shall weigh out 28 minas
after 50 !Jamustu's,
ro minas 4 Il4 sheqels
he shall weigh out after 45 !Jamustu's.
2 talents I4 minas IO sheqels of tin
35 (at) 7 sheqels each, 20 linen-cloths (at)
Il2 mina each,
4 black textiles (at) I5 sheqels each,
I black donkey worth Il2 mina25

MA.NA

a-na 30 2I3 MA. NA KU. BABBAR a-na
47 l:Ja-am-sa-tim
1-di-a-ba-am DUMU 1-di-in-IStar

with 30 213 minas of silver on (terms
of) 47 !Jamustu's
he coilliiilssioned Idi-abum, son ot
Iddin-IStar;
i-qi-ip u4-mu-su-nu ITI KAM
40 their terms: the month
sa ki-na-tim li-mu-um
sa kinatim, eponym:
Su-da-a DUMU En-na-nim 8 tU.gkuSudaja, son of Ennanum. 8 linenta-ni
cloths
u 3 tugsu-ru-tim i-di-in-ni-a-ti
and 3 black textiles he gave to us;
5 tU.gku-ta-ni wa-at-ru-tim
5 extrafine linen-cloths
E . GAL-lum a-na si-mi-im ils-qe-ma 45 the palace pre-empted, and
I 2IJ MA.NA i-na ni-ka-si
we will place I 213 mina on the account.
ni-sa-ka-an ki-ma 2 tU.gku-ta-ni
For 2 linen-cloths
7 Il2 GIN LA 6 Il2 SE
it has given 7 Il2 sheqels minus 6 Il2
KU.KI u 5 GIN KU. BABBAR
corns of gold plus 5 sheqels of silver
i-di-in-ni-a-ti si-ti tU.gku-ta-ni-ka
to us. The rest of your linen-cloths:
I7 TUG u I tugsu-ru-um
50 I7 textiles, plus I black textile; their
KU. BABBAR-dp-su-nu
(price in) silver-
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I/3 MA.NA

TAu

IO GIN KU.BABBAR

sa su-ri-im 5 5/6 MA. NA
si-ti AN .NA-ki-ka 40 MA.NA

LA

IO GIN
KU. BABBAR-dp-su 5 MA. NA
lu sa si-ti tligku-ta-ni

u su-ri-im lu sa si-ti
AN .NA-ki-ka IO

5/6

MA.NA

KU.BABBAR

$a-ru-pd-am i li-bi4
1-li-ds-ra-ni
ta Ldi-in tup-pu-su
sa IO I/3 MA.NA KU .BABBAR
u a-!Ja-ma
sa I/2 MA.NA KU.BABBAR
la-pi-it ITI KAM
ku-zal-li li-mu-um
Su-da-a DUMU E-na-nim
I I/2 GIN TA

i-na

a-na
I MA.NA-im U-$a-db
5 ANSEl:J.i.a sa se-ep
1-li-ds-ra-ni me-tu
ITI I KAM

(at) I/3 mina each plus ro sheqels of
silver
for the black textile: 5 5/6 minas.
The rest of your tin: 40 minas minus
ro sheqels;
its (price in) silver: 5 minas.
55 Both (the price) of the remaining
linen-cloths
and the black textile, and (the price)
of the rest
of your tin, (namely) ro 5/6 minas of
refined silver,
you have given as a loan
to Ill- asranni;
6o his tablet
concerning ro I/3 minas of silver
and further
concerning rjz mina of silver
has been written; the month:
65 kuzallu, eponym:
Sudaja, son of Ennanum;
r rfz sheqel
monthly per
mina he shall add (as interest).
70 5 donkeys from the caravan
of Ili-asranni have died.

Notes:
22: A -bi-ti-ba-an -this city was a post on the caravan route from Assur to
Kanes as intimated by our text. GoETZE, JCS 7 (1953), p. 65, has placed it as
the third major stop after Assur, and its position must have been fairly close
to the capital, as our text states that certain things were sent after the caravan
to catch up with it in this city.
30 and 40: i-qi-ip -this word is constructed with two accusatives, cf I-di-aba-am in r. 39; the subject is clearly the transporter, Ili-asranni. For the technical meaning of the word see further below.
49: i-di-in-ni-a-ti- I have taken the subject for this word to be the palace,
but it could also have been the transporter. The context seems to favour
my view, though, as the transactions with the transporter begin later in
the text.
60: ta Ldi-in -the sign is slightly damaged, but the rests clearly look like
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or MA; as far as I can see only ni-di-in or ta-di-in are possible forms at this
place, and of these niddin is impossible according to the copy, while TA remains
a possibility.
BA

Comment:
The first 40 lines of the text have been discussed at great length by LEWY in
EL, loc. cit. in connection with a discussion of the words napalum and nipiltum.
The verb was explained as "einen Differenzbetrag zahlen" or "eine Ausgleichszahlung leisten", and the procedure has to be explained in this light.
When the text informs us that "they" (i.e. the administration) have taken
4 Ij4linen-cloths and I black textile as nisl:Jatu-tax, and that 2 sheqels of silver
has been paid to balance-this must be understood in the following way: the
tax was levied according to the rate 3: 6o, thus it constituted 4 I/4 linencloths of the 85 brought; of the 20 black textiles it would be exactly I textile,
but nevertheless the palace pays 2 sheqels as a balance. This is due to the fact
that among the black textiles were some which were used for the packing of the
shipment, and these were not taxable. The nisl:Jatu-tax was thus in fact levied
only upon some of the black textiles and accordingly, it could not constitute
one complete piece of textile; thus the authorities took one whole black textile
and balanced the extra amount, that is, paid back in money the amount which
they had taken in excess of the rate of the tax.
This becomes clearer with the payment of the tithe; the palace has received 8
linen-cloths out of the 8o 3/4 cloths that remained after the nisl:Jatu-tax had
been paid. The tithe in fact ought to have been 8 3/40 linen-cloths, but 3/40 of
a linen-cloth is an impossible amount, so the palace accepts an equivalent
payment in cash: the two sheqels of silver (l.g-ro). As 2 sheqels of silver thus
equal 3/40 of a linen-cloth, it is easy to see that the price which was used as
the basis of the calculation was: I linen-cloth: 26 2/3 sheqels of silver. LEWY
reached the result I3 I/3 sheqels as he read the figure in l.g as I sheqel.
The tithe on the black textiles represents I cloth with 3 sheqels of silver
paid back. On this basis one can see that the nis!Jritu-tax and the tithe must
have been reckoned at the same rate, thus either I: IO or 3: 6o. LEWY chose
the last possibility and therefore ended up with the result that only 2 black
textiles had been used for the packing and that the price of one was 20 sheqels.
I would prefer the first possibility, in other words assuming that the nis!Jatutax on black textiles constituted Io% like the tithe. Thus we get: price of
one black textile: IO sheqels, textiles in the packing: I2. That is in complete
agreement with figures from other texts, cf. on p. I49·
The account falls in three parts: a) 1. 6-25, which recounts the transactions
in connection with the payment of taxes and lists some expenses and payments;
b) l. 26-42, which informs the owner of the terms of the retail-traders who have
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been commissioned with the sale of the goods; and c) 1. 42-7I, which tells us
of the sale of the remaining part of the shipment and the loan given to the
transporter.
Brought:
85 linen-cloths
20 black textiles
6 t. 30 m. of tin
Expenses:
linen-cloths:
nis!Jiitu-tax
tithe

85
4 I/4
8

total taxes

I2 I/4

remain

72 3/4
20

black textiles :

nis!Jiitu-tax
tithe

I
I

total taxes

nis!Jiitu-tax
Ilabrat-bani
extra hand-tin

+2
+3

s.
s.

I8
6 t.

30 m.

I2
m.
9 2/3 m.
6 I/3 m.
m.
9

total
remain
balance

s.

2

remain
tin:
loss

-2

37 m.
5

Commissioned:
Puzur-Anna:
2 t. 59 m. of tin, worth
m.
25
20 linen-cloths, worth
IO
m.
IO black textiles, worth
2 I/2 m.
total entrusted to Puzur-Anna

t. 53 m.
+3

4 I/4

s.

S.

38

m.

4 I/4

S.

IZJ
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Idi-abum.

z t. I4 m. IO s. of tin, worth
zo linen-cloths, worth

4 black textiles, worth
I donkey, worth
total entrusted to Idi-abum

I9
IO
I

m. IO
m.
m.
Ijz m.

s.

30 zj3 m.

Sold:
to palace, 5 linen-cloths
I Z/3 m.
to palace, z linen-cloths (silver)
5
on market, IJlinen-cloths
5 Z/3 m.
on market, I black textile
IO
m.
on market, 39 m. 50 s. of tin
5
total sale
Total income in silver

s.
s.

IZ Ijz m.

5

s.

8I I/3 m.

2 I/4

S.

Hereto comes the amount in gold which the palace paid for the z linen-cloths,
ea. 7 Ijz sheqels of gold, or about I mina of silver. The writers have received
8 linen-cloths and 3 black textiles. We miss information about the 3/4 linencloth, which seems to have been forgotten somehow by the writers of the
account.

Type 3: 12: TC 3: 24. Cf

GARELLI,

AC, p. 306, n. r.

a-na Sa-lim-a-!Ji-im qi-bi4-ma
um-ma Pu-su-ki-in-ma
6I ku-ta-ni qd-dum sa ki:k;a-ri-im
u qd-dum sa a-na
dNIN. suBuR-ba-ni tu-se-bi4-ld-ni
A-sur-ma-lik ub-lam sA.. BA
3 ku-ta-nu ni-is-fpa-tum
u sa I TUG ni-is-!Ja-tim ta-na-pd-al
6 ku-ta-nu sa si-mi-im
u 3 GiN KU. BABBAR i-na-pu-lu-nikum
52 ku-ta-nu iz-ku-u-nim
U 2 I/4 GiN ta-ld-qe
sA. I ku-ta-nam A-sur-ma-lik

5

IO

Say to Salim-a:Q.um;
thus Piisu-ken:
6I linen-cloths, including (those) belonging to the harnessor,
and including those you sent to
Ilabrat-bani,
Assur-malik brought here. Thereof:
3 linen-cloths: nisfpritu-tax,
and you will (have to) balance the
nisfpritu-tax of I textile;
6 linen-cloths for pre-emption,
and they will balance 3 sheqels of
silver for you;
52 linen-cloths have been cleared
and you will receive z I/4 sheqels.
Thereof: I linen-cloth Assur-malik
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a ma-ld te-er-ti-ka a-na
am-ti-ka i-di-in
3 ku-ta-ni ka-fja-ar-ka
ils-qe-ma I/3 MA.NA 5

GIN

KU.BABBAR

ni-is-!Ja-su

DIRIG

sa-du-a-su sa-bu

'
k'a na-a'[t:l
' lam s't-t''t
k a-fja-arsrquV'

TUG-ba-ti-ka 48 TUG-ba-tu iz-ku-un'tm
a-na 2 GU I8 MA.NA AN.NA
a-wi-ti-ka I3 5/6 MA.NA AN.NA
td-tum ik-su-ud-ka 3

MA.NA

IS

u-ku-ul-ti 2 ANSE u ka-fja-ri-im
I ANSE i-mu-ut-ma I7 GiN
KU. BABBAR

is-ku-nam 7

GiN

GiN

has given in accordance with your
order to
I5 your maid-servant;
3 linen-cloths your harness or
has taken, and I/3 mina 5 sheqels of
silverits nis[Jritu-tax added, its saddu'ututax paid forhas been paid for by(?) your harnessor; the rest
20 of your textiles: 48 textiles are
cleared.
To the 2 talents I8 minas of tin
of your consignment I3 5/6 minas of
tin
accrued for you as "road-tax"; 3
minas I5 sheqels:
food for 2 donkeys and the harnessor;
25 I donkey died and imposed (an expense) of I7 sheqels
of silver; 7 sheqels of silver

KU.BABBAR

ig-ri sa-ri-dim is-tu ij a-!Ji-im

cost the hire of a sriridum from
]Ja:I]J].um
a-di Ka-ne-es is-ku-nam I2 GiN
to Kanes; I2 sheqels
loss on the hand-tin was deducted
mu-td AN. NA qd-tim is-tu
from
I2 MA.NA AN .NA qd-tim i!j-{Ji-ru
30 the I2 minas of hand-tin;
5 MA.NA I5 GIN AN .NA a-na !je-er
you will (have to) balance 5 minas I5
sheqels of tin on
AN. NA qd-tim ta-na-pd-al
the hand-tin,
8 GIN TA I/2 MA.NA 9 I/3 GIN
(at) 8 sheqels each, I/2 mina 9 I/3
sheqels
KU. BABBAR-dp-su I7 GIN 4i-im;p
is its (price in) silver; I7 sheqels,
si-im ANSE u 7 GIN ig-ri
35 the price of a donkey, and 7 sheqels,
the hire
sa-ri-dim ~u;p
of a sriridum,
U-ra-di-ma SU. NI GIN I MA. NA
I have added, so in all: I mina 3 I/3
sheqels of silver
3I/3 GiN KU.BABBAR
ta-na-pd-al 2 I/4 GIN KU. BABBAR
you shall balance; 2 I/4 sheqels of
silver,
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sa i-na-pu-lu-ni-ku-ni if}-[Ji-ir-ma

SE
a-na A-sur-ma-lik
a-pu-ul

I MA.NA I GIN I5

KU.BABBAR

40

which they will balance for you, has
been credited, so
I have balanced (only) I mina I sheqel
I5 corns of silver with Assur-malik.

Notes:
13: sA.- GARELLI has in his transliteration SA.BA, which is not in accordance
with the copy.
16: ka-f}a-ar-ka- for this GARELLI has ka-f}a-ri-ka, contrary to the copy.
Comment:
The text is of particular interest for the light it sheds on the term annak
qatim (cf already p. 42). The account itself tells us only about the business
with the authorities, nothing about the sale of the 52 textiles which have been
cleared.
Of the 6I textiles the nis!Jatu-tax constitutes 3 pieces plus the tax of I textile.
We are not told directly how much that is, but it is easy to see that it must
have been 3/4 sheqel-the 3 sheqels which the palace had to pay for the preemption minus the 2 I/4 sheqels which it actually pays. The price of I textile
is

thus:~= 3/4, or p
IOO

=

I5 sheqels of silver.

The tin given to the transporter on his departure from Assur has not been
sufficient to cover the expenses, so Pusu-ken gives an account of what the
hand-tin has been used for:
" road-tax"
I3 5/6 m.
m. I5
food for donkey and harnessor 3
I2
loss on hand-tin

expenses in tin
actual amount of hand-tin
deficit in tin

IJ

s.
s.

m.
m.

IJ

s.

I2
5

m.

IJ

s.

The text here (1. 3I) has the figure 5 minas I5 sheqels of tin, and that has
been used for the calculation giving the value of this deficit in silver as I/2 mina
9 I/3 sheqels (by applying the figure above one would get the result I/2 mina
9 Ijz sheqels of silver).
9
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tin-deficit in silver
price of a donkey
hire of a saridum
deficit on the hand-tin

I/2 m.

9 I{3 s.
s.
I7
s.
7

m.

3 I/3 s.

I

The transporter, however, has already been credited with the 2 I/4 sheqels
from the palace, so he is entitled to a balance of I mina I sheqel and I5 corns
of silver only.
If my reconstruction of the procedure is correct, we see that the annak qatim
was used for the following expenses: tatum (traditionally translated "roadtax"), food and fodder for harnessor and donkeys, hire of a saridum on the
stretch from ]Jal}{mm to Kanes, and the price of a donkey, as one had died en
route and the purchase of a new one consequently had been necessary. This is
indeed not very informative, for the biggest post by far, the "road-tax" cannot
be adequately defined. Certain is, however, that the word tatum must denote
a variety of posts, and in the present text it actually seems to constitute the
complete amount of "hand-tin", for we have seen from other texts that the
food for servants and donkeys and the hire of a saridum was often mentioned
as given to the transporter separately, in excess of the hand-tin.
I shall try to evaluate this evidence later in connection with what can be
learnt from the other texts presented here. 59 )
Type 3: 13: CCT 4: I3a.
um-ma A-sur-kCt-Si-id-ma
a-na A -sur-na-da
u Zi-kur-i-li qi-bi-ma
ta-ds-pu-ra-am um-ma a-ta-ma
52 tugku-ta-ni u 2 ANSE Ja-ld-mi
5
Bi-ni-ma-bu-um ir-di-a-am
2 I/2 tugku-ta-ni u I GIN KU. BABBAR
ta-na-pd-al 3 tugku-ta-ni a-na
si-mi-im u I
me-si-tim

I/2 GIN

KU .BABBAR i

ta-ld-qe 4 I/3 GIN KU. BABBAR i-na
sa-e-dim
b~r-lu-qd-u ik-su-du-ka
59

)

Cf. p. I69-I7I.

Thus Assur-kasid;
say to Assur-na'da
and Zikur-ili:
you have written tome, (saying) thus:
"52 linen-cloths and z black donkeys
Binim-al}um has led to me.
z rj2 linen-cloth and I sheqel of silver
you will (have to) balance; 3 linencloths for
pre-emption, and you will receive
I r/2 seqel of silver in the storehouse;
IO 4 I/3 sheqels of silver accrued to you
as a loss in the sa' udum;
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sa 5

tligk~t-ta-ni I 2/J MA.NA

5

GIN

KU.BABBAR

i-na ni-ka-si ta-ld-qe 6 tugku-ta-ni
i-na sd-e-dim a su-ma E-lam-ma

for 5 linen-cloths you will receive
I 2/3 Iillna 5 sheqels of silver
on the account; 6linen-cloths
have been taken in the sa'udum m
the name(?) of Elamma
and ljinaja-(at) I6 sheqels each
they will pay to you-, thereof
we have received 28 sheqels of silver;

u Jji-na-a lci-qe-u I6 GIN TA
I5
i-na-pu-lu-ni-kum SA. BA
I/2 MA.NA LA 2 GiN KU .BABBAR
ni-ils-qe
7 I/2 tligku-ta-nu a-na
7 I/2linen-cloths have been taken for
the saddu' ut~t- tax;
sa-du-e-tim ld-qe-u
I tligku-ta-nam Bi-ni-ma-!Ju-u[m]
20 I linen-cloth Binim-a]J_um
ils-qe I/2 tugku-ta-num lu !Ju-lu-qd-u
has taken; I/2 linen-cloth: either loss
lu ni-is-!Ja-tum lu a si-mi-im
or nis!Jatu-tax or pre-emption27 tugku-ta-nu iz-ku-u-nim
27 linen-cloths were cleared.
II I/J GIN TA ta-da-nu
They were sold (at) I I I/3 sheqels
each."
5 MA.NA 2 I/2 GIN KU .BABBAR
25 5 minas 2 I/2 sheqels of silver, sealed
ku-nu-ki-ka
by you,
Bi-ni-ma-!Ju-um ub-lam
Binim-a]J_um brought here-.
2 ANSE a-na I/2 MA.NA 6 GiN
"-2 donkeys were sold for I/2 mina
KU.BABBAR
6 sheqels of silver,
ta-ad-nu I8 GiN ni-ils-qe
I8 sheqels we received,
I8 GiN a-!Ju-ur a-lci-qe-ma
I8 sheqels remain: I shall receive it
and
u-se-ba-lci-kum Ij2 MA.NA 5 GIN
send it to you; I/2 mina 5 sheqels of
KU.BABBAR
silver
ta-at Bi-ni-ma-!Ji-im cis-qul
I weighed out (as) the "road-tax" of
Binim-a]J_um,
I5 GIN KU. BABBAR a qd-ti-su a-di-in
I5 sheqels of silver I gave to his hand;
2 GiN 1-di-Su-in DUMU 1-di-!Star
2 sheqels Idi-Su'en, son of Idi-IStar,
ils-qe a-na A-sur-na-da qi-bi4-ma
has received."-Say to Assur-na'da:
[s]u-ma a-!Ji a-ta tup-pd-am
35 If you are my brother listen to the
letter!
si-ta-me-ma is-ti Zi-kur-i-li
and stand by Zikur-ili
i-zi-iz-ma lu KU. BABBAR sa E
and have paid out-either the silver
from the office
ka-ri-im
of the karum,
lu sa E-lam-ma u Jji-na-a lu sa
or from Elamma and ljinaja, or from
si-im ANSE sa-di-in-ma KU. BABBAR 40 the price of the donkeys, and send the
silver,
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ku-nu-ki-ka se-bi-lam U KU. BABBAR
I MA.NA

U 2 MA. NA se-bi4-lam-ma
ld-ak-nu-ht-kd

AN. NA

sealed by you, to me! Do send me
silver, (even) I mina
or 2 minas, then I shall seal some tin
for you!

Notes:
6: Bi-ni-ma-l}u-um- cf LEWY, HUCA 32 (rg6o), p. 35, n. 25 and 26. He occurs
as a transporter together with Assur-imitti, a shipment from Assur-kasid to
Assur-na'da: TC 3: g6, where his name is spelt Bu-ni-ma-l}u-um.
14: a su-ma- the translation rests on the hypothesis that we have to do with
a variant of or an error for a su-mi.
Comment:
There seems to be no escape from the conclusion that the major part of this
letter is a quotation from an earlier letter sent from the recipients to Assurkasid, and containing the account repeated here. The quotation takes its start
in 1. 5 after the normal phrase taspuram umma attiima, and it continues until
1. 24, where Assur-kasid inserts a remark of his own; after that the quotation
is resumed in 1. 27 and goes on untill. 33, when the writer so to say begins the
letter afresh with the normal introductory phrase.
The writer Assur-kasid lived in Assur, that is apparent from the last part of
the text, where he asks for silver and declares himself able and willing to seal
(and send off) some tin. It cannot, therefore, have been Assur-kasid who received the slripment of 52 textiles, for they certainly originated in Assur too.
In his quotation we have thus an account such as must have been received by
him from his correspondents in Anatolia, and we can accordingly use tlris text
to describe the transactions which took place in Kanes.
At the time when Assur-kasid wrote this letter he had received the 5 minas
2 I/2 sheqels of silver which he mentions in 1. 25-26. The account wlrich he had
received was not finished, however, as some amounts were still to be paid by
those who had bought textiles and donkeys, and as he is in need of more money,
he asks the men in Kane5 to make the people who had not paid fully weigh out
their debts, and to have these amounts sillpped to Assyria. In return he promises
to send off another shipment of tin.
Brought:

52 linen-cloths
2 donkeys
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Expenses:
nis!;iitu-tax
z Ijz text.
loss in the sa'udum
saddu' utu- tax
7 Ijz t.
to transporter
I
t.
Ijz t.
loss, nis!J., or sold
tatum
hand-silver
ldi-Su'en

I

S.

4 I/3

S.

I

s.
s.

Ijz m.

z

rr I/z t.

total expenses

5/6 m.

7 I/3 s.

Sold:
textiles:
pre-emption
to palace
to Elamma and
Jjinaja
price g6 s.
paid
z8 s.
remain 68 s.
on market

3
5

t t. =

6

t.

27

I

I

t. =

5

t.

total sale

4I

balance

52 Ijz t.

donkeys:
price
paid

Z/3 m.

Ijz s.

5

S.

z8

s.

m. z Ijz s.

=

7

m. I7

s.

I8

s.

36 s.

I8 s.

I8

s.

remain I8 s.
total sale

7 Ijz m.

5

s.

5/6 m.

7 I/3

S.

Balance
remaining to be paid

6 Ijz m.
I I/3 m.

7 Z/3

S.

6

s.

Total income in silver

8

3 zj3 s.

expenses

m.
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The figure in l. 23, 27 textiles, is wrong and must be corrected to 26 rj2; in
that way the correct price of these remaining textiles becomes 5 minas I/3
sheqel of silver, whereas the price of 27 textiles is 5 minas 6 sheq els; there is
thus a discrepancy in both cases.
Assur-kasid has only received the price of these textiles; remaining are some
amounts which had been paid but not sent off, and some which had not yet
been paid in full when the account was written. In all remain 3 minas I I/6
sheqel of silver: the money on the account in the karum-office (L 9 and l. I2-I3),
the money from Elamma and ljinaja (L I4-IJ), and the price of the donkeys
(l. 27-30).
Type 3: 14: BIN 4: 27. Transliterated and translated in
p. 84-8J.

a-na Sa-lim-a-bi-im

u Pu-su-ki-in qi-bi-ma
um-ma A -la-!Ju-um-ma
Im-di-lum u Puzur4-A-sur-ma
2 GU

32

6 MA.NA AN .NA

TUG

5

qd-dum sa li-we-tim

$a-ld-mi-in
lJu-ra-$a-num ip-qi-id-ni-a-ti
2 GU IO MA.NA AN .NA 30 I/2
ku-ta-ni
ro
4 su-ru-tim 2 ANSE $a-ld-mi
A-mur-A-sur ip-qi-id-ni-a-ti
23 ku-ta-ni I ANSE $a-ld-ma-am
drM -ba-ni ip-qi-id-ni-a-ti
i-na 4 GU I6 MA. NA AN. NA-ki-rkCf) 1
8 MA.NA ni-is-!Ja-tum
I5
9 MA.NA 3 I/2 GiN a-na
drM-ba-ni ni-pu-ul
I 5[6 MA.NA a-na 1Ju-ra-$a-nim
ni-pu-ul I3 5{6 MA.NA 5 I/2 GIN
mu-fd-u si-# AN. NA-ki-ka
20
3 GU 43 I/3 MA.NA
85 I/2 ku-ta-nu 4 su-ru-tum
5 ANSE $a-ld-mu iz-ku-u-nim
SA. BA 2 GU AN. NA 32 ku-ta-ni

2 ANSE

VAN DER MEER,

Say to Salim-a:Q_um
an.d Piisu-ken;
thus Ali-a:Q_um,
Imdi-ilum, and Puzur-Assur:
2 talents 6 minas of tin,
32 textiles including (those) of the
packing,
2 black donkeysljur(L$anum entrusted to us;
2 talents IO minas of tin, 30 I/2 linencloths,
4 black textiles, 2 black donkeysAmur-Assur entrusted to us;
23 linen-cloths, I black donkeyAdad bani entrusted to us.
Of the 4 talents I6 minas of your tin:
8 minas was nis!Jatu- tax;
9 minas 3 rj2 sheqels we paid to
Adad-bani;
I 5/6 mina we paid to ljura~anum;
I3 5/6 minas 5 I/2 sheqels
were losses; the rest of your tin:
3 talents 43 I/3 minas;
85 rj2 linen-cloths, 4 black textiles,
5 black donkeys-(this) was cleared.
Thereof: 2 talents of tin, 32 linencloths-
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IO

GIN TA AN. NA

20

MA.NA

IS

GIN TA

ku-ta-ni 25

KU .BABBAR a-na 25

l:Ja-am-sa-tim
i :pi-er DAM. GAR ni-di

I

GU AN. NA

I6 ku-ta-ni IO MA. N A KU. BABBAR
i $i-er
DAM.GAR ni-di 43 I/3 MA.NA

I35

the tin (at) IO sheqels each, the linencloths (at) I5 sheqels each:
20 minas of silver-, on (terms of) 25
l:Jamustu's,
we entrusted to a tamkar~[,Jn; I talent
of tin,
r6 linen-cloths-(worth) ro minas of
silver-we entrusted to
a tamkrintm; 43 I/3 minas of tin,

AN.NA

IJ linen-cloths, 2 donkeys-(worth)
9 I/2 minas 5 sheqelswe entrusted to a tamkarum; 2 doni $i-er DAM. GAR ni-di 2 ANi'lE
keys(worth) I mina of silver-we enI MA.NA KU .BABBAR i $i-er
DAM. GAR ni-di
trusted to a tamkrirum;
I young donkey for I/3 mina we enI wa-ni-qu a-na I/3 MA.NA i $i-er
trusted to
DAM.GAR ni-di a-na 3 GU 43 I/3
a tamkantm; for 3 talents 43 I/3
MA.NA
nnnas
AN .NA 65 TUG us ANsE 40 s/6
35 of tin, 65 textiles, and 5 donkeys has
MA.NA 5 <GIN> KU.BABBAR $a40 5/6 minas 5 sheqels of refined
ru-pd-a[m]
silver
been entrusted to trustworthy tami $i-er DAM. GAR ki-nu-tim ld sa
kriru, about whom you should not
ta-sa-l:Ju-tu a-na
be nervous, on
25 l:Ja-am-sa-tim na-di ITI KAM db
(terms of) 25 l:Jamustu's. Month: ab
sa-ra-ni li-mu-u[m J
sarrrini, eponym:
Bu-zu-zu 8 TUG a qd-ti-ka ni-di
Buzuzu. Vve deposited 8 textiles on
KU. BABBAR-dp-su-nu a qd-ti-k[a]
your account: their (price in)
silver we d[epos]ited on yo[ur]
account;
n[iLdJil I SU-ru-um a-na [q]d-tiI black textile on your account. The
k[a] si-t[i] TUG-ti-ka I2 ku-ta-nu
rest of your textiles: I2linen-cloths,
3 su[-ru-tum]
3 bl [ack textiles J.
IJ

tligku-ta-ni

5

2 ANi'lE

9 Ij2 MA.NA

30

GIN

Notes:
33: wa-ni-qu - a sucking donkey: cf enequ: to suck. As noticed by VAN DER
MEER this must refer to one of the five donkeys to be sold.
36: DAM.GAR ki-nu-tim ld sa ta-sa-l:Ju-tu- the meaning of the phrase mera'
umme' rinim lri sa sa-l:Ja-#m was given by LANDSBERGER in Ar0r I8: I-2 (I950),
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p. 334, n. 23, where he wrote "ungefahrdet" for la sa sal:Jrifim. The meaning of
the word sal:Jatum as "to be excited" was laid down by LANDSBERGER in
ZDMG 69, p. 5rr. See also ATHE, p. 26. A comparable phrase occurs in the
letter TC 3: 31, r8-2o: i-na I $i-er 19tdm-ka-ri-im ki-nim 20sa ld ta-sa-l:Ju-pd-ni:
" ... to a trustworthy tamkrirum, on account of whom you shall not be nervous
for my sake ... ".
39: n[i Ld]i I - very uncertain; VAN DER MEER read the beginning of this line
as follOWS: $UbatelJi.[a] SU-rU-Um.
Comment:
For the meaning of paqadum in this context I refer top. 93· The writers have
received 3 shipments from 3 different transporters, and have entrusted the
goods to tamkriru who will sell them and pay back after 257:Jamustu's the price
of the goods in silver.
The transporters Adad-bani and :ijura$anum receive some amounts in tin as
"balance". Presumably we must think that these amounts were to cover deficits
on the hand-tin, as in Type 3:12.
The writers have received in all: 4 talents r6 minas of tin, 85 rj2linen-cloths,
4 black textiles, and 5 donkeys. The expenses are:
nisl:Jritu-tax
loss
to Adad-bani
to :ijura$anum

m.
8
13 5/6 m.
9
m.
r 5/6 m.

32 2/3 m.

5 rj2 s.
3 rj2 s.

9

s.

The rest is thus 3 talents 43 minas rr sheqels, but the text has here 3 talents
43 I/3 minas, so the 9 sheqels have been ignored. The remaining shipment has
been commissioned to five tamkriru, who have accepted the prices: ro sheqels
of tin per sheqel of silver, 15 sheqels of tin per linen-cloth, r/2 mina per donkey,
except f0r the young one which was to be paid with r/3 mina of silver.
The shipments taken together have thus been sold for 40 5/6 minas 5 sheqels
of silver. This amount will be received by the writers after 25 l:Jamustu' s, or
125 days.
Type 3: 15: BIN 4:29. Partly transliterated and translated in KTH, p. 32.
a-na A-sur-i-mi-ti DUMU En-na-nim
qi-bi-ma um-ma Pu-su-ki-in
5 GU 20 MA. NA a-wi-it-ka

Say to Assur-imitti, son of Ennanum;
thus Piisu-ken:
5 talents 20 minas (was) your consignment.
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5 2/3

MA.NA

5

I3J

5 2/3 minas 5 sheqels each:

GIN TA

5 "road-tax" for (the stretch) to Ka-

ta-tum sa a-di Ka-ni-is

nes30 2/3 minas accrued as "road-tax";
I5 sheqels: "head-tax"
of the saridum; I/ 2 mina: "carriage"
in the mountains; I/2 mina ....... .

30 2j3 MA.NA ta-tum ik-su-dam
I5 GIN qd-qd-ad
sa-ri-dim Ij2 MA.NA ta-si-a-tum
sa SA. TU Ij2 MA.NA RUGA EL?
ME? D[A]M?

u-ku-ul< -ti> sa-ri-dim
8 MA.NA ni-is-(Ja-tum
sa E.GAL-lim II I/3 MA.NA
mu-td su-uq-la-ti-ka
U AN .NA qd-ti-ka
i-na 4 GU 40 MA.NA
qd-dum AN .NA-ak qd-ti-su
5I MA.NA I5 GIN
gam-ra-am U-$a-l;i-ir-ma
3 GU 48 2/3 MA.NA 5 GIN
AN. NA-ka iz-ku-am
SA. BA I GU I-li-a-lUm
ils-qe I Gu 2 MA.NA I5 GIN
Lu-lu ils-qe 9 GIN TA

6 5/6

MA.NA

dp-ka
SA. BA 7

LA

5

I/3

GIN KU.BABBARGIN

sa-du-a-tdm

a-na Kur-ub !Star a-di-in
Si-ti Kii.BABBAR-pi-ka 6 3 MA.NA
8 I/3 GIN
ku-nu-ki-a Kur-ub-IStar
na-ds-a-kum I GU 46 I/2 MA.NA

2;

AN .NA

sa iz-ku-a-ni i li-bi4-a

i-na IO tugku-ta-ni-ka
lu ni-is-(Ja-tum lu si-mu-um
9 TUG iz-ku-u-nim u
8 tugsu-ru-tum sa li-we-tim
a qd-ti-ku-nu a E ka-ri-im
a-di si-tdm A-sur-SIPA i-di

food for the saridum;
8 minas : nisl;atu-tax
of the palace; I I I/3 minas:
loss in your containers
and your hand-tin:
I5 in the 4 talents 40 minas
including its hand-tin
I have deducted 5I minas I5 sheqels
as expenses, so
3 talents 48 2/3 minas 5 sheqels
20 of your tin was cleared.
Thereof: Ili-alum took I talent;
I talent 2 minas I5 sheqels
Lulu took-(at) 9 sheqels each,
6 5/6 minas 5 sheqels is your silver
(for this);
25 thereof: I gave 6 2/3 sheqels as saddu'utu-tax
to Kurub-IStar;
the rest of your silver, 6 2/3 minas
8 I/3 sheqels,
sealed by me, Kurub-IStar
is bringing to you. The I talent 46 I/2
minas
30 of tin which was cleared is charged
on me.
Of your IO linen-clothseither nis(Jritu-tax or pre-emption:
9 textiles were cleared, and
8 black textiles of the packing
35 I deposited on your (plur.) account in
the krirum-office;
the rest Assur-re'i deposited.
IO
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i-na 5 I/2 MA.NA KU .BABBAR
sa ba-bu-ld-ku-ni 2/J MA.NA 6 GIN
ar-nu-um lu sa
AN. NA-ki-ka lu TUG-ba-ti-ka E
40
ka-ri-im ds-qul
si-ti Ku .BABBAR-pi-ka 4 3 MA.NA
4 GIN i li-bi4-a
si-ta-dp-ku-um :E ka-ri-im i-ba-si-ma

2;

a si-a-ti KU. BABBAR-dp-ka ak-ld
um-ma a-na-ku-ma
Su-ru-ni-um-ma ma-e i $C-ri-su-nu
ld i-sa-ti

Of the 5 1j2 minas of silver
which I owe you, 2/3 mina 6 sheqels
was "punishment"; I weighed it out
from
your tin or your textiles in the kiir,umoffice.
The rest of your silver, 4 2/3 minas 4
sheqels, charged on me,
is at hand stored in the kiirum-office,
and
for this reason I held back your silver,
(saying) thus:
"The Surunite( ?) shall not drink
water on their backs!"

Notes:
9: - it is possible that some or all of the signs at the end of the line must be
read at the end of line 10 instead, but even then I can offer no suggestions as to
the correct order, let alone the correct meaning of the word(s). 60 )
10: u-ku-ul< -ti> -the restoration also proposed by LEWY; it seems mandatory, even though the writing u-ku-ul (siiridim) can be found in a few other texts,
e.g. BIN 6: 185, 14 and 16; the correct form must be ukulti.
39: ar-nu-um- cf UAR, p. 74 with n. 405, and EL 2, p. 66-74, with n. con
p. 79· We cannot from our text see whether any crime had been committed, or
whether the word is used simply to denote a regular debt.
44: Su-ru-ni-um-ma ma-e i $i-ri-su-nu ld i-sa-ti- cf LEWY, DLZ 53 (1932),
Sp. 1260: " 'Auf jemandes Riicken Wasser trinken' metaphorisch im Sinne von
'auf eines anderen Kosten einen Vorteil haben' ". - LEWY also mentioned this
passage in OrNS 2I (1952), p. 267, n. 7, where, however, he transliterated (he
gave no translation) the beginning of the line as follows: Su-ru-ni-um ma-ma-e
61) Even if LEWY's idea that su-ru-ni-um is to be taken as a nisbah from a
GN Surun (according to him a variant of Sirun which he locates at Tell $uwar
on the Jjabiir) is correct, I must confess that the situation to which the writer is
referring is still obscure to me. The persons referred to by the suffix -sunu are
probably the same as those whose account in the kiirum-office is mentioned in
1.35, therefore the owners; the trouble is that the letter is written to one person
only, and in all other instances the writer is referring to one person (1. 13, 14,
24, 29, etc). Perhaps he is talking about Assur-imitti and his father (cf 1. r).
0

0

0

60 ) The only solution that seems to offer itself is the reading it,! <na->ru-qa-tu[m] at
the end of 1. IO; in that way we get: "I/2 mina: food for a saridum and sacks ... ".
61) "Water" is ma'u in oA, cf. AHw.
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Comment:
The first 20 lines of the text contain an enumeration of the expenses in connection mth the transportation from Assur to Kanes and of the taxes paid on
arrival in Anatolia. All these different posts amount to 5I minas I5 sheqels of
tin, and hereof the biggest expenses is the tatum: 30 2/3 minas. The other travel
expenses are: qaqqad sriridim, I5 sheqels, the tassi' ritum of the mountains, I/2
mina, and food for the saridum, Ijz mina- or in all I mina I5 sheqels.
The tatum is being levied per talent of the shipment, in our case 5 I/3 talents.
This shipment consisted of 4 talents 40 minas of tin (in this included the handtin), IO linen-cloths, and 8 black textiles to be used for paclcing purposes. The
I8 textiles thus make up the 40 minas or 2/3 talent. It is important to note
that the hand-tin is included in the amount of 4 talents 40 minas of tin, which
can be seen from the fact that the losses (which are both on the tin in containers
and the hand-tin) are deducted from the amount mentioned, cf L I5-20. 62) We
do not know the size of the amount which is referred to as annak qatim, but it is
evident that the major post of those which made up the expenses paid with the
hand-tin was the tatum.
That the tatum was levied in accordance with the weight of the shipment and
the distance of the journey comes out clearly from a number of texts. I point
here to BIN 6: 79, in particular because this text shows once again that the
shipment was reckoned in talents, also when it was made up of both tin and
textiles (1. 2-Io): 4 GU 20 MA.NA 3AN.NA ku-nu-ku I mi-at 5 ku-ta-nu 43 ku-ta-nu
sa En-na-nim 8 tugsu-ru-tum 5li-we-tum 6 ANSEIJ.i.a !ja-ld-mu 6II MA.NA AN.NA
qd-tim su.NIGIN I Gu 7 a-wi-it-ka 3 2j3 MA.NA 2 GIN TA 8 33 I/3 MA.NA ta-tum a-di
Ti-me-el-ki-a 9 ik-su-dam is-tu Ti-me-el-ki-a a-di Ka-[ni-is] 10 [9 I/2] GIN TA I I/3
MA.NA 5 I/2 GIN KU.[BABBAR]: "4 talents 20 minas of sealed tin, I05 linencloths, 3 linen-cloths belonging to Ennanum, 8 black textiles, the packing
(-material), 6 black donkeys, 40 minas of hand-tin-in all: 9 talents was your
consignment; (at) 3 2/3 minas 2 sheqels each 33 I/3 minas accrued as "road-tax"
(for the stretch) until Timelkija; from Timelkija to Ka[nes- (at) 9 I/2] sheqels
each, I I/3 mina 5 I/2 sheqels of sil[ver. ... ]."
62 ) H. LEWY has given an explanation of this procedure in RSO 39 (1964), p. r88:
"-The shipper in Assur did not weigh his merchandise but merely filled his standardized
containers of which he knew that they held approximately one talent of lead [AN .NA,
see p. 3, n. 14]. Upon arrival, the lead first was brought to the palace, where the exact
weight was determined in talents, minas, and shekels and where then the import taxes
were computed and paid." This cannot have been the procedure with the annak qatim,
however, which was meant to be spent en route; unless we think that the transporter
used money of his own and delivered an account on arrival, and then was paid for his
expenses. It is clear that in some cases the transporters had spent some of their own
money for expenses when these exceeded the amount of hand-tin which they had received.
Probably they could not open the packages which were sealed (see Type 3: I I where the
recipients in Kanes have balanced 9 minas of tin with the transporter for extra expenses).
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The sealed tin plus the hand-tin constituted 5 talents, the textiles thus must
have made up the remaining 4 talents.
We see in this text that the tatum from Assur to Timelkija was reckoned
in tin, whereas for the stretch inside Anatolia proper it was reckoned in
silver.
The text is to be connected with the following passage from BIN 4 : IJ3, a
"Sammelurkunde" which repeats a number of contracts; it can be found
treated in EL as no. 235: 31r ne-pe-sum 32 6 2j3 MA.NA 8 rfJ GIN KU.BABBAR
33sa A-sur-i-mi-ti DUMU En-na-nim 345 GIN a Sa-lim-ma mi-ma a-nim 35 a-na
Kur-ub-IStar ap-qi-id 36rGr Su-Be-lim DUMU A-mur-DINGIR IGI A-sur-i-mi-ti
DUMU I-ku-pi-IStar 37su-uq-lam sa A-sur-i-mi-ti 38nu-sa-ni-iq-ma I GU 1-li-a-lum
39il5-qe 2 MA. NA u-tu-ra-e 40 a-na-ku al-qe IGI Kur-ub-IStar 41IGI N a-ab-Su-in
DUMU MAN-IStar 42 IGI E-nu-Be-lim DUMU Su-Ld-ba-an 43r GU 2 I/J MA.NA 5
GIN AN.NA 44u 2 tugku-ta-ni 45 sa A-sur-i-mi-ti a-na A-sur-duru-si DUMU Laqe-ep 46 a-di-in IGI I-ku-nim DUMU Sd-ma-a IGI Dan-A-sur 47 DUMU Sdl-mi-!Jiim- "I package of 6 2/3 minas 8 I/3 sheqels of silver belonging to Assuriinitti, son of Ennanum, 5 sheqels for Salimma-all this I entrusted to KurubIStar. Witnessed by Su-Belum, son of Amur-ili, witnessed by Assur-imitti, son
of Ikii(n)-pi-IStar. We checked Assur-imitti's container and Ili-alum took I
talent; I took 2 minas (which were) in excess. Witnessed by Kurub-IStar,
witnessed by Nab-Su'en, son of Puzur-IStar, witnessed by Ennu-Belum, son
of Su-Laban. I talent 2 I/3 minas 5 sheqels of tin plus 2 linen-cloths, belonging
to Assur-imitti, I gave to Assur-samsi, son of La-qep. Witnessed by Ikiinum,
son of Samaja, witnessed by Dan-Assur, son of Salim-a:tJ_um."
The contract contained in lines 3I-36 obviously represents the text of
Type I made when Kurub-IStar departed from Kanes. The tin taken by Ilialum seems to be a normal loan, though we are not told what he is going to
pay in return. The last contract may record a transaction which was completed after the account had been written.

Conclusion
The examination of the notifying messages showed that there was a marked
difference between the procedures in Assur and in Anatolia. The caravan accounts exhibit a similar difference and provide us with descriptions of these
transactions so that it is possible to distinguish between the texts of groups I
and 2, and also to see how the orders contained in the notifying messages are
being carried out.
A caravan account is primarily an acknowledgement of receipt, but it is also
intended to inform the sender(s) of the activities of the recipients of the shipments, and in some cases even a kind of notifying messages finish the accounts:
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a list of the goods bought and the name of the transporter. The differences
between the two groups show in the reports of the activities.
Assur
We know from the notifying messages and the transport contracts that in
Assur a purchase was to be carried out. When a shipment consisted of both
silver and gold, as was the case with for instance Type 3: 2 and 3: 3, we hear
first of a sale, however, namely a sale of the gold which is exchanged for silver.
In Type 3: 4 the entire shipment consisted of gold and here too we are told
first of the sale of the gold for silver-only thereafter comes the list of expenses.
The rates are as follows: 3: 2, a) 8 r/4, b) 6 2/3 (kubursinnum); 3: 3, 7 I/3; 3: 4,
8 5/6; 3: 8, a) 7 I/3, b) 8 2/3 (fine quality). These figures correspond very nicely
to the normal rate of exchange for gold as calculated by GARELLI, AC, p. 269,
which varies from 7 to 9 sheqels of silver for one sheqel of gold. Gold seems to
have cost nearly the same in Anatolia, cf TC 3: 2II, 30 (r: 7) and BIN 4: r48,
23-24 (r: 6).
When a total of silver had been arrived at we find that this amount is used
for a purchase of goods, the verb sa' amum being used, and typical for the texts
are the expressions itbulujitbal: "brought away= cost" (Type 3:3,38,3:5, 8,
etc.) and kasapka gamrakkum: "your money has been spent for you" (Type
3= 2, 40, 3= 5, 28, 3= 7, 25, 3= 8, 28).
A caravan account of group I was normally written after the purchase had
been carried out, thus it contains a list of the things bought and the prices
which had been paid. It further contains a list of expenses used for the equipment of the caravan which was to bring the goods to Anatolia, and finally it
informs the men in Anatolia of the payments made to the authorities.
The two taxes met with many times already in the texts, the nis!Jatum and
the saddu' utum, occur in all the notifying messages sent from Anatolia to Assur
-but we are always told that they had been added and paid for on top of the
shipment. It is thus understandable that the caravan accounts usually do not
mention these amounts as they constituted additions. When we hear about
them we can thus expect that the text acquaints us with a situation which was
not normal.
The nis!Jatu-tax: In Type 3:3 Kulumaja quotes a letter from Piisu-ken in
which the latter had signalled the arrival of a shipment consisting of I5 rj2
minas 7 rj2 sheqels of silver-its nis!Jatu-tax paid for; the rj2 mina 7 rj2 sheqels
exactly correspond to the nis!Jatu-tax of I5 minas of silver, according to the
rate 5: r2o, but as it had apparently also been added, the procedure is obscure.
Kulumaja tells us that the package containing the silver and the tax had been
opened in the presence of 5 DUMU umme' ani, and the weight checked. 63 ) Pos63
)

Cf. above, p. 97, n. 49·
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sibly the DUMU umme' ani were also those who received the tax, though it may
as well have been Piisu-ken's representatives and Salim-a:Q_um. In 3: ro we
hear that the package carried by one Idi-Su'en was opened by Salim-almm
in the presence of Kulumaja, and it seems that it was customary to have one
or more witnesses present when the packages containing silver were opened
upon arrival at Assur, so that the check of the weight could be trusted by the
owner. In Type 3: 4 the nis!Jatu-tax is being "given", we are not told to whom,
but the rate is again 5: 120. In this case it had not been added to the shipment,
probably because this consisted of gold, so that the exact value of the gold on
the market in Assur would determine the size of the nis(Jatum. This is not
always the case, however.
In BIN 4: 47 we hear of a case where a discussion arose over the nis!Jatu-tax;
a certain Assur-lamassi had brought a shipment of r rj2 mina of gold and ro
minas of silver, and to the latter amount the nis!Jatu-tax had not been added;
the pertinent lines run as follows (L 29-36): I/J MA.NA 5 GIN 30 ni-is-!Ja-at ro
MA.NA-e 31Ku.BABBAR r 2j3 Gi[N] KU.BABBAR te-!ju-bi4 il5 -qe 32 um-ma A-sur-ldma-si-ma 33 ni-is-!Ja-at KU.BABBAR ld DIRIG 34sa GUSKIN DIRIG u 3 MA.NA 35 Ku.
BABBAR A-sur-ld-ma-si i[l5 -qe] 36 um-ma su-ut-ma a-ld-ak-ma is-ti-su a-za-ku:
"r/3 mina 5 sheqels, the nis!Jatu-tax of ro minas of silver, (and) I 2/3 sheqels of
silver, "additions", he received; thus Assur-lamassi: 'The nis!Jatu-tax of the
silver was not added, that of the gold had been added'. - Further Assurlamassi received 3 minas of silver, thus he (said): 'I shall go and clear my
account with him!' "-In this case the nis!Jatu-tax was again 5/I20.
In Assur the shipments clearly enter the houses of the private merchants
when they arrive and we hear nowhere that the palace of the capital received
the goods either for payment of taxes or for the purpose of pre-emption such as
is normal in Anatolia. It is therefore quite possible that the amount called
nis!Jatum was not in Assur a tax levied by the Assyrian authorities. LEWY has
called attention to the fact that in some cases private people seem to receive
the nis(Jatum in Assur, HUCA 27 (rg56), p. 23, n. 102: "That the nisl~atum were
not so much a customs duty as a toll for the service of sheltering goods or for
similar services follows with some certainty from references to nis!Jatum levied
or to be levied at Assur from shipments of silver and gold. For some of the
pertinent sources leave no doubt that these nis!Jatum accrued to individual
merchants or commercial firms". GARELLI, AC, p. r88, n. 4, writes in continuation of this: "-on est tente de considerer les nis(Jatum comme des 'commissions'
pen;ues en des circonstances diverses, celles des palais d' Asie mineure correspondant a des droits de douanes".
Piisu-ken writes once to his umme'anii, Su-tJ:ubur, and his representatives in
Assur a rather pleading letter in which he inter alia reminds them: "please
consider how many nis!Jatum have been "tom out" in the house of my umme'
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anu!", 64) and such phrases can be found in other letters as well. It suggests that
in the Assyrian capital the nis{Jatum were paid to the umme' anu, or financial
backers of the merchants living in Anatolia. Thus Enlil-bani writes in the
notifying message TC 3: 68, 7-I3: i-na duTu-si sa Ku-ku-ld-num 8 e-ra-ba-ni
na-ds-pe-er-ti 9ta-sa-me-a-ni ku-nu-ki 10sa ri-ik-si ld i-pd-pit-ru 11ni-is-1Ja-ti-su
le-qe-a-ma 12is-ti KU.BABBAR sa DAM.GAR-re 13ni-is-1Ja-ti-su i-dd: "on the day
when Kukkulanum arrives you shall listen to my message-they shall not
open the seals of the bundles; take its nis{Jatum and deposit its nis{Jiitum with
the silver of the merchants!"- In TC 3: 54 Imdi-ilum informs his correspondents in Assur that a certain Pila]J-IStar is on his way with a shipment of silver,
which is described as his qiptum (cf also p. 74, n. 28), and he writes (1. I7-20):
KU .BABBAR 18 er-sa-su-ma a-sar 19 ni-a-ti ni-is-{Ja-tum 20 li-ni-is-1Ja: "demand the
silver from him and have the nis{Jatum "tom out" with us!"
If this is correct-and it must be stressed that the material available is
not sufficient to prove this or any other theory-we may in the nis{Jiitum have
a kind of "private tax" levied according to the fixed rate of 5: I20 and received
by the bankers in Assur as their share of every overland trade transaction carried out. As recipients of shipments we often find the umme' anu together with
the representatives of the owner, cf ICK I: 63, I3-I6: a-na a-li-ki-im 14di-na-suma a-na um-me-a-ni-a 15u sa ki-ma i-a-ti 16lu-ub-lu, ICK I: rr6, I3-I6: is-ti
a-li-ki pd-n[i-im-ma] 14a-na um-me-a-ni-a 15u sa ki-ma i-a-ti 16a-na a-limki
se-bi4-ld[-nimJ.
Our texts of Type 2 sent off from Kanes mentioned this tax and the saddu'
utum, but this latter is never found in our caravan accounts from Assur.
The saddu'utu-tax: In the account BIN 4: 30 we find the following passage
(1. 3-I2) :I I[/3 MA.N]A 4 KU.KI u IO MA.NA KU.BABBAR sa DAM.GAR 5sa i-di-na-ni
I MA.NA GUSKIN 6 8 Ij2 GIN TA KU.BI 8 I/2 MA.NA 7 I/3 MA.NA GUSKIN 7 5/6 GIN
TA 8Ku.BI 2 I/2 MA.NA 3 I/3 GIN 9su.NIGIN 2I MA.NA 3 I/3 GIN KU.BABBAR 10 qddum IQ MA.NA SA.BA 5/6 MA.NA 2 I/2 GIN ni-is-{Ja-[t]um 12 I/3 MA.NA I GIN sa-dua-tum: "I I[/3 min]a of gold and IO minas of silver, belonging to the tamkarum,
which he gave to me- I mina of gold (at) 8 r/2 sheqels each, its (price in)
silver: 8 I/2 minas; I/3 mina of gold (at) 7 5/6 sheqels each, its (price in) silver:
2 rj2 minas 3 I/3 sheqels- in all: 21 minas 3 r/3 sheqels of silver including the
ro minas of silver; Thereof: 5/6 mina 2 I/2 sheqels was the nis{Jatu-tax, I/3
mina r sheqel the saddu'utu-tax". Here, again, the nis{Jatu-tax is 5/I20, and the
saddu'utu-tax Ij6o. In Type 3: I5 the saddu'utum likewise corresponded to Ij6o
of the amount shipped to Assur, and see also TC I: 27 (quoted above p. Io8- I09),
in which the writer says: "I I/3 mina 4 sheqels of silver sealed by me and I
sheqel as saddu'utu-tax I sent to his representatives". In BIN 4: 26 Salim64) BIN 4: 32, 28-31: su-ma 29 li-bi4-ku-nu ma-la ni-is-lfa-tum 30:E um-me-a-ni-a i-na-sa!Ja-ni 3 lmi-il5 -ka-ma; see AC, p. 233-235 for a thorough discussion of this letter.
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al;].um acknowledges the receipt of a number of shipments of silver (1. r8-3z):
JI MA.NA I5 GIN 19Ij2 MA.NA sa-du-a-su 20 Su-Su-in u DUMU Su-A-sur 21ub-lu-nim
20 5/6 MA.NA 22I/J MA.NA sa-du-a-su 23 DUMU E-ra-a ub-lam 24JI MA.NA I5 GIN
I/2 MA.NA 25sa-du-a-su 2 MA.NA 26 a-!Ja-ma me-e!J-ra-at TUG-ti-su 27 Dan-A-sur
ub-lam 284I 2/J MA.NA 2/J MA.NA sa-au-a-su 29 J-li-a-lum ~tb-lam I8 MA.NA I8
GIN 3°Kur-ub-IStar ub-lam 31su.NIGIN 2 GU 27 MA.NA I8 GIN 32 KU.BABBAR sa
ub-lu-ni-ni. The amounts brought add up to z talents 25 minas r8 sheqels, so
in the total Salim-a:Q.um is counting the amounts which are designated as
saddu'utum- they represent z minas in all, so the total of the text is reached
when that is added. The saddu' utu-amounts in each case correspond to about
rj6o of the shipments.
When Salim-a:Q.um thus distinguishes between the shipments and the saaau'
utu-amounts, yet counts the latter in the total, we see that in this case the
taxes had not been added to the shipments or paid for separately, but taken
out of them. Salim-agum is receiving all these amounts in return for shipments
of tin and textiles which he had sent to Anatolia and which had been sold there,
and out of the total amount which constituted the price of his goods he had to
pay for the taxes-and thus accept the figures in the total. He had, of course,
not received the saddu' utu-amounts in Assur, they had been spent en route or
taken by the transporters.
We are never told that the saddu'utum has been paid or levied in Assur, and
in fact we are never told who received these amounts when the journey was one
from Anatolia to Assyria. But the fact that they constituted amounts reckoned
according to a fixed rate indicates that we have to do with a tax or toll. If
that is correct it can only have been paid once, not in several portions to different authorities, and it remains a possibility that it was in fact paid on departure
from Anatolia-then probably to the karum.
The word has been translated "Provision", so for instance KIENAST in ATHE
30, zo, "Gebtihren" by GOETZE, Kleinasien, p. 76, n. 6, "transportation taxes"
in CAD, vol. "$", p. IZ3-IZ4, "fees" by LEWY, for instance HUCA 27 (1956),
p. 67-68, and "taxe de consignation" by GARELLI in AC passim. It is necessary
to be aware of the fact, however, that the word may have more than one specific
meaning, according to the circumstances of the transaction. There is thus no
doubt that it was a toll or tax levied by the Assyrian authorities in Anatolia
when we have to do with shipments from Assur to Anatolia and inside Anatolia,
but that does not mean that the word had the same meaning in the cases where
the transportation was one from Anatolia to Assur. The transport-contracts
and the notifying messages of group I make it certain that the saddu'utum
was somehow "paid for" at the rate of I: 6o whenever a shipment left Anatolia
for Assyria-and the caravan accounts seem to make it just as certain that it
was not received at Assur.
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The accounts written in Assur mention consistently only one tax, the wafjitum, cf already p. 43· The other expenses and different amounts refer to the
purchase of tin and textiles and the equipment of the caravan. In the following
table I have attempted to summarize all the tables given above in connection
with the texts in order to show the ratio between investments and expenses in
Assur: 65)
amount spent

investments

expenses

3: I

a) 29 I/3 m.
I/4 S.
b) 28
m. I3 I/4 s.

23 rj2 m. 5 I/I2 s. =80,4%
23 I/2 m. 5 Iji2 S.=83,6%

4 I/2 m. 8 I/6 S.=I5,8%
4 I/2 m. 8 I/6 S.=I6,4%

3:2

a) 32 I/2 m.
b) 30 2j3 m.

7 I/2 s.
2 I/2 S.

25 5/6 m. 6 2/3 S.=79,5%
25 5/6 m. 6 2/3 S.=84,5%

4 2/3 m. 5 5/6 s.=q,6%
4 2/3 m. 5 5/6 S.=I5,5%

3:3

a) 33 I/3 m.

s.
s.

25 I/3 m. 4
25 r/3 m. 4

s.=76,o%
S.=79,6%

6 I/2 m.
6 I/2 m.

=I9,5%
=20,4%

3:4

3 5/6 m. 2 2/3 s.

3 I/3 m. 2

S.=86,7%

I/2 m.

2/3 S.=I3,3%

3:5

9 I/2 m. 3

3:6

5

m.

3:7

II

m.

3:8
3:9
3: IO

4
b) 3I 5/6 m. 4

s.

8 I/2 m. 9 2/3 S.=90,7%

5/6m. 3 I/3 S.= 9,3%

I I/6 s.

4 I/2 m. 6 2/3 S.=92,o%

24 I/2 S.= 8,o%

IO

m. 4 5/6 S.=9I,7%

I6 2/3 m. 5 5/6 s.

I4

m.

I2 I/2 m. 5 I/6 S.

ro rj2 m.

I) II
m. 5
2) 9 I/2 m. 6

s.
s.

5/6m. 5 I/6 S.= 8,3%

6 I/2 s.=84,2%

2 I/2 m. 9 I/3 S.=I5,8%

S.=84,4%

I 5/6 m. 8 I/6 S.=I5,6%

IO
m. I3
S.=92,2%
8 5/6 m. 3 I/2 s.=92,6%

5/6m. 2
S.= 7,8%
2j3 m. 2 I/2 S.= 7,4%

7

The figures fall clearly into two distinct groups: one which is characterized
by expenses which exceed the rate of IO% of the value of the amount spent,
and one in which the expenses represent less than IO%. In the first group the
expenses cover from I3,3% even up to 20,4%-or I9,5% if we reckon the
working-capitals in the account. This text, Type 3: 3, had to be restored in
several places and some of the figures used are very tentative, but the other
texts show quite clearly that in this group the expenses represented about
I5%· The other group shows figures of about 8% for the expense, or only half
65 ) The totals designated a) are those figures which include the working-capitals, the
b) figures consequently those that result from the exclusion of these amounts. If I am
right in assuming that they were to be paid back after the completion of the transportation, the working-capitals actually consistuted "dead weights" in the account. Restored
figures have been used.

IO
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as much as found in the first group. This must be explained in connection with
a table showing the character of the goods purchased, cf below, and one sees
that in all those cases where the expenses constitute more than m% of the total
amount spent the goods bought were predominantly textiles:
shipment

donkeys

hand-tin

sa liwetim

a) 2 t. IO m. of tin
40 linen-cloths
b) 2 t. Io m. of tin
40 linen-cloths

2

I5 m.

included

2

I5 m.

included

2:6

2 t. IO m. of tin
4 linen-cloths

I

I2 m.

6 black te:A-t.

2:7

2 t. 20 m. of tin
35 linen-cloths

2

IS m.

2:8

26 linen-cloths

I

2:g

2 t. IO m. of tin
40 linen-cloths

2

I7 m.

2: IO

I t. of tin
5 linen-cloths

I/2

none

2: II

2 t.

m. of tin

I

IO m.

4 black text.

a) 2 t. Io m. of tin
30 linen-cloths
b) 26 linen-cloths
c) 2 t. II m. of tin
35 linen-cloths

2

I7 m.

4 black text.

I

2

5 m.(?)
6 m.+5/6
m. of silver

2:5

2: I2

10

2: I3

I t. 5 m. of tin
50 linen-cloths

2

I5 m.

3: I

I14 linen-cloths
3 t. 3 m. of tin

6

37 m.

3:2

230 linen-cloths
2 t. 20 m. of tin

9

50 m.

3=3

350 linen-cloths

3=4

22 textiles

I

2 5j6m. 5 s.

3=5

2 t. Io m. of tin
5 linen-cloths

I

I2 m. 5 s.

3:6

35 m. IO s. of tin
14 linen-cloths

I

5 m.

14

included

It. 5 m.

4 black text. ( ?)
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shipment
2

3=7

t. IO m. of tin
linen-cloths

donkeys

hand-tfn

I

9 m.

5

23 5/6 m. Is.

sa liwetim

IO

149 linen-cloths
go linen-cloths
3: Io

a) 2 t. IO m. of tin
IO

b)

2

textiles
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A comparison between the shipments of tin and those of textiles shows in an
unequivocal way the great differences. Particularly striking are the figures for
Type 3: 9 compared with those for 3: ro (the first shipment): in both cases the
investments constitute about ro minas of silver, but in 3: g, which consists of
textiles exclusively, the expenses amount to 15,6% whereas in 3: ro they are
7,8%-or exactly half that of 3: g. The load of go textiles demands z donkeys
in contrast with the load of tin which can be carried by one donkey, and the tin
for expenses amounts to I5 minas in 3: g, whereas 3: ro has only ro minas of
hand-tin.
The standard weight carried by a donkey when the load consists of tin is
z talents ro minas, as already pointed out by LEWY in JAOS 78 (rg58), p. 92-93;
this comes out clearly from the above table, cf Type z: 6, z: II, 3: 5, 3: 7, and
3: ro. Only r/z donkey was needed for the load of Type z: ro which consisted
of r talent of tin and 5 linen-cloths. This observation makes it possible for us to
calculate the standard load when the shipment was one of textiles: in z: 5, for
instance, one donkey carried the z talents ro minas of tin and 40 linen-cloths
were left as the load for the other animal. However, sometimes the donkeys
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could carry the standard amount of tin plus a few textiles: in Type z: 6 4 linencloths, in 3:5 5 linen-cloths, and in 3: IO IO textiles, so we must conclude that
the 40 linen-cloths in z: 5 may not all have been carried by one donkey. In
z: IZ (b) the load was z6 linen-cloths, in 3: 3 350 linen-cloths were carried by
I4 donkeys-that is 25 linen-cloths per donkey-; 22 textiles constituted the
load of one donkey in 3: 4, I49 linen-cloths that of 5 donkeys in 3: 8, or ea.
30 linen-cloths per donkey, and in 3: I3 z donkeys carried 52 linen-cloths or
z6 each.
H. LEWY 66 ) has calculated the load of textiles for one donkey to be 25, and
that seems to be in agreement with the figures of our texts. Only the figures in
Type 3: 9 fall outside of the general pattern, and as will be apparent from a
table of prices below (seep. I5I) we may have to emend the figure for the donkeys in this text to 3 or possibly 4; that done we would get the same average
for a load of textiles in 3: 9 too.
The further conclusion made by Mrs LEWY that the weight of one piece of
linen-cloth can be estimated at 6 minas (or about 3 kgs) must be taken cum
grano salis, however, as we cannot know whether the bulk of the shipment influenced the load's size. When, in Type 3: I5 and BIN 6: 79 quoted in connection with it on p. I39, the shipment is reckoned in biltu's, that should give us
some valuable information about the weight of the textiles. In BIN 6: 79 we
know the number of donkeys to have been 6 and the total weight of the shipment 9 biltu' s; that gives an average of I I/2 biltum per donkey, if we take the
tin and the textiles together. But the tin-load was z talents IO minas so if the
word biltum here means "talent", as normally it does, the load of textiles would
be very much lighter than the standard load of tin. In the text we find four
talents twenty minas of tin: the load of two donkeys exactly; then we have
Io8 linen-cloths plus 8 black textiles used for the wrapping and 40 minas of
hand-tin, and if we leave out the hand-tin, that means that I08 textiles constituted the load of four donkeys (27 each which is in good agreement with the
figures from the other texts), and also that it constituted 4 biltu' s (or about IZO
kgs). In 3: I5 the tin constituted 4 Z/3 talents, the textiles thus 2/3 talent. In
both cases we end up with the result that I textile nearly exactly equals 2
minas, and that the donkey load of textiles weighed I talent-or considerably
less than a load of tin.
As it is obvious that the shipments of caravans coming from Assur were
subjected to the payment of a number of different amounts which were reckoned on the basis of the weight of the shipment expressed in biltu's, we must
conclude that the weight of one piece of textile used to be z minas or I kg,
and that a donkey normally carried 30 textiles.
66) Lac. cit., p. r83.
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The black textiles sa liwetim: "for wrapping", are found in some texts only,
and always in connection with shipments of tin. In Type 2: rr 4 black textiles
were used for the packing of the standard amount of tin and that figure recurs
in 2: I2, 3: 5, 3: I4, and 3: I5. In 2: 6 the packing demanded 6 black textiles
and in a number of cases the texts simply state that the TUG sa liwetim were
included in the figure of textiles brought. In those texts the textiles f01 wrapping
may have been linen-cloths and not as usually black textiles.
As pointed out by H. LEWY, loc. cit., p. I83, a donkey load often consisted of
2 containers called muttiitum (or "halfpack") of about I talent each and I container called elitum (or "toppack") of about I/2 talent. As Mr K. R. VEENHOF
kindly informs me his statistics have shown that "one muttatum contained I
suqlum, consisting of 2 packages wrapped in each one cloth sa liwetim: thus
four sa liwetim for each ass-load of tin". That is in perfect agreement with the
figures of the table above. This means that the shipment in Type 3 : rr must
have comprised I2 sa liwetim (6 I/2 talents of tin), and we can therefore
conclude that the nis!Jatu-tax was reckoned as I/Io-not 3j6o as for the linencloths.67)
A donkey load of tin was very much more valuable than one of textiles; if
we compare the figures of Type 3: 8 with those of 3: IO we see that 5 donkeys
were needed to carry a load of I49linen-cloths which had cost I2 I/2 minas I/2
sheqel-that means that one donkey load was worth 2 I/2 minas of silver; in
3: ro we find that one donkey can carry a load of tin which had cost 9 minas IO
sheqels, four times as much. In 3: 3 one donkey load is worth even less.
LEWY wrote about the hand-tin (HUCA 27 [I956], p. 32, n. rr2) that it was
"as a rule fixed at IO minas per donkey or 5 minas per load". That is more or
less what we find in the table. In a single case we are informed that a small
amount of silver was given to the transporter too in order to cover expenses en
route, and in Type 3: rr we are told that 50 minas 5 sheqels of tin, 4 qa fine oil,
further I/3 mina of tin, and 5 sheqels of silver had been given to the transporter
-all for consumption en route.
The working-capitals given to the men called ka!p;aru are found in only a
few of the texts. The hamessors also receive textiles out of the load carried in
some cases, whereas some notifying messages inform the recipients in Anatolia
that the textiles for the hamessor are included in the number brought. In Type
2: 5 the working-capital amounted to I/3 mina 5 sheqels of silver, in 2: 7 to
I/3 mina plus 3 linen-cloths, in 3: I the hamessors received I/2 mina of silver
each, in 3: 2 two "servants" received each I/2 mina, one hamessor got likewise
67) H. LEWY, loc. cit., p. rSs with n. I, thinks that these sa liwetim "had been
waterproofed so as to protect them against dust and the hazards of the weather."
Cf. p. rzs.
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I/2 mina, whereas the last working-capital amounted to I/3 mina 5 sheqels like
the one found in Type 2: 5; 3 harnessors receive each I/2 mina in 3: 3· In 3: I2
we are told that I/3 mina 5 sheqels of silver had been paid with reference to the
harnessor-it is probably his working-capital; the harnessor has furthermore
received 3 linen-cloths. These textiles given to the transporters and their staff
must have been at least part of their pay, see 2: 8, 20-22, where the writer asks
the men in Kane5 to give a linen-cloth to the transporter out of a previous
shipment. In 2: 6 the figure for the working-capital can unfortunately not be
established with certainty.
These figures give what seems to have been the standard amount of a working-capital given to a harnessor for a journey from Assur to Kane5. In Type
I: I3 the two transporters got 5/6 mina and I/2 mina of silver as workingcapitals; in that case the word ka$$iirum is not used, just as in Type 2: 5 where
we hear that the transporter Agua had received a working-capital of I/3 mina
5 sheqels. In 2: 6 we find that I textile has been entrusted to the transporter
and it is designated as sa ka$$iirim; the transporter has received a workingcapital which he is to pay back on arrivaL It thus seems reasonable to suppose
that the transporter was not identical with the ka$$iirum. In 2: 7 the text states
that the man Atata is bringing a shipment of tin and linen-cloths, plus the
working-capital of a certain Amur-Samas who must be a ka$$iirum accordingly.
In 3: I Kukkulanum's staff consists of at least 2 harnessors and probably
further of Nabi-Sin as a third harnessor; the staff of Ela in 3: 2 consists of 4
harnessors: the two servants of Adada, Zuzaja, and Su-Anum; we do not know
the function of Adada in this case; in 3: 3 we have 3 or 4 harnessors.
It is interesting to see that two of the harnessors in Type 3: 2 are described as
wardii, and I point to the fact that a certain Su-IStar occurs in CCT 2: 29, 25 as
ka$$iir Puzur-Assur, whereas in CCT 2: I3, g-IO, Puzur-Assur refers to Su-IStar
as "my $U!;iirum". Both in Type 3 : 2 and 3 : 3 the clothes for the harnessors
cost 2 sheqels per man, which is a very low price.
The number of harnessors was obviously conditioned by the size of the
caravan and that means the number of donkeys; but perhaps the ka$$iirii
tended to other jobs as well when not on journeys.
The expenses mentioned in our texts and connected with the preparation of
the caravans about to leave are the following:

3:I
3:2
3=3
3=4
3=5

harness

fodder

clothes

"additions"

sa sa'edim

wa{itum

r6
30
42

s.
s.
s.

IO s.
[42] s.

s.
4
8
s.
7 rj2 s.

r2 rj2 s.
s.
4

2 rj2 s.
3 I/3 S.
s.
5

s.
I5
r6 rj2 s.
r6 rj2 s.
2
s.

5

s.
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hamess
3:6
3:7
3:8
3:9
3:10

2
2

s.
s.

s.
15
I2 2/3 s.
2
s.
I
s.

fodder

clothes

"additions"

3 s.

I I/3 S.

I I/3 S.
3 I/3 S.
s.
I7
21 I/2 S.

IO s.
7 s.

I5I

sa sa'edim

wa~itum

2 I/2 S.
5 I/2 S.
s.
3
3 2/3 s.

8 I/3 S.
6
s.
s.
5
s.
5

Donkey fodder and hamess are posts mentioned in all texts, or at least these
expenses must be incorporated in the price of the donkeys in those cases where
there is no figure for them. It seems from Type 3: I2, however, that also the
hand-tin could be used for the purchase of donkey fodder. In the following table
I show the prices of harness, fodder and of the donkeys in the texts:

3: I
3:2
3:3
3:4
3:5
3:6
3:7
3:8
3:9
3: IO

hamess

fodder

one donkey

2 2/3 s.
3 I/3 S.
s.
3
included
s.
5
2
s.
2
s.
s.
3
4 I/4 S.
2
s.
I
s.

included
I
s.
s.
3
included
included
included
s.
3
2
s.
2 I/3 S.
included
included

21 I/3 S.
s. (good ones)
19
18
s.
22
s.
s.
I7
18
s.
I6
s.
s.
19
s.
25
r8
s.
20
s.

In 3: 5 I should think that the fodder-price is included in that of the harness,
in the other texts probably in the price of the donkeys. The text 3: 9 still poses
some problems as the prices mentioned are much higher than the average. The
figures above are those resulting from the supposition that the text had to be
emended, so that the number of donkeys became 3 instead of 2, but possibly
we have to read 4; if that figure is used we get the following prices: harness:
3 I/6 sheqels, fodder: I 3/4 sheqel, and the price of one donkey: IS I/2 sheqels.
The price of one donkey in Assur seems to be from r6 to 20 sheqels.
Very little can be said with certainty about the amounts designated as te!}ubu.
They vary immensely in size, and for no apparent reason. Whenever we hear
about them, they are given to the transporters, and probably kept by them.
But they are not given according to any fixed rate and in so many cases they
are omitted that one is tempted to see in them gifts or presents. It is possible
that the amount of 2 sheqels taken by Ela in Type 3: IO is such a present although it is not called te!}ubu.
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The amounts referred to as sa sa' edim occur only in those texts where the
loads consist of large quantities of textiles, which indicates that we have to do
with an object used in connection with the transportation of textiles-probably
a container. In Type 3: 13 we learn that losses could occur in the sa'udum, and
that textiles could be taken from the sa'udum; in TC 3:34, 8-10, we read: 5
TUG !Ju-lu-qd-u 9i-na sd-e-di-su 10i-ta-db-si-u: "5 textiles, lost, were in his
sa'udum"; and from other occurrences it is seen that textiles were deposited
in the sa'udum: CCT 4= 34b, II-13: 5 tflgku-ta-nu 12i-na sa-e-dim 13sa En<nu->Be-li na-du: "5 linen-cloths were deposited in the sa'udum of EnnuBeli". The amount sa sa'edim represents ea. 1/2% of the value of the textiles,
and said in another way: in average 53 1{3 textiles demand I sheqel sa sa' edim.
The "departure-toll" occurs in all texts but one: Type 3: 5, but this text
must have omitted this post by a mistake if we are to take the wafjitum as a
regular toll, and that seems certain. It is clearly levied according to the rate
I :120, which can be seen if one compares the figures for the wafjitum with the
totals in the table on p. 145. This apparently was the only tax or toll levied by
the Assyrian government in the capital, and it is certainly not a very harsh
rate. In Type 3:5 the tax should have amounted to 5 sheqels of silver; it is
thus possible that the restoration proposed on p. Io6 should be abandoned so
that instead we read: 5 G[iN wa-$i-tum].
The goods bought in Assur are invariably textiles and tin. The most commonly attested type of textiles is the linen-cloth, the tugkutanum, and besides
that we hear frequently that the shipments consisted of black textiles, but
only in small quantities. The prices paid for one piece of textile and the rate
given for tin in Assur were in our texts:
I textile

s.

3:I

4

3:2
3=3
3=4
3=S
3:6

3 I/2 S.
3 I/2 S.
8 I/5 S.
3 I/3 S.
s.
9
("fine")
3 I/6 S.
s.
s
7 I/2 S.
("fine")
5 2/3 s.
3 I/3 S.

3=7
3:8
3=9
3=

10

tin per s. silver hand-tin
I3 I/4 S.
s.
I3
s.
IS
I6 I/2 S.
IS I/2 s.
IS corns
s.
I4

s.
I4
I4 S/6 s.

I3

s.

s.
I4
s.
I4
s.
I4
s.
IS
IS I/2 S.
IS corns
s.
I4
I2 I/2 S.
s.
I4
s.
I4
I4 S/6 s.

The textiles in Type 3: 4 were probably also of fine quality although that is
not said in the text, and we have two quite distinct groups: those costing about
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4 sheqels a piece, and those costing about 8 sheqels a piece. Nowhere in the texts
presented above are we told about the provenience of the textiles, with the
possible exception of the surbu'itu in Type 3: 9, 68 ) but in other texts we are
often told that the textiles exported from Assur to Anatolia ultimately originated in Akkad and less frequently they came from other localities.
As already pointed out, the purchase of these goods took place in the Assyrian
capital itself. We are never told that Assyrian merchants travelled further on to
Babylonia or other areas, for instance in order to buy tin. The expression ana
alim ana si' amiitim occurs in numerous texts of Type I, and in Type I: 7 we
were told that the transporter had to carry the silver "to the city for buyings
to the address of the representatives of the tamkiirum", and the text ends with
the words: "he will carry out the purchase in the house of Enlil-bani". This
suggests that the silver, when brought to Assur to the house of the recipients,
was offered for sale, and that the merchants who wanted to trade went there.
The Akkadian textiles were brought to Assur by Babylonian merchants themselves, at least in some cases as can be learnt from the text VAT 9249, of which
some lines were communicated by LEWY in ArOr I8: 3 (I950), p. 42I, n. 3II:
4a su-mi si-im sa TUG sa A -ki-di-e 5sa ta-ds-pu-ra-ni 6is-tu tU-U$-U A -ki-di-u
7 a-na a-limki u-la e-ru-bu-nim 8 ma-SU-nU Sa-!Ji-a-at-ma 9su-ma a kU-$i im-ta-aqtu-nim-ma 10si-mu-um sa ba-la-fli-ka 11i-ba-si ni-sa-a-ma-ku-um: "concerning the
price of Akkadian textiles-about which you have written to me-since you
left, the Akkadians have not come to the city, their country is in revolt, but if
before winter they arrive, and (if) the price will be profitable for you, we shall
buy (some) for you".
We are told much the same in two letters from Pusu-ken's representatives in
Assur, CCT 5: 5b and TC 2: 7; they both treat the same situation: Pusu-ken
had sent Ili-malik to Assur with a shipment of silver and asked the people in
Assur to buy a number of commodities, first of all tin, but no tin is available,
neither of the cheap nor the expensive qualities; therefore "the I7 minas of
silver which Ili-malik has brought are still under the seal (i.e. the packages
have not been opened) ; when tin arrives, we shall buy for you in accordance
with your orders and despatch it with an express caravan" ,69) Puzur-Assur
writes; he also informs Pusu-ken that no thin textiles are to be bought in Assur.
In TC 2: 7 Puzur-Assur states at the beginning that he has written "these
letters" (this and CCT 5: 5b ?) within two days after the arrival of Ili-malik; 70)
68)

See KTH, p. 3, n. I.
CCT 5: sb, ro-r6: I7 MA. NA KU. BABBAR 11sa DINGIR-ma-lik ub-la-ni 12i-na ku-nuki-su i-ba-Si 13i-na e-ra-ab AN .NA 14a ma-la te-er-t£-ka lsni-sa-a-ma-ku-um 16KI ba-ti-qi-im
nu-se-be-ld-ku-um.
70 ) 3i-na sa-nim U4-mi-im 4 sa DINGIR-ma-lik e-ru-ba-ni 5tup-pe-e a-ni-u-tim 6u-la-p£ta-kum.
69)

I
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no tin is to be bought, however, but donkeys have been bought; later on he
writes: "concerning the silver of my own caravan-since tin is in short supply,
I have not bought any tin; when tin arrives, I shall buy (some), and despatch
it to you together with your tin; further, the price of the Akkadian (textiles),
if it is acceptable I shall buy for I mina of silver; concerning the linen-cloths
about whichyouconstantlywrite to me-there is no surbu'itu-wool! We shall
buy I heavy cloth for you in the market and send it to you; there are no thin
textiles!" 71)
These texts make it abundantly clear that both the tin and the textiles were
expected to arrive at Assur by the merchants, they did not plan to go after the
goods to the lands of their origin. We have, however, Old Assyrian texts from
Gasur (later Nuzi), which suggest that a colony of merchants lived there in
the same way as their colleagues in Anatolia. Textiles from Gasur occur a few
times in the texts from Kiiltepe, for instance CCT 4: 2a, 32, but we are never
told about persons going to Gasur or coming from there. 72) The evidence coming
from tablets found in Babylonia proper is very scarce indeed, and it probably
dates from a period after the expansion of level 2 in the karum Kanes (see
LEEMANS, Foreign Trade in the OldBabylonian Period [Leiden, I96o], p. 97-I02).
In some texts from Mari, all dating from the reign of Zimrilim-that is, from
level Ib, we find references to the Old Assyrian trade on Anatolia; in ARM
7: IJ3, 4-5, we meet with a person called dA-sur-ba-n[i] 5 u} Ka-ni-isk.i, and
a woman called Ka-ni-si-tum occurs in ARM 9: 24, coL iv, II, and 27, col. v, 40;
in a letter published by DossiN, RHA 35 (1939), p. JO-JI, we hear of a caravan
coming from Anatolia and bringing goods from KaneS, :tlarsamna, and :trattusa.73)
At the period of our texts it seems that the trade on Anatolia was somehow
cut off from the trade in other directions led from Assur, and that could be due
to a situation where Assur had become the clearing center for the trade in tin,
71) 16 a-na KU .BABBAR sa se-pi-a 17ki-ma AN .NA ba-ai-qu-ni 18mz-ma AN .NA u-ld as-a-am
AN .NA e-ru-ba-ma a-sa-a-am 20 is-ti AN .NA-ki-ka a-ba-ka-kum 21u si-mu-um sa A-ki-di-e
22su-ma i-ta-ds-ra-am 23 sa KU .BABBAR I MA.NA a-sa-a-am 24 a-na ku-ta-ni sa ta-ds-ta-napd-ra-ni 25 sa-dp-tum 26 su-ur-bu-i-tum la-su 27 I TUG ka-db-tdm i-na 28ma-!Ji-ri-im ni-sa-a-ma
2 9 nu-se-ba-ld-kum ra-qd-tum 3 0ld-su.
72) We have, however, the nisbah TC 3: 173, 6-7= III-asranni Ga-su-ri-[i]m, and in TC
3: 262B, 4-5: Su-Belum n[uMu] Ga-su-r[i-im]; cf. LEWY, JAOS 58 (1938), p. 458 with n.
32, and HUCA 32 (r96r), p. 39, n. 5322) See BALKAN's restoration in Anum-Hirbi, p. 48-49. Kanisi'tum also in CT 8: 32b,
and even more interesting is that we find it in the DiyiiJa region quite early, cf. HARRIS,
JCS 9 (1955), text 103, 2. Also fla-ti-tum occurs as a name in this area, cf. GoETZE,
JCS 4 (1950), p. 95, n. 55- GoETZE took it to be a GN, but that is not correct, cf. TIM
no. 23, a letter from f!a-ti-tum to Siimu-jamiit-biilum, where the person in question seems
to be the ruler of a small town (thus a man!). One possible conclusion seems to be that
the name has nothing to do with Ijattumjs.
J9
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silver; and textiles. The Old Assyrian merchants apparently specialized in the
trade on Anatolia, and the tin and the textiles were brought to Assur by people
from the areas where these goods originated. The Assyrian capital thus was the
center of a transit trade of imposing dimensions, linking the tin-producing
areas in Iran with Anatolia and Babylonia. It is possible, though, that other
Assyrians had concentrated their efforts on the trade with Babylonia and Iran,
which view gains support from the find of Old Assyrian tablets in Gasur, but it
is strange that we are nowhere informed of the existence of such merchants in
the texts from Anatolia.
Kanes
The notifying messages show that in many cases the arrival of a caravan
in Kanes represented the first step only in a transaction which involved trips
to other parts of Anatolia. Whereas Assur is the ultimate goal of the caravans
going from Anatolia, Kanes is just the first stop, the center from which the
further penetration into Anatolia took its start.
The requests of these letters enable us to get an impression of what the caravan
accounts will tell and which procedures they must depict. We found that two
procedures were open to the men in Kanes when they had received a shipment
from Assyria: a) they could have the goods sold for cash upon delivery (ana
itaflim), or b) they could commission the goods to agents who would take care
of the sale of the goods; in the latter case they could commission the goods
either on long terms or on short ones.
When the goods were sold for cash we can assume that the men in Assur were
in need of money. This comes out very clearly from the words of Puzur-IStar
in Type 2: 13; in Type 2: rr the goods are to be sent to Purus]Jaddum and
sold there, the text using the phrase "let him turn the goods into silver". In
2: 9 the writer expressly states that he wants his goods to be sold for cash upon
delivery, even when the price is not going to be very good, and he is at pains
to stress that he does not want the goods to be commissioned to an agent.
In Type 3: 13 we hear that part of the shipment received has been sold and
that the owner in Assur has received at least some of the money gained; the
same situation exists in Type 3: 15 with regard to part of the shipment. The
other texts presented above illustrate the procedure involving retail agents
called tamkiiru.
When a caravan arrived at Kanes the goods were taken up to the palace
where certain transactions with the Anatolian palace administration had to be
carried out before the goods were free to be sold. Quite literally the caravans
"went up" to the palace on the mound ana ekallim elii'umferiibum, and "came
down" again wariidum when they had been "cleared" zakii' um. It is possible that
the nomen professionis musiiridum is used for those men whose profession it was
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to take care of the negotiations with the palace, being "men who lead down"namely goods from the palace. 74)
In the palace certain taxes had to be paid. In Type 3: I5, rr-I2, we read
nisl:Jiitum sa ekallim and in 3: rr, 9, we are told that the palace took a tithe:
isriitum. Finally the palace is said to have pre-empted a number of textiles,
ana simim laqii'um, in Type 3: II, 45The nis!Jiitu-tax is mentioned in all the texts presented above. As can be seen
from the figures it is levied on linen-cloths at the rate of 3: 6o: in Type 3: rr
constituting 4 I/4 cloths out of 85, in 3: I2 3 cloths out of 6I (of the last cloth
the tax had to be paid separately), in 3: I3 it is 2 I/2 cloths out of 52 (with a
balance of I sheqel to be paid), and in 3: I5 it probably is I/2 linen-cloth out of
the IO brought. In 3: rr it is also levied on those black textiles which had not
been used for packing purposes, but here at the same rate as the tithe:
I: IO. In 3: I4 it is levied on the tin but strangely enough we are not informed
that it has been paid for the textiles. As already said the tax was not levied on
those textiles which had been used for the wrapping of the containers with tin;
this is very obvious in several instances, see for example the text published by
KENNEDY and GARELLI in JCS I4 (I96o), p. 6-7, as no. 4, a letter from
Kulumaja to Pusu-ken, in which we read (5. 56r):

3 mi-at 42 TUG SA. BA
I3 TUG i lfa-ra-a!J-su-a
e-zi-ib 30 TUG i li-we-tim

Io

al-we si-ti TUG-ba-ti
3 mi-at LA I tugku-ta-nu
sa ik-ri-bi-ka
a-na :E. GAL-lim e-ru-bu
SA. BA I5 TUG ni-is<-!Ja>-tum

I5

is-ra-tim mi-ma
lci ils-mu-du TUG-ba-tu
lu sa i-na E. GAL-lim
ur-du-ni-ni lu sa
li-we-tim SU. NI GIN 3 mi-at I4 TUG
iz-ku-u-nim ....

74)

So

BALKAN,

20

OLZ 6o (rg6s), p. rsS.

342 textiles; thereof:
I left I3 textiles in Jj:aral]suwa;
30 textiles I have wrapped in the
packing;
the remaining textiles:
299 linen-cloths
belonging to your ikribu
entered the palace;
thereof: I5 textiles were the nisl:Jiitutax
For the tithe they did not take cognizance of anything.
The textiles,
both those which came down from the
palace
and those of
the wrapping, in all 3I4 textiles
were cleared ....
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The text is interesting for several reasons; the nis[Jiitu-tax is again 3j6o of
the number of linen-cloths, but the wrapping-textiles have not even been sent
up to the palace so no tax was levied on them. And in view of the fact that only
one of our texts mention the payment of the tithe, the remark in this text is of
considerable importance as it shows that this tax was not always payable-for
reasons which cannot be discerned; it is clear, however, that Kulumaja had
not known on beforehand whether the palace would levy the tithe or not.
In Type 3: II the nis[Jiitu-tax is levied on the tin at the rate 2: 65, in 3: I4
the rate is 2: 64, and in 3: I5 it is 2: 70; in this last text the figure for the tin, 4
talents 40 minas, includes the hand-tin, however, and that would have been
spent before the shipment reached Anatolia, so possibly the 8 minas of nis[Jiitutax were taken out of a smaller amount; 8 minas at the rate 2: 65 represents
the tax of 4 talents 20 minas. 75)
Only Type 3: II mentions the payment of a tithe to the palace, and only on
the textiles; as already noticed above the tithe constitutes ro% of the linencloths, and the same rate applies to the black textiles as shown above,
p. I49· Both these taxes were normally received in kind with the
amounts being calculated on the basis of the estimated value in sale of one
textile (cf above p. 125). In some cases, however, the tax was paid in cash
(silver): TC 3: 34, I5-I8: i-na 164 TUG-ti-su sa e-li-u-ni-ni 17] GIN KU.BABBAR
18 ni-is-{Ja-tu-su-[nu]: "of the 4 textiles belonging to him which came up, 3
sheqels of silver was their nis{Jiitu-tax"; BIN 6: r85, rg-2r: 7 rj2 GIN KU.BABBAR 20 ni-is-{Ja-at TUG-ti-su 21 ds-qul: "I paid 7 rj2 sheqels of silver as the nis{Jiitutax of his textiles".
As illustrated by some of our texts the palace administration and the kiirumoffice had a certain co-operation in connection with the payment of taxes and
in particular with the payment of the balance-amounts resulting from the
calculations of the taxes and the prices of the textiles pre-empted by the palace.
The merchants had accounts in the kiirum-office, but apparently not in the
palace; therefore the palace transferred the, usually small, amounts to these
accounts, and it is evident that the palace and the kiintm-office "soldaient leurs
comptes respectifs de taxes, lors des reglements periodiques", as GARELLI
observed in AC, p. r8g.
The right to pre-emption had been used by the palace in the cases illustrated
by Type 3: II, 3: I2 and 3: I3; in the first of these texts we learn that 5 extra75 ) Cf. also CCT 5:
IZ MA.NA ni-is-!Ja-at

38a, 9-IO: 4 MA. NA ni-is-!Ja-at 2 su-uq-la-ti-su, and BIN 6: 79, 2J-28:
6 su-uq-la-ti-su; the tax was thus 2 minas per suqlum of tin, another
important sign that the weight of a suqlum was standardized at I talent 5 minas: the tax
is 2: 65 when levied on tin, that is 2 minas per 65 minas: the contents of a suqlum; needless to say, that is in perfect agreement with the earlier findings that I donkey load
weighed 2 talents ro minas of tin.
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fine linen-cloths had been bought and the writers state that they will accordingly place I 2/3 mina of silver on the account of the owner, which must mean
that the palace had paid the price of 20 sheqels per textile. For two further
linen-cloths the price had been paid in gold and silver. In Type 3: I2 the palace
pre-empts 6linen-cloths and pays a balance of 3 sheqels of silver; this cannot
be the price of the textiles, for that would mean that the price of one linen-cloth
was only I/2 sheqel. Also in 3: I3 the balance paid by the palace after preempting 3 textiles is too small to represent the price: I I/2 sheqel or again only
I/2 sheqel per textile. As Mr VEENHOF has kindly pointed out to me the preemption normally consisted of IO% of the textiles brought, see for instance
Oxf. I5 (of 27linen-cloths the nis!Jatu-tax is I I/3 cloth, 2 I/2 are pre-empted),
BIN 6: 50 (of no textiles 5 I/2 constitute the nis!Jatu-tax, I I I/2 are preempted), Oxf. I (of 65 textiles 3 are the nis!Jatu-tax, the palace pre-empts 6
cloths), or BIN 4: 65 (of 2I7 cloths I I are taken as the nis!Jatu-tax, the palace
buys 22 textiles). In all these examples the tax constitutes 3j6o, the pre-empted
textiles about 6j6o or Ijio; assuming thus on the basis of these figures that the
palace had the right to pre-empt Ijio of the textile shipment brought, that
would in Type 3: I2 mean that it could buy 5 8/IO linen-cloths (6I brought
minus the 3 textiles of the tax would leave 58); 6 have been taken, however,
and the palace accordingly has to balance the value of 2jro linen-cloth-which
can be seen to represent the amount 3 sheqels of silver. The value of one linencloth therefore was I5 sheqels-and that was exactly the price found to have
been the basis of the calculation of the tax (cf above p. I2g).
However nice this may look it does not explain the situation in Type 3: I3,
for here the palace pre-empts only 3 textiles out of the 49 I/2 which remain
after the tax had been paid: thus not rjio. And if the palace had this right to
pre-emption of rjro of every consignment of textiles it would probably have
used it to the full; but in numerous cases the palace buys less and in some cases
more than the IO%. Type 3: I3 shows us that the palace has pre-empted 3
textiles and that it has balanced I I/2 sheqel of silver; here it seems that the
palace retained a right to 5% of the shipment only; but if the 5 linen-cloths
that fetched 2I sheqels each were also bought by the palace, as I have suggested
above, the transaction becomes further complicated. The balance paid by the
owner was I sheqel of silver in connection with the nis!Jatu-tax, that means
that I sheqel represents the value of rjro linen-cloth: the price used as the basis
for this calculation was thus Io sheqels of silver per linen-cloth. I I/2 sheqel
accordingly equals 3j2o of a linen-cloth, which must be what the palace has
pre-empted in excess of its share.
Even if the explanation proposed above in connection with Type 3: 12 is
accepted, it is strange that we are informed of the balance payment only, not
of the price paid by the palace. One can hardly think that this was due to the
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fact that the palace in fact paid nothing except the balance when it had taken
too much, for the expression ana simim laqri'um certainly suggests that we
have to do with a purchase. We are also sometimes told that the palace does
pay, thus in Type 3: I I where the price paid for extrafine linen-cloths is zo
sheqels a piece. The same price was given (but for textiles of ordinary quality?)
on the market according to 1. 5I of that text. In KTS IS the palace has bought
(l. 7-8: a-na si-mi-im 8il5 -qe) zo textiles for which the merchants will receive
zo minas of copper per cloth in the bit kririm, and the same happens in CCT
z: 24. 76 ) Possibly the price for the textiles pre-empted was just transferred to
the account of the merchant in a way which escapes our knowledge at present,
and such transfers need not have happened immediately after the purchase by
the administration. It must have been established by agreements between the
local administration and the Assyrian merchants how much the palace could
buy, as the price paid by the palace was probably a favourable one; if more was
bought the palace had to pay the normal price-such I would interpret the
evidence from Type 3: I3.
We are told about the saddu' utu- tax in only one of the texts, Type 3: I3. It
here constitutes 7 I/2 textiles out of the 52 brought which is remarkable as it
corresponds to I5%- The normal rate of this payment was clearly I: 6o. With
this tax we have left the palace, however, for it was paid to the bit kririm as
is shown by several texts. Thus we have the document TC 3: 186 which runs:
I I/2 MA.NA KU.BABBAR

am
sa-du-a-tdm
sa 4 GU AN.NA
sa A -sur-ma-lik
DUMU Er-ra-a
Pu-su-ki-in
a-na ka-ri-im
is-qu1 is-tu
!Ja-mus-tim
sa Su-Ku-bi-im
u Ka-si-a
I Ij2 GIN TA i ITI
a-na I MA.NA-im
u-$a-db

I KAM

$a-ru-pd-

I I/2 mina of refined silver,

the saddu'utu-tax
of 4 talents of tin
belonging to Assur-malik,
5 son of Erraja,
Pusu-ken
paid to the krirum.
From
the !Jamustum
IO of Su-Kubum
and Kasija
he shall add I Ijz sheqel monthly
per mina
(as interest).

In this case the tax is formidable too, however, if we use the normal rate of
exchange for tin: if it were to constitute Ij6o of the shipment that would have
76

)

Cf.

LEWY,

HUCA 27 (1956), p. 38, n. 132, for a discussion of these two texts.

I6o
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had a value of I I/2 talent of silver; using the rate I: 7 for tin the value of the
4 talents of tin is 34 minas IJ sheqels. But there may be a special reason for the
size of the amount in this text.
I shall here limit myself to a brief discussion of two texts which are of crucial
importance in connection with the saddu'utu-tax, TC 2:26 and CCT 5: Jb.
The first text is a letter from Puzur-Assur to Inaja in KaneS; Puzur-Assur is
on a journey and on his way to Kanes, but he has stopped in another Anatolian
town where he has been asked to pay the tax to the local karum-office. Unfortunately, we do not know whether he is travelling from Assyria to Kanes or
from another town in Anatolia. Puzur-Assur pays the tax according to the
normal rate: I sheqel per mina; he then finds himself cleared, but the local
karum officials claim that the rate fixed by the central karum-that in Kanesis 3 sheqels per mina (or in fact the same rate as that of the nisfpitu-tax), and
when he then says that he will go to KaneS and clear himself there, they
refuse and state that he must pay where he is. 77)
CCT 5: 7b is a letter from Kuzallum to Assur-na' da and IStar-pila:Q.. In this
we are told that the scribe Kura has come to the writer in order to levy the
saddu'utu-tax, but since the tax has been paid already on the goods which
Kuzallum has brought, he argues that he does not have to pay it once more; 78 )
to the men in Kanes he therefore writes: "You are my fathers and my lordsthere, approach the karum (for help) so that I shall not be forced to double the
saddu'utu-tax-I will not pay (it)!"
The shipment in TC 2: 26 may well have consisted of silver since the writer
says that he has paid I sheqel per mina, which can be seen from countless
examples to have been the customary rate. The two texts show that the tax was
to be paid only once and that it mattered little where it was paid, the money
probably accrued to the central Assyrian authority anyway; when levied on
transports from Assyria the rate apparently fluctuated to a certain extent for
reasons which do not appear from the texts.
With the nis!Jatu-tax we can expect another situation to exist due to the
political geography of Anatolia in this period; we find many small states in the
area where the Assyrian trade flourished and each one of the local palaces must
have levied their own taxes. In the text ICK I: I8g we find the following
passage (l. x+zo-x+zJ): ki-ma u-nu-ut-ku-nu x+2!i-na Ka-ni-i§ki i-na x+22:E.
GAL-lim ni-is-!Ja-tumx+23i-ni-is-!Ja-ni-ma ur-da-ni x+21J.u4 -ma-kal i-na Ka-ni-iSk.i
77) 2a-na-kam 3 i-na :E kiwi-im a-na ku-nu-tim 4 sa-du-i-ti I MA.NA-um I GfN 5 a-di-su-nuti-ma az-ku-u um-ma su-nu-ma 6 I MA.NA-Um 3 GfN sa-du-a-tam 7 sa ka-ri-im Ka-ni-is i-di
um-ma 8 a-na-ku-ma a-na Ka-ni-is [la-ra-n[i] 9 as-ra-kam la-az-ku um-ma [su-nu-ma] 10 a-nakam-ma ta-za-ku.
78 ) 4 i-nu-mi K u-ra DUB. SAR-ma 5 a-na sa-du-a-tim 6 sa-du-im i-li-ka-ni 7is-tu sa a-na-kam
8 us-te-bi4-lu U-Sa-d£-u-ni-ni ...

r6r
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x+25la ta-bi-ta mi-ma lu-qu-a-tim x+26 a-ni-a-tim is-ti-ku-nu x+27a-na Pu-ru-us-

1:Ja-dim se-ri-ba-a: "When the nislfritu-tax has been levied on your goods in
Kanes in the palace and they have come down again-do not stay for one day
in Kanes but take all these goods with you to Purus]Jaddum!" The nislfritu-tax
was thus levied in Kanes even when the goods were ultimately destined for
another city. We are fortunate enough to have a text which contains a kind of
itinerary, covering a journey from Kane5 to Purus]Jaddum and giving us all the
expenses that accrued during that journey. This text, TC 3: r65, has been studied repeatedly as it is one of the most important texts-being one of the only
texts that contain information of this sort-for the understanding of the political geography of the area west of Kanes. It lists the cities Was]Janija, Nenassa,
Ulama, and Purus]Jaddum, and informs us that the transporter had paid I/3
mina r sheqel of tin as nislfritu-tax in Was]Janija, I/3 mina and 4 sheqels of tin
as nislfritu-tax in Nenassa, apparently no nislfritu-tax in Ulama, and in Purus]Jaddum he paid the saddu'utu-tax to the krirum-office, where, furthermore,
"they" have taken 8 linen-cloths as the metum lfamsat: "the 5% tax". 79 ) The
text tells us of many more payments of different kinds, fodder for the donkeys,
money for the inns where the caravan stayed overnight, other amounts given to
different officials, some of which may have been Assyrians while others were
undoubtedly Anatolians. Of particular interest are the amounts described as
metum lfamsat and (L z8-3o) 30 MA.NA URUD a-na pd-zu-ur-tim 29is-tu U-ld-ma
a-di 30Pu-ru-us-lfa-dim; the first of these was paid in Purus]Jaddum and one
notes that it corresponds in size to the nislfritu-tax which is not otherwise
mentioned as having been paid here as was to be expected; the other presents
problems which can only be simply pointed out here. GARELLI translates it
"frais de contrebande" following a suggestion by FALKENSTEIN apud KIENAST,
ATHE, p. 88; the situation would thus be that the transporter had smuggled
his caravan through the district of Ulama and consequently avoided the payment of the nislfritu-tax (cf AC, p. r87).so)
The saddu'utu-tax was thus paid only once in this case also, namely at the
place of destination. The nislfritu-tax on the other hand, had-or ought to
have-been paid to all the local administrations through whose territory the
caravan had travelled. 81)
79

Cf. HUCA 27 (1956), p. 38.
The text has been discussed extensively in AC, p. 308-310.
As stated above, it was a characteristic of the notifying messages from Assur that
they did not contain the tax-formula in contrast with the letters sent from Kanes; the
reason for this may partly be the nature of the shipment-tin and textiles-, but perhaps
it was also due to the fact that the taxes were to be paid more than once, thus it would
probably sometimes be impossible for the sender in Assur to know what the taxes would
amount to. In some cases we find the remark: ni-is-ha-tum a-sar is-te-en li-ni-is-ha: "the
nis!Jatu-tax shall be 'tom out' only at one place!" in letters from Assur; CCT 2:
rS, 29
for instance.
)

80)
81)

2S,

II
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Goods arrived at Kanes were only in some cases sold in this city; it seems
that far more often they were commissioned to retail agents on terms of varying length. This could be seen from the notifying messages that urged the recipients to give the goods to a tamkarum kenum, sometimes further described
as one who is sa kima qaqqidikunu (for instance Type z :6), and in these letters
we find the request for an account that should contain information about how
much silver the agent would have to pay and the term allotted to him for his
activities. The caravan accounts Type 3: rr and 3: 14 clearly constitute such
answers to notifying messages; in 3 : 14 we even find that the men in Kane5
assure the owner in Assur of the trustworthiness of the agents (1. 36).
In Type 3: rr we have what must represent repetitions of actual contracts
which regulated the transactions with the two agents Puzur-Anna and Idiabum, and the same can be found in 3: 14 (though here the names of the agents
are not mentioned and on the whole the contracts are very abbreviated). In
these texts was recorded the nature of the goods handed over to the transporters
(this may be for the benefit of the owner in Assur, however, and possibly was
not included in the original contracts), the prices which they had to pay for
the goods (in silver), and the length of time during which they could dispose of
the goods in order to make a profit. 82 ) The procedure has already been mentioned in connection with KTH 24 (cf above p. 24), in which Dadaja could take
over the goods brought from Assur and then had to pay so% on top of the
value of the shipment sent off from Kanes; in TC 3: 213 (cf p. 22-23) we probably met with the same procedure, and here Dadaja had 5 months in which
to sell the goods in Anatolia.
A text which represents a contract of the kind which must have existed in
connection with the retail of the goods of Type 3: rr and 3: I4 exists in ICK
1: 162:
JI MA.N[A AN .NA]
6 tugku-ta-ni
sa qi-ip-ti-ni
Nu-ur-IStar
a-na Jja-tim
u-bi4-ils
lu AN.NA
lu TUGJ.l.i.a

5

31 min[as of tin],
6 linen-cloths
representing our trust,
Nur-IStar
carried to ]J:attum.

Neither the tin
nor the textiles

82 ) One can reasonably suppose that many of the contracts which just state that so
and so much silver has to be paid back in so and so many !Jamustu's were in fact such
retail contracts. It would not have been necessary in them to state the nature of the
goods actually handed over to the agent, only the amount in silver which he had to pay
and the terms were of importance.
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ld u-sa-ar
sa lu-qu-tim
a-ni-tim 8 MA.NA IO
KU. BABBAR is-tu
l:Ja-mu-'l!ts-tim
sa Su-A-n[im]
u D[11t-d11t a-na]
37 l:J[a-am-sa-tim]
i-sa-qal
IGI B11t-Z'l!t-Zi-im
IGI Tu-ra-a

must he set free (to others).
For these goods
he shall weigh out 8 minas IO sheqels
of silver, (reckoned) from
the l:Jam'l!tst'l!tm
of Su-Anum
I5 and D[udu in]
37 l:J[am11tstu's].

IO
GIN

Witnessed by Buzuzum,
witnessed by Turraja.

Notes:
15: -the restoration of the name Dudu is based upon ICK I: 36b, 6-8: istu
l:Jamustim sa S11t-Anim u Du-d'l!t; LANDSBERGER, who discussed this text in
ArOr I8: 3 (Ig5o), p. 32I-323, has suggested the same restoration.
Comment:
The unknown owners (or representatives of the man in Assur to whom the
goods ultimately belong) have entrusted some silver and textiles to Nur-IStar
who can dispose of these goods for about half a year. For the word qiptum I
refer to the discussion above, p. 73, and point to the fact that in Type 3: I I
the writers use the verb qi' apum about this kind of transaction. Jjattum must
here refer to a district as pointed out by LANDSBERGER, lac. cit., p. 323. The
price to be paid by Nur-IStar is extremely high; LANDSBERGER, lac. cit., p. 323,
n. gg, rightly stressed this point and noticed that the rate of exchange for the
tin would have been I: 6 and the price of one linen-cloth 30 sheqels in order to
get the amount of 8 minas ro sheqels mentioned in the text. In this connection
I mention the text BIN 4: 26, a letter from Salim-al}um to Ui-qep and Pusuken, in which he writes (1. 45-48): JI MA.NA I8 GIN 46 sa se-ep A-sur-mu-ta-bi 4-il5
u Nu-ur-IStar su-ma 47u4-mu-su-nu ma-al-u KU sa-ds-qi-ld-ma i pd-nim-ma
48se-bi4-ld-nim: "(concerning) the 3I minas I8 sheqels transported by Assurmuttabbil and Nur-IStar-if their terms are completed, let them weigh out the
silver and send it to me with the first caravan!" This is probably not the same
case as that of ICK I: I62, but it refers to an identical situation.
For the clarification of this procedure I also submit the letter CCT 3: 8b,
which concerns two persons already discussed above, p. I07-I08: Assur-idi
and Assur-na' da, the chief in Assur and the agent in Anatolia:

a-na A -sur-i-di qi-bi4-ma
um-ma A -sur-na-da-ma

Say to Assur-idi;
thus Assur-na'da:
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a-bi4 a-ta be-li a-ta-ma
I MA.NA KU.BABBAR sa Kur-ubIstar
ub-ld-ku-ni u mi-ma lu-qu-tim
sa 1-li-a-lum u-se-bi4-ld-ku-ni
i-na pd-ni-im-ma
db-ka-ma lu-qu-tum
a-na ba-ra-im li-ik-su-da-ma
i-na !Ja-ra-nim
ld-am-!Ju-ur-si-ma a-na-kam
li-si-me-ma be-el
qi-ip-ti-a ba-db
!Ja-ra-ni-a sa qd-ta-tim
ld e-ri-si.:.ma
ld a-ba-ds su-ma
lu-qu-tum ld U!}-a-ma
a-na-kam ld i-si-me
ma-nu-um sa a-na
ku-li-su KU. BABBAR
qd-ta-ti-a ils-ta-pu-tu
um-ma su-nu-ma
a-na $rf-er a-bi4-ka ta-ld-ak
a-bu-um ki-i su-mi-su
ma-num lu i-de8
dam-qd-ni-ku-um a-ni
KU. BABBAR ma-a!J-ri-ka
na-di-ma a-na-ku a-na-kam
TUGIJ.La a-na qd-ti-ka u
qd-ti-a KU. BABBAR u-sa-qal-ma

You are my father, you are my lord!
I mina of silver which Kurub-IStar
5

has brought to you, plus all the goods
which Ili-alum has sent to youdespatch (that) with the first (caravan), and
let the goods
reach me here for inspection(?), and
ro let me receive them from the caravan
so that here
it can be heard, and the owner
of my trust at my departure
will not demand a warrantor
I5 from me, and
I shall (consequently) not be humiliated. If
the goods have not left and
it will (therefore) not be heard herethen who will sign as my warrantor
for
20 all the silver?
Thus they (will say) :
"Go to your father!"
(But) whether the father is as good as
his name,

25

Things are good for you, indeed,
silver lies in front of you[
while I here
(for) textiles on your account and
30 my own account must have weighed
out silver, and,
ke-na ak-ki-dim ds-ta-na-pdLra!-am
truly, I write constantly to (people in)
the countryu ta-tdm ki-a-ma u-sa-qal
and in that way I have bribes paid!
su-ma ku-a-am ld <tu->se-ba-lams
If you do not send your (goods) to
meKU. BABBAR sa qi-ip-ti-a
the silver of my trustu na-ak-ra-am
35 and the "foreign" (goods)
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sa A-sur-ta-ak-ld-ku
u-se-bi4-ld-ku-ni
lu-qu-tdm za-ki-a-ma
db-ka-ma a-na-kam li-si-me-ma
ba-db &,a-ra-ni-a be-el
qi-ip-ti-a ld i-ka-le-e-ma ld a-!Jali-iq

r6s

which Assur-taklaku
sent to you - clear the goods and
despatch them so that it will be heard
here and
40 at my departure the owner
of my trust will not hold me back and
I shall not perish!

Notes:
5-11: -translated in CAD, vol. "A", p. 4-5, s.v. abriku, in the following way:
"as to all the merchandise which PN has sent to you, send (it) with the first
(transport), let the merchandise reach me (midway) so that I can take it over
on my way". I doubt that this can be correct; the word "midway" is interpretation only, and the immediately following sentence says that the reason
for the despatch is that it must be heard "here", that means at the place where
Assur-na'da is when he writes the letter; furthermore, the whole text makes it
plain that he is waiting anxiously for the arrival of this shipment because he
cannot leave until it has come.
9: ba-ra-im -this was excluded in the translation given in CAD but it must be
the infinitive of barum, AHw: "sehen, schauen".
31: ke-na ak-ki-dim- I am indebted to Mr VEENHOF for the understanding
of this phrase. The gemination of the consonant is strange and very rare in oA.
For the word kidum and other occurrences in oA see AHw.-The reading of
the last word is uncertain; the signs of the copy are meaningless to me.
33-38: - the grammatical construction of this passage is broken which must
be due to the emotional and hectic tenor of the letter. Assur-na'da was unable
to express his anguish so he let the sentences hang in the air.
Comment:
Assur-na'da has received a qiptum from an unnamed person occurring as bel
qiptija. He is apparently just preparing himself for a business trip of the same
character as that in which Nur-IStar was involved in ICK I: r62, but he is
having serious problems. These are clearly connected with his trustworthiness
in the eyes of the man who has entrusted goods to him: Assur-na'da fears that
he will not let him leave on his trip without asking him for a man who can
guarantee for him-unless the arrival of a shipment from his boss in Assur
proves him to be solvent. If, on the other hand, such a shipment does not arrive,
it will be impossible for him even to get a man to guarantee for his trustworthi-
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ness; they will, he fears, tell him to turn to his father Assur-idi, and the mere
thought prompts him to a bitingly sarcastic comment. If the situation should
evolve so far Assur-na'da will be humiliated and even finished. It is in this
connection worth pointing out that Assur-na'da was a merchant of some standing in Anatolia as he was apparently the man who took care of the Anatolian
branch of Assur-idi's firm. The letters of the two correspondents are filled
with emotional outbursts like the ones in this text, and we often hear that they
have been waiting for shipments to arrive in a like mood as here; in TC 3: 87,
J-9, where Assur-idi writes to Ili-alum and Assur-taklaku: a-li-ku 8 a-di si-ni-su
i-li-ku-ni-ma 9 u-ld ta-al-qe: "travellers have come here twice but you have not
taken anything!", and BIN 4: 49, 5-ro, in which Assur-na'da writes to Ali-a]J.um
Ememe, and Assur-taklaku: mi-su 6 sa ::;u-!Ja-ru sa Sa-lim-A-sur 7u a-li-ku a-di
8 si-ni-su i-li-ku-ni-ma 9te-er-ta-ak-nu-ma 10 ld i-li-ka-ni: "why is it that the
servants of Salim-Assur and (other) travellers have come here twice, but your
messages have not come?"; cf also the emotional and very difficult letters
from Assur-idi to Assur-na'da treated by HrRSCH, UAR, p. 39-40.
This letter throws in a very dramatic way light on the expression found in
some of the notifying messages: "may your agent be wholly trustworthy!" It
also shows that at least in some cases the merchants entrusted with the retail of
goods in Anatolia were the very same persons whom we meet in the numerous
letters, people who were going on business trips and who took with them goods
belonging to other merchants. From the letter CCT 5: 5a from Salim-a]J.um to
La-qep and Pusu-ken we learn that the trustworthiness of the agents was extra
essential when the goods were commissioned on long terms: "give the tin and
my textiles to a trustworthy agent, who is (as safe) as you yourselves on short
terms[ If no one is available for short terms, then, when you entrust, make
sure that you give the tin and my textiles to a trustworthy agent, (as safe) as
you yourselves[ May your agent be trustworthy! Do not make one month or
two (too) expensive (for him)[" 83)
The term allotted to the agents were in Type 3: I I 45, 47 and 50 !Jamustu's,
and in 3: 14 all the agents got 25 !Jamustu's. In the report TC 3: 49 from Adu
to Imdi-ilum we hear the following (I. z-r5): ta-ds-pu-ra-am 3 um-ma a-ta-ma
T1JG!J.i.a 4 u AN.NA a-na i-ta-at-lim 5a-na DAM.GAR-ru-tim di-na 6a-na i-ta-at-lim
la-su 7KU.BABBAR-pu da-nu 50 MA.NA AN.NA 820 LA I tligku-ta-ni 7 rj2 GIN TA
9 a-na AN.NA-ki-ka IJ rj2 GIN TA 10 a-na TUG!l-Lti-ka a-na 0-::;u-ur-sa-A-sur 11a-na
4 !Ja-am-sa-tim ni-di-in 1250 MA.NA AN.NA J I/2 GIN TA 1320 tugku-ta-ni IJ I/2
83 ) 13AN. NA U Tu@Lfi-a a-na DAM. GAR 14ke-nim sa ki qa-qf-df-ku-nu 15 a U4-me qu-urbu-tim di-na 16su-ma a u4-me qu-ur-bu-tim 17 la i-ba-si ki-ma i-qi-pu-ni 1 BAN .NA u TuGl:rLtfa a-na 19DAM. GAR ke-nim Sa ki-ma 20 qa-qi-df-ku-nu di-na DAM. GAR-ku-nu 21lu ki-in ITI
KAM is-ti-in 22u si-na la tu-se-qa-ra. The text has been transliterated and translated in AC,
p. 238-239-
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I-li-ds-ra-ni 15a-na 4 ij,a-am-sa-tim ni-di-in: "You have written
to me, thus you (said): 'Give the tin and the textiles for cash upon delivery (or)
as sale through agents'. Cash upon delivery is not (to be had), silver is expensivel-50 minas of tin (and) I9 linen-cloths-(at) 7 I/2 sheqels each for your tin,
I3 I/2 sheqels each for your textiles-we have given to U~mr-sa-Assur on (terms
of) 4 bamustu's; 50 minas of tin (at) 7 I/2 sheqels each (and) 20 linen-cloths (at)
I3 I/2 sheqels each we have given to Ili-asranni on (terms of )4 ij,amustu's".
If the terms of the agents in the text presented above corresponded to the
"loan on short terms" (they last for 20 days only), the terms found in Type 3: I I
and 3 : I4 must correspond to the loans "on long terms". The prices paid are,
as was to be expected, much higher for those agents who dispose of the merchandise for periods of more than half a year than for the two agents in TC
3= 49·
In the following table I have used the prices met with in the accounts from
Kane5, both those directly attested and those that result from the calculation
of the taxes:
linen-cloths
calculated price
to agents
pre-emption (fine)
on the market
calculated price
pre-emption ( ?)
calculated price
pre-emption ( ?)
to agents ( ?)
on the market
to agents
to agent (wiiniqum)
on the market

26 2/3
30
20
20

tin

donkeys

7 s.

30

IO S.
IS

s.

IO S.

8

s.

S.

s.
s.

IS
IS
IO
2I
I6
II I/3
IS

s.
s.
s.
s.

black text.

s.

s.
s.
s.
s.

I8 S.
IO S.

30
20

s.
s.

9 s.

With due respect to the fact that these figures can be taken as pointers only
because of the small number of texts examined, they nevertheless invite some
comments. In each case the agents are seen to have been paying more than the
market-price; the prices are very variable, however, from one text to another.
Compared with the prices found to have been paid in Assur (cf the table on p.
I5I and I52) we get a clear indication of the difference between the purchase
and selling prices. The agents seem to pay generally 50% more than the marketprice, an observation that is in perfect agreement with the evidence produced
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above in connection with the text KTH 24 (cf p. 24). Concerning the donkeys
we see that they were regarded as part of the "goods" in the sense that they
could be commissioned to agents like the tin and the textiles; and the prices
paid by the agents are also here so% higher than the marketprice, which, on
the other hand, seems to have been about the same as in Assyria; in some
cases, at least, the donkeys thus did constitute part of the investments as
suggested above in the tables. The difference between purchase and selling
prices is especially conspicuous with regard to the textiles and that may not
. be wholly due to chance and the small number of texts, but could perhaps be
connected with the fact that the transportation expenses for this kind of
commodity were higher than for the tin. Also the taxes are more severe on
textiles than on tin. The tin price in Type 3: I4 is remarkably low, in fact according to the table in AC, p. 280, the lowest attested price paid for tin in
Anatolia; this is doubly strange when compared with the prices paid for donkeys, 30 sheqels, in that text, for these are the normal retail-prices: I5o% of
the market-price. Unfortunately, as no market-prices at all occur in this text
we cannot hope to find the reason for these prices, nor can we see whether the
I5 sheqels paid by the agents per textile represent the normal retail-prices;
that is wholly possible, though, in view of the prices mentioned in 3: I3.
It is very hard to make a sensible estimate of the profit gained on one of
these transactions as too many factors must remain uncertain. Nevertheless, I
shall make an attempt, well knowing that the result can be tentative only. The
best possibilities are offered by Type 3: rr in which nearly the entire shipment
is accounted for in the total income of ea. 82 2/3 minas of silver, and, moreover,
in this text we have to do with a caravan which consisted of both tin and textiles
which makes it a typical example of the caravan transactions.
The shipment bought in Assur consisted of 6 talents 30 minas of tin, 50 minas
5 sheqels of hand-tin, 85 linen-cloths, 20 black textiles, and at least 6 donkeys.
The average price of tin in Assur in the accounts presented above was I5 sheqels
of tin per sheqel of silver, for the donkeys I take the price I/3 mina, for the
black textiles 3 sheqels (see AC, p. 292), and for the linen-cloths 6 sheqels.
Needless to say, these prices are (in particular those for the textiles) very
likely to be wrong, but perhaps they are not too far removed from those paid by
the owner.

6 t. 30 m. of tin at I: I5
85 linen-cloths at 6 s. each
20 black textiles at 3 s. each
6 donkeys at I/3 m. each
50 m. 5 s. of hand-tin at I: I5

26
m.
8 I/2 m.
I
m.
2
m.
3 I/3 m.

I/3

S.
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nis!Jatu-tax, Kanes to Assur (of 82 2j3 m.)
saddu'utu-tax, Kane5 to Assur (of 82 2j3 m.)

40 s/6 m.
3 I/3 m.
I I/3 m.

I/3 S.
6 2/3 s.
2 2/3 s.

4S I/2 m.

9 2j3 s.

Roughly estimating the gain on this whole transaction as 30 to 35 minas of
silver may not be completely wrong. It would have lasted for a considerable
span of time, perhaps for a year as the terms of the agents last up to so !Jamustu's or 2SO days, and the journey between Assur and Kanes plus the time spent
in Kanes with preparations, business with the palace, etc. must have taken
some time too. The money put into this transaction by Salim-alJ_um would
thus nearly double in the course of a year.
When a caravan left Assur the man in charge of the transportation had received an amount of tin called in the texts annak qiitim, which was meant to
cover the expenses en route. Besides that he had sometimes been given money
for the pay of a siiridum on certain stretches, and probably in some cases he
had received money for the food of the staff and fodder for the donkeys, but
it is equally possible that the foodstuffs had been bought in Assur-at least for
part of the journey. The expenses covered en route are in Type 3: I2 characterised as patum; this amounted to I3 S/6 minas of tin when the shipment consisted
of 2 talents I8 minas of tin, or more than the amount of hand-tin given to the
transporter in Assur which was I2 minas only. Out of these I2 minas of handtin the transporter had also paid for food and the hire of a siiridum, and he had
been forced to buy a new donkey en route as one of his own had died. As both
the food and the hire of siiridu had often been paid for separately in excess of
the hand-tin, it seems in fact that we can conclude that patum and hand-tin
meant nearly the same.
In Type 3: IS the travel-costs are summarized in the posts: patum, qaqqad
siiridim, the tassi' iitum of the mountains, and food for the siiridum. Of these
the patum is by far the biggest amount, in fact 30 times as big as the rest taken
together; it amounts to 30 2/3 minas on a shipment of S talents 20 minas. In
the text quoted in connection with Type 3: IS, BIN 6: 79, the tatum
amounts to 33 I/3 minas of tin for the stretch from Assur to Timelkija, I I/3
minaS I/2 sheqels of silver from Timelkija to Kanes.
I submit the text TC 1 : 106 which contains some further information:

3 5/6 MA.NA TA
ta-tum ik-su-ud
3 MA.NA<TA> ta-si-a-tim

3 S/6 minas each
the tatum cost;
it imposed (an expense of) 3 minas
<each> as tassi'iitum,
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5/6 MA.NA TA
u-[k]ul-tdm is-ku-nam
IO GIN TA qd-qd-da-tum
gam-ru-um sa lu-qu-tim
sa se-ep A-sur-DU1o

5/6 minas each
5 for food;
IO sheqels each: the "head-tax";
(these are) the expenses on the goods
transported by Assur-tab.

It is evident that the amounts had been reckoned per load or talent, and the
fiitum in this had been split up into the two categories tassi' iitum and food.
These thus represent the entire transport expenses on a caravan.
The word fritum often occurs in connection with the term awitum as in our
texts, and awitum is used to denote the total weight of the shipment expressed
in biltu's; cf LEWY, JAOS 78 (I958), p. 92, n. I7, where he quoted the passage
VAT 92Io, 39-4I, which runs: istenis 4 mi-at Io GU 40 [x] MA.NA 41AN.NA a-wi-it
ILLAT-at Im-di-lim; see also ICK 2: 292, x+6-x+g: ta-tdm x+ 7u-la i-la-mu-du
x+Ssu.NIGIN 4 GU 20 MA.NA. x+9a-wi-it DAM.GAR This makes it obvious-as
already said-that the fiitum was levied or reckoned per biltum.
The traditional translation "road-tax" stems from expressions like the one
found in Rosenberg-letter (see HUCA 27 [Ig56], p. 68, n. 289), 3I: ta-tum sa
l:Ja-ra-nim. For a general discussion I refer to LEWY, lac. cit. and KTH, p. 32-33;
also GARELLI, AC, p. Igo. BALKAN has expressed doubts about the correctness
of this translation in OLZ 6o (I965), p. 155, where he uses the translation "Reisespesen" -though he does not enter a broad discussion of the meaning of
the word. It seems, however, that this meaning is favoured by a number of the
texts already cited; in TC I: I06, where it consists of tassi' iitum and food, we
cannot possibly think of it as any kind of tax.
We are told twice that it was paid to the bit kiirim: ICK 2: I29, x+23: i-na
ta-timsaEka-ri-i[m . .], and BIN 4: I72 (which is a "second page" of a letter),
6-8: 2 GU 40 MA.NA URUD 7fa-at-ka a-na E ka-ri-im 8ds-qu-ul; in both cases the
context is unrevealing as to the reason for this payment or the percentage which
it constituted however. About the latter problem we receive information from
TC 2: 24, an account that states that some textiles have been sold and fetched
I mina of silver; from this has been drawn I5 sheqels representing nisl:Jiitu-tax,
pre-emption, and losses. Of the remaining 45 sheqels the fiitum has been paid
(LI5-I9): 2/3 MA.NA 5 GIN AN.NA 16fa-a-su-nu IO GIN TA 174 I/2 GIN KU.BI
18si-ti KU.BABBAR-pi-ka 192/3 MA.NA I/2 GIN: "2/3 minas 5 sheqels of tin was
their fiitum; (at) IO sheqels each its (price in) silver was 4 I/2 sheqel; balance
of your silver: 2/3 mina I/2 sheqel". In this case the fiitum corresponds toro%
of the value in silver; it could well have been paid to the bit kiirim too.
Knowing that the word denoted the by far largest part of the travel costs of
a caravan one can turn to those texts which enumerate the expenses paid on
such a journey with a transportation from Assur to Kanes, and one sees that
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the payments go mainly to lodgings in inns en route, to gifts to officials in the
towns passed, and to hire of boats for the crossing of rivers; I refer to the discussion in AC, p. 83-96, and the texts quoted with references to earlier discussions.84) The word tatum certainly has the meaning "gift", "bahsis", or even
"bribe" in other dialects, and a more general range of meaning for the word
seems warranted by the oA occurrences too (see ATHE, p. I3, and J. ]. FINKELSTEIN, JAOS 72 (I952), p. 78, for the meaning "bribe" in Nuzi). The word
may in some cases have been used to denote a tax (in TC 2: 24 the tithe??),
but that may not have been the only use of the term.
BALKAN has published a number of passages from texts of level Ib type from
which it becomes clear that the officials called saqil tatim in this period are
attested for a number of different towns in Anatolia; that is in sharp contrast
with the extant evidence for level 2, where we find these officials in only one
town, and one which is not situated on the route from Assyria to Kane5, namely
Salatuwar.
The meaning of the word qaqqadatum has not been finally ascertained either.
It generally occurs alongside with the tatum and regularly constitutes about
IO sheqels per biltum (see the texts quoted above). In TC 2: 57 it seems to have
the same meaning as tatum, however, and one wonders whether the text is
faulty; L I-I4 run: 2 GU I6 MA.NA 2 a-wi-it I-tur 4-DINGIR 3I Gu-tdm 2 MA.NA
I5 GIN TA 4I5 GIN TA 5 qd-qd-da-tum 6a-di A-bi4-im '4 s/6 MA.NA 8 I/2 GIN 8 ds-qul
I 2j3 MA.NA TA 9a-di Ab-ri-im 103 I/3 MA.NA I 2j3 GIN 11ds-qul2 I/3 MA.NA I I/3
GIN TA 12a-di Ka-ni-is 134 2/3 MA.NA 4 2/3 GIN 14ds-qul: "2 talents I6 minas was
the consignment of ltiir-ili. Per talent, 2 minas I5 sheqels each, was the qaqqadatum to Abum; I weighed out 4/56 minas 8 I/2 sheqels .(At) I 2/3 mina each
until Abrum, I weighed out 3 I/3 minas I 2/3 sheqel. (At) 2 I/3 minas I I/3
sheqel each until Kanes, I weighed out 4 2/3 minas 4 2/3 sheqels". For this
journey the qaqqadatum has amounted to I3 minas 4 5/6 sheqels on a shipment
of 2 talents I6 minas; according to the rest of the text the shipment consisted
of 53 linen-cloths, but cf Type 3: I2, in which the jatum of a consignment of 2
talents I8 minas amounted to I3 5/6 minas of tin, or nearly exactly the same
figure as found in our text here. 85)
These speculations cannot lead to any new and certain interpretations of
these difficult technical terms. When translating Old Assyrian texts one is
often in a situation when a glib and smooth translation seems eminently
8 4)
85 )

See also MAH I6I58.
See also the list on p. q6-I47, which shows that the hand-tin for a shipment of the
standard amount of tin, 2 talents IO minas, usually amounted to IO-I2 minas. For
qaqqadiitum cf. above, p. 54; whether it was actually counted per "head" (staff or donkeys?)
cannot be decided, but it seems probable, cf. Type 3: I5: qaqqad siiridim, and I: 8:
ukulti §U0,iiri U qaqqadiitim sabbu.
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possible, but a translation of these words is far from enough, and the specific
and technical implications of many of the words used by these full-time
merchants often escape us, probably because, in part at least, the Old Assyrian
traders had evolved a kind of argot, and could use the same words with
different meanings in different contexts.

Iran
Erg ani
mad en

silver+ gold
Anatolia
tin+ textiles

Babylonia
The oA international trade.

SUMMARY

§ r. Caravan transactions could be initiated in Assyria or in one of the
colonies in Anatolia. In either case one finds examples of "closed transactions":
what was described as "pendulum trade" in the Introduction. That involves
transportation of a consignment from owner (0) to representatives (R),
sale or purchase, and transportation from R back to 0. The texts show that
the locational factor has given rise to two distinctly different types of procedure.
Historically, the transactions started in Assyria must of course be considered
original. They correspond to the normal business ventures found in all periods
in Mesopotamian history. The particular character of the Old Assyrian trade
stems from the fact that a number of merchants stayed in the area which
was under commercial exploitation. The independence attained by these
colonists gave rise to the other procedure, based in one of the Anatolian
colonies. The problem of how the trade as a whole and the colonists in particular
were financed has not been touched in this study, but one must assume that
the original situation was one where the Anatolian colonists were agents of
firms based in Assur. However, at least some of these men became gradually
independent of their employers as far as we can see from the texts.
As the caravan trade is the basis of the Assyrian economic system, it is evident
that the funds represented in each particular transaction might come from a
number of different sources. This fact, coupled with at present unknown
evolutionary characteristics and probably also personalidiosyncracies, accounts
for the existence of considerable variation in details.
The definition of the three textual types: transport-contract, notifying
message, and caravan account, has been shown to be basic for both types of
transactions, though there are a number of minor variations.
§ 2. The geographical one-sidedness of the available textual material has
made it necessary to rely on archive-copies for some stages in the transactions.
For the first major type: Kanes-Assur-Kanes, it has thus been possible to give
only a few examples of texts of Type 2.
The simplest pattern in this group involves only 0, transporter (T), and the
owner's representatives (RO):
0

-------------+

T

-------------+

RO

Examples of this are Type I: 2, 2: 2, 2: 4, and a number of the caravan
accounts written in Assur, e.g. Type 3: 4- T will in these cases have a certain
freedom of action, cf. Type 2: 2 and 2: 4· He is a eo-recipient of the notifying
message and the caravan account (Type 2: 2 and 3: 7), or a eo-writer of the
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latter text (Type 3: 4). He would also often be charged with the duty of carrying
out the purchase under the supervision of the RO. However, many texts show
that the T might be just an employee whose job was simply to take care of the
transportation, and occasionally there is a change of Tin Assur (cf. Type 3: 8).
In some cases this undoubtedly reflects the unimportant position of the T,
but it may also be due to the fact that the original T (Kanes-Assur) or the
new one (Assur-Kanes) was in fact not employed by the 0, but that the shipment was transported by another man's T. It would thus belong with one of
the other patterns below.
The standard texts apparently give us the following pattern:
0 ______.....,. C _ _ _ _ _____,. T _____________...,.
RO
~--------------

whereas Type I: 5 and its duplicate (I: 5A, cf. Add.) show this:
0

-------+

C _ _ _ _ ___...,. T _ _ _ _ _ .....,. RC
~------

However, if 0 is to C as RO to RC, and if we are allowed the conclusion
that RO equal RC, then it becomes a question of how this firm was operating
the relations between the persons attached to it, in this instance 0, C and T.
In other words, an investigation that is beyond the scope of this book.
It is highly likely that many of the transport-contracts in Group Ib where
the 0 is anonymous belong to the first pattern given above. Type I: 3 and I: 4
do not, however:

0

CjO + - - - - - T ~----....,. RCjO
+----------------------------~

The C/0 and his representatives seem to have nothing to do with the private
deal between T and 0. The T alone carries out the purchase for the 0, and in
fact one might in this case call 0 for 0 1 and the CjO for 0 2 . It is clear, however,
that the transaction initiated by the CjO (which belongs to the basic, simple
pattern above) started the whole affair.
Close to this lies the pattern shown by BIN 4: Io8:

0

CjO ~----- T -<------- RCjO

which may also have been thus:
-----~>-

0

CjO

--------->-<i-------

T

+--- - - - - -

RCjO
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It is not easy to say exactly how common this pattern has been, but cf.
the last amount mentioned in Type 3: IO for instance. Also here is jt possible
that we must assume a close connection between 0 and C/0 such as was
suggested above in the comments on Enlil-bani and Dadaja. It is also possible
that some of the amounts mentioned in Type I: I I belong to this pattern.

Type I: IO cannot readily be put into any of the preceding patterns. In
it we find two merchants acting as partners in a simple transaction, but the
difficulties for the interpretation arise from the following: we are not informed
about any representatives; the text states that the T will pay back in silver
and not goods; the partners will share the profit. All this indicates that we
have to do with a special transaction, and I refer to the oB tapputu-transactions
as described in EILERS, Gesellschajtsjormen. The text is thus not typical for
the oA caravan transactions, but rather close to the oB "Gelegenheitsgesellschaft" (loc. cit. p. Ig-zo). It does not contain enough information, however,
to make it possible to choose between a number of different patterns. Thus the
T may have to take care of both the purchase in Assur and the sale in Anatolia,
or the representatives of one of the 2 owners may have entered the picture in
Assur.
Type 2: 3 also creates some difficulties. But also here we must assume a
close connection between 0 and C.
Finally, 2 more patterns remain, both of a complex nature:

0

_____

..,,___

CjO + - - - - - - - - T

+------

RCjO

RO

This is purely hypothetical and I cannot refer to any texts as examples.
If it occurred, I should think that it was not very often. On the other hand,
if we change it slightly, we have what must probably have been one of the
most common procedures:

0

,. CjO

+_ _ _ _____,:;

TJ.-_____,_
T2

RCjO

RO

+-------------

These 8 patterns do not cover all possibilities, let that be clear. They are
simplified models of the basic transactions, but each individual case may
show variations and certainly also combinations. I hardly need do anything
more than refer to Type I: rr or I: I3 in order to illustrate that point. But
most of these variations and combinations are based on the first and the last
pattern given.
The last pattern illustrates the cases where one caravan contained a number
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of shipments belonging to different persons, and many of the caravan accounts
which tell of a change of transporter in Assur (perhaps Type 3: 8) must be
placed in this context.
As suggested above the words and phrases used for transporters and transportations must undoubtedly be seen in this light. Thus ellat PN probably
contains a reference to the main owner or CJO. The phrase sep PN refers to
the transporter in a general sense, "transported by PN", and one can in this
connection point to the Sumerian and Babylonian examples: FALKENSTEIN,
NG I, p. 45-47, translates "Zustandigkeit des ... ", "verantwortlich ist. .. ",
and LEEMANS, SLB I, 3, p. 107-ro8: "for the correctness vouches ... ". It is
not at all certain, however, just how much responsibility was carried by the
transporter. The DUMU umme' iinim refers most probably to the transporter
in those cases where merchants had shipments carried by men who were not
their own employees or associates, it would in other words cover T 1 in the
last pattern above. Finally, the words iilikum, Wii$i'um, and biitiqum are used
for "a group of travellers" but also for "transporter" in both the general
and the special sense.
The different transfers involved in the patterns are not all attested in the
texts presented. It is not clear whether a tablet was necessary to cover the
transfer of the goods bought in Assur from the RO to the T, but see
for Kanes BIN 4 : 173 quoted on p. 140. More dangerous to my "presentation is the fact that none of the tablets seem to refer to the transfer from 0 to
CJO in an unequivocal way. It is quite possible that in the cases which involve
Enlil-bani and Dadaja, the texts we have were meant to cover both transfers:
0 to C toT, but a transportation carried out by a DUMU umme>anim-what
would the tablet look like in such a case? I cannot give any answer to that
question. Sometimes no tablet may have been written, in other cases such
contracts may perhaps have been loan-documents.
One must stress, however, that partnerships or more vague co-operation
agreements were essential ingredients in the oA trade and this fact could
account for at least some of the procedural inconsistencies-or what looks
like inconsistencies.
The evolutionary aspects of the Assyrian trade are clearly reflected in the
consistent use of the phrase ana si>amiitim, "for buyings", with reference
to the activities in Assur. In contrast, the exchange of goods with silver
and gold in Anatolia is referred to as a sale (nadiinum). Thus, the word luqutum
always refers to the goods bought in Assur, tin and textiles.
As the si>amiitum took place in the Assyrian capital, and as it must be
assumed that it would happen relatively soon after the arrival of the shipment,
it is natural that the transporter in many cases took part in it and that he
brought the goods back to Anatolia. In one case the word qiptum was used
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with reference to the transporter, and that suggests a higher degree of freedomfor which one can see in particular TC 3: 54, quoted on p. 74, n. 28. This
may also be reflected in the use of the phrase a sumi, but again one must be
aware of the possibility that the merchants could combine the various responsibilities and rights in many ways.
§ 3- The second major type: Assur-Kanes-Assur, can be described mainly
on the basis of texts of Type 2 whereas texts of Type I have been disregarded
in this study, as they must in nearly all cases lie in the undug archives in
Assur, and the texts of Type 3 which we have are archive-copies. In one case
a letter sent from Assur contains a nearly complete repetition of a caravan
account made out in Kanes (Type 3: 13), but that is obviously a weird and
unusual situation.
It seems clear that we find the same patterns in this group as those outlined
above. The emphasis must here be laid on the procedures in Anatolia, partly
because we have no transport-contracts from Assyria, but also because the
important differences between this procedure and the one described in § 2 are
found at this point.
But let us first point out that in the notifying messages from Assur we
find very clear indications of the last pattern above. Thus, Type 2: ro seems
to give us the following picture:

0

C/0

-----+~ TJ-----+ RC/0

~--------------------------

T2

RO

~------------------------

Of course, the text itself refers only to the transaction which involves 0,
Tv and RO, but the other persons and the other transaction constitute the
basis. Similarly, there is a hidden foundation to the transaction depicted by
Type 2: rr, but here we have 2 possibilities: either identity with the pattern
above or this:
------------+

0

CfO ..,_____ _ __ T ..,,____________ RC/0

However, the simple pattern found in the majority of the texts can either
be identical with the basic pattern in§ 2 (cf. Type 3: 13), or it may involve
a new group, the agents who are charged with the sale of the goods in Anatolia.
Examples of this are for instance Type 2:6, 2:7, 3: rr, and 3: q:

0

~---------------------------+ ~ ~ ~------------+

RO ____________,. A

There may not be any change ofT, of course, but if there is not that would
IZ
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be wholly due to chance, for it seems clear that T was not usually charged
with any other duty than the transportation. The sale through agents usually
took at least a couple of months during whlch time T would probably have
received other appointments. In Type 3: I I the T seems to have taken an
active part in the business with the agents, but in 3: I4-where we have 3
different Ts-it is the RO who entrust the goods to the agents. None of the
texts indicate whether these agents should deliver the silver to the RO in
Kanes or whether they would have to bring it to Assur, but the first possibility
is certainly the more likely one.
§ 4- The trade between Assyria and Anatolia can only be understood as one
part of an international exchange of goods whlch must have involved other
areas. It is thus clear that the basic Assyrian export goods did not originate
in that country but were imported. A great number of the textiles sent to
Anatolia may have been manufactured in Assyria, but we know that manyperhaps most--came from Babylonia.
Logically one would assume that both the Babylonians and the Iranians
received silver and gold in return for their textiles and tin, but we do not
have any clear information. Possibly the Babylonians received their tin in
Assur as well, but they may also have had direct connections through the
Zagros or via Elam.
A special problem exists in connection with the important metal copper,
for our texts give no indication that it was exported from Kanes to Assur.
GARELLI, AC, p. 298, has reached the same conclusion: "Les expeditions de
cuivre semblent s' effectuer a l'interieur de 1'Asie mineure". That is rather a
strange situation for surely the Assyrians must have needed the copper at
home for the fabrication of bronze. One must remember that the texts never
tell of big shipments of bronze either, so it is clear that the Assyrians did not
buy the finished alloy in Anatolia. The usual exchange-rate for copper was
I30 minas to one mina of silver whlch means that one donkey load of copper
would be worth only one mina of silver, so perhaps the trade was not profitable
for the normal Assyrian merchant.
But if the main copper mines in tills period were those at Ergani Maden
not far from EHiz1g, it seems quite possible that the Assyrians imported the
metal directly from there-not via Kanes or any of the other colonies in
Anatolia proper.
The geographlcal position of the Assyrian capital thus provided its inhabitants with a superb chance, and the ingredient whlch they put into the
process seems to have been administrative know-how. During nearly a century
they kept an elaborate and, as far as we can see, marvellously efficient trade
in operation-no mean achlevement.

ADDENDUM
In RA 59 (I965) GARELLI has published two transport-contracts which are
of crucial importance for the problem of the relationship between Enlil-bani
and Dadaja (cf. p. 20-26). One of these, MAH I6468 (lac. cit., p. 32-34), is in
fact a duplicate of Type I: 5, but it contains some variations which necessitate
a revjsion of the position taken in the notes to Type I: 5 and the discussion
on p. 20-22:
Type 1 : 5A: MAH I6468.

I7 MA.NA KU.BABBAR
ni-is-!Ja-su DIRIG
sa-d[u-a-s]u sa-bu
u Ij2 MA.N[A] GU[SK]IN
ku-nu-ki-a a-n[a ,?i-e]r
sa ki-ma [x-x-t]i
a-na a-Zi[mki a-n]a
si-a-ma-ti[m J
ap-qi-id
Si-mu-um i-na
:E d£n-UZ-ba-ni
i-sa-a-am

I7 minas of silverits nis!Jatu-tax added,
its saddu'utu-tax paid forplus I/2 mina of gold,
5 with my seal, to the address
of [ ..... ] representatives
in the city, for
buyings
I entrusted.
IO The purchase in
Enlil-bani's house
he will carry out.

Notes:
4: -GARELLI reads I I/2 which is impossible according to the duplicate.
5: a-n[a ,?e- e]r-GARELLI reads a-n[a x x n]i
6: sa ki-ma [x-x-i]i-GARELLI gives [i-a-t]i but one might also propose other
readings: [su-a-t]i, [ni-a-t]i, [su-nu-t]i, [ku-a-t]i, or [ku-nu-t]i (in descending
order of probability).
10-12: si-mu-um-this must be a mistake for si-ma-am, cf. Type I: 7, I5-I6.
The translation given by GARELLI: "L'achat dans la maison d'Enlil-bani
sera fixe", is impossible. The N stem of si' amum would be i-si-a-am.
Comment:
The question is of course: how do we restore the lacuna in line 6-or in other
words, whose representatives received this shipment? This new text tells us
that the man who handed it over to the (unnamed) transporter had also sealed
the goods-and he is the one who is "speaking". Now, Type I: 5 was clear on
at least one point: it was Dadaja who sealed the goods and handed them over to
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Kukkuianum. Consequently, the simplest solution is clearly that Type I: 5
refers to Dadaja's representatives-which is also the solution that seems most
natural in view of the grammatical construction.
Type I: 5 adamantly stressed the point that the shipment was Enlil-bani's
property and that Dadaja had nothing to do with it, no responsibility and no
right to any part of the profit. This text, however, does not even tell us the
name of the owner, just as both the consignor and the transporter remain
anonymous. The only name we get is that of Enlil-bani in the last sentence of
the text, and this points to a very close connection between Dadaja's representatives and Enlil-bani's house in Assur. In fact, one must ask whether there
was any difference between these two concepts.
If the reconstruction of the family-ties of the two (cf. p. 76, n. 29) is correct,
it does not seem improbable that Dadaja and Enlil-bani in Assur were represented by (to a certain extent at least) the same people, and the other
new text, MAH rg6r7 (loc. cit. p. 30-32) supports this theory:

MAH 19617
JO MA. NA KU. BABBAR
ni-is-!Ja-su DIRIG
sa-du-a-su sa-bu-u
ku-nu-ki sa Da-da-a
u DAM. GAR a-na $i-er
sa ki-ma su-nu-ti a-na
si-a-ma-tim a-na
a-limki a-na E-na-Su-in
u U-$U-ra-nim
Da-da-a u DAM. GAR
ip-qi-du-ma i-ra-di-u
IGI Ku-da-tim
IGI MAN -A -sur
IGI A-sur-GAL

30 minas of silver-

5

IO

its nis!Jatu-tax added,
its saddu'utu-tax paid forsealed by Dadaja
and the tamkarum, to the address
of their representatives, for
buyings in
the city-to Enna-Su' en
and U~uranum
Dadaja and the tamkarum
entrusted (it) and they will lead (it).
Witnessed by Kudatum,
witnessed by Puzur-Assur,
witnessed by Assur-rabi.

Comment:
The interesting question in this text is naturally: is Enlil-bani identical
with the tamkarum? Unfortunately, I cannot give a very certain answer,
but some comments must be given.
The transporters are Enna-Su'en, Dadaja's paternal uncle and Enlil-bani's
cousin 1), and U~uranum who is KukkuHinum's brother, so there are close
1) Enna-Su'en is also the name of a son of the kumru-priest of Su'en, cf. MAH 15876,
E-nam-Su-in 11DUMU Uij:.ME sa Su-in,· he may thus have been Dadaja's brother
instead of his uncle. We do not know, however, whether Assur-imitti was the only person
in the family who had this title.
29-30: IGI
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links with the other texts. And furthermore, at least two of the witnesses
(Kudatum and Assur-rabi) have been connected with Enlil-bani already.
In HUCA 27 (rg56) LEWY has given a long discussion of U;:mranum's chronological position and the argument can be found reproduced in AC, p. 33-34.
Some of the texts mentioned by LEWY show that certain connections existed
between U~uranum and the firm(s) of Piisu-ken and Puzur-Assur, which may
explain the latter's appearance among the witnesses.
Ennanum's letter to Dadaja and tamkrirum ICK r: I50 (cf. p. 25) is a report
that shows Ennanum as a transporter en route from Assur to Anatolia. The
goods he is transporting have been "sealed by your (plur.) representatives".
In other words, also in that text it is clear that Dadaja in Assur shares his
representatives with a person referred to as tamkrirum. If we use the translation
"the chief of the firm" for tamkrirum in these cases, it is tempting (and, I
should say, even reasonable) to assign this post to Enlil-bani.
If that is accepted, it becomes of minor importance to decide about the
question: how do we restore the lacuna in Type I: sA, r.6, for we have come to
the conclusion that Dadaja's representatives in Assur were the same persons
as those who represented Enlil-bani. This may be true to a certain extent only,
but only a very thorough study of the way in which this and other merchant
houses functioned would make it possible to say anything much more definite.
If we assume that Dadaja was a junior associate of the firm led by Enlil-bani
(in this period that is), that does not give us any very clear indication of the
degree of independence allowed to or perhaps expected from him.
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IS, 22
I9, I2-IS

Rosenberg, 3I

I5S
I5S
SI
97, n. 49

p. I]O

I85

INDEXES

S.
Sch.
TC
TC
TC
TC
TC
TC
TC
TC
TC
TC
TC
TC
TC
TC
TC
TC
TC
TC
TC
TC
TC
TC
TC

TC
TC
TC
TC
TC
TC
TC
TC
TC
TC
TC
TC
TC
TC
TC
TC
TC

561, 8-21
, 22
14, 9-10

p. 156
p. 62, n. 15
p. 88

I: !4, 17
I: 15, 35-39
r: r6
r:24
r:26
, 21-26
I: 27, I-29
I: 28, 1-13
, 5-6
I: 69, I-5
I: 8I, 38
I: lOO, 3-4
I: Io6, I-8
2:1
, 4-8,
27-29
2:3, 31
, 44
2:6
2:7,3-6
, r6-3o
2: 13
2: 14
2: 2!
2: 22, 38-4!
2: 23, 30-31
2: 24, 15-19
2: 26, 2-IO
,4,6,
x+4
2: 36, 36
2:37
2: 52, r8-r9
2: 57, 1-14
2: 70
3: 20, 38-43
3= 2!
3= 22
3=24
3:26
, 9-12
3: 30, 28-30
3: 31, r8-2o
3: 34, 8-ro
, 15-18

p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.

3=36
3: 38, 14
3= 43
3:45, x+4

69, n. 23
108
30
31
I03
95
ro8-ro9
33
9
r6, n. 12
41, n. 6r
86, n. 42
169-170
54
8r, n. 39

p. 69, n. 23
p. 75
Type 3= 7
p. 153, n. 70
p. 154, n. 7I
Type z: 9
Type 3:9
p. 103
p. 97, n. 49
p. 57
p. I70
p. r6o, n. 77
p. 9
p. 65
p. 62
p. 88
p. 171
Type r: 2
p. 96
Type 2:5
p. 69 and 103
Type 3: 12
p. 57
p. 88
p. 93
p. 136
p. !52
p. ro and 157
Type 3= 3
p. 41, n. 6r
Type 3:2
p. 64-65

TC
TC
TC
TC
TC
TC
TC

TC
TC
TC
TC
TC
TC
TC
TC
TC
TC
TC
TC
TC
TC
TC
TC
TC
TC
TC
TC
TC
TC
TC
TC
TC

3= 46, 4-13
3= 49, 2-15
3: 54, 1-27
, 17-20
, 19-20
3=57
3:6!,22
3= 67
3= 68
, 6-7
, 7-13
, 39
3= 69
3: 71, 9-IO
3: 72, 55
3= 76
3: 87, 7-9
3= 96
3= 98
, r6-r8
3= 99, 23
3: ro6, 12
3: !62, 2-7
3= !65
, 28-30
3: r66, II, 19
3: 173, 6-7
3: r86, r-14
3: r87, x+6
3: 20!, I-9
3= 202, 29
3:208, 19
3: 2II, 30
3: 213, II-27
, I8-2o
3: 22!, 46
3: 230, 20-2!
3: 262B, 4-5
3: 270, 15
, 30-35
3= 274

p. 3, n. I4
p. r66-r67
p. 74, n. 28
p. 143
P-9
p. 30
p. 45, n. 2
Type 2: r
p. 15
p. 17, n. 14
p. 143
p. 76, n. 29
Type 2: 3
p. 41, n. 6r
p. 9
p. 54
p. r66
p. 132
p. 51
p. 53
p. 39
p. 13
p. 45, n. 2
P· 94, n. 47
p. I61
p. 46, n. 3
p. 154, n. 72
p. !59
p. 39
p. 44, n. r
p. I7
p. 45, n. 2
p. !41
p. 22-23
p. 86
p. 45, n. 2
p. I7
p. 154, n. 72
p. 6r
p. 32
p. 51 and 70

TMH I: 3d, 13
TMH r: 7e, r-6
TMH r: 24e, 8

p. 45, n. 2
p. 26, n. 32
p. 45, n. 2

VAT

p. 170
p. 69, n. 23
p. 19
p. 153
p. 59
Type 1: r

VAT
VAT
VAT

9210, 39-41
, 41
9249
, 4-II
9285
13-519
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B. Persons
Ab-salim
Abu-salim
Adad-ellat
Agua
AQ.u-waqar
Amur-ili
Amur-IStar
Amur-Samas
Anani
Anina

Asanum
Asutaja
Assur-bani
Assur-idi
Assur-imitti
Assur-kasid
Assur-lamassi
Assur-malik
Assur-muttabbil
Assur-na'da
Assur-rabi
Assur-taklaku
Binim-a:Q.um
Buzazu
Dadaja
Dan-Assur
Enlil-bani
Ennanum
Enna-Su'en
l}:attitum
l}:inaja
lJ:uatala
Ikun-pasa
Ilabrat-bani
Ili-alum
Ili-bani
Ili-sadu
Imdi-ilum
Imkua
Inbi-IStar
Irma-Assur
Kudatum
Kukkulanum
Kulumaja
Kutallanum
Kuzum
Lamas si
La-qepum
Luzina
Mannum-balumAssur
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p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.

16, n. 13
51
59
54
25, n. 31
30, n. 42
66
84
30, n. 42
78
78
25
18
16, 107-109,
163-166
p. 1J
p. 132
p. 15-16
p. 15 and 39
p. 59-60
p. 107-109 and
163-166
p. 15 and p. 25, n. 31
p. 107
p. 132
p. 51 and 6o
p. 17-18, 21-26, 47
and 76
p. 69
p. 15-17 and 76
p. 25
p. 76, n. 29
p. 15 and 154, n. 73
p. 57
p. 47
p. 6o
p. 103, n. 53
p. 107
p. 25, n. 31
p. 18, n. 17
p. 30-31 and p. 64
p. 6o
p. 16
p. rr and 16
p. 76
p. 18
p. 69
p. 64
p. 51
p. 55 and 6o
p. 25, n. 31 and p. 47
p. 16 and 76

p. 15-16

Nabi-Sin
Nurkili
Pila:Q.aja
Pila:Q.-IStar
Pill'm-ken
Puzur-Assur
Puzur-ili
Puzur-IStar
Su'ejja
Su'en-damiq
Salim-Assur
Samas-bani
Su-IStar
Su-Kubum
Taris-matum
Tupizi
Uzua
Wardum
Wasnani
C. CitiP-s
Abi-tiban
Assur

p. 38-39
p. 16, n. 13
p. 13, 16 and 25
p. 30, n. 42 and p. 74,
n. 28
p. 6o and 67
p. 6o-61
p. 16
p. 31 and 93
p. 6o
p. 1J
p. 61
p. 25
p. 76
p. 6o-61
p. 15
p. rr6
p. 64-65
p. 47
p. 62

Gasur
l}:attus
l}:urrama
Kanes
Purus:Q.addum

p. 124
p. 2, 10, 37, 94, J41
and 153-155
p. 154, n. 72
p. 2,n. J
p. So
p. 1-3, 20, 94 and 155
p. 5, n. 24 and p. 94,

Salatuwar
Surun
W a:Q.susana

p. 171
p. 138
P-5,n. 24

D. Words
abum
a!Jum
iilikum
iilum
amiirum
ammurum
amurrum
ana
anniinum
annukum (AN .NA)
arnum
asirum
asiisum
a sumi
awelum
awitum
biib abullim
baliijum
barii'um

p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.

n. 47

17
1J
96
10
37 and II9
119
Il9
59
10
3, n. l4
138
53-54
103
27-28
93
170
28
37-38 and 73
165

INDEXES

biitiqum
bel qiptim
be'ulatum
biltum
bit karim
bit tamkarim
darakum
dulbiitum
elepum
elitum
ellutum (ILLAT)
emedum
enutum

p. g6
p. 165
p. 41 and 149-150
p. 14S
p. 5, 159-160 and 170
p. 32-35

p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.

Sz

6o
II9
149
69, n. 23
So
s4
e~epum
42
cf sub isratum
esretum
gamalum
p. s4
ikribu
p. 53, 7S and SS,
n. 43
il(l)um
p. 53
isertum
p. II6
isratum
p. n6, 125 and 157
p.g1
iSten
itartum
p. S7-SS
itajlum
p. S6, 93 and 155
karum
p. z, n. 3, p. 4, n. 19
and p. 91-92
kaspum (Kir. BI)
p. 14
ka~~arum
p. 41, 79-So and
149-150
kidum
p. 165
kubursinnum
p. 99
kumrum
p. 17, n. 15
lamadum
p. 8S
laputta'um
p. ss-59
li'abjpum
p. II9
libbum (sA.. BA)
p. 13-14
liwetum
p. 149
p. I6
ma!JJ;a'um
masa'um
p. 99
ma~um
p. 109
MAS
p. 6o
p. 6o
matlis!Jum
p. 91
me!Jratum
mer'um
p. 17 and 62
mera' umme'anim p. S6-S7 and 96-97
metum !Jamsat
p. I6I
miqtum
p. 56
misla
p. 57
musaridum
p. 155-156
muttatum
p. 149
napalum
p. !25
narua'um
p. !02
naruqqum
p. 57, n. 13 and p. 74,
n. zS
nepesum
p. 52-53 and 64

nipiltum
nis!Jatum

p. 125
p. 8-ro,

paqiidum
pasallum
(umu) pati'utum
pazzurtum
pirikiinum
qadi
qaqqadatum
qatum
qatam sakanum
qatam ummudum
annak qatim

p. zS-32
p. 32, n. 44
p. 42, 129-130 and

sa qatim
qi'apum
qiptum
T1JG

(umu) qurbutum
rada'um
radi'um
riksum
sa!Jarum
sa!Jertum
sanaqum
saradum
saridum
sa'udum
sup annum
sa
saba'um
saddu'utum
sahatum
ina sahat PN
la sa sahiitim
saqil Jatim
sasii'um
sebultum (KI. LA. BI)
sepum
si'amatum
simum
suqlum
suqultum (KI.LA.Bl)
ta!Jsistum
tamkiirum
tassi' atum
te~ubu

Ja!Ja'um

36, II9,
141-143, 156-157,
r6o-r6r
p. z6-27 and 93
p. 49
p. r66-r67
p. r6r
p. 44, n. I
p. 99 and rog
p. 54, I7I

149

p. 77-7S
p. 73 and 124
p. 38, 73, r63 and
I65
p. r66-r67
p. 46
p.46
p. 55, 6r and 64
p. 75
P-4s,n. z
p. 13
p. 79
p. 79-So and 94
p. 42 and 152
p. 53
P-59
p. 54
p. S-ro, rS, 36, 103,
143-144 and 159161
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.

II and 37
135-!36
171
103
55
95-96
44 and 153
159
88, rzo, 149 and
157, n. 75
p. 55
p. S8
p. rS, zS, 32-35, 49sr, 55-56, 103 and
162-16S
p. 169
p. 42, IIZ and I5I
p. zo and 73

r88
!iitum
ukultum
umme'iinum
unutum
wabiilum
wiiniqum
waqiirum
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p. 130, 139-140 and
169-171
p. 151
p. so, 86-87, g6-97
p. 40, 86 and 151
p. 31
p. 135
p. 82

waqqurtum
wariidum
wasiimum
Wa$iibum
wa$ii'um
wa$itum
wii$i'um
watiirum (DIRIG)

p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.

6o
155
75
42
102-103
43 and 152
g6
p. 8-10

